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BUILD A

BEAUTIFUL
SHIP MODEL

LOUDSPEAKER
in a few hours.-

No tool needed

but a
tackhammer

Any schoolboy
can put it
together

SANTA MARIA
THE

FLAG SHIP OF COLUMBUS IN
DISCOVERY OF AMERICA IN 1492.
Size: Height. 25 in.

Width,

11

in.

THE

MAYFLOWER
THE

SHIP THAT BROUGHT THE
TO AMERICA.
Size: Height, 25 in.

Length, 27 in.

Width,

9

in.

PILGRIMS

Length, 27 in.

PERFECT TONE- PLENTY OF VOLUME- NO DIS TOR TION
Do you want a Loud Speaker that is different and worth $100.00?
Do you want a beautiful Ship Model?
are
Do you want perfect tone? Of course you do. All of these
you as much
to be found in the Melody Ship, and it will not cost
Loud
or
Model
Ship
ordinary
the
for both, combined in one, as
is the most
Speaker would alone. The Ship Model when complete
Loud Speaker
beautiful of its kind on the market today. Theand
undistorted
combination is unsurpassed for beauty of tone
faithfully revolume that brings out all the low musical notes and
tuba, as
producing the zoom of the base viol, the drums

it on
well as the higher alto and soprano. There is nothing likenot
an
This is
the market today anywhere. It is absolutely anew.
guar-back
experiment, but a real proven fact, sold on money
assure
satisfaction.
antee to
MODELS will
THE WORLD'S LARGEST BUILDERS OF SHIPShip.
You may
supply you with all the parts to build a Melody
The parts
choose either the Santa Maria or Mayflower Models. cheap
carda
is
not
This
wood.
of
for the Ship Models are made
Model toboard imitation, but a real Ship Model. Putting this
this;
like
read
instructions
gether is as simple as A, B. C. The
with a small hamput No. 49 on top of No. 48 and tap lightly
hours.
in
a
few
mer, etc. A schoolboy can put it together
type. Power
The Loud -Speaker Unit is of the Electro- Magnetthrough.
They
amplification is riot needed to force the low tones
with the
interfere
not
do
ease
and
perfect
with
come through
all frequencies.
higher notes. Giving you faithful reproductionis at
firmly seated two
The Unit is placed on the Main Mast, which
inches deep in a three and one -half pound hull. Making it impossible for counter vibrations to effect the perfect reproduction
super of the Melody Sail. The driving pin is attached to our change
vibrating. especially prepared, Melody Sail. It does notinstalling
the appearance of the Ship Model. Instructions for
come with each Melody Ship.

MINIATURE SHIP MODELS
3818- 20 -22 -24 Baring Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

Those who own a Ship Model and wish to install the Melody Sail
and Unit can easily do so by forwarding us an out -line drawing
of your main sail. We will then forward to you a Melody Sail
and unit to fit your Model, via parcel post C. O. D., nine dollars
($9.00), plus postage.
The un- assembled parts for either the Santa Maria or Mayflower
Models (without the Melody Sail attachment) can be had for
four dollars and ninety -eight cents ($4.98), plus postage. Full
detailed diagram and instruction sheet, showing and explaining
every operation, for completing the Model supplied with each.
If you want the un- assembled parts for either the Santa Maria
or Mayflower Model, together with the Melody Sail attachment,
for making the Melody Ship complete, send us your order -NO
MONEY -pay postman $12.50, plus postage.
CANADIAN AND FOREIGN ORDERS MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY MONEY ORDER

after assembling the Melody Ship, you do not think it worth
many times the purchase price, return it to us in good condition
and we will gladly refund your Money. What can be fairer than
If.

this?

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE
Complete Melody Ship Orders Include Metal Figures Illustrated
Above. If Figures are Ordered Separately Same Will Be Furnished For 25c Each Figure.
MINIATURE SHIP MODELS
DEPARTMENT L16.
3818- 20 -22 -24 Baring St., Philadelphia, Penna.
Please send me the complete parts cut to fit and ready to put toFor which
gether for the MELODY SHIP Complete
For the SHIP MODEL
I agree to pay postman $12.50, plus postage.
only. For which I agree to pay $4.98, plus postage.
for
For MELODY SAIL & UNIT only for ship model
which I agree to pay postman $9.00, plus postage.
PLEASE PRINT NAME AND ADDRESS
NAME

STREET OR R. F.
CITY OR TOWN
STATE

D
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mplmment

Preparing
you for a
better job

Placing you

in a good,
well -paid

andaRaise
in Pay

Position

o. G. MILLER
Director Extension Work

Ian

AMillion Dol-

lar Institution
Back of This
GUARANTEE
Get this straight -the

I guarantee to prepare you for
a fine Drafting position, right
in your home, in your spare
time ; then I guarantee to help
you find such a position paying at least 50% more than

American School was
chartered in 1897 as
an educational institution, not for profit. So

you will find the same

you earn today, within 60
days after you complete this
training, or I will refund the
small amount you pay for tuition. We make this agreement
to prove this instruction will
make you a real Draftsman.

standards of service

here as in the best resident schools and colleges. Over 200 of the
leading Engineers, Executives and Educators
of the U. S. prepared
the instruction we of-

Back of this guarantee are
the entire resources and reputation of this million dollar

fer. Their standing
vouches for its quality.
This is available to you
on terms of only a few
dollar§ a month. Write
for our souvenir book,
"White Magic," given
FREE in celebration of
our 30th Anniversary.

institution.L,

Free Job Service

The American School is the first
in the home -study field to recognize the need of guaranteeing
its courses with a money -back
contract, if the training fails to
accomplish the benefits you expect. Thus all risk and doubt are
eliminated- either the training
will help you to a better job and
a raise in pay or It will cost you
nothing. To better carry out this
important service, we maintain
a National employment department which keeps in torch with
the employers f Draftsmen all
over the U. S. All this without

Learn Drafting-how to make and read plans, and the doors of
opportunity in all mechanical, building, and engineering lines
swing open for you! There are more well -paid Drafting jobs open
today than in any other one profession or trade. There's a variety,
a fascination to Drafting that will grip you. No other work is so
other field offers equal opportuniinteresting, so well paid
ties for quick promotion.

-no

The Draftsman is
the Boss of the Works!
Destroy blue -prints and plans, and the wheels of all Industry
will stop until new ones can be made. Every move of every workman on the job is controlled by the Draftsman through his plans.
Railroads, public works, buildings of a hundred sorts, machinery, electricity, automobiles -all manufacturing and construction
start on the Drafting table! That's the kind
of work to get into, friend. Where you have
the same chance as anybody else to make a
quick success!

-at home
prove you can learn
in spare time!
to

You'll be surprised how qui. kly reu can
learn Drafting by our new one-step -at -atime method. We start you off doing
actual Drafting room jobs from the very
beginning. Before you know it, you are
batting out professional plans like a veteran. Get the first three lessons -the coupon brings them. Do them. Test your
ability to master Drafting at home.
Without cost or obligation.

o

extra charge to ourstudents and
graduates.

Professional
Outfit GIVEN!
You will naturally expect the American School to
give you the best kind of instruments and tools with
the best kind of training. This outfit is good enough
to use professionally after you finish your training.
Mail coupon for description.

Q. C. Miller, Director Extension Work

rtielKATA
_1

o

chool

Dept. DA- 26Drexel Avenue and 58th Street, Chicago

e - -- -si=r
O. C. Miller, Director Extension Work

American School, Dept DA -26.

Drexel Ave. and 58th St., Chicago
Your offer to send me 3 lessons free and facts about the opportunities in Drafting and about your course, looks good to me.
It is understood I am not obligated in any way in making this
request.

Naire
Address
Occupation

Age

.,
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A Glimpse Into the Coyne Electrical School
Those who see the great roaring shops of Coyne
for the first time are amazed.Ilcro are students from
every State in the Union wor:cing on the greatest
outlay of electrical apparatus ever assembled in any
school . .. costing hundreds of t'tousands of dollars
. . real dynamos, huge motors, actual skeleton
houses, complete power plants, transmitting sta-

...

everything
tions, switchboards of all kinds
from doorbells to farm power systems. Here, with

this full -size machinery in full operation every day,
Coyne students get years of experience in a few
months. Here with two instructors to every 25
men, Coyne students learn by actually doing. Here
-and nowhere else in the world -can you get such
training!
The photograph above is one of 150 views in our
catalog. a copy of which will be mailed free upon
request. See coupon below.

LEARN

Without Books or Lessons
By

12 WEEKS
IN
Actual Work-in the Great

OME kinds of jobs ought to be labeled with a big

that says "Man-killer." They are either so
S sign
heavy, dirty and hard that they sap a man's strength
and keep him dog -tired all the time -or
else they are so disagreeable, uninteresting and poorly paid that they kill

his ambition in almost no time. And
AMBITION is the most valuable thing
a man can have!

Fascinating Work
Real Pay!

-

Shops of Coyne
No Education or Experience Needed

With a personal, practical method like this, is it any wonder I say I
can make any man into a master electrician in 12 happy weeks? You
don't need a bit of previous experience or advanced
education. Many of our most successful graduates
Fe fellows who never went to high school and hated
book -learning." The Coyne method is d;$'erent!

$100 aWeekJobs

FREE If You Act Now

are common in electricity. Our free
employment bureau puts you in
touch with openings to choose
from. The following are only a few
of the kind of positions you fit
yourself for in the Great Shops

Make up your mind today to
get into one of these real -pay
electrical jobs. If you act ooze
I'll pay your railroad fare to
Chicago and give you 2 special
courses free! RADIO and AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRICITY! And besides that, I'll help you to a parttime job while learning! FREE
employment service for life
after graduation, too. We place
dozens of men in wonderful jobs
every week!

-

of Coyne:

That's why so many men are turning to ELECTRICITY. which offers unlimited rewards and opportunities-with ordinary salaries of $50-$75$100 -and $150 a week ! Right now big electrical jobs
are actually going begging! Electrical experts with
12 weeks of training are in demand -and the need
is growing every day! The situation is one that
spells O- P-P-O- R-T- U-N -I-T-Y in letters a foot
high for themanwhois wide -awake enough to see it!

Learn Quickly

Let me make you a master electrician -the Coyne
way. I've done it for thousands of others-farmers,
laborers, factory men, and hundreds who haven't
had more than 8th grade education! I can do it for
you -and start you off on the road to independence
and big earnings in just 90 days!

Farm Lighting Experts
$60 to $100 a Week
Armature Expert
$50 to $100 a Week
Power House Operator
$50 to $75 a Week
Auto Electrician
$60 to $100 a Week
Inventor, Unlimited Income
Maintainance Engineer
$60 to $100 a Week
Service Station Owner
$200 a Week
Radio Expert, $75 to $150 a Week
Contractor. $3,500 to $15,000 aYear

Send for FREE Book
Just give me a chance to tell you
about the unlimited opportunity
that awaits you. Let me send you
this big book free, containing
over 150 photographs and listing
and telling you how you can
qualify for the kind of jobs that
pay $75 -$200 a week. If you
really want more money and
a wonderful future, send for
this book now! No obligation. Simply mail the
coupon.

No Books or Dry Lessons

The secret of Coyne- training is that it is ALL
PRACTICAL work. No books -no dry lessons -no
useless theory. In the great shops of COYNE you
learn the "ins and outs" of Electricity by actual
work on real electrical equipment-the finest outlay in the country! And best of all- experts work
right with you every step of the way, showing you
all the electrical secrets that are essential to your
success!

COYNE
H. C. LEWIS,

Pres., Dept. A7-83

FREE R. R. Fare
When You Enroll

To -day

SCHOOL

ELECTRICAL

1300 -10 W. Harrison St., Chicago,

FREE
BOOK
Coupon

ELECTRICAL
'COYNE
A7 -83
H. C. Lewis, Pres., Dept.

Right now I will allow your Railroad
the U. S. to
rare from any point
Chicago-the world's Greatest Electrical center. Send coupon for details.

SCHOOL

Mail This

1300-10 W. Harrison St., Chicago, M.
Dear Mr. Lewis:
I want the facts, so without obligation, send me your free illustrated catalog and details of your R. R. fare.
Name
Address

III.'

City

State
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in automotive history hacks
sale of illanetce Control. Guaranteed to give 150 miles on 5
gals. of gas on Ford- eliminate carbon-save half oil -relieve battery strain-make the
motor run smoother-give better acceleration-allow slower
speeds in high gear.
Saves
half repair bills. No holes to
drill; no bolts to remove. You
can put it on hi 3 minutes.

150 %

PROFIT GUARANTEED

New plan combined with AMAZING SURE -FIRE DEMONSTRATION and guaranteed results makes Blancke Control greatest agent's selling success of recent years. Phillips Vickery sold
103 in 1 day (profit $324.00) R. K. 'Waite ordered 1,000 in 1
month (profit $3,000.00), Wires "Get ready another 2,000."
Every mail brings similar astounding reports!

-* Get

One FREE

to introduce.

Also Blancke plan that
guarantees 150% profit, starts you

without capital in a real business that pays you from
and up each month and gives riser Agent new Ford
his present one is worn out. Exclusive territory.
money- beginning NOW! Send today for sample
Distributor's plan.

157 E.

Dept.

863 -H,

h
elaneke Auto Devices Co..
157 E. Erie St., Dept. 863-H..

$300.00 to $2,500.O0
car FREE by time
Start to make real
Control and great

BLANCKE AUTO DEVICES CO.

Erie Street,

Chicago, III.

Cadillac 'and Delco Light now use as Standard Equipment Thermostatic
Carburetor Control under BLANCKE License. You can get no better
proof of merit than this.

166
17')
174
180
178
177

Chicago.

u

III.

Gentlemen:
I should like to get a Blanche Control
Also
free to introduce in my community.
send details of amazing new Guarantee
plan by which I can make from $300.00
In .52,500.00 a month profit and get a new
Ford Free by time my present one is Worn
out.

Name
.Address

City
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166

Y

York Industries

On this simple principle the Blancke Control made Fords run
43.8 to 68 miles on 1 gallon of gas in official public test. Reports from 351,272 public and private tests show average of
32 miles per gallon- breaking world's record for average

STRONGEST
GUARANTEE

176
ISO

\V

\Vanhington School of Art
World Progress Pub. Company

The
same principle
works both your ordinary
Thermometer and the BLANCKE
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Chemistry paves t
to success
Some people measure success in
terms of money and others in degree
of knowledge and culture. Chemistry
is the one uncrowded profession today
that offers both. America, always a land
of amazing opportunities, is especially so
now in the field of applied Chemistry. Industries have developed within eight years
more rapidly than the output of trained men
to conduct .them. Every big industry needs
chemists and there is a real demand for them
immediately.

Earn a Bigger
Salary from now on .-Good Chemists Command High Salaries; you can
make yourself independent for life by unearthing
one of Chemistry's undiscovered secrets !
Do you remember how the tales of pirate gold used to fire your imagination and make you want to sail the uncharted seas in search of treasure and
adventure? And then you would regret that such things were no longer
done. But that is a mistake. They are dune-today and every day -not on
desert islands, but in the chemical laboratories throughout your own country. Quietly, systematically, the chemist works. His work is difficult, but
more adventurous than the blood -curdling deeds of the Spanish Main. Instead of meeting an early and violent death on some forgotten shore, lie
gathers wealth and honor through his invaluable contributions to human
ity. Alfred Nobel, the Swedish chemist who invented dynamite, made so
many millions that the income alone from his bequests provides five $40,000
prizes every year for the advancement of science and peace. Herman
Frasch, who showed how to extract sulphur built up a huge fortune. C. M.
Hall, the chemist who discovered how to manufacture aluminum made
millions through this discovery. F. G. Cottrell, who devised a valuable
process for recovering the waste from the flue gases, James Gayley, who
showed how to save enormous losses in steel manufacture, L. H. Baekeland, who invented Bakelite -these are only a few of the men to whom
fortunes have come through their chemical achievements.

LETTERS
From Students Who Have
Taken This Course
Tau will probably be pleased to
lean, one of the lessons gave me
uan
idea to turn my chemical
knowledge to profitable account.
I ant now making a varnish and
paint tchich undersells the other
type products by $2.60 a gallon.
in some eases more.
Flare been
receiving gallon orders from painters during past week which has
netted me a profit of $12.50 for
my "spare -time chemical industry." Many thanks for your
training thus far.
J. J. KELLY.
I am but half way through your
course and am certain that I have
saved my Company many times the
cost of the course and raised myself in the Share IIolders estimation. The knowledge obtained has
its immediate practical application
and I do not hesitate in saying
your course and the personal attention you give is invaluable to
the practical man in any business
where chemistry plays o part. You
may use this letter and my name
and address to the furtherance of
your good work.
JOIN WALTER.
I have not written since I received the big set. I can still say
that it far exceeded nay anticipations. Since I have been studying
with your school I have been appointed chemist for the Scranton
t'nal Co., testing all the coal and
ash by proximate analysis. The
lessons are helping me wonderfully, and the interesting way in
which they are written makes me
wait patiently for each lesson.
11ORLAIS COrZl:NS.

NOW IS THE TIME TO STUDY CHEMISRTY

Not only are there boundless opportunities for amassing wealth in Chemistry, but the
profession affords congenial employment at good salaries to hundreds of thousands
who merely follow out its present applications. These applications are innumerable,
touching intimately every business and every product in the world. The work of the
chemist can hardly be called work at all. It is the keenest and most enjoyable kind of
pleasure. The days in a chemical laboratory are filled with thrilling and delightful
experimentation, with the alluring prospect of a discovery that may spell Fortune
always at hand to spur your enthusiasm.

YOU CAN LEARN AT HOME
To qualify for this remarkable calling requires elaborate specialized training. Formerly it was necessary to attend a university for several years to acquire that training.
but thanks to our highly perfected and thorough system of instruction. you can now
stay at home, keep your position. and let us educate you in Chemistry during your
spare time. Even with only common schooling you can take our course and equip
yourself for immediate practical work in a chemical laboratory.

EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS

You don't have to have even the small price of the course to start. You can pay for
it in small monthly amounts -so small that you won't feel them. The cost of our
course is very low, and includes everything, even the chemistry outfit -there are no
extras to buy with our course. Our plan of monthly payments places a chemical
education within the reach of everyone.

SPECIAL 30 DAY OFFER
Besides furnishing the student with his Experimental Equipment, we are making an
additional special offer for a short while only. You owe it to yourself to find out
about it. Write today for full information and free hook "Opportunities for Chemists." Send the coupon right now while it is fresh in your mind. Or just write your
name and address on a postal and mail it to us. But whatever you do, act today
before this offer is withdrawn.

DON'T WAIT -MAIL COUPON NOW!

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF NEW YORK, Inc.
Home Extension Division 12
New York City
66 -R West Broadway

T. O'CONOR SLOANE,
A. B., A. M.,LL. D., Ph. D.

Noted Instructor, Lecturer and Author. Formerly Treasurer American Chemical Society
and a practical chemist
with many well known
achievements
his
to
credit. Not only has
Dr. Sloane taught chemistry for years but he
was for many years engaged in commercial
chemistry work.

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT FURNISHED
TO EVERY STUDENT
\Ve give to every strident without additional charge this chemical equipment, including forty -nine pieces of laboratory op.
paratus and supplies, and forty different chemicals and reagents.
These comprise the apparatus and chemicals used for the experimental work of the course. The fitted heavy wooden box
serves not only as a case for the outfit but also as a usefu,
laboratory accessory for performing countless experiments.

'

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF NEW YORK, INC.

.

Home Extension Division 12
Broadway, New York City
Please send me at once, without any obligation on my
part, your free Book "Opportunities for Chemists," and
full particulars about the Experimental Equipment given
to every student. Also please tell me about your plan of
payment and your special 30 day offer.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
66 -R

-West

I.

Tint^
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Cowboy Bristow Springs aTrap
"Hey! Hold up!"
the startled plea
one of the riders.
ain't lookin' fer

came
from
"We
you!"

the
Six -guns boomed and dynamite crashed when the lanky puncher, Jeff Bristow, tookstock.
law into his own hands and stopped crooked brands from sizzling on rustled

"Bristow Builds a Loop

is M, RUDNS

LATEST DOUBLE- ACTION COWBOY NOVELETTE. It appears in the

JUNE

Ar

WATCH FOR THIS TITLE

Out
Today

25
Cents
WATCH FOR

t

THIS COVER

guava

MAgAZINE

Included in the June issue are these high -speed action thrillers:

"Mark of the Bullet"

"Chinese Loot"

By J. R. JOHNSTON
detective and

By H. BEDFORD -JONES

cowboy turns
captures a "killer."

A story of mutiny, intrigue and daring in the South Scas.

"South of the Rio Grande"

By RICHARD A. MARTINSEN
Irish
What happened when three fight -loving, red -headed
cowpunchers flirted with trouble in hlexico.

"War at Red Sands"

By NELS LEROY JORGENSEN
days when a six -gun
Beginning a Western serial of the
was the unwritten law of the range.

"W
Fawcett Publications, Inc.,
Robbinsdale, Minn.
Enclosed find $t (bill or stamps) for which mail me
Triple X Magazine for the next five months. Or, enclosed
find 2.5e for one cony of the June issue.
4
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AFTER TELEVISION---WHAT?
By HUGO GERNSBACK
ELEVISION, which has been in the making for the

last twenty -five years, and the perfecting of which has
been freely predicted in many technical articles by
many writers, as well as by myself, is now a reality.
No longer need we look into the future for it. Although not perfected so that it can be attached to every
telephone or to every radio set, television is, today, in a state comparable to that of radio when its principles were first laid down by
Heinrich Hertz, in 1888, and to that of Bell's crude telephone, in
1876. It will take a few years to develop the television apparatus
out of the laboratory stage, and much work as yet remains to be
done. This is always the case when bringing the laboratory product
to the final and practical everyday use with any instrument or
technical appliance. It may take two years and even five years
before every telephone and every radio set is finally equipped with its
television attachment, but you may rest assured that this generation
will soon personally witness the appearance of this stage of the
art. There can be no doubt about it. But, and we may ask
this question soberly, -"After television, what next ?"
It is now possible to hear and see a person over a wire line, or
over the radio. We have, therefore, made it possible to transport two
senses, so to speak, to a distance, the two senses being sight and
hearing.
In these days of wonder and achievement, we should ask ourselves
the question, "What other of our senses is it possible to transport to
a distance, and, from our present -day knowledge of science, is it
possible to transport any of them at all ?"
The remaining senses are smell, taste and touch. Now, then, of
course nothing can be said to be impossible, although some things are
highly improbable. Thus, the next of the senses on the list being
smell, is it possible to smell at a distance? I might say that this is
not impossible, although highly improbable. From a technical standpoint, it may be quite possible to build an instrument highly sensitive
to odors, which instrument would be able to distinguish between the
most subtle variations of various smells or odors. The next step
would then be to amplify these, which presumably could be done by
means of vacuum tube amplifiers. After that, transmission could be
effected electrically by many ways now known.

combination of a safe. You would watch by television a mechanical hand, of which you would operate a duplicate at the sending
end, and you could thus open or close the combination of the safe
without much trouble. This is not impossible, nor is it improbable,
but, as with the transportation of the sense of smell, there would
not be many uses for such a device.

We have with us today the science of telen,eckanics, which means,
operating either by wire or by radio an apparatus at a distance. Some
years ago, before television was invented, I described the radio controlled television plane, which will make it possible, in a not-fardistant future, to operate an airplane without a human being on
board, and which, being provided with television apparatus, will
enable a distant operator to see and guide the plane over enemy territory and drop bombs at any desired instant, although no one, he on
board the airplane. We may call this "touch at a distance" and, in
fact, it is just that. This is not only quite possible, but will be done
in the next few years.
But, when it conies, for instance, to actually feeling the texture
of a piece of cloth, at a distance of a thousand miles, this would
seem to be highly improbable, at least for practical purposes.
The remaining sense, namely, taste, may be classed with the trans pertation of the sense of smell. It is not impossible, but highly improbable. A machine can be invented whereby, just like the one
explained under odors, certain impressions are made upon certain
media, when certain foods or liquids are placed upon it. The tongue,
by dissolving certain of the ingredients of the foods or liquids, gives
the sensation of taste. The counterpart of an electrical tongue would
present no insurmountable difficulties to a clever physicist, and it is
possible to transmit such impressions, in the form of electrical impulses, to a distance. Here, at the receiving apparatus, the impulses
could release from tanks or some such other apparatus liquids to
simulate the transmitted taste impulses. This is not impossible, but
the whole thing would be the height of foolishness, because no one
would want to do it, as the expense would be entirely too high.
It might be possible for a New York merchant in this way to taste
the quality of Chinese tea 6,000 miles from New York, but why would
he wish to do it after all? And certainly, if he had to pay the cost
of doing it, he probably would think twice before attempting it.
At the receiving side the impulses would be stepped up and some
Coming back to television, what application this interesting invenmeans would have to be provided to unscramble the odors. We can
tion will take in the future can only be dimly guessed at. There
imagine, for instance. 5,000 small tanks at the receiving end, each of
was a time when we were talking first about radio telephony, when
which would release, upon a contact being made, an amount of odor
it was conceded by practically all of us who had a hand in the shapdepending upon how much was wanted, as indicated by the impressed
ing of its destinies, that the logical thing would he talking by radio
signal. Thus it would be possible to recreate at the receiving end,
to our friends. Thus in the first hook ever written on the subject:
odors or smells similar to those sent out from the transmitter. All
"The Wireless Telephone," published by me in 1908, before there
perfectly possible, but, and here comes the big question mark, why
would any one want to do it? It would cost a million dollars or was a Radiotelephone, I could see only one use for the coming invenmore to build such an apparatus, and to what good? So I would say, tion and that was a parallel to the wire telephone. I did not dream
of broadcasting, nor did any one else.
"Not impossible, but highly improbable."
The same may be said of television.
would
The next sense to be transmitted
Right now we are glibly talking about telebe touch. Again I will say, "Not imposTHE GOLDEN AGE OF
vision attachments on our telephones, and
sible, but somewhat improbable." It should
SCIENCE
radio sets. We may be all wrong, and the
be a simple thing to construct an electrical
is symbolized by the golden cover
new art of television may turn into entirely
apparatus operated at a distance, to transdifferent directions, undreamt of today.
port the sense of touch, in some ways. For
OF SCIENCE & INVENTION.
Science has the habit of doing the unforinstance, it is possible, today, to build an
LOOK FOR THE GOLD COVER
seen, and often throws our best and most
apparatus that, by means of television,
every month!
logical predictions on the scrap heap.
would enable mechanical fingers to open the
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Can We Fly to the Planets?

b

proposed space
The safety dew on
flyer by means Di whit. the traveler: slay
in
safety.
lud

THREE years ago articles were pub-

lished in the press to the effect that

a leap into cosmic space was a tech-

nical possibility, and that we ought
to be able sooner or later to carry out a
trip to the moon with a cosmic rocket
ship.
The originator of this moon- rocket idea
was the American scientist, Prof. R. H.
Goddard of Clark College, Worcester,
Mass., who as long ago as 1919 had published a book on the attainment of extreme
elevations. Prof. Goddard proposed to send
to the moon in the form of a double telescoping rocket, a flash -light greeting, whose
ignition on striking the surface of the moon,
would prove that the rocket had reached its
goal. A little later we read about a German investigator, Prof. Hernian Oberth, living in the Siebengebirge, who had determined after 15 years of investigation,
that cosmic rocket ships could be built,
which, charged with the more powerful
propelling agents, would be able to take
living men off to the moon and back again.
While we read these items in the newspapers, the names of those concerned with
the annihilation of space were increasing in
number. In Berlin the grey -haired inven(Continued on page 170)
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Movie Wonders Made With

Mirrors
Haw a Litt. a Science, Plus a Few Mirrors Properly
Arranged, Can Mystify You Completely

The "legless" woman
has her legs hidden
behind a mirror, which
is placed diagonally
between the left front
and right rear legs of
the table. The walls
alcove are of
black velvet.
This
gives the impression cf
there being nothing
whatsoever under the

SUPER-STRUCTURE

MIRROR

of the

table.

j

TOP VIEW OF TABLE

Again a mirror is used to
deceive you. The owner
of the apparently body less head is merely seated
on the floor behind a m -rror, Wi ch is placed diagonally between

the

MIRROR

TRAY

left

rear ant right front legs
of the -able. A notch is
cut int= the table top and
the tree sc that the hid
is plac=i in the center of
the

tray.

TOP VIEW OF TABLE

ROCKS. SAND
SEAWEED ETC.

PAINTED
WALLS

Here we have a mermaid
submerged for an indefinite length of time.
She is in reality seated
on perfectly dry rocks
and sand.
The water
and fish are in a tank
placed across the front

E,,,t(*, of the box.

.41

4

GLASS WALLED

TANK

F1511,

AND

WATER
SEAWEED

The diagram shows the location
of the rocks, fishes, and scenery.
The walls of the bax in which
the mermaid is seated are painted to represent marine scenery.
The actress can apparently stay
submerged for an indefinite
length of time while going
through the actions which may
be required of her, without even
experiencing the slightest discomfort.

MIRROR
.ac

FLOOR

sHin

,iiN.6.7.9+y.v.vi.uwd>

diagrammatical sketch showing the
performer and the placement of the
mirror.
A

a huge spider has apparently caught the girl in his web
A mirror, leaning forward at an angle of 45° with its top edges hidden
reflects the bottom of the box. The girl is merely leaning forward against
the mirror with her head thrust up through the web. This gives the ap
pearance of a body -less woman resting in the meshes of a spider web
Again the mirror is used to trick us.

In this scene
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"METROPOLIS" 1-e A MOVIE
WIRE

PULLING

PLANE

RAINS AND AUT 7t5
ED fl'e

The miniature set which was used in the
filming of this remarkable motion picture.
Toy trams and automobiles were pulled along
the bridges by means of wires. The airplanes
pulled
times
image

In "Metropolis," the city

were suspended by a wire which was
by an operator outside of the set. At
full size lower stories were used, the
cf the upper stories being reflected in
a mirror to blend with them.

of the future, the lower

4

classes are enslaved by the scientific and mechanical
genius of the ruling group. Above is one of the
laboratories in the "upper city." By invoking a
diabolic discovery the ruler of the city was able
to endow a manikin with human life and intelligence. This photoplay is reminiscent of our own
"scientifiction" stories, which you all know.

ruler's scientist is trans0,
ferring the vial spark from a girl of the lower city
into his fiendsh manikin, which he uses to spread
disorder and destruction among the slaves. The
sets used in this production are remarkable for their
ingenuity and imaginativeness and the photography
is unique.
-Photo-s CO irtesy Paramount Pictures.

.

OF

ECTRIC MACHINE
C*01-411....F)REUENCV

01.(41111:

OM,

(1-/\I;1:.

,*

it

10 VOLT
SUPPLY

.AC

by placing a
The effect of sparks jumping about the machines was produced
above. In the finsmall high frequency apparatus near the camera as shown
huge coils placed on
ished picture the sparks seemed to jump from the two
either side of the mechanism.

was obThe spectacular scene in the scientist's laboratory. A weird effect a liquid
tained by forcing compressed air through a closed tube containing
shows one of
and illuminated by a lamp placed at the bottom. Center photo
the huge papier maché machines in the "power plant."
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BASED ON SCIENCE

P.AN.5i' :ENT

SCREEN

74)

MOTION

PICTURIa: !

'PROJECTOR

Of course the city of the future would have all the
inventions of which we dream today. The recently
perfected television apparatus, is in common use.
By using it, those who converse may also at the
same time see the other party.

Tie ilestratons shown of =hs pate are taken
iron the fila "Metropolis." produced by UFA
iñ

3e-many.

The photop ay s now enthralling
the Amer can pubic.

diAPiTA6 5T's

POWER _ROOMS

A sectional view of

'

"Metropolis,"

the city of the future. Below may
be seen mechanical woman possessing human life but no soul.

TO THIRD

CIRCULAR
GLASS TUBES
('3A5 FILLED AND
ILLUMINATED F,Y
ELECTRICITY

OPERATOR

-

T.

maw o.1 tom° huge machine
which rvthl:ss:y dew:nys body and
a picture cf the huge maBebw
5ULa CRS soul.
chine at the time cf is destruction.
-----1/1-4
I

.

(J

The

'INSULiTOR
1

Below: The workman's underground city.
Note the shadowed effect.

Right: Destruction of "Workman's City."
A small set was

used and water, forced
through pipes, was directed through the
sides of the buildings and down from above.
Pipes placed at street level ejected water in
a geyser -like effect.

o' light which played
shout the maLikit -.vex: hard operated.

1Le concentric -in ;s

The destruction cl ti= '' W:rkmen's City"
at tie time of he fioo3. Ncte the appearan_e produced by he .ttstretched arms of
the ;mall children. In tie center may be
seen the immense gocg whit was used to
sound alarm. Full size set used here.
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Perfected at Last
Television Transmitted
and Reproduced Electrically

How the Living Image Is

WINFIELD SECOR

By H.

this remarkable system of transmitting the receiver at identical speeds. These whirling
disks rotate eighteen times every second, or
living image of a person over a telephone
perimenters and scientists have been
1080 revolutions per minute. Each contains 50
working feverishly in their labora- or radio circuit.
Referring to the diagram, Fig. 1, let small perforations through which a pencil
tories in an effort to solve the elusive
of light can pass, as each opening comes
us examine minutely for the moment
problem of transmitting the living image of
before the slit in'the diaphragm, as becomes
the method used in picking up the oba person over an electric circuit, so that
clear from inspection
the person_ listening to
of Fig. 1. The powerEACH SPOT OF LIGHT EXPLORES
AMPLIFIED
a telephone conversaful light from an elec(MOVES ACROSS FACE) 18 TIMES
5,000,000,000,000 TIMES
tion could see the face
EACH SECOND.
tric arc, which is fitted
of the one to whom he
PHOTO
with a suitable light cr she was talking. Of
ELECTRIC CELLS
StMik
tight housing, is conLENS
IECTE
course, there are inr-DIAFRAM
through a
centrated
numerable other apcondensing lens on to
plications of television.
the rear surface of the
--____====z-====__
On April 7th of this
whirling disk. As each
year, the engineers of
SO HOLES
hole, 1, 2, 3, etc., comes
Bell
Telephone
the
ARC
into place before the
LIGHT
Laboratories of New
diaphragm slit, a pencil
York: City startled the
of light leaps out on to
scientific world by demIMAGE APPEARS
BEAM FROM NO2
the object to be transonstrating a perfected
IH
AS IF ILLUMINATED
WHEN
HOLE
mitted, the human face,
apparatus,
television
FLICKERING
LINE
WITH
LIGHT
BLUE
BY
let us say, and further
w h i ch
transmitted
LIGHT. DUE TO
BEAM. note that this pencil of
CIRCULAR SPOTS OF
faithfully the likeness
v
light flashes across the
BEAM FROM
LIGHT TRAVELING
of Herbert Hoover and
face.
SYN. MOTORS
N .03
HOLE
SPEED OF DISC.
ACROSS FACE
other celebrities speakAs there are 50 holes
1080 R. P. M.
RAPIDLY. ing at Washington, the
in the disk, there are 50
reconstructed image of
FIG.1
pencils of light flashing
the faces being flashed
At the transmitting end of the television circuit, the whirling perforated disk causes light beams
across the image every
on a specially built
of constantly changing angles to move across the face, the reflected light beams falling on one of
time the disk makes one
glass screen at New
three large photo -electric cells. These cells transform the constantly changing light beams into
revolution. As the disk
York.
minute electric currents, which are amplified and transmitted to the receiver.
rotates eighteen times
A distinguished comevery second, each target of light moves
ject at the transmitting station, and startpany of invited guests, including the editors
across the face eighteen times a second also.
ing the electrical impulses representing the
of all the well -known newspapers and magAs each succeeding light beam coming from
face for example, over a telephone or a
azines, witnessed the demonstration. The
the disk perforations impinges on the obreproduced image was demonstrated both on radio circuit.
ject, there is a reflected beam which falls
One of the principal problems the engia small scale, measuring about 2 by
on one of three large photo-electric cells.
inches; and also on a large exhibition neers of the Bell Telephone Laboratories
These photo- electric cells have the pehad to solve, was how to build a practically
screen, measuring 2 ft. wide by 3 ft. high.
culiar property of converting variations in
The accompanying photos and diagrams perfect synchronous motor unit for driving
light into very minute electric currents.
revolving disks both at the transmitter and
will help to make clear just what occurs in

FOR the past twenty -five years ex-
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I

1

i

1

I
I
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TRANSMITTER

RECEIVER
200 MILE WIRE LINE
VACUUM TUBE

MUST PASS
FROM

IO

To

FREQUENCIES
20,000 CYCLES.

"'

AMPLIFIER

AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIES

VAC. TUBE

5,000,000,000,000 TIMES
Ns.

IMAGE
MOVING
BEING TRANSMITTED

IMAGE

CURRENT

N `21

P.,

3 PHOTO
ELECTRIC CELLS

2x2 %z
APERTURE

NEON
TUBE

I

'

IlvIRTUEL IMAGE

NEON
REAL

TUB"I

il

IMAGE

LENS

' -`

W,

loon

^

ARC

7000

III\

DISC

SYN. MOTORS

MICROPHONE

ROTATING

ROTATING
SO HOLES

DISC

IN

WITH

SYNCHRONISM

SPIRAL

CIRCUIT

N52

SPIRAL

LOUD

FILTERS

WITH

SO HOLES IN

SPEAKER

60 CYCLE ALTERNATOR

VOICE

CIRCUIT NS 3

-44
3-

TWO WIRE CIRCUITS
USED, CAN BE SENT
OVER 1 TWO WIRE CCT
BY MULTIPLEXING WITH
CARRIER FREQUENCIES
ABOVE AUDIBILITY.

1000 CYCLE ALTERNATOR

VACUUM TUBE
AMPLIFIER

VOICE

VACUUM TUBE

FIG.2

A general lay -out of the wire transmission scheme for transmitting television
images. The reflected light pulses from the face are suitably amplified, transmitted over a telephone or other circuit, again amplified and passed into a

VOICE

AMPLIFIER

neon tube. The succeeding light pulses in the neon tube are viewed through the
holes of a second whirling disk, driven by two synchronous motors. One of the
weak points of previous television schemes has been the synchronism problem.
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Photo- electric cells have practically no inertia and respond instantly to every variation in a light beam thrown upon them. In
other words, no matter how fast you play
the light beams over the image to be transmitted, the photo- electric cell will follow

109
tained in an extraordinarily accurate manner.
For this reason a second motor, operated at
2,000 cycles frequency, is mounted on the
same shaft with the 60 -cycle motor, and
thanks to these two motors, the speed variation is so slight that it is negligible.

demonstrated by means of radio transmission and reception, the distance covered was
about thirty miles between the Bell Telephone Laboratories' experimental station at
Whippany, N. J., and New York City. Full
details of the radio transmission are given

you.

Looking closely at Fig.

1

again, it should

be noted that the 50 pencils of light illuminating the face progressively in one revolution of the disk, do so in an orderly fash-

ion; and the flashes of light, as they sweep
across the object, line up one above the
other, so that when the 50 light targets have
swept across the object once, in progressive
fashion, the whole surface of the object has
been covered or explored. In the diagram
Fig. 1, the light beams from No. 2 and 3
holes are shown separated, for the sake of
clearness, but actually they touch and overlap slightly. The diameter of one of the
light targets as it falls on the object is
about one -fifth of an inch.
The minute electrical currents representing the light variations falling upon the
three photo- electric cells, which cells are
connected in parallel, by the way, so as to
act as one large cell, are amplified about
5,000,000,000,000 times before they are
transmitted over a telephone or other circuit.
TRANSMISSION OF PICTURE IMAGE
OVER LINE
ET us now take a look at the larger
diagram, Fig. 2, which shows how
the picture image currents are greatly
magnified by a vacuum tube amplifier of several stages ; also how the synchronizing current for the disk driving motors, as well as
the voice current for the loud speaker at the
receiving end, are transmitted over three
circuits. Ordinarily four circuits would be
required, but through a clever piece of engineering, the 60 -cycle alternator and the
2,000 -cycle alternator supplying the current
to the 60 -cycle and 2,000-cycle sychronous
motors driving the two perforated disks. are
fed in parallel to a common circuit as the
diagram shows. Filters, containing suitable
inductances, capacities and resistances, are
inserted in each motor circuit, as indicated
in the diagram.
A 60 -cycle synchronous motor is not faithful enough in its maintenance of constant
speed for such work as this, as these motors
have a habit of hooting. This means that
the motor speed may momentarily fall a
little above or slightly below true synchronous speed. In twenty -four hours these
gains and losses in speed will usually cancel
out and leave the motor in synchronism at
the end of the day, but with this perfected
system of television, the speed must be main-

At right Mr. Walter S.
Gifford, President of the
American Telephone and
Company,
Telegraph
speaking in front of the
small television receiving
screen.

The third telephone
circuit used for carrying out this remarkable television scheme
complete with voice
is shown clearly in
Fig. 2. The usual
microphone picks up
;

the voice of the speaker at cue end of the
line, and the voice
current pass through
a vacuum tube amplifier of several stages.
Thence the voice currents pass over the

I

The large 24 by 36 -inch glass tube screen on
which the television image was reproduced at
the demonstration in the Bell Telephone Laboratories in New York City.

No. 3 telephone circuit,
and as they enter the
receiving station they
are amplified again by
means of another vacuum tube amplifier of
several stages. The amplified voice currents
then pass into a loud
speaker, as shown in
the picture.
In the recent demonstration, whereby "seeing at a distance" was
Photo at left shows subject
at Television transmitter
microphone
with
which
picks up the voice. Behind
the three grille doors are
placed the large photoelectric cells, which pick up
the reflected light images
from subject's face, as the
rapidly moving pencils of
light coming out of the
square opening shown explore it.

Photos courtesy Bell Telephone Laboratories.

in a specially prepared article in the June
issue of Radio News Magazine.
Three different wavelengths were used together with three independent and distinct
radio transmitters; three separate receiving
sets were employed.
When it comes to adapting this new perfected television scheme to our every -day
requirements, the three telephone circuits
here shown, can be simplified so as to require but one regular two -wire circuit. This
can be accomplished quite simply by multiplexing the currents in the three circuits by
utilizing the system worked out by telephone engineers some years ago.
REPRODUCTION OF IMAGE
LET us now consider how the living
image of a person is reproduced at the
receiving end of the line. As will be
seen from the diagram, Fig. 2, a dual synchronous motor unit, comprising a 60 -cycle
and also a 2,000-cycle motor mounted on the
same shaft, is used to rotate the perforated
disk, this disk having the same number of
holes as that at the transmitter end of the
circuit. As this revolving disk with its 50
perforations whirl's around behind the aperture plate, through which the eye looks at
the image, as built up on a plane with the
disk; light pulsations occur in the neon tube
placed just behind the disk, these light pul m
sations occurring at the proper time and in
perfect step with the arrival of the holes in
the disk on a line between the neon tube and
the eye. While the real image is seen at
the surface of the disk, so to speak, the
virtual image is some distance beyond it.
At the transmitter station it will he remembered that 50 spots of light traverse
the object, such as the human face for example, eighteen times each second ; in other
words, 900 light targets explore the face at
the transmitter every second. In consequence, the reproduced image at the receiving instrument is built up of 900 light targets per second. thanks to the perfectly synchronized whirling disk, the neon tube behind it, and the aperture through which the
image is viewed.
Next comes the large glass screen measuring 2 ft. wide by 3 ft. high on which
the living image was built up, so that the
audience could see it clearly. This large
screen represented a gigantic problem, and
the way it was operated was as follows:
A continuous length of glass tubing was
bent to form a grid having a surface meas(Continued on page 177)
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Is Man

A Product
of

All Animal Life?
By UTHAI VINCENT WILCOX
The "Man- Menagerie" illustrates Dr. Jaworsky's
revolutionizing discovery that each human organ
is the equivalent in function to some species of
animal life so that, in Jaworsky's own words,
"man is a miniature reproduction of the entire
history of evolution." Study the picture and you
will see the hand representing the crustacean, the
intestinal tract the reptile, et cetera. Dr. Jaworsky's biological researches have been widely discussed and these have also been written upon at
unusual length in the "Courrier Medical." Jaworsky's recognition of the functional similarity between the bird and the human lung enabled him to
actually make a serum from birds for the correction of respiratory troubles. Mme. Jane Marnac,
the popular French actress, represents one of his
most successful "bird- serum" cures. It was the
principle of the "Man-Menagerie" that led Jaworsky to the discovery of the new, and now celebrated rejuvenation treatment. Jaworsky's "Man Menagerie," as he calls it, is composed of dumb
animals and insects. Each organ in the body has,
he holds, its prototype in Nature. The nose is the
beak of a bird, the hair the quills of a porcupine,
the ear a shell, the hand the claw of a crab and
the alimentary canal a serpent.

Sir Jagadis Bose, M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S., the understand it -and Man becomes nothing
HELAN JAWORSKY of Paris
has been receiving high honors and great Indian scientist, from another angle more, physically, than the problems of each
accomplished remarkable results in has given most interesting scientific corro- species, but in the aggregate. It has long
boration to the principle of the unity of life been known that serums can be made from
his studies of mankind. The Acadthe blood of various animals to react beneemy of Science have recently recognized his and the harmony of function, by his disficially on human beings. I need seek no
theories. Dr. Jaworsky had constructed a coveries that all growing things in Nature
further for an instance than in the antitoxin
biological tree in support of his claim that have similar mechanisms to those of Man
man's descent cannot be traced to apes, but that there is, for example, a nervous system used in the treatment of diphtheria. I go
so far as to say that in time we shall find in
in plants, a system of sap -circulation and
instead to an original life -cell. He repreeach species of animal a cure for most ills.
sents the evolution of the sane cells that held actual nerve- impulses and responses to stim"Through studying birds, I have found
the life -germ of all other animals. He fur- uli-as demonstrated by plants suffering
ther claims that not the ape alone, but all from shock, or responding to tonic influences their functions duplicated in Man, or rather,
to be exact, practically the entire functioning
animals in type and more particularly in by increased vigor.
Dr. Jaworsky's drawings put into concrete of a bird is concentrated simply into man's
function, are represented in the human body.
lung. I have demonstrated the usefulness of
form the evolutionary adaption of movement
Life, according to this eminent scientist, is
this knowledge by making from birds a
or functioning and show scientifically the
a series of movements, varying only in length
serum which has cured numerous cases of
and quality. Thus the jerk of the kangaroo's development of functioning, bringing out the
pneumonia, asthma, bronchitis, hay fever and
jump is represented, functionally, in Man's principle that no function has ever been lost
but that it has been incorporated in the better other respiratory ills.
breathing. The sinuous movements of the
"Our knowledge of the functions of anideveloped type of living creature, Man.
snake, again, are represented in many by the
"Biology," says Dr. Jaworsky in explana- mals, as yet, is very limited, I regret to say.
intestines. Bone formations, in his view,
There are many species of animal whose
have kept their relationship with animals and tion of his principles, "brings to light the
peculiar functions are so little understood
lower forms of life as indicated by jointure actions, more scientifically termed `funcby us that we cannot yet identify these with
tions,' of every living thing. Study biology,
and construction, and so even the fish has its
their prototypes in Man. But, that, afcounterpart in Man.
ter all, is a question of further research
In the biological tree which Dr. Jaw by enlightened scientists who even now,
orsky has conceived as being fundamenare investigating from every standpoint.
tal truth, various species could be subThe animal world and the vegetable
stituted for those which he has shown.
kingdom too, can be described as a
The animals which he shows in his
series of functions. Man is simply a
drawings are onov those that indicate
completion and modification of these
what he calls a biological principle.
functions.
Therefore Man -for the
One of his drawings relating to the
moment at least -may be the uppermost
functions of man to those of other
branch of the biological tree -is, indeed
forms of life -as, for example, one
-but still he remains only a biological
wherein he demonstrates that birds, like
step in progress."
kangeroos, in their entire entity, funcWhile Dr. Jaworsky's discovery seems
tion almost completely on the lines of
to be gaining many friends, it does not
the human lung. From this he argues
necessarily follow that all his statements
that the kangaroo and the bird originally
are correct. For instance, many of us
belonged to or grew from one species of
would rather believe that the breathing
life -cell, conditions being responsible for
of a kangaroo is similar functionally to
the division of the species. His investiloan's breathing. We do not infer that
gations have led him to conclude that a
the jerk of the kangaroo's jump is repfurther division took place when Man
resented functionally in man's breathing.
evolved, but that the cell- function was
While we have given this theory of Dr.
still reproduced in this new form of
life, but, without changing its character, For years the scientist Jaworsky experimented in his laboratory Jaworsky's space in this publication, it
became only a highly specialized func- with dumb animals in an effort to find a way to overcome is not to be implied that the editors of
tion amalgamated with other function- "fatigue poison," and now he is acclaimed a rejuvenator of SCIENCE & INVENTION Magazine agree
human beings.
with all of Dr. Jaworsky's theories.
ing cells, in a higher developed creature.
DR.
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A New Source of Oil
By

RAYMOND

B.
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The apparatus for distilling the oil from shale and very heavy oils.
oil begins to distill off as soon as it strikes the hot plate.

OUR Government geologists estimated
several years ago that our total oil
resources amounted to about 8 billion
barrels of oil. We are using 750 million
barrels of oil annually. Consumption of oil
is increasing every day. Oil wells are continually going dry. New wells are being
brought in. When an oil field is abandoned
as dry, only about 20 percent of the oil has
been pumped from it. The remaining 80
percent of oil which cannot be brought to
the surface with pumps or natural flow simply remains soaked up in the sands. We
have all heard of oil shales. The oil shales
of our Western Central States contain more
than 100 billion barrels of oil. But when
our oil wells dry up, and this time will come
sooner or later, as the above facts show, how
will the oil be extracted from these shales
and oil soaked sands?
Two engineers of the Bureau of Mines,
C. Bowie and M. Gavin, with a keen foresight to the future, have developed a process by which these sands and shales and also
very heavy oils, which are not worked at
present, can he extracted and converted into
the many products which oil now furnishes

The

-

-

--WATER

Difficulties with other processes using the same raw material have been
removed in the Bowie-Gavin method of shale oil recovery.

the retort and prevent the heat which is applied to the outside, from coming through
and heating the oil shale and sand within.
In the Bowie -Gavin process, the oil shale
or sand is dropped into the conical housing
by means of a screw -operated hopper. The
material falls upon the hearth plate which is
heated underneath. If a heavy oil is to be
treated or cracked to produce gasoline, lubricating oil and the other petroleum products,
it is mixed with some inert substance like
oil shale or oil soaked sand. Some of these
thick oils in cool weather can be shovelled
like mortar or putty, they are so viscous.
These oils are not now worked, owing to
the difficulty in handling them.

As soon as the oily material strikes the
hot bottom or hearth plate, after leaving
the hopper, the oil begins to distill off. Rotating rabbles, somewhat like the harrow
used on the farm, pass over the mixture and
spread it towards the circumference of the
shell. The spent shale or inert material then
drops through the space around the false
bottoms out of the apparatus. Some of the
material banks up along the inside and thus
acts as a seal to keep the gases and vapors
in. The oil vapors pass out through an exit
pipe and are led to a condenser, where the
oil condenses as a liquid. From it gasoline
Gas is formed which
can be distilled.
passes out oil vapor outlet pipe to burners.

Unusual Clock

us.

Our sketches show the semi -commercial
apparatus for distilling the oil from the
shales and also from very heavy oils. The
oil from this process is a cracked oil and
about 20 percent of gasoline can be obtained
from it.
Difficulties with other processes using the
same raw material have been the plugging
up of the oil vapor escape pipe by carbon
which is formed when the oil is vaporized
and cracked. This carbon is in the form of
a hard, dense lampblack. This free carbon
would also adhere to the sides of the wall of

7,3(

by hand out or wood, this
strange clock of ancient origin is still
Carved

keeping excellent time for its owner.
The "works" are composed of four
wooden wheels and the pendulum is
situated at the top of the time piece.
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THE WONDERS OF

What Is Relation
of Sight and Speech?

heater just what happens? Ether waves
which we feel as heat stream out against
our skin. Here they are received by the
spreading filaments of the terminal sensitive
nerves, just as radio waves are picked up
by an antenna, just as the hammer blow
on the knee tendon was carried by a sensory
neuron from the periphery to the spinal marrow (1) Here the nerve excitation is communicated to a second neuron, whose function it is to carry the nerve current through
the spinal marrow, up into the brain in contrast with the reflex action (carrying it back
to the skin). Here the second neuron ends
in the base of the brain. This central base
of the human brain corresponds to the
foundation of the brain acquired by the vertebrate animals and contains as the oldest
portion of the brain, the primary center of
perception, by which the lower members of
the vertebrate feel the excitation of the
outer world and register it.
Here the excitations are "qualified," that
is to say, are registered individually as light,
heat, feeling or hearing, but are not yet
comprehended. The reception power of this
central stem is of lower grade than the intelligence area, just as for us men, the presence of the ground during an exciting entertainment is not perceived. We feel at every
step whether the surface is hard or soft,
we automatically adapt our muscle tension
thereto, and if we find ourselves first going
over a soft foot path, and suddenly are on
a paved street, we at once react to a perfect
switching in "of the walking mechanism"
but the sensation does not come to our consciousness. So we are, for example, entirely
filled with the discourse on the tragic fall
of the kingdom of the Incas and our conscious thoughts and feelings are far back
in the sixteenth century among the inhabitants of old -time tropical America.
For the dawning intelligence of animals,
to rise to the clear human intelligence, this
function must go from the lower part of the
hase of the brain into the cortex (3). Here
the excitation is passed on to a fourth neuron, the superficial brain cell which represents the organ of intelligent perception (4).
;

.

Striking the knee with
the hammer at 1, sends the stimulus to
2, in the spinal cord, which acts on
nerve cell at 3, and causes muscle, 4,
to bring foot into dotted position.
A simple reflex.

I

The electrical analogy for the action depicted in the
diagram at the left is indicated in B above. The push
button, 1, sends the stimulus to 2, which corresponds
with the spinal nerve cell. This causes button, 3, to
be pressed and produces action at 4.

F one steps from the investigation of

the single elements to the contemplation of the complete nervous system,
we come upon astonishing resemblances
between arrangements of Nature and the
electrical lay -outs of human technology. The
human nervous system resembles the telephone network of a city. Like this system
the nervous organs comprise a number of
independent single apparatus, which by contact, are bonded to the general system, but
in other ways have their own individual
peculiarities. These independent parts are
the nerve cells. Every nerve cell forms,
with all of its connections, a biologic and
functioning unity, which one designates as
the nerve- unity, the neuron. The human
system is a complex of neurons. The neurons do not grow together, but are in contact by means of the_ nerve system with the
neighboring neurons. Many investigators
believe that these contacts are analogous to
the plug -contacts used in our telephones, as
the end fibres of the nerves by stretching
out make contact and then by drawing back,
"when through speaking," again break off
the contact. On account of the obvious difficulty of microscopically observing the living nervous system during its activity, it
is difficult to demonstrate or refute its other
functions just as in the case of other nerve
hypotheses.
THE SIMPLE REFLEX ACTION
As the single connections in our telephone
systems, so in our nervous systems, the individual neurons only in a few cases cover
the entire system of "receivers," but usually
only start as the result of the reception of
a "transmitter" by the "central station,"
which is the spinal marrow of the brain and
here gives its excitation to the connecting
neurons. In contrast to the single neurons,
the entire stretch which excitations pass
through is designated as the transmission
system, and in individual cases it may be
designated as the transmission line for sensations as of pain, hearing, feeling, or when
motion is involved, as the motor line. The
simplest line of excitation between two neurons is the reflex line. If one crosses one
leg over the other and allows the upper leg
to hang down freely, and if one strikes with
a hand or a little hammer right under the
patella, against the stretched tendons of the
knee muscles, the excitation will be carried
from one sensation neuron back to the spinal
marrow (1 -2), and then through a multiple

contact to a motor neuron (3 -4), which
carries the excitation from the spinal mar row to the substance of the excited muscle,
and excites the muscle filaments to contraction.
As an answer to the excitation of the
blow against the tendons, the muscles contract. The excitation travels from the epidermis to the spinal marrow, and hence, just
like light from a looking glass, is reflected
back and travels to the periphery. We call
this progress of excitation a reflex and the
reflex just described is a knee -tendon reflex.
The nerve conductor system of the knee .tendon reflex represents in layout and transmission a single electric call and answer
apparatus, such as we use, for example, in
an automatic door opener (B). Outside
the door, there is a push button (1). If we
press the button we carry excitation to a
bell (2). Here the
excitation operates an
automatic contact, or
else a porter with a
second line (motor
neuron) going to the
periphery (3), which
by the current transmitted, opens the
house door (4).
The system becomes
e complicated
m
when it is not limited
to the line of skin spinal marrow- muscle,
or doorbell- porter -hall
door, but goes on
into the region of
consciousness or into
the room of the
tenant.
THE PERCEPTION
OF HEAT
We warm our hands
a little at an electric

or

Another analogy is indicated in the two
illustrations here. In this case, feeling
heat from an electric heater is likened
to radio waves and a listener. It will be observed that the heat is felt in the hand, 1.
The stimulus passes to the nerve cell in the
spinal cord at 2, and is then transferred to the
brain at 3, and registered at the brain center at 4.
In B the radio waves are picked up by 1, which is
similar to the hand, transferred via plug and cord, 2, to
the set, 3, and registered by the person at 4.
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Nervous System
Like Telephone

OUR NERVOUS SYSTEM
reception of ether waves
through the human nerve system is
compared with the same reception by a
radio set, we come across a striking
analogy in construction. The
first neuron, the sensitive neuron, which receives the ether
waves of the outer world by
its spreading filaments and
carries it into the interior of
the body is the antenna that
receives the ether waves and
takes it inside the house
through its conductor (1).
The second conducting neuron
represents
the connections
which within the residence run
from the end of the antenna to the radio set (2).
The third n e u r o n, the
b a s i c brain n e u r o n,
If

the

So.

-

_+-

IMAGE STANDS 0

In this diagram an analogy of how
the brain works from the time the
eye sees an object until
the object is named, is
given. Further ex-

WHEN MATCHED

planation is found
in the accompanying text.

SCREEN OF
PERCEPT ON

MEMORY FIELD
FOR WORD PICTURES

`
r'

OBJECT

.-9,

EYE

OPT CAL CENTER
DF RRAIN

/`

SOUND

-

WAVES
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radio apparatus (3).
Here the
ether waves are distinguished, and changed
back, as it were, into the quality of the excitation received and given back as the
human voice, the tones of an organ, or the
sound of a violin but the radio apparatus
itself feels nothing, only man listens to it.
In man the operation of the radio apparatus
converts knowledge into experience, we have
the fourth neuron, the peripheral brain cell,
the organ of intelligent perception (4).
The sensation of the skin here pictured is
the type of the simplest central action. Most
of them are so complicated that without
preliminary study they cannot be followed.
is

a

;

HOW "WORD PICTURES" ARE FORMED

One contact system which is still easy to
understand, but involves over eight different
neurons, is one of our intellectual actions
which is most frequently used, where we
give a name to an object which we see. In
Fig. 3, the progress is shown in mechanical
reproduction in the picture. We see a key
and say : "key !" Now in this sixth of a
second what has happened ? First the image
of the key reduced by the lens of our eye is
thrown upon the camera obscura of our eyeball and here is thrown upon the light sensitive lining of the retina. Under the influence of light the retina is changed and apparently sets free various chemical combinations which act as excitants of the nerve cells
here present. This excitation in some way
unknown to us is changed, and is communi-

Fig.

3.

An objet= is seen
by the eye. The
impressions a r e

conveyed along
I,
optic nerve,
and inverted at 2,
they are correlated at 3 and
recognized at 4.
Communicating fibers convert the
picture tc a word
picture, stimulate
the speech center,
and the name is
spoken.

SPEECH
ORf-AtV

cated to the first transmission neuron, a
nerve cell whose sheath of nerves goes from
the retina into the optical center at the base
of the brain, which along with its nerve
threads from other cells, forms a thick cable
with some million of individual threads, the
optic nerve (1). The image is transferred
from the retina to the optical portion of the
brain "telegraphically" through a cable.
It will be seen that in Fig. 3 the human
reception of an image is maintained and the
optic nerve is shown as a pictc.re film, which
in the back of the eye -ball is illuminated
and then goes on to the optical center of
the brain. In this center (2) the picture is
developed and qualiLed here it appears as
a picture of a key. The picture now seen
exactly as in the case of a skin sensation,
is passed over to a neuron that carries it
;

from the depths of perception and out to
the cortex of the brain in the region of clear
perception. Speaking as if it were a matter
of photography, the negative is changed into
a positive, is copied, and sent through the
path of vision to the promulgation apparatus. Here the peripheral cells of the human
brain (3) receive the picture as something
experienced. The picture is thrown on the
screen of perception (4) and there it appears as the picture of the key, which is in
the outer world in front of us. The screen
of perception is at the same time the table
of recollections. It is not white and empty,
but dark and carries the intaglios of all
those pictures that have been impressed upon
it in the past. The image of the key travels
about over the surface it seeks here and
(Continued on page 162)
;
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Above and to the left we see respectively the welded steel auto body ane
the electric welding frame in which the sections of the metal body are spot
As you look at the beautiful cars rolling down the
welded together.
avenue, you little dream that, thanks to the magic of modem die -punching
and spot -welding, a complete steel auto body can be turned out in forty five minutes from the time the sheet steel entered the factory. One of
the huge punch presses appears in the photo below.
-

Making Steel Auto Bodies
By H. W. TOWNSEND
and drawings show how some of the
photogralhs
THE accompanying
operations are carried out in producing the modern steel automobile body.
As you may or may not be aware, up until recently motor car bodies
were practically all built up of wood covered with thin sheet steel or sheet
This system of
aluminum.
building up the motor car
bodies followed naturally from
the system of building carriage

bodies. In other words, the old
time carriage builders gradually
became auto body makers. But
this combination of wood and
metal body had many objectionable features, among others being the relatively high cost of
production and particularly the

Photo above snows doors berg
hung in place on metal aueo
bodies as they move along or. a
continuous plat -orm. Picture .t
right shows finished metal bcdies
moving along on rails and -hey
are painted by spray pro>cem
while they are in motion.

.A-,11

i

By means of electric spot-welding, which causes
two pieces of metal to be firmly joined together
wherever they are in contact, when the electric
current passes from one piece of metal to the other
as the diagram below shows, steel auto bodies
have their sections all joined together in one flash
of current.
Smal parts are spot -welded and in
some cases riveted together at a minimum of cost.

AS..

s

One of the
heavy steel
dies used for
punching out
door frames
is shown at

the left.
They are
u s e d in
powerful

ELECTRIC SPOT WELDS
AT POINTS OF CONTACT

/1/
MAGNIFIED VIEW

OF SPOT

WELD

presses.

fact that the bodies could not he made exactly
similar. This being the case, doors all had to
be fitted individually as well as other parts of
the body, such as windows.
With the modern all metal body, the door
and window openings can he made accurately
to size, so that all are identical. tt at once becomes evident that the doors, for instance,
OIES
PUNCH

PLATES

SNI! fTl4
74

'

'

RIVETING ANO
MELDING SOW
SECTIONS
I

.IU

can all be made to a standard size, so
that they can be fitted on by simply
hanging them on their hinges. As a
matter of fact, this is just what happens, the door fitters hanging the
doors, while the bodies travel by them
slowly on a moving belt, as one of the
accompanying pictures shows. Not
only are many other operations carried out on these all metal bodies
while they move by the mechanics on a continuous platform or belt,
but they are painted in the same way, while in motion. At present, of
(Continued on page 167)
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The successive stages through which your steel auto body passes are shown in the movie strip above.

The process occupies 45 minutes.
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How a Famous Phonograph Was Invented
The Human Interest Story of a Machinist With An Idea
By W. H. JENKINS
(CONCLUSION)

ONE idea that was firmly implanted
throughout his organization by Mr.
Johnson was that nothing was ever
quite good enough for complete
satisfaction. The old horn -type machine was

company to appreciate the full significance
of what had been developed in the Bell
laboratories.
Right to use the new electrical recording
process of the Western Electric Company,
and the exclusive right to manufacture and
sell the new reproducing instrument, which
is now known as the Orthophonie, were immediately acquired. Incidentally, this action
resulted in making commercially available,
through co- operation of two great industries,
the by- products of telephone research.
Therein lies another romance of science,
which has already been related in previous

This type of cabinet phonograph was standard
until a short time ago.

od of electrical

recording

for

phonograph

records

is

shown at the
right. C o mpare this illustration w i t h
the one below
and note how

much less

crowding t h e
n e w method
produces. Note
the broadcasting microphone.

The illustration on
the left
shows the
method
used for recording for
about 20
years. Note
the instruments point.
ed towards
the
recorder.

The first phonograph design.
produced by a famous phonograph company is shown
above. Note that it is hand driven. We wonder how
many of these machines would
be sold today? The first type
of spring-driven phonograph
manufactured by the same
concern is shown on the right.
This type of phonograph was
standard for several years.

good, but not good enough. The cabinet machine was the next step, and finally, in 1925,
in the midst of a period when radio was occupying the center of the stage, the new
Orthophonic and the Electrola models were
introduced.
From time to time, as the business developed, the research laboratories were enlarged. It was realized, however, that there
were other great scientific and industrial
organizations that were spending far more
money in acoustical research than Mr. Johnson and his associates could afford to invest
in such work.
Therefore, when it was learned that the
Bell Telephone Laboratories of the Western
Electric Company and the American Telephone and Telegraph Company had developed both a new method of recording and
a new talking machine which far exceeded
in range and quality the old recording and
reproducing methods, the method was eagerIndependent research in
ly investigated.
the Camden. N. J., laboratories had proceeded sufficiently far toward improved reproducing methods to enable officials of the

The new meth-

issues of SCIENCE AND INVENTION. The
Principle of matched impedance, which governs the design of the orthophonic talking
machine, is a mechanical application of the
electrical principle which made possible long
distance telephone communication.
The new electrical records and the orthophonic reproducing instrument were made
commercially available as soon as old stocks
could be disposed of, and the factory converted to production of the new developments. Introduction of these new products
carne at a time when radio was holding the
limelight. Improvements of the talking machine and recording had lagged. The orthophonic principle was therefore a tremendous
musical, industrial and scientific surprise.
In November, 1925, the new instruments
were demonstrated simultaneously throughout the United States. In a single day two
million people heard them. In two weeks
orders had been placed for a total of $20,000,000 worth of orthophonic instruments,
at factory prices. An industry had been
completely revolutionized, almost overnight.
Following introduction of the orthophonic

The

new

type of cabinet phonograph with
Orthophonic horn is shown above.

instrument, the company placed on the market combination instruments containing both
orthophonic reproduction from records and
radio receiving sets. Next came an electrical amplifying talking machine, developed
by the General Electric Company's experts
and having extraordinary volume capacity.
This electrical instrument is marketed as the
Electrola. In some of the large models
radio receiving equipment, orthophonic reproduction from records and electrical reproduction from records are combined in a
single cabinet, thus affording the latest
acoustical developments for providing music
in the home.
The recent sale by Mr. Johnson of his
majority holdings in his company to a group
of bankers has concentrated public attention
upon the magnitude of the business built up
by this inventor and business man in twenty five years. Today the company has a capitalization of $49,070,000. It has branches
or affiliations at strategic points throughout
the world. It produces records in about
thirty -five languages and dialects.
(Continued on page 166)

The newest Orthophonic phonograph appears
above. It plays twelve records automatically
and then stops. The arm seen on the left holds
the records and replaces them. The finished
record is placed in a compartment. The needle
and tone arm are moved automatically after
each record is finished.
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Freak Plants and How They Are Produced
By DR. ERNEST BADE
nature has so bountifully provided,
and why should one not try to
make the thorn produce a pleasing
sweet and tasty fruit. But no names

have been handed down to our times
of those men who made the first experiments with plants. Under their
skillful care, many experiments were
brought to a successful conclusion
and this developed a newly created
world, a kingdom of plants and animals changed by man for the benefit

by no means a lost art. It still exerts its influence, and will continue to exert it as
long as life remains upon the earth. All
living things can be trained, the existing
propensities of life can be developed, and
inherent properties can be brought out.
These are the facts which the stock raiser
and the agriculturist must take, and does
take, into consideration in the development
of those forms of value to man.
Ancient volumes treating of gardening,
mention rose bushes upon which apples

grow, strawberry trees, and other curiosities. An explanation, of these abnormalities probably lies in the fact that the people
of that time did not call the fruit by the
name by which we recognize it, but meant
an entirely different one. In some cases
this is undoubtedly true. Today, such
things are seen from a different point of
view, for in those times, it was a rule that
only similar, or closely related plants could

spindle tree made into a tiny dwarfed
growth, deformed by the Japanese and
kept in its tiny state throughout its life.
A

CULTURE -W hat a wealth of

meaning lies hidden in this
word. Household animals, stock
columnar cactus upon which
raising, farming, gardening, etc., all A
hedge -hog cactus has been
are included. For man, from a agrafted
and deformed by a lateral
united
is
closely
standpoint,
utilitarian
cut.
animal
and
the
with both the plant
uses
them,
kingdom. He protects
them, and favors them with his
attention but those plants or ammals that are obnoxious to him
he discards and destroys or at
least he attempts to limit their
propagation. As every external
influence of environment so is that
of man seen upon those forms he
has favored. Some he has allowed a certain degree of world
conquest, but his influence remained, and a gradual change was
effected. The fruit tree is protected and the thorn is destroyed.
But man tries to improve what

The Thuja is a conifer and as such is usually a comparatively
large tree but kept the Japanese way it is a tiny midget.

A crawling or climbing cactus grafted on
a columnar cactus makes a unique whole
and causes the flowers to be more prominent.

This is the wild form of the Chrysanthemum
from which originated through crossing,
some of our gigantic filled forms of this

* -4 *

flower.

of mankind the world over.
Such changes were only made possible by
the naturally variable character of these
organisms. They were not constant, they
had no definite, unchangeable forni, and they
had no definite unchangeable peculiarities.
Everything blends in nature, one form gradually goes over into another, no organism
resembles another in identity. The lesson of
development, known in prehistoric times, is

be crossed or grafted. Shoots of fruit trees
can now be grafted on deciduous trees, and
herbs can be crossed with berry bushes or
tree. A tree, producing apples on certain
of its branches and pears on others is by no
means a rarity. Then, too, bushes, developing both currents and gooseberries can
sometimes be found ill gardens, where the
experienced gardener, through budding or
grafting has had a lucky hand in his work.
In the gardens of Prince Putbus on the
isle of Rügen, stands a tree whose twigs
are alternately covered with beech and oak
leaves. Here one part of the tree does not
produce oak leaves, and the other beach
leaves, but, on the same twig there are alternately oak and beach leaves. About 40
years ago in Marienburg a buckthorn grew
that had early yellow plums on some of its
twigs. A climbing rose with pale rose colored flowers has also been mentioned which
produced dark red cherries on some of its
twigs. Whose hand grafted these unrelated
species, is not known, but that it was purposely done cannot be doubted, and moody
nature let the grafted shoots grow, flower,
and thrive.
At the Gardeners' Congress in Paris

about 20 years ago a Frenchman, grafted
roses upon willow. He also showed
cherries and cucumbers which grew upon a
high stemmed currant. In all probability the
cucumber seeds were here carefully set in
the bark of this tree -like shrub. By exceptional care and cultivation, the seed was
brought to germination and development.
Many new varieties of fruit are only
found through chance, or are a result of
(Continued on page 169)
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The Month's Scientific News Illustrated
By

GEORGE WALL

TELESCOPE

LEVE

444
WET AND

DRY&ILii
THERMO:
METER511)

CAISSONS TO
BEDROCK

New York is fast becoming a city of underground spaces. The street surface of
New York is only 45 feet above the ocean level, while the subway's and skyscraper's roots reach far below the surface. The bulk of the tall
buildings have their foundations below the water line as revealed by
a survey made by the Associated Press. New York's rise into the
air has taken second place in constructional activities this season,
in comparison with the city's rapid descent into the earth.

Two American observers recently left the United States to conduct solar
observations from the top of a South African desert mountain. A cave
has been fitted out with all the comforts of home and the observatory
instruments installed. The Mount Brukkaros observatory is the third one to be established in connection with the study of solar radiation which the
Smithsonian Institute has been carrying out for
more than 30 years.

MOVIE CAMERAS
FASTENED TO END
OF POLES

ELECTRIC

HEATING DEVICE

There will be no more cold feet for
trafficmen policemen in winif a system of artificial hot -wáter
bags at street intersections finds general adoption. Electric heating devices have been installed in the heavy
glass case safety islands upon which
the policemen stand.

i Berlin
ter
At a famous German winter resort one can shoot
down a mountain two thousand feet high all day
long without walking more than a few steps. A
toboggan slide three miles long has been laid out
from the top of Mount Kreuzeck. This slide ends
a few yards from the start of a suspension cable
car which pulls the coasters back to the top.

MOvIEMEN

More than fifty cameras, a large number of
them electrically controlled, were used to photograph the difficult fire scenes in the "Fire
Brigade," Metro-Goldwyn -Mayer's new photo play. Every flicker of action was covered when
the battery of camera men started to grind
away on the spectacular sequences. Specially
designed machines, controlled by electricity,
were fastened to the ends of poles, and thereby
caught many scenic angles which were impossible to "shoot" in any ordinary way.

4410*.
Ernest Vollbehr, a Munich
painter, is the first artist to
paint landscapes from an airplane.
He is exhibiting a
series of fourteen landscapes
which he sketched during repeated flights between Mu-

nich and Geneva. His canvases show the beauties of
the Alps and the Bavarian
highlands. Vollbehr, a veteran of the war, is one of
Germany's leading artists
and has achieved fame with
his paintings of the African
jungle. This is the first time
that an artist has worked in
paintVollbehr's
mid -air.
ings are really aerial sketches
the panorama which
of
swings beneath him during
his flights.

PIPE
+NES-

In New Zealand coal is carried more than five miles from a
mine on a mountain by mixing it with a stream of water
which is forced through a large pipe. The pipe line runs to
a lake where the water enters. This line joins the main pipe
line into which the coal is dumped. As shown in the drawing, the pipes are laid in Y- shaped formation. This ingenious

Y

GOAL

5
á'S,GARRIED
FROM
1,

MILES

*MINE

e.+

device has been in successful operation for some time and has
been found to be cheaper and more efficient than the common
way used to transport coal. Another feature of this arrangement is that the coal is washed and entirely freed from dust
and other impurities. At the receiving end the coal is caught
in a huge screen which allows the water to drain off and yet

4

-«*

retains the coal.
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Science Snap Shots
A view of the new Dinosaur Hall which was recently opened
at the Museum of Natural History in New York City. Animals
that roamed the earth 30,000,000 years ago may be seen.

E

It is said that th. finest selection of prehistoric
reptilian remaiis in the world are gathered here.
These specimers are the result of 30 years of labor
on the part o: Mr. Brown, curator of that department. The Bsoatosurus and Allosaurus which may
be seen in the background are specimens coming from
Ithe lakes at1 streams of what is now Wyoming.
A new tennis innovation borrowed from archery has been introduced on the Huntington courts at Pasadena, California. A
large target is used which is placed on the opposite side of the
net from the player. The bull's -eye is a hole in the center of
the target, the player trying to drive the ball through the hole.

The

remarkable

The car shown above has been equipped with
wheels so that it may be run along the
railroad tracks. The tracks provide a smooth roadway for the car
which moves along under its own power.
A new use for Ford cars.
a cab body and flanged

photograph

shown below was made by
means of the invisible rays
of ultra -violet light passing
t h r o u g h a phosphorescent
liquid.

The "mercy bul -1
lets" shown above
will be the ammunition of Captain B. W. Harris
on his next expedition. The bullet contains a hypodermic syringe,

which is
with an

filled
anaes-

thetic. When the
bullet strikes the
animal, the needle

penetrates the
flesh, releasing the

drug and rendering the animal unconscious within a
short time or it
may be released
and the animal
revived within an
hour or two.

The recent invention of Dr. Dowsing of London, is an "electric light bed," by
which radiant heat and artificial sunlight treatments are given to patients. Great
improvements in health have been claimed by those who have undergone such
treatment.
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New Inventions in the Camera's Eye
-71

simple contrivance for clearing snow from the center of the railroad
tracks was attached to the locomotives of the Boston and Maine
Railroad. A series of jets, attached to the underside of the cow catcher,
eject live steam as the locomotive rolls along thereby melting the snow
which blocks the tracks. The arrows in the photograph below point to
the steam jets situated on the forward part of the engine.
A

1

4-

The new steam jet equipped locomotive in action. The cost of installation
is relatively small compared to the results obtained with this new apparatus. A locomotive equipped in this manner will remove the snow at
a greater rate of speed and with an ease never before obtainable with the
old-type snow plow removing devices.

Mr. J. L. Baird of London.
:England, is shown demonstrating his latest invention,
the "Televisor," which is
said to successfully record
the "sounds made by living
scenes." It is claimed that
he has already photographed
the sound made by faces,
È hats, scissors, cabbages and
other common objects. At a
demonstration given to the
members of the Royal Institution in England, the apparatus was declared to be
a success.

The electrical eye which
sees in the dark and is
close -up view of the ingenious device the heart of the new
recently perfected by a German scientist, "Televisor" is shown at
M. Barkhausen, by which the scientists the right. This small cell
were enabled to hear the roar of the atoms. makes vision in total
darkness possible by recording the invisible rays.
A

y

a/

Prof. S. L. Quimby
at Columbia University, is shown at the
r i g h t demonstrating
the new atom amplifier. The
atom's
roar is produced by
sending a current of
electricity through a
bar of soft iron,
which is surrounded
by a coil of copper
wire. This causes the
iron particles or collection of atoms to
become polarized. The
north and south poles
of
each
individual
atom become definitely arranged.
When
the current is reversed the atoms become depolarized and
fall back to their
original position. The
sound of the roaring
atoms is amplified
4,000
thus
times,
50 king it audible in

tt

loud speaker.

One of the outstanding features at the
exhibit of the American Physical Society
was
the
"Radium
Clock" shown at the
right. A small particle of radium is imprisoned within the
glass bulb visible in
the photograph.

charge is sent into the glass bulb coataming tnc radius: and he
Alpha rays of the radium particle force apart the gold leaves of an
The leaves are alternately discharged at regular intervals,
4 electroscope.
thereby furnishing the energy operating the clock.
A
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Exposing the Smuggler
By COUNT A. N. MIRZAOFF

A favorite method of concealing contra brand jewelry is to imbed the valuable
articles in a tube of tooth paste or shaving
cream. The Customs officials are always
on the lookout for a ruse of this variety,
and it is very rarely that the would -be
smuggler succeeds with such simple methods.

Some of the smugglers' tricks are comparatively well known, such as the hollow
rubber heel illustrated above. Somewhat

more ingenious is the false button, which
is shown in the photograph just below.
Both of these arrangements provide a convenient hiding place for valuable stones,
jewelry and other small objects.

In the old days, many a cake of soap
was brought into the country which was
never intended to associate with water. A
little careful drilling into the soap affords
a very nice cache for the smuggled gems,
theoretically-small chance for dewith
tection. It is surprising to the average person to learn how easily the inspectors uncover this particular trick, but some few.
can testify with sorrow.

a-

The handles of umbrellas and walking
sticks make ideal receptacles for the
smuggled material. This is one of the first
tricks suspected by the Customs Inspector,
and success is exceedingly rare. In fact,
few smugglers are successful these days.
The old tricks rarely get by the Custom's
officials nowadays and it is only when some
new, ingenious method is resorted to that
the smuggler is successful.

An ancient and time-honored stunt is the
use of a loaded cigar to carry the jewels
past the guard. This system sounds all right,
but the enterprising smuggler should be careful to remember which cigar is the loaded
one, so that if the inspector suddenly asks
him for a smoke, he will be properly prepared, and will not make the social error of
presenting him with a diamond or two.

When Your Taxi Borrows Wings
By

LUCIEN FOURNIER

driven over bad roads. The machine is fastened
into the fuselage of the plane.
This machine is reminiscent of the aero- limousine
which was exhibited at the Aviation Show in New
York some years ago. This arrangement posesses
the added advantage that the automobile may be
driven out of the fuselage and used separately from
the plane in any way desired. The perfection gf this
invention should prove of military use.

The Ne Plus Ultra of comfort can be found in
this conception of a French inventor, permitting
automobiles to go into the air as flying machines.
It surely would be a great convenience if travelers,
without leaving their automobiles, could embark in
an airplane by driving their car into its fuselage.
This particular invention was developed to provide
high speed ambulance service, and allowing patients
to be transported without shock or discomfort, such
as might be experienced if the automobile were

rn g

,"

_J
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Cork Carving as a Hobby
Very Artistic and Exceptionally Light Articles Carved From Slabs of Cork

The above photograph shows some of the knives used in carving cork.
the peculiar curve of one of the knives.

Note

Here are a few receptacles for receiving house plants which are made en
tirely from cork slabs.

HOBBIES -those elusive

Artist finishing a cork model of the Paris
Pantheon.

Here is a model of the famous elephant Rajah cut out of cork. In executing
work of this nature it is absolutely essential that very sharp tools be used.
otherwise the cork may be broken.
4010)-41.
The photo below indicates how the cork is cut to the desired
Various styles of sharp instruments can be employed.

e!

-

nothings

which may develop into a new art
not only ease the minds of their possessors, but also while away many dreary
hours. On this page we find a series of
photographs of a comparatively new hobby,
namely that of whittling cork into works of
art. The peculiar structure of cork gives
the articles a very unique appearance. Being unaffected by moisture, a thin coat of
varnish may be applied simply to close the
surface pores so that the article may be
dusted more easily. Cork requires consideráble care in lis handling. Unless very
sharp tools are used, the cork will break.
Any form of a good steel knife, well sharpened, can be used in carving articles made
from this material. It will be observed in
some of the photographs that large slabs of
cork are cut by a scimitar -like knife, the
inside edge of the curve being the sharp
part of the instrument. Ordinary sandpaper is used for smoothing the article.
To enhance the artistic effect certain portions of the model may be painted and some
of the new quick-drying paints can well be
employed for this purpose because the finish
is lustrous and the paint dries very rapidly.
With these paints there is little danger that
one color will run into another. One coat
of paint will give a substantial covering.

outline.

A cathedral in cork serving as a clock.
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Freak Railways We Have Met

ro,

A two-way suspended monorail railway

The leap -frog railway was actually used at the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition in 1904. Facts beat fiction.

which occupies minimum of space.

A suspended railway like the one above has been

used in Europe for many years.

CHASM
CABLE ACROSS

11

A freak railway in which expresses

The gyroscopic railway which has
been demonstrated by Brennan.

"pass through" locals.

///w //

Suspended cable railway, cars being
pulled by second cable.

Railway used for many years near New
York City. Had rails above and below.

Patented railway, cars of which are
propelled by jets of air.

-

///'f/f

\

Unique electric railway, current being taken
through contact plates as shown.

,
Bachelet levitated train, magnets raise and propel car.

+

:II
AIR SCREW

I

var.:

-_

ICE
COVEREP

EXPRES

PIPES

Y

i dr

GYROSCOPE
,

AFTER

TRANSFERRING

VACUUM
RUSSIAN ENGINEERS
AN

LOCAL

II

Cars slide on iced pipes.

Suspended cars driven by air propeller.

MILES

STATI

6..

91

AIR PROPELLER DRIVEN BY GAS ENGINE
OR ELECTRIC MOTOR DERIVING
/ POWER FROM CABLES OR TRACKS

600

Ingenious railway, cars of which
glide on a film of water.

)/

PASS E NG ERS,LO
TO
CAR RETURNS

%/4

'STATION; EXPRESS
DOES NOT STOP.

IDEA,

HOUR

Proposed vacuum subway across U.S. described years ago in this journal.

Express above takes on passengers from local car moving a
short distance with it.

WHEN CAR REACHES HIGH
çSPEED,FRICTION ON RAILS

>REDUCEDTOAMINIMUM;
;WINGS LIFTING CA R

'
GLIDING_

ARTLY, THE CAR

Rails simply guide airplane car above;
the car raises slightly due to lift of

wings.
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Mind Reading Tricks
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By SAM BROWN
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ROUGH
of paper is torn into strips by
member of the audience. All of the
members must write the name of a living
person on one of the slips, but one of the
members is to write the name of a dead
person on his slip of paper. The papers
are folded up and dropped into a hat and
the performer, even though blindfolded, selects the slip of the dead person immediately. The secret is simple. Use a ruler
to tear the slips. The first and last slips,
A and F, will have one smooth edge, the
outside edge of the paper. The other slips
have rough edges, caused by tearing them.
The first slip is destroyed in demonstrating
the trick. The dead person's slip is the
one having the smooth edge, and the name
of a historic figure should preferably be
written on it.

The

SHEET

Aa

t

number of coins are collected in a hat.
spectator is asked to remove one of
them, note the date and then hold it
tightly in his hand, repeating the date over
and over again in his mind. The coin is
subsequently returned to the hat and the
blindfolded performer immediately picks it
out. The secret lied in the fact that the
selected coin wilt be warmer than the others.
A
A

blank card is initialed and sealed
in an envelope. Someone is asked
to call out a number, then apparently write this number out in
A

Wafting the envelope
the air, the performer
opens it and the number is found
written on the initial card. The
envelope is prepared by tearing a
small circular opening in the back
as shown. This opening is kept
covered by the thumb and, while
the attention of the audience is
directed to the tracing of the number, the performer secretly writes
the number upon the card through
the tear. The envelope on being
torn open, is crumpled up and
thrown away.
free

air.

through

bF

es

performer.

without

looking at the face of an
ordinary alarm clock, calls
the number at which the
minute hand has been set.
The clock is slightly prepared. The long (minute)
hand is set at 12. Then
with a knife, a scratch is
made vertically across the
set key, a little wider at
the top than at the bottom.
By glancing at the scratch
you can tell the number at
which the hand is sett Remember that when the
clock is placed face down
on the table. the numbers
run counter-clockwise.

CARD

TEAR.

into great
TRICKS of a pseudo -scientific nature are coming
psychology,
popularity due to the widening influence of this
are
mental telepathy, and allied sciences, and on will page
convince
illustrated a few effects of this nature which
are nothing but
the most skeptical. In reality, of course, they
made to assume the
mere irides, but to the audience they can benew
science if clothed
proportions of an actual demonstration of the
"patter."
of
line
a
suitable
with
an effect
For example: In the upper left -hand corner is pictured
the one
paper
of
slips
several
from
selects
the
performer
in which
is merely the
That
person.
dead
a
of
name
the
slip containing
presentation, anbones of the trick. The performer must, in his
his forehead a
to
is
placed
slip
person
dead
the
when
nounce that
and the
himself
between
is
established
bond
certain sympathetic
correct
the
when
ascertain
to
him
enables
"great beyond" which
of living persons
slip is reached or-the slips containing nameson which is written
a sensation of warmth, while the slip

give him
feeling when
the name of a dead person produces a cold, clammy
applied to his forehead.
keep his
In all mind- reading tricks the performer must strive tobut subtly
audience away from the mere mechanics of the trick,
the use of a
moulding their minds into a receptive state through
simplest effect
plausible bit of science. By this means even the
an instance of
can be made into something quite impressive. As
in number three.
this, take the Blindfold Detection illustrated
-up, yet the performer
Nothing pretentious in its mechanical makewho
held the coin and
can, by touching fingers with the person
personal magnetism still
then finding the coin by means of theactual
demonstration of a
clinging to his fingers, make of it an
still unexplained science.
four the perIn the Spirit Number effect pictured at ofnumber
misdirection. When
a piece
former is required to make use of number
in the air, all attention
the spectator is asked to trace the
takes this opportunity to
is focused on him, and the performer
a tear in the envelope.
calmly write the number on the card through
the previously
through
tears
performer
the
card
the
In removing
only clue as to the
and
one
the
removing
thereby
torn portion,
modus operandi.
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Marsmathe Mystery Planet
By W. J. LUYTEN,

OF THE HARVARD COLLEGE OBSERVATORY

IS there any field of science which ex-

cites such interest, such an ardent desire
for knowledge as does the problem
of life outside the earth? The "man
in the street" and the astronomer alike unite
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wish to pierce the mystery which
surrounds the question of extra- terrestrial
life, prompted possibly by the hope, or fear,
that we Earthlings may be the only intelligent people in creation. And of course, of all
the objects on which to speculate about life,
the planet Mars easily holds first place.
The Moon is too close, so we know too much
about it, and the other planets of our solar
system are too far awayánd too little known
to be of much use for speculations about
life ; but Mars, the ruddy planet of the =War
God, Mars, with its famous canals, is far
enough away to be difficult observing, yet
close enough to be interesting.
When the question of the possibility of
life on Mars is raised, however, it does
not mean the same thing to everyone. To
the man of science it means any kind of organic life, vegetable or animal, from bacteria and other micro-organisms to the
highest (or lowest) forms of civilization.
On the other hand, when the "man in the
street" speaks of life on Mars he paeans
LIFE, human beings, or at least beings
sufficiently civilized and developed to have
radios, to drive automobiles and to shake
cocktails. Bacteria may be of importance
here on earth because they can cause diphtheria, typhoid or cancer ; they are absolutely
devoid of interest across a distance of
50,000,000 miles. Only Martians who have
telescopes and who can send and receive
radio messages would be of any use to us
in the

Earthlings.
Long before the days of accurate scientific observations Mars became an object of
particular interest. Fiery red, almost menacing in its savage lustre, and at times the
brightest star in the sky, Mars was, from
time immemorial, regarded as the symbol of
destruction, the personification of the God
of War. The unfortunate planet was made
the scapegoat of all human crimes and follies ; to its pernicious influence were ascribed all disaster, strife,, and ruin which
befell humankind ; it was the most feared,

and yet the most worshipped of all the
The crimson globe was
made the supreme warlord, and it directed
all combats ; on the battlefields of Marathon,
in the pass of Thermopylae, and at the
massacre of Trasumene the victims blamed
Mars for its barbarism. In the horoscopes
which the ancient astronomers cast for their
kings and nobles Mars was a most potent
influence, almost the most important factor

planetary gods.

in shaping human destiny. Now that science
has destroyed this magic aureole, Mars has
nevertheless maintained its position of great

interest among celestial objects. The reasons
for this are that Mars comes closer to us
than any other celestial object except the
moon, and is the only planet not continually
shrouded in clouds ; the only one of which
we can study the surface.
Before we enter upon the subject of the
possibilities of life it may be well to take
stock of everything our telescopes and our
calculations have told us about Mars.
If we accept the old Kant- Laplace theory
of the origin of the solar system, Mars
ranks above the Earth in order of seniority
it was thrown off the primeval nebula before us. It has therefore had more chance
to cool off and should be much further developed, especially since it is also much
smaller in size. The present state of affairs
is that Mars revolves round the Sun in an
elliptical orbit varying its distance from the
;

Sun between 128 and 155 million miles, and
taking 687 days to complete one round trip.
Inside this elliptical orbit of Mars the
Earth is revolving, in an almost circular
orbit, taking 365 days to make one round
trip. As a result our Earth steps between
the Sun and Mars once every 26 months, but
the distance between us and Mars at such an
occasion varies a good deal and depends entirely upon where in the orbits of Mars and
the Earth this event happens. Sometimes the
distance between us is no more than 35
million miles, other times it may be as much
as 63 million. Unfortunately, the nearest

"
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TELESCOPE

A
telescope magnifying
63 times will show Mars
large
as the full moon.
as

approach between us and Mars always happens when Mars is so far south in the sky
that it is difficult to observe from our
northern .observatories, and as yet there arc
no powerful telescopes south of the equator.
For this reason the recent close approach of
Mars (Nov. 1926) was much more favorable than the previous one (in 1924) although Mars now was 7,000,000 miles
further away than the time before, but
much higher up in the sky.
When at its nearest, Mars appears to us
as big as a dime at a hundred yards, or
sixty -three times smaller than the full Moon.
A telescope magnifying sixty -three times
will show it as large as the full Moon, and
our most powerful telescopes could probably
make it appear forty times larger in
diameter than the Moon, or 1600 times larger
Under those conditions a
ill surface area.
skilful observer would probably be able to
distinguish objects not less than thirty miles
in diameter. Manhattan Island would be
invisible but Long Island might well be
noticed.
But now for Mars itself. It is one of the
smallest among planets, being only 4200
miles in diameter (our Earth is 8000). Its
bulk is six and one -half times smaller than
ours but still seven and one -half times larger
than that of the Moon. From the disturbing

effect Mars has on the other planets, Le Verrier calculated that its mass is no more than
one -tenth of ours. These calculations had
required a century's observations, thousands
of hours of computation and of discussion
and yet an equally precise result was derived
later on from four nights' observations of
the satellites of Mars, and ten minutes' calculation. But then Le Verrier did not yet
know that Mars had satellites. These
Moons, two in number, were discovered by
Asaph Hall at the Naval Observatory,
Washington, D. C., the first one on Aug. 11,
1877, the second one six days later. To
make them fit traveling company for the
\Var God, the discoverer named them Phobos
(fear) and Deimos (terror) after the two
legendary companions of Ares ( Mars) in
Homer's Iliad. These two Moons belong
to the smallest and most interesting celestial
objects known; they are both probably not
more than 6 and 10 miles in diameter. The
innermost of the two Moons revolves around
Mars at a distance less than the diameter of
Mars above the surface of the planet ; the
outer one at a distance three and one -half
times the planet's diameter, whereas our
Moon is thirty times the Earth's diameter
away from us. As a result of the small distance the inner moon runs very fast ; it
makes one complete journey around the
planet in seven hours 39 minutes; in less
than one -third of the time it takes Mars to
turn on its axis. Think of the difference
with us: Day and night on Mars last about
as long as they do on earth since the Martian
24 hour day is 24 hours 37 minutes and
37 seconds measured in our time ; but the
inner moon running three times around the
planet in one Martian day must rise in the
west, dash across the sky and set in the east!
The outer satellite behaves more normally ;
it rises in the east and sets in the west, but
takes its time about it, remaining above the
horizon for more than two days at a time.
Because these two moons are so close to
the surface of Mars, their inhabitants, if
they have any, must be enjoying some queer
sights. To them the disk of the planet subtends at an angle of 42 degrees, i.e. when it
is "Full Mars" for them, Mars shows a
luminous disk 7,000 times larger than the
full moon and 15,000 times larger than the
Sun as seen from that satellite. The full
length of the Big Dipper represents about
half the diameter of Mars, and Orion's
height not more than a third. An eclipse of
the Sun seen from there is a real eclipse, lasting over an hour
The outer satellite seen
from the inner one, is at best no larger than
four minutes of arc (a dime at 12 yards).
!

Relative sizes of our earth and Mars.

Probably the most remarkable thing about
these satellites is that, although entirely unknown before 1877, their existence was predicted by Voltaire in his "Micromegas" and
by Swift as early as 1720. In the third
chapter of the journey to Laputa, Swift
(Continued on page 178)
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Mars as Seen From Its Satellite "Phobos"

(Copyright 1927 bi Science and Inz ention)

A view of the planet Mars as it would look from its nearest satellite, Phobos. Seen in this manner Mars is not red as when viewed
from the earth with the naked eye. It is, as one observer aptly
termed it, an opal, and it surely has some of the qualities of an
opal in the diversity of aspect which it shows to the imaginary
observer on Phobos. Phobos makes a complete circuit around
Mars in seven and one -half hours.

Worthy of note is the constellation Orion, and other bright stars,
which appear exactly as they do from our earth. The second
satellite is just visible to the left of Mars, in the constellation,
Taurus. Note also, that it is not yet "Full Mars," and that the
disk of Mars far surpasses the constellation Orion in size. The
canals on the Martian surface should also be observed. This illustration originally prepared by the famous astronomer Flammarion.
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Magic Taught in Schools
In Germany There Is a Regular Schooll for Teaching Magic. Those Desiring to Become Professional
Magicians Receive Detailed Instruction.

9

:n the effect illustrated above ote of
fie students is completely l:ounel to a

Card tricks are talle -t tc the students
in the German magic scheel in the rtanner indicaud in ti-e photograph
This schoel is eetriíped with a stage,
of the trick can
so that th: effec:
first be demon

chair. The tape around his neck is
then held by two assistants, an I after
he screen is
closed, the student must produce spirit nani-

-

festatioas.

strated.

Students

demonstrating

newly learned :r cks.
We see the "tht nb
tie,"
"lin kir g
rings." and "n.. m.
tiered blocks.'

Taking :he studcn: tehirrl the scenes, he is instructed in tLe art
of making magical wparetus. At the left there is a cabinet from
which t}e performer will escape. Tuffs is accomplished by cree-Ding
out thrcuf h the opening shown. Below: Teaching the Conrad
eight -ball :rick.

E.l:ove a studen is g virg 3 demonstration of the Mikado headkerth of illusion. 'The o-ha students are grouped about and wìl comment on the iefects in tie presentation of the trick. Bebw the
1± tograph sic v-s apçaro nr being made to order for the magicians.

1
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How Sound Waves Are Filtered
By PAUL WELKER

SOUND waves will pass through

obstacles to a surprising degree. This
fact makes the sound proofing of
walls and floors a seriously difficult
problem. A portion of a sound wave will
pass through any vibratory material, and
without a great difference in the amount of
transmission between tones of high and of
low pitch. An apparatus which will prevent sounds of a predetermined range of
tones to pass and yet will give easy transmission to all others seems at first thought
almost impossible. But Dr. G. W. Stewart,
Professor of Physics of the University of
Iowa, has accomplished this feat in an
acoustic wave filter.
Listening to the playing of the piano scale
through one of these filters gives one an
uncanny feeling. The listener can hear the
tones distinctly until a certain one is

but to a tone one octave higher than this
the sound can pass with great freedom.
The astonishing feature of this and the
other fillers is that the flow of certain
sounds through an apparently
unobstructed pipe is effectually
stopped.
The two other types are illustrated as follows : Fig. 3 shows
the transmission of the low frequency pass filter designated by
L in Fig. 1 and Fig. 4 the corresponding
performance of the single band filter, SB in
Fig. 1.
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FIG.

NEW SOUND FILTER

NO ,SOUND. HEARD

HERE

Sound waves going into
tre mouth -piece of the
filter are entirely changed
so
that no sound is
audible at the opposite
end.

reached and then as
scale is cont he
tinned he hears only
the thumping of t h e
keys. Or one c a n
attempt to s p e a k
through such a filter,
only to find, for example, that the vowel
"e" becomes the
vowel "oo."

Professor Stewart's
apparatus is surprisingly simple in form,
indeed, so simple that

I

The general construction of the sound filters
are shown above. H, a high frequency filter;
L, a low frequency filter, and S.B., a single
band filter.
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In type L, the orifices are enclosed by
chambers of known volumes. In the filter
SB, there is in addition a pipe connecting
the chamber to the outside.
The physical action of these filters is
complicated. In fact,
no physicist c o u l d
have prophesied their
NUMBER OF 110115 - 12
performance by bas,
DIAM.
=641N.
s1tea®!
ing his judgment on
past experience. It is
FREQUENCY
not difficult to undero
o o stand why this unang
ó
g
m
ticipated result occurs.

/

FIG.

2

A graph showing the performance of the fil ter at a frequency of vibration of approximately 500.
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a

which

pipe,

an
acoustic wave passes
and in which there is
a simple orifice, Fig.
The full line ar5.
rows show the entering wave A and the
transmitted wave B,
and the dotted arrows
indicate the w a v e s
Al and B1 which
are caused by the
presence of the
The w a v e
orifice.
A when it reaches
t h e o r i f i c e

through

one is inclined to in- 40
quire as to why it had 30
previously eluded dis- 20
covery. Even the inventor did not stumFIG. 3
ble upon it. The posCurve showing the transmission of low fresibility of an acoustic
quency sounds by filter, L in Fig. I.
wave filter was sug50 K
o
gested by the existence of an electrical filter,
z
and Professor Stewart proceeded to ascer40
tain from a mathematical examination
z
whether or not an acoustic filter was feas30
ible. Then he constructed the filter and
verified the predictions of theory. Fig. 1
20
will show the construction of three general
freH
is
a
high
types of acoustic filters.
IO L
O
quency pass filter and consists of a pipe or
,
0
conduit containing equally spaced orifices.
FIG 4
The sound enters at one end and that not
Showing the performance of the single -band
filtered out leaves at the other. It is curifilter, S.B. in Fig. 1.
ous that no one previously had found that
such a pipe with holes will refuse transmisdoes not merely lose some of its energy
sion of a certain tonal range of frequencies.
Fig. 2 shows the performance of this "filter. to the outside and pass on a remainBelow a frequency of vibration of approx- der. A hole is not that simple. It acts
imately 500 or an octave above middle C of more importantly, as if it had an inertia,
thereby setting up reflected waves Al and
the piano, less than one -millionth of the inB1.. Actually, these reflected waves are
tensity passes. Yet above this frequency,
much more important in the action of the
not only to the limit of the piano scale,

Dr. G. W.
Stewart and a
few of the new
filters which he
has recently
perfected at
the University
of Iowa.

pipe than the relatively small amount of
energy that escapes through the orifice. It
is easily seen that the waves Al return some
of the incident sound energy and that the
wave B1 combines with the remnant of the
incident wave to form the transmitted
wave B. The actual value of B in a particular case is shown in Fig. 6. The transmission varies in a marked manner with
If 'instead of one orfice
the frequency.
there are a series of them, the actual reflected waves on the interior are so numerous that they are too difficult to follow.
Their resultant action is indicated in the
transformation of Fig. 6 into Fig. 2.
It is obvious that the combination of
waves is so complex that the wave at any
point in the pipe between the holes is no
longer like the original incident one. An
investigation shows that the lack of synchronism between particle velocity of the
medium and the pressure, causes a reduction in the energy transmitted.
The action is much similar to an alternating current with which energy may be
transmitted or may be made merely to surge
backwards and forward t without transmission. In an electric lamp bulb there is
energy transmitted. But if in the same electric socket there is attached a resistanceless
inductance, the power expended on the in-.
ductance is zero because the energy merely
surges back and forth. In the filters the
reduction of transmission to an exceedingly
small value is astonishing. It is possible to
take a pipe only a few inches in length and
three -fourths of an inch in diameter, and
to prevent sound over a range of tones from
passing through this apparently unobstructed
hole. A sound that would be uncomfortably
loud can be reduced to inaudibility. In a
word, this feat is performed by causing the
waves to interfere among themselves rather
than by the insertion of obstacles. This is
not the method used in silencers, and mufflers today, wherein the energy of the sound
waves is dissipated through viscosity.
The acoustic wave filter has already demonstrated its usefulness as a research tool.
It can be utilized anywhere that such a control of sound waves is desired.

FIG. 5

The underlying principles of the filter are
demonstrated in the simple pipe arrangement
above.
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FIG. 6

The actual value of the transmitted sound
is shown above. The resultant actions are indicated in the transformation of Fig. 6 into
Fig. 2.
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W IREKRAFT-g
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The three illustrations here
show the first
prize - winning
model in this
month's Wire kraft Contest.
Brass and nickeled wire were
used in its con-
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In the Wirekraft Contest awards for this month the first prize was given to
Michael J. Thelen of Chicago, Ill., for a basket. This basket was made of
brass and nickeled wire to get a contrast color effect. The wire was woven

4At the left we
have a corn bination sol-

Fourth prize -$20.00 was won by Jack Egemeier of Ossining, N. Y. It will be observed that two brackets rise up to hold the
soldering iron. A circular frame may be
found at one end of the holder for the can
of soldering paste.

dering iron
holder and a
receptacle for
the -soldering
paste can.

also
very tightly so that the article presented not only utilitarian attributes, butmight
the artistic effect so much desired. This article is not as heavy as one
expect it to be. It will stand more than the usual abuse.

Second prize -$50.00. The
best artistic effect entered
in this month's contest is
the one illustrated at the
left. This is a flower
stand made entirely of
wire.
Only one -half of the flower stand is shown in the
diagram at the left. This
was done so as to simplify the construction. In
the article itself there is
another group of spirals
and another scroll at right angles to the scrolls and
spirals shown.

Fifth prize -$15.00 was won by J. P. Mathews,
of Vienna, Va., who constructed the dental tool
holder indicated in the above diagram. The
tools are placed on the wire gauze screening
and bottle receptacles are found on both sides.

At the left we
have an Ingenious device

which can be
used in the kitchen. This is
an article designed to be
hung on the
wall and provided with a
pair of loops
for the screws.

Third prize -$25.00 was awarded to W. T. O.
Dogherty of Tracy, Calif., for the kitchen salt
box holder combined with the pepper box receptacle. The article can be enameled white

to conform with the other kitchen appliances.
Eighth prize -$5.00 was awarded to C. Dag getts, Palisades Park, N. J., for his combination trousers and coat hanger indicated in the

drawing bellow.

HE drawings on this page appear in line. Actual ly, all of the
articles were photographed and the
photographs were gone over with
ink after which the photos were
bleached. In this way the details
of the prize -winning articles are
brought out and they can be duplicated by other W re k rafters with
ease.

t that those enterIt is important
P
ing models in the Wirekraft Contest attach t h eir names and addresses to every model.

Sixth prize-$10.00. Estel Merryman of Richmond, Ind., made the fish hook illustrated in
the diagram above. This fish hook is of the
self- hooking type. The instant that a fish nibbles on a bait it releases the hook which snaps
upward imbedding itself in the upper jaw.
Seventh prize-$7.50. By the aid
illustrated in the diagram at the
convert the ordinary bottle into a
This article was constructed by

the device
left one can
milk pitcher.
L. Kaler of
of

West Philadelphia, Pa.

To hang the trousers in the combination hanger
here shown, one places the trousers over the
inside loop and their weight holds them securely
in place.

Ninth prize -$3.50 was won by W. C. Michel
of Jersey City, N. J., for the three samples of
hinges here shown.
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$3,000.00
b

prize

Fifteenth

PRIZES

$2.00

-

was the

award decided upon for the article
indicated in the
diagram here. This
is a combination
fork and ladle
made by Ben V.
Kitchel of San Antonio, Texas. The
ladle at one end
can be used for
handling d u m plings, potatoes and
the like.

f -.44F

Tenth prize -$2.00, was
won by Ben V. Kitchel of
San Antonio, Texas, for
the pin and ring here
shown. Both are constructed of one piece of
wire, bent to the form
Care
here illustrated.
must be exercised in conarticles
of
this
structing
nature, otherwise they
will appear amateurish.

«lE'

Thirteenth prize -$2.00. Automobile tire chains have the
peculiar property of rattling against the fenders. This
rattle can be relieved by building an anti -rattler as indicated above. The diamond shaped center portion is made
of spring brass. The spring takes up the slack.

Fourteenth prize -$2.00. Here we have a waffle iron holder
constructed entirely of wire and provided with springs to
take up the shock of closing the iron and yet to make the
article more rigid. The device was made by W. B. Cowan
of Memphis, Tenn.
4-

Sixteenth prize -$2.00 was awarded to Urban Otten,

4 44(

Twelfth prize -$2.00. The
letter holder and bill or
letter file combination indicated in the diagram at
the left was constructed
largely of bus bar wire.
This makes a very serviceable article which is quite
rigid.
Unfortunately its
designer did not attach his
name to the article. notwithstanding the fact that
the rules specify that all
models should be tagged.
-

Eleventh prize -$2.00 was awarded to C. B.
Lane of Fort Worth, Texas, for the price tag
holder indicated in the diagram below. This
rides upon a wire and serves as a holder for

of Cincinnati, Ohio, for an article also constructed entirely of bus bar. This is an artistic holder for an ink
bottle, the style of which is presented in the diagram

below.

small cards.

price

the

tags can be
tilted down if
a commodity
runs out.
The tag holders are attached to a

stretched
wire.

tom((

RULES OF WIREKRAFT CONTEST
Hence
contest.
the construction
wire
of all of the models entered in this
contest.
The size of the wire to he employed is
limited. The heaviest wire must not be
larger than No. 8 American or B and S
gauge. and the smallest no smaller than
No. 30 B and S gauge -or (for foreign
countries not having these exact sizes), the
nearest available equivalent.
No. 8 B and S gauge is .12849 inches in
diameter or 3.264 millimeters. Its nearest
equivalent in the Birmingham or Stubs iron
wire gauge is No. 18. In the Stubs steel
wire gauge it is No. 30; in the British Imperial Standard it is No. 10. The nearest
wire to No. 30 B and S gauge which is
.01002 inches or ..2546 millimeters in diameter is No. 31 in the Birmingham or
Stubs iron wire gauge. In the Stubs steel
wire gauge it is No. 80; in the British Standard it is No. 33.
The builder may avail himself of the opportunity- of using any intermediate sizes of
wires between No. 8 and No. 30, B and S
gauge.
The wire may be copper, brass, iron, steel.
or these materials coppererl. tinned, nickel plated. or galvanized, or the wire may consist of an alloy. Any kind of wire available on the market may be employed.
It is preferable to use non -rusting wires.
The publishers will not he responsible for
the rusting of any model. To protect wire
which rusts easily or for color effects. the
models may be painted, lacquered, varnished or otherwise covered.
Any additional decorations or accessories
nay he employed to enhance the effect.
(Example: Silk on a lamp shade; glass in
decorative fixtures; electric motors for
operating mechanisms, etc.)
Only those portions actually constructed
of wire will be judged.
(Example: A reed basket is suspended
from a wire chain. The basket not being
made of wire is NOT considered. On the

THIS

is a wirekraft
is to be used in

Address all entries to
Editor Wirekraft

merits of the chain only will the prize be
awarded.)
Wires may be twisted, spliced, soldered,
Wire may be
welded or bound together.
If
used to hind other wires together.
soldered a non- corrosive soldering flux
should be employed.
There is no limit to the size of the
models which may be entered nor to the
number of entries which any maker may
submit during any calendar mouth.
In every case the model must he forwarded express prepaid to SCIENCE AND IN-

$3,000.00 In Prizes
Awards
in Monthly
Arranged
First Prize

$100.00
For Utility Only
50.00
Second Prize
For Artistic. Decorative or Constructive
Effect -may be a replica or model of some
imaginative or existing object.
25.00
Third Prize
20.00
Fourth Prize

Fifth Prize
Sixth Prize
Seventh Prize
Eighth Prize
Ninth Prize
10t1í to 16th Prizes of $2.00 each
Total

15.00
10.00
7.50
5.00
3.50
14.00

$250.00

Magazine. Tt should be tagged
with name and address of the maker, who
will prepay charges if model is to be

VENTION

returned.
The first prize will always be awarded to
a model possessing the greatest utilitarian
merits. This must be an object NOT found
on the market today.
The second prize will always be awarded
to an object possessing the best decorative,

artistic or constructive effect. It may be
a replica of an existing object or a model

of an imaginative object or effect.
The remaining prizes will be judged from
either one or the other viewpoints at the
discretion of the judges.
All models may remain at the office of
this publication until the close of the contest at the discretion of the editors.
This contest starts January 1st, 1927,
and will terminate January 1st, 1928.
This is a monthly contest lasting for
twelve months, each monthly contest closing
on the first of the month following dates
of issue. Thus the contest for the month
1927, will close June 1st, 1927.
Winners for May will be announced in the

of May,

August Issue.

Tools Required
required for the construction of
articles may be found in the
Dec. issue of this publication, a reprint of
which will be sent free upon request. The
following tools may be used advantageously:
1 pair round -nosed
1 pair flat -nosed pliers.
pliers, 1 wire cutter, 1 hacksaw, 1 small vise,
1 soldering iron.
The materials which are necessary are:
Solder, soldering paste or flux, nails, one
piece of wood, and most important of all,
wire of the sizes specified in the contest rules
and regulations.
If the builder decided to weld his wires
together, a small welding transformer or a
storage battery may be used for this purpose. For the formation of long cylinders,
a coil winding machine or a lathe may be
advantageously employed. Toy motors for
the operation of any devices constructed of
wire could of course be procured and added
to the model and the addition of miniature
sockets and bulbs to illuminate the interior
of any buildings constructed of wire might
also find a place in some of the constructions.
tools
THE
Wirekraft
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MATCHCRAFT - -- $100.00 Awarded Monthly
FIRST PRIZE $50.00

That the matchcraft contest is still popular is
indicated by the photographs on this page. At
the left we have this month's first prize model
which was awarded $50.00. The model was built
Iby Mr. Willie Ryan of New York City. The
vessel is thirty inches long over all. Ribs made
of several layers of matches glued together were

The photograph below shows how the motor and batteries are mounted amidships in
the first prize winning model in this
month's contest.

first cut to the desired shape and then matches
were glued in place as the planking, which was
sandpapered, and then painted. This model is
impervious to water and will float to the water
line. An electric motor is found within the vessel and four flash -light batteries serve as the
source of current supply. The photograph at the
extreme left shows how the motor is mounted in the vessel. A switch at the stern closes
the circuit, and in this way the motor is under
constant control. The vessel itself travels at a
good rate of speed. A comparative idea of its
size may be gained from the photograph at the
left, where the yacht is being held by Miss
Estelle Mogel.

Extreme care and a
great amount of patience
was necessary in confull-size
the
structing
pail indicated in the two
It
photographs below.
will be observed that

THIRD PRIZE -$15.00 was awarded to

Henry Geers, of Exeter, N. H., for the
splendid example of a rifle indicated by
the photograph here. This rifle is two feet
long and is of the take -down type. When
the bolt is drawn backward a wooden pellet
can be inserted, the bolt can then be returned to its former position and the gun

each match had to be
bent to make it conform
with the desired shape.

fired.

FOURTH

PRIZE

-

Lovers of matchcraft art are repeatedly
sending in new examples
of bent matchcraft articles. The kettle at the
right was made by Warren C. Brown of Ossining, N. Y. This is a
of
example
splendid
matchcraft construction.
The kettle is normal size.
Both the pail at the left
and the kettle at the
right are hollow in construction. 4440.;1
$10.00.

SECOND PRIZE -$20.00 was won
by Eugene Jefferies for the pail illustrated in the two photographs
above. Both are views of the same
pail but the views were placed as you
see them to show the construction.

.W

The spout of the
kettle above is hollow and the lugs for
the handle are apparently riveted in
place.
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of Cincinnati, Ohio,
for his model of a radio set. The front of the cabinet with its tuning dials
and controls is shown in the photograph above. The switch -blade is also of
matches.

FIFTH PRIZE -$5.00 was won by Lawrence Deye

This view shows the
interior of the radio
set. The tube, spider web coils, rheostat,
grid condenser and
grid leak, and the
book-like variable condenser are all made of
matches.

Rules for the Matchcraft Contest appear in this issue on page 180

-'
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T'IE MAN WHO
YSTI FIER

fee Uoalopet
to
Gol itkk

res. Coolidge
Prince ot Wales. Ex- President
Harding, Taft, Roosevelt,
arid other celebrities

Sk, 0ome°e
SUBO%iBIl101

rites Exclusively for
CE
AND INVENTION
SCIE
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The Yogi Bottle
.IRON RING
AROUND

wizard

requests

the

BOTTLE WILL
NOT LIE DOWN

LECTRO

f'í/,¡r-,

MAGNET

WIRES

INTO BALL AND
DROPPED INTO

METALTUBE

FOOT

í

,

SMALL PIECE
OF POTASSIUM
RED FLASH

PAPER.

the billiard ball trick.

iar with the old imp bottle trick. When
the performer took the bottle, he could lay
it flat with comparative ease. Others, could
not. These bottles were weighted' at the
bottom. When grasped by the performer, he
permitted a small piece of lead to drop down
into the neck -of the bottle, thus counterbalancing the weight in the hase. In the
present version, a much larger bottle is employed, the mouth of which is closed by a
cork stopper. The performer steps on a
button controlling a source of electric sup ply to the electro- magnet which attracts the
iron ring around the mouth.

-

WATER

A ball of flash paper containing a small vial
of water and a bit of potassium bursts into a
flame when the ball is tossed into the air.
This produces a spectacular closing stunt for

OF
FALSE
TIP IN

UNDOUBTEDLY the readers are famil-

CYLINDER

_

SMALL GLASS
TUBE OF

ROLLED INTO
A BALL

>,

WAND

This trick in effect is simi ar to the imp bottle
trick except that the bottle has a cork in the
top and consequently cannot be weighted. It
responds to the master's command because of
the electro- magnet.

i,,

I i

FLASH
PAPER

NESS/26E ROLLED

SWITCH 15
CONTROLLED
BY OPERATORS

Rada

to

PAPER WITH
E

Miles Away. by

The Demon Billiard Ball

spectator

write a question upon a small piece of
note paper, roll it into a ball and drop it
in a small tubular container. The ball is
forced into the bottom of the container with
the magician's wand. The wizard invites
the spectator to insure himself that the
paper is in full view at all times. While the
examination is taking place the question is
answered. The effect is produced by the
aid of a double wand tip. The real message is removed from the container with
the wand and another piece of paper rolled
up and previously placed in the false bottom
of the container is the one which is held in
full view by the spectator.

_

Io

OF A SERIES

51

Mind Reading
THE

Dunninger Will Attempt
To Hypnotizc.'Pa rient.

BALL N PLAIN-41
VIEW DURING
THE ENTIRE
PERFORMANCE

Q FTER presenting a series of tricks with

TIP

1 billiard balls, the magician tosses one
of the balls into the air. In mid -air it bursts
into a flame and vanishes completely. In
preparing for this trick the magician rolls a
sheet of flash paper into a tight ball and
then covers this with another sheet of paper
colored red and as nearly like the color of
the billiard ball as lie can secure. A slight
difference in color will scarcely be noticed.
A small, thin glass tube filled with water
is then inserted into the ball and a relatively
large piece of potassium is so placed that
the water from the bottle will immediately
act on it. The bottle is broken as the ball
is tossed in the air. Exercise great caution.
A

4/

TUBE
ORIGINAL
MESSAGE

A double containe the bottom half of which
contains a piece of paper and the upper half
of which holds the message is the secret for
performing the mind -reading experiment here
,

described,.

The Tube of Plenty
BOTTOM

OF TUBE

SLIDING

DISC

t

BOX WITH

CONFETTI

COVER FOR

CYLINDER
CONTAINER HIDDEN IN CONFETTI

cylinder with a bottom but no top is filled with confetti, covered, and on
being opened is found to contain ribbons and kerchiefs. The effect is produced by having a cylinder with a sliding bottom. This cylinder is stood up
in the middle of a box of confetti and pushed down into it. This motion
A

I

1

causes a fake to be pushed into the cylinder, the fake containing the kerchiefs. After being filled with as much confetti as it will hold and then
covered, the cylinder is reversed. A few mystic passes are then made, the
cover removed and the handkerchiefs withdrawn.
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THE DYNAMO

1!

There was a weary bitterness in the tone and his
tanned face that held Rodney.
"Why got to?'' he

ti

countered.
"Because there's nothing else to do."
Rebellion was mixed with the newcomer's
bitterness. "I ought to know. I've been in
the mill long enough." His blue eyes softened. "You're the new E. E., I take it.
Markley's my name, Jerry, line boss."
Rodney put out his hand. "Glad to meet
you." He was sincere in this. The other
struck a response in him. "Westlake's my
name."
They were shaking hands as Warner
came up. The bell had ceased its pealing
and the signal lights were burning red again,
but the chief's face was still tight. "Another fault in the cable at Kirkwood," he
reported, with a glance at the load indicator.
"See if you can get it straightened out this
afternoon, Jerry."

ness, erased for the moment, was back about
the lineman's mouth. "But it does get you.
The plant, I mean. I know, because k's
got nie."
Rodney nodded. "It's easy to see how it
could."
Markley's eyes lighted. "Say You're a
find! Those fellows don't see it." He
nodded back toward the plant. "They're
tied hand and foot to a lot of steel and
copper and never know it."
Rodney's brown eyes were kindling. "But
they don't have to be. Neither do you. A
man's bigger than machinery."
The boss lineman shook his head wearily.
"That's what I thought when I started, and
I still do once in a while." Rebellion mixed
with bitterness showed in his blue eyes
again. "But he's not." He jerked a hand
toward the plant. "Back there it's the turbines, and in my end it's the high tension
lines and transformers. All a man's fit for
is to do what they want, whether it means
!

RODNEY WESTLAKE'S keen gray

eyes peered eagerly over the brass
rail of the switchboard gallery.
Below, three stories as ordinary buildings go, the generator room lay
spread before him ; broad-backed bulks
of four big units towering above the lesser
machinery, aiid their deep- throated roar like
a giant wind throbbing in his ears, dominating the place as completely as their roar
dominated every lesser sound. He had
sensed that the moment he came within
earshot of the square, unlovely building this
January morning. But his pulse had quickened, his vigorous young body tightened.
A bell pealed behind him, and he turned.
At the far end of the long room the chief
operator, scanning a log sheet ,a moment
before, was crouched at a telephone. relaying rapid orders to an assistant bent over
a panel board where red and green signal
lights winked. 'The solid bulk of John
Warner, his chief engineer, hurried toward
them. More peals came from the bell, and
the boiler room foreman hopped in through
a door, -'the chief turbine operator at his
heels, concern stamped in their faces.
Rodney turned to the twitching needle of
a load indicator. It was a surge -two thousand k. w. in lost load; and a look, part
amusement, but piore pity, came, over his
face. Those roaring units dominated these
men, too, and the overalled figures scurrying about like obedient Lilliputians on the
floor below.
A tall man shod with clinking lineman's
spurs had come into the room, looked. about,
and was pausing beside Rodney. "Same old
story," he- remarked. "Everybody's got to
jump and run when they want anything."
,

"All right, chief ;" and after a few questions Markley went out, nodding to Rodney.
Fifteen minutes later, as the new engineer went downstairs, he found the boss
lineman waiting under the Positively No
Admittance sign in the entrance.
"Got a place for lunch ?" he asked.
Rodney shook his head.
I owe you an explanation."
'Good
Markley led the way into the winter wind.
"About what I said up in the switchboard
gallery."
"Yes?" Rodney prompted. He was aware
again of. a kindred interest between himself.
and this new acquaintance.
"Maybe I shouldn't have said it. you just
starting here." The suggestion of bitter!

"Rodney tingled. They
were asking for help
now -these
arrogant
roaring
bulks
.
After all their ruthless domination ; he could give
.

it..
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By CHARLES

his time or life or anything. You saw what
happened when that surge came along."
Rodney frowned with a tinge of impatience. "But that's only because they let
the plant lick them. They don't have to."
His eyes were eager and challenging. "No
turbine's going to lick me."
Markley smiled wanly. "Luck to you.
But it can't be done. The only way out is
to quit." They had reached a little restaurant tucked between two blank -walled warehouses, and he brightened. "Here's the
Greasy Spoon though. Let's eat and forget
about it. In the meantime I'm darned glad
to know somebody that talks my language."
*
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*

Rodney shook the sweat from his eyes
with a jerk. It was a month after he had
come to Arlington, and No. 2 was running
3.4 degrees too hot. "When did you notice it
first?" he shouted through cupped hands
three inches from the ear of Dick Brinker,
its operator.
The little stoop -shouldered man drew
back. "Mason noticed it when he started
her up at five o'clock." His low colorless
voice carried clearly through the din.
Rodney looked at the indicator panel
again. "Must be in the cooling system."
He was heading toward the door when
Brinker plucked at his sleeve.

past, and he jerked him to a halt. "Here!"
he ordered. "He's hurt !"
MAGEE ADAMS
The man merely shook himself free and
darted around the end of ,Nó. 2. Brinker
"Suppose you can fix it ?" he asked. "I was babbling about the valve again. Lights
were winking through the thickening fog;
ain't never had to shut her down."
There was that in his washed -out blue bells pealing frantically above the shriek
of steam
and men running, operators;
eyes that suggested the anxiety of a devoted
boiler attendants, even the solid bulk of
servant, and Rodney pitied the little man.
Warner. Rodney laid hold of two more,
These teeming masses of steel and copper
but they, too, broke away and dashed on.
had mastered him, mastered all the LilliHe stooped again over the limp figure.
putian figures who stood watch at am"We'll lose the load," Brinker protested
meters and vacuum gages, patiently ready
weakly. to gratify every desire. But he would mas"You fool
Damn the load," Rodney
ter them make them subject to his will ;
snapped. and lifting the little man, carried
and the eager urge for conquest grew the
him past the scarred bulk of No. 3 to the
more tingling as he sensed the measure of
safety of the entrance.
submission their might demanded.
The fury in him had mounted till he was
It was not till nine o'clock that night,
after fruitless tests and sandwiches in lieu quivering with it. Not content with :mere
domination, must the roaring arrogant bulks
of dinner, that he discovered an auxiliary
also demand the very lives of these men
steam line parallel with No. 2's air intake
who served them? And the first thought,.
was responsible for the overheating.
"That is, if No. 1 doesn't decide it needs even of Dick, was for them: ..Working desperately to stanch the flow of blood, !,he
a new bob, or No. 4 doesn't pout for another lump of sugar," he qualified a request looked up ten minutes later and confronted
,
for Elizabeth Melvin's company at a feature John Warner with blazing
"Isn't a man's life .worth more than the
picture.
machinery around' here ? "' he flung.. out.
The girl regarded him through the cashWarner' looked at liini, surprise mixed
ier's wicket in the main office with friendly
gray eyes. "Why. of course," she agreed. with disappointnnent in .t e tigl t. gravity of
his face, 'then'stcope& oyer _Brinker. r-':It's
"I know your work has to come first."
Rodney's smile faded. "It shouldn't," he all right, Dick," he saidleoinforthigly: "We
countered.
"A man's bigger than ma- got the valve- shut off `!aifd:.. Nó. 4 on ". the
line: Sorry it caught yon." 7
chinery."
"Sorry ?" The word crackled. "Even in
She nodded. "Mother used to tell dad
that." Her eyes misted. "He was killed of Francethey had- time for the .wounded, and
the old First street station. But don't you you -". Rodney's -face Was white,' twitching.
"You'd let, a man die while you take care
think it's better just to let yourself be part
of those damned _turbines."
of it ? Dad used to feel that way, and that's
"Brinker had relaxed, an:odd peace in. his
what I tell myself when things pile up
pain- twisted face and.Warner was straighthere."
There was a clear serenity in her face ening, gray eyes patient. '.'-You haven't been
that reminded Rodney of John Warner, and with us long, Rodney,'; he., said quietly.
"Our first duty just has to be to.the plant.
he picketed his pay check a hit impatiently.
It was well enough to submit through choice You'll understand one of these days."
Rodney's jaw set. "I understand now,"
or lack of power to resist. but there was
he snapped, making way for an ambulance
no need to make a virtue of it. This was
merely gilding the facts, and Rodney had surgeon and stretcher bearers.
It was barbarity -nothing else-these
no inclination to do that or even dodge the
domineering, insatiable niasses of steel and
issue.
demanding human sacrifice, and these
Warner had sent him to the turbine room copper
men, tied hand and foot -Jerry Markley
a bleak afternoon late in March to remedy
was right -giving it unquestioningly. In the
a hot coil on No. 3, and Rodney, as always,
poleyard he found the one person who could
found a keen pleasure in the knowledge that
understand. and poured out his resentment
he at least was no abject servant to these
arrogant bulks. He had brought the coil in a scorching stream.
"Why, Dick's a hero," Jerry declared
back to normal and, shouting some instruca wry smile, when he finished. "Not
tions to the operator, was starting toward with
as much of one as if he'd been bumped off,
the door, when there came an upheaval of
sound that dwarfed the engulfing din- but worth a Croix de Guerre or D. S. C."
His eyes were hitter. "That's what it'll do
seemed to shake the building to its very
for you if you give it half a chance."
foundations.
Rodney whirled about. Something shrieked it'llRodney's mouth was hard. "Here's one
never get," he retorted. "I'm going to
viciously past his head and buried itself with
lick it."
a clang in the casing of No. 3's generator.
Jerry shook his head. "It can't be done.
A white, swiftly rising cloud enveloped
Rod." His mouth was weary. "All you
the turbine end of No. 2, but through it he
can do is get out."
could make out a torn, writhing mass where
Rodney's eyes glinted stubbornly. "You're
the thick, high-pressure line broached the
boiler room wall, and beyond, not where wrong," he snapped. "It can be done, and
I'm going to do it."
Dick Brinker had been standing a moment
He knew now the conquest that lured
before, but a dozen feet away, a crumpled, him
on would be no gay adventure instead,
struggling heap.
a prolonged. merciless struggle demanding
No. 3's operator shouted something about
the uttermost of strength and stamina. But
a valve and started at a run toward the
be won -must he won, if the tyranny
writhing mass. But Rocliney, seething with itof could
relentless hulks over the
those
sudden fury, sprang forward through the men who roaring.
should be their masters, was to be
scalding cloud to where Brinker lay. His broken. He
kept this fixed unshakably beface was chalky and the torn flesh ghastly
fore him, even as he worked till midnight
red where the shoulder of his jumper had replacing the high pressure line on No. 2.
been, as Rodney stooped over him.
Warner paused a morning three weeks
"Easy!" he shouted, above the shriek of
later, after sonic routine instructions, and his
steam, as the operator struggled to rise.
face took on a look of concern. "There's
"I'll get you out."
something else I'd like you to work at whenBut Brinker tried to push him away.
"The valve !" he burst out, that look of a ever you get time, Rodney."
He was leaning forward gravely. "We're
devoted servant stronger than the pain in
his eyes. "Turn it off ! Tell 'em t' start up running our auxiliaries off the main buses.
feedwater and circulating
you know
No. 4 !"
(Continued on next page)
Rodney swore. No. l's operator dashed
;

!

;

eyes.'
:

.

;

;

-
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six of them, including Elizabeth and him- home office doesn't pass out praise to everypumps, stokers, draught fans, everything the
self, had planned a picnic up the river. But body, Rodney, and neither do I. You're makturbines and boilers need to keep going
running them on direct current from motor - his face was dark with annoyance as she ing good, and I happen to know they're
looking for somebody to put in charge at
generators. It's all right, of course, as emerged and came toward him.
"More luck," he reported briefly. "I've the new Allegheny plant."
long as everything goes smooth. But if
"It's good of you to tell me that, chief ;
anything ever happens to trip out the main got to straighten out the charging equipment
breakers -say a big surge or a short -circuit in the electric truck garage. It's on a ram- but," a reserve crept into Rodney's straightforward appreciation. "there's some things
-every pump and fan and stoker'll stop, and page. Probably work most of the night."
I want to do here, before I'd consider goso will all the turbines."
Her face showed disappointment. "Why,
ing anywhere else."
His eyes were worried. "We'd be par- I'm sorry, Rodney."
Warner nodded. "That only proves l'ni
It might be days before we could
alyzed
"Leave
you high and dry just because a
turn over again. I told the home office couple of converters and a bunch of relays right." His eyes became concerned. "I
about it as soon as the designs came through decide they want waiting on." His voice hope one of them is figuring out something
we can do in case of paralysis. Anything
and asked for a standby unit a dozen times.
liad a rasping edge. "It's dead wrong. I'm
to report on that ?"
But they just say it's such a slim chance getting good and fed up on having to jump
Rodney shook his head. "Not yet."
there's no use worrying about it."
and run every time a turbine or transHe knew it was evasion only short of
"It is." Rodney had come taut in his former takes a notion it wants something."
lying, and he hated a lie. But the power
chair. his mind leaping at the possibilities
She laid a hand on his arm comfortingly.
he had meant too much to be shared: and
opened up by the chief's disclosure. Here
"I
victory was too sweet to be lost. If only
was the thing he was looking for -the vul-' and her voice held quiet understanding.
nerable spot of those relentless bulks. The know, Rodney. But don't you see how much the surge or short -circuit Warner feared
finer it is just to let yourself be part of
would come speedily.
chance Warner revealed, though, was alsomething bigger ?"
But the days passed. each with the roarmost impossibly remote. and there was reHis chin only tightened. "That sounds ing niasses of steel and copper exacting
gret in his voice. But the chief did not
all right, but it's not, and I'm going to lick their toll of submission from all who served
notice.
them, as if nothing
"Yes. It might nevcould threaten their
er happen," he agreed,
inexorable domination.
it
never
hope
I
"and
or the dynamos? Then, an afternoon
WHO is the master in a great power plant
does. But it could. It
in June, Rod did over at Fairfax
This story by Mr. Adams is one of the best we have read. We early
ney's moment seemed
last year. They were believe that the majority of our readers will like the tale by this well at hand.
down for a week, and
very vital human
It had been hot in
we'd be in as bad a known writer, as it combines in a very deft way the
element, together with a surpassing local atmosphere, the action taking the switchboard galfix."
lery all day; not from
place principally in a great electrical generating station.
Rodney sat silent.
the heat of the turbine
Those roaring, arroroom : a suffocating
gant juggernauts
humidity the swishing
stilled, helpless -their
them. They won't always keep me away fans were powerless to dispel, that grew
ceaseless domination ended. He tingled at
more oppressive as the afternoon advanced.
from you."
the picture. "But it's a thousand to one
Tyranny that subordinated his desires, his Toward three o'clock, tumbled, ominous
it would never happen," lie added flatly.
Warner shook his head. "That isn't it. very liberty to its demands. Quitting might clouds began banking up in the northwest ;
Think! Paralyzed! Every time a surge be the only way out for Jerry; but the and by four the barometer on a panel where
or short -circuit comes along I'm afraid." driving necessity to master those masses of Rodney was checking power factor variaThe fear showed in his eyes. "See if you steel and copper that strove to master him tion was falling rapidly.
"Better leave No. 3 on the line," Warner
would not let him take that escape. He
can figure out anything we could do, Rodnust conquer them-find a means of saving advised the chief operator, coming in from
ney.
You've handled everything else so
them from helplessness, then withhold it; his office. "They'll he needing light when
well."
"All right," Rodney agreed. But the pic- and close to midnight, working over a mad- this hits ; and look out for a surge or short deningly recalcitrant relay, his weapon came circuit. There's the lightning now."
ture of those implacable masses of steel and
The report of a tripped circuit-breaker
copper helpless and beaten dazzled him as to hand without warning.
He straight- in the switch room overhead punctuated the
The trucks
The trucks
he went down past the turbine room endrone of the turbines, and the assistant operened, looked down the long room, and broke
trance.
Dick Brinker emerged, one shoulder bulg- into an exultant chuckle. More than a hun- ator sprang to green lights that winked
dred stood there, ranked along the charging simultaneously on the panels.
ing with a heavy brace, and Rodney halted,
Gathering up his data sheets Rodney withgazing at him incredulously. "What ?" he panels ; their batteries a childishly obvious
source of direct current when paralysis drew to his desk in the chief's office. These
demanded. "You back on the job ?"
carried the
The little operator's washed out eyes clutched the roaring units. His mind leaped lashing summer storms alwaysmain
circuit possibility of tripping out the
to details: swift mobilization -simple conshowed surprise. "Why, I'm all right. The
nections -the throwing of a switch, and the breakers, and he was hoping for it, eagerly
doctors told nie I could come."
implacable masses of steel and copper would impatient.
"Burt man!" Rodney was angry and at
A half -dozen sharp reports had followed
"Wasn't once be droning relentlessly once more. But that
the same time pitying.
brought the
enough? Don't you know they might bump switch would never be thrown ; the power the first, and a blast of wind
spattering onslaught of rain, when Jerry
of those squat, blunt -nosed vehicles would
you off the next time ?"
Markley came in. "Mind if I wait here ?"
Brinker's pale face was a little blank. never be used.
He took a deep breath and his weary he asked. "It's no use to go home. This'll
"Maybe, but," calmly, "I reckon not :" and
shoulders squared. Mastery was his-mas- probably get some transformers or cables."
lie hurried on about some errand for his
tery over those inanimate hulks that sought his eyes were wearily rebellious, "and, of
turbine.
here
Rodney frowned after him. Not even to dominate him. He need only wait, and course, all a man's good for around
is to take care of the precious plant."
conquest would be worth much waiting.
willing to escape when the chance offered
Rodney nodded, closing windows. For a
"There's something in a letter from the
hound soul and body by the implacable dommoment he was tempted to tell the tall line
home office that might interest you, Rodney,"
ination of those roaring bulks. But that
Warner remarked one morning late in May, boss all he hoped for from this quickly adwas only the more reason he, all of them,
passing a crisp sheet across the desk.
vancing storm. But he said nothing. The
should be freed: and Rodney's pulse quickSince the incident of Dick Brinker, Rod- conquest was his own, and he wanted the
ened at the thought of what Warner had
sweet taste of victory for himself.
ney had resisted a certain quiet force about
disclosed.
They waited, Jerry with a cigarette, Rodthe chief that aroused respect and affection.
Remote as the chance was, those inexorney. puffing rapidly at his pipe, while the
But he was aware of a pleasant satisfaction
able juggernauts would be humbled some
rumble of thunder rose above the whistle
as his eyes fell on the bracketed paragraph
day, and the moment of mastery would be
pointed.
of wind and the humming units: the interto
which
Warner
save
to
the
power
if
he
had
sweeter
sweet;
of
report
the
vals between explosive reports from overcoupled
with
"Your
reports,
at
short
stopped
it.
He
then and withheld
inspechis
recent
after
head shortened.
representative
our
He
Yes.
that.
of
the ironic completeness
"I wish somebody'd design a silencer for
tion," it read, "give us a favorable impresmust set his wits to evolving some plan,
those breakers," Jerry exclaimed irritably
sion of the work being done by your Mr.
then, when the time came, deny them help.
after another salvo. "They get on my
But meanwhile, there was nothing for him Westlake ; and we shall appreciate any further comments you may care to make on nerves."
to do but submit like Dick and the rest.
But the glare of lightning was becoming
At quitting time the next afternoon he this young man from time to time."
Rodney looked up, trying not to seem less blinding, the thunder's onslaught less
was waiting in front of the main offices,
too pleased. "Thanks, chief. That's mighty determined: and the roaring units were repacing up and down with short, resentful
asserting their habitual ascendancy. Rodstrides. The air was warm with the soft fine."
(Continued on page 174)
Warner's big face had lighted. "The
breath of spring, and, yielding to its lure,
!

it-

-man

!

-

!
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Scientific Problems and Puzzles
By ERNEST K. CHAPIN

,4{

When a motorist had been arrested for speeding, the officer testified that the
defendant was going 60 miles an hour and that the latter had a lead of
one- quarter mile when he started out in pursuit. The man was taken, however, after a chase of three -quarters of a mile. Is the officer's story credible?

TO HOT WATER
FAUCET

r

-

((HEATING COIL

Will a siphon work if the weight of the water in the short arm AB exceeds
an
the weight of the water n the long arm BC? The arm AB resembles
that
inverted funnel. The we ght of the water in this arm is greater than
over?
this
Think
in the long arm which is labeled BC in the diagram.

Do you know the answers
to these problems presented
by Mr. Chapin? If you do
not, study each problem carefully before turning to the

page containing the answers.

-Editor.
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The diagram shows an arrangement for a heating coil. What is the matter, if anything, with
a device of this kind? Will it really work efficiently?

3

W.
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Is a road with the kind of grade as shown in
the above diagram a good one? Would a car
have to be in excellent condition in order to
climb this hill in high gear?

THUMB
FOREFINGER

-

Now tackle this one. This pulley problem will
prove to be a brain teaser. If the man and
platform together weigh 240 pounds, what
force must the man exert on the rope "A" in
order to hold the platform in a stationary
position? Is this at all possible?

An ordinary cold frame receives no more heat
from the sun than an equivalent area of grounc
near it. Why is the temperature inside the
frame higher than that outside?

C_,
lldl
Iq,,lp'

111.1

MIDDLE
FINGER

A bicycle wheel is mounted and supported by
two household scales in the manner shown in

the above diagram. Suppose the wheel were
set in motion in the direction indicated and the
table turned around clockwise. Would the
readings of the scales change and if so how?

(Answers to these problems appear on page 1681

Suppose a long range shot is fired vertically to
a great altitude, upon its return to the earth
would it strike east or west of the spot from

which it was fired? If fired through a vacuum would this affect it in any way, or would
the shell land the same as in the first case?
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Home Mechanics
How to Make a Butterfly Table
By W. M.
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Side view of the cabinet showing the
letters referred to in the text.

T

BUTTERFIELD
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The Butterfly Table of the Colonial period has become popular
in many modern breakfast-room sets.

The constructional details of the
Butterfly Table here described.

3/16 inches long at the top edge (beHE Butterfly Table belongs among before shaping the top, the three sections 9tween
tenons) and 10 29/32 inches long
temporary
with
together
placed
are
and
was
furniture
the Colonial
at the bottom edge (between tenons).

cleats -11/2 inches wide, nailed on two
sides, so as to hold the sections together
like a single board. The nails are driven
only where they will not interfere with
the saw when the top is to be shaped.
The sections thus secured are then
planed, scraped, or otherwise smoothed
just as a single top would be prepared.
The outline, whatever its shape, is then
drawn and the top shaped by sawing
along the line with a keyhole or coping
saw. The final finishing of its edges is
done after the table is put together.
The trestle or under part of the table
is formed of legs, a frame and spreaders set at angles that are 85° on the
sides and 80° on the ends in other
words, the top when level is 95° measured from the end of the trestle or 100°
measured from the sides. The mortises
and tenons are also cut at the angles
necessary for each piece as given above.
21 feet 6 inches of %" lumber 9" wide
Legs : The legs are 11/2 inches square
for the table top.
and 28/ inches long. Each is divided
5 feet 8 inches of g" lumber 61/4" wide
for the frame.
inches long, a spininto a frame post
6 feet 10 inches of 4" lumber 4" wide
dle 9 inches long, a spreader -post
for the spreaders.
inches long.
inches long, and a foot
3 feet 10 inches of 11/4" lumber 10" wide
for
the tenons of the 61/2-inch
for the top fastening, etc.
Mortises
for
lumber
1/4x1 1/4"
9 feet 6 inches of
frame pieces at the top of the legs are
the legs.
long.
inch from the outer edges of the
cut
4 11/4" hinges with screws y"
inch wide,
frame
posts and are
3 feet spring brass 1¼" wide, 3/32"
thick, and 4 3/16" screws 34" long, 18
and
% inch deep. The morlong
inches
3/16" screws 24" long.
tises for the 4 -inch spreaders next to
foot ''/a" steel rod.
1
wide,
inch
the feet of the legs are also cut
2 moulding or pastry boards 12"
20" long, and 4" thick.
from the outer edges of the posts and
inch wide, 4 inches long, and
The top is formed from the 9 -inch are
stock. Each of the three sections, which inch deep.
Frame: The frame pieces for the
are at first 17 inches wide and 40/
inches wide,
inch thick,
two
sides
are
gluing
by
made
are
inches long,
the top edge (hepieces of 9 -inch lumber together, using and 23 inches long on241/16
inches long
Other tween tenons). and
tongue and groove joinings.
on the bottom (between tenons). The
tongue and groove joints are made where
for the ends are also
the three sections are held together with frame pieces
inches wide and are
hinges -as shown in Figs. B, B. Then, inch thick, 61/2

probably made in Connecticut. In
early forms the top was oval, with
long part of the oval formed by the
drop leaves. Modern reproductions
both oval and round, or at times
rectangular in shape. The name, which
is modern, comes from the shape of the
wings or braces which hold up the leaves.
It has become popular, often with various
modifications, as a breakfast table, and
forms an item in many modern breakfast -room sets.
It is not as difficult a piece of furniture
to make as it may at first appear, and if
the instructions given here are followed
carefully, its construction will be found
more pleasant than intricate. The original
tables were made of oak, maple, and walnut, but the modern reproductions are
usually of pine or whitewood. The stock
required is as follows:

the
the
two
are

;

7/

7/

4/

1

/

/

5/

/

/

/

/

6/

/

/
/

The tenons for both sides and end pieces
are % inch long,
inch thick, and 51/2
inches wide, so cut as to leave a shoulder
inch wide and anon the inner side
other on the top, one inch wide. (See
detail drawings.)
Each of the four 4 -inch
Spreaders
inch thick and four inches
spreaders is
The side spreader pieces are
wide.
25 11/16 inches long on the top edge (between tenons), and 29 9/16 inches long
on the bottom edge (between tenons).
The end spreader pieces are 143 inches
long at the top edge (between tenons),
and 151/2 inches long (between tenons).
The tenons are cut so as to leave a shoulder on the inner side % inch wide and
are % inch long,
inch thick and 4
inches wide (see detail). Both the side
and end pieces are chamfered as shown.
Holes for the pins holding the braces are
bored at an angle of 80 °.
Braces
Wings or braces are made
from the moulding board and are
inch
thick, 11 inches wide and 187/8 inches
long. They are made so that one cleat
will run across the top of each brace and
are nailed together in their original form,
so as not to interfere with the saw, then
both are sawed at the same time, following the shape shown in illustrations. A
-inch steel piece, two inches long, is
used at both ends of each brace to hold
them in place and to form a pivot for
them to turn on (see Figs. I and C).
The backs of the braces are rounded and
the pins set in the center of the semicircles thus formed.
A
-inch iron
washer % inch thick is used between the
end of each brace and the spreader.
Brace Block
The top pins of the
braces are held by wooden blocks 1/
(Continued on page 181)
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Balloon Tires

Camera Size Arc Light

ABALLOON tire at rest, of course, retains its natural size and shape, as
shown in the illustration' below. The same
tire when revolving at a speed of 156 miles
per hour changes in width and height the
changes are proportional to the speed. These
changes in the tire are due to centrifugal
force, which causes the tire to become narrower and higher.
;

6 pounds,
Three views of the new arc light are shown above. The outfit, which only weighs
In fact, any "shot" that
can be used for taking indoor motion pictures and indoor still views. The
"Cameralite," as it is
requires an artificial light may be taken by using this new device.
x 6" x I i ".
called, is sufficiently compact to be contained in such a small space as 3.4"

a blue white twin arc light of compact construction has recently been developed. In
appearance it is just about the size of a
large Kodak with the same general form.
It operates either from A.C. or D.C. at
1,000 watts and draws about 10 amperes.
The commendable feature of the outfit is that
though it is no larger than the average camera, all its accompanying accessories such
as a 15 -foot lanlpcord, table stand, handle
and carbons are nicely tucked away in the
case itself. It can be set up and lighted in
the short time of two minutes and can be
knocked down in a like period of time. It
can be used in conjunction with daylight
where large areas are to be photographed
or in outside work where a flash is incon-

THE new photo lamp shown,

venient or undesired. It is well known that
a flashlight cannot be used for motion pictures and even in the case of stills where
a flash can be used the arc light is much
Obviously, the average
more preferred.
home is no place for the cumbersome commercial arc, heretofore the only one of its
type obtainable. The new arc light can be
moved about readily, as it can be held in
the hand and, if desired, it can be mounted
on the special tripod which is supplied with
it. So simple is it in operation that a blow
on the carbons is all that is necessary to
extinguish them. Its real field is found
among those who have become amateur motion picture enthusiasts. The safety with
which it can be operated by the novice is a
factor not to be overlooked. -Hy Bayer.

Note

Norma

size

changes

shale

height

in width

and

and

cl
Shape taken by tires at rest and at high speed.

The Astrology Humbug
By JOSEPH H. KRAUS
Further Letters From Our Readers and Our Answers

ASTROLOGY TESTED

12

everything.

YEARS

Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:
The two articles, "The Astrology Humbug" and
"The Truth Alxrttt Astrology," in your October,
1926, number show either crass ignorance of the
subject, or, a desire to mislead your readers.
I shall first ask you to give the the sex, initials,
place, year, clay of month and time of day, within
four minutes of the time of the first cry, of the
three subjects. State if daylight- saving time or
the correct time is given, also if the subjects are

human

beings

(information

scat- subjects

arc

human, beings. -EDITOR.)
As doctors do not try to diagnose without a
thorough knowledge of heredity and environment,

astrologers require this information in
correct reading, but your hostility to
will no doubt prevent you giving this
am not asking for the above data with
the idea of winning your prize, as your requirements of "location" and "detail" of the major
events, and "accurate, detailed and perfect horosame
scopes" prevent ally such possibility. If the
terms were required of a doctor in his diagnosis
an
in
surgeon
a
of
or,
case,
of
a
and treatment
or
operation, and whether the patient would liveyour
escape
would
man
medical
die therefrom, no
concensure, and you would have to come to the
clusion that the practice of medicine and surgery
there
was unscientific and a humbug. I admit other
are quacks in astrology as in medicine and
sciences and that a great deal of religious, mystical and theosophical twaddle has attached itself
to astrology; but, my twelve years daily testing
of astrology has cured me of my original skepticism
and compelled me to recognize astrology as my
only unfailing guide through life, after unsuccessfully trying religion and spiritualism.
Iluxley, in his "Science and Hebrew Tradition,"
says, "Astrology is a science insofar as it pro fesses (italics oars- EDITORI to reason logically
from principles established by just inductive methods." True astrologers follow the scientific method
of observation, and sifting and correlation of ohservations, the formulation of an hypothesis, and
the reference of this hypothesis to all the facts,
i. e., it covers all the facts without contradictions and omissions. These observations have extended over centuries. Astrology welcomed the
discoveries of Uranus and Neptune, as they ex'dained certain unforeseen conditions and events.
Astrology follows with appreciation the scientific
discoveries in astro- physics and electro- magnetism
as helping to locate the vital force at the back of
also
giving a
astrology
data. I
so

$6,000.00

For Proofs of Astrology
SCIENCE AND INVENTION
Magazine holds that there is nothing scientific in Astrology, that Astrology is not a science and that
statements made by astrologers unless very general cannot be entertained seriously.
Accordingly, this publication has
decided to award an Astrology
Prize of $6,000 for the following:
.

$5,000 will be paid to the astrologer
or forecaster who will foretell three major
events of such a nature that he will have
no control over the outcome of the same.
He must describe in advance each event
in detail, giving the location and result
or the casualties if the event is an accident.
$1.000 will be paid to the astrologer
or forecaster who will produce three accurate, detailed and perfect horoscopes,
free of contradictions on the lives of
three people whose initials will be given
him when he requests the same and the
birth dates and place of birth will also
be supplied by this office.

This contest closes October 1st,
and all entries must reach us
by that time. In event of a tie,
prizes of an identical nature will be
given those so tying.
Address all entries to Editor, Astrology, care of SCIENCE AND
INVENTION Magazine. 230 Fifth
Avenue, New York, N. Y.
1927,

www.americanradiohistory.com

Astrology

like every other science

but is
does not claim to have absolute knowledge,sciences.
daily seeking data and evolving like othersource of
the
find
to
Astrologers are trying
planetary, lunar, and stellar influences. Science
admits that Neptune was discovered by the eccentricities in the orbit of Uranus. Science says that
the Sun, with the Moon, causes the tides. Science
says the sun -spots, which seem to coincide with
the eleven -year cycle of Jupiter, cause atmospheric

and electrical storms on our earth. Science has
not yet been able to measure accurately the rate
of our Moon's motion which astrologer's claim is
affected, like our earth, by the other planets.
Science says that sunlight is necessary to life on
Science says that the atom has a
this earth.
centre or nucleus of positive electricity, corresponding to our Sun, and around it revolve the electrons of negative electricity, corresponding to the
planets. It has also been observed that the movement of the planet Mercury is similar to that of
the potassium atom, and that electrons follow'
Kepler's laws relating to astronomy. Science resolves the universe into electrons, protons, together with their electro- magnetic fields, and
space -time. \Ve thus have the atoms of matter,
which contain the elements of life and energy,
reflecting our solar system, which astrologers
claim affects individual characteristics and events,
as well as causing storms, earthquakes, and the
other phenomena of life. As the Stoics said, man
is a microcosm reflecting the solar system above
him. How it is done, astrology cannot yet say,
hut observations show that certain phenomena
occur with certain solar, lunar, planetary, and
stellar positions.
The old argument about twins dates hack to
Cicero's "Divinatio," and is revived by Augustine
with the difference between Jacob and Esau.
However, Augustine is only interested in replacing so- called astrological fatalism by the theories
of predestination and divine foreknowledge, which
are more stringently deterministic, as he states
that the seasons vary with the sun, and that
sea -urchins, oysters. anti the tides are increased
or diminished by the waxing and waning of the
moon. The difference between twins was explained
in ancient times by the principle of the Prenatal
Enoch. There is a reference to it in Plutarch's

"Romulus," Ptolentv's "Tetrahihlos," Sir C. Heydon's "The Trntine of Hermes." and fully di -cussed in E. H. Bailey's "The Prenatal Epoch,"
1916.

(Continued on page 166)
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Our Spiritualistic Investigations
NO.

is generally accepted that
some of our cleverest mediums, are
women. Notwithstanding this statement, and although men are quite in
the minority, in this instance, at least, the
writer has found at least two or three male
wonder workers, who might be fairly heralded as master minds, in their chosen art of
deception. The medium, whose method of
operation I am herewith describing, was, for
some years back, known as Professor Omar.
At this period, he was what is commonly
called a carnival fortune teller, traveling
with a moving show, and thus covered quite
an area of territory, playing the smaller
towns throughout the eastern states. This sort
of circus education has been the makings
of many great showmen, who up to this date,
rank foremost in various branches of the
theatrical profession. Having had a thorough schooling, and being gifted with fluent
language, Omar likewise profited by this
traveling form of education, and being exceptionally brilliant and observant, not alone
availed himself of all the education his tour
afforded, but likewise became quite a student
a general exponent
of human nature
of psychology, so to speak. This brief outline of the man's former training was recently described to me by one who knew him.
I happened to explain my experience, which
I am about to herewith describe to my readers, to a group of friends, one of whom
recognized the name of my subject, who,
during the time of my investigation, was
known as Professor Alexander Kima.
Ushered into his studio one day, by a hunchback attendant, I was asked to take a seat,
and was given quite a reasonable wait, which
perhaps was done to give me ample time to
prepare myself for the fee charged by the
medium, which the attendant took pains to
explain, would be $25.00.

11

OF A SERIES

THE fact

...

"I

$21,000.00
for Spirits
Dunninger, who writes exclusively for
SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine
and who is the Chairman of our PSYCHICAL INVESTIGATION Committee will

personally pay $10,000.00 to any medium or
spiritualist who can present any psychical
manifestation in so- called spiritualism, that
he will not explain or that he cannot reproduce by natural means.
More than two years ago SCIENCE
AND INVENTION Magazine offered a
prize of $11,000.00 to anyone who could
demonstrate his or her ability to communicate with the spirits or to give some definite
form of a psychical demonstration which in
itself was not trickery.
The result has been that mediums and
spiritual organizations have been afraid to
place proofs before us. Those weak attempts which have been made to demonstrate psychical phenomena were almost instantly proven fraudulent, and no medium

has dared to contradict our findings.
In view of these facts, should we not consider all mediums fraudulent?
To the $10,000.00 which has been offered
by Joseph F. Rinn through this publication
for Spiritual proofs and the $1,000.00 in
addition offered by SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine we now add Dun ninger's $10,000.00.
So now we have a total of $21,000.00 offered for proofs of Psychical Manifestations.
Spiritualists -get busy.

was requested to choose two of the slates.

They were for

a

The attendant departed, and in a few tu onients the door re- opened. Enter, Prof.
Kima. With a brilliant senile, and an extended hand, the Prof. welcomed me to his
web. With a quick glance, and the shrewdness which had come with years of experience, I plainly felt that I impressed him
rather unfavorably. He seemed skeptical,;
and in a most polite manner, put me through
a flowery third degree, which examination I
apparently passed, as he soon ushered me
into his studio. This room, of fair size, contained several pieces of furniture, a few
chairs of non- corresponding type. a victrola.
a radio set, a bookcase, and more letters of
endorsement, affixed to the walls. The professor took great pains to explain that he
was a genuine medium, and quite different
from all others, whom lie referred to as
fakers. He explained that usually messages
were produced by confederates, and emphasized the fact that he would at no time leave
the room or permit his servants to enter.
The professor then brought forth six
slates, which he placed on a table directly in front of me. "Examine these," he
said, "and you will find them unprepared, I
am sure. At some future date, if you choose,
bring your own slates, and I will use then
instead, if you so desire," he added. Accustomed as I am to handling trickster's paraphernalia, a very brief examination was sufficient to satisfy me that the slates were quite
intact. I was requested to choose two, which I
readily did, and after writing my initials
upon them at the professor's request, they
were for a moment, laid aside, but in full
view upon the top of the victrola. The wizard now asked nie to mention the name of
(Continued on page 177)

moment laid aside, but in full view on top of the victrola."
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MOTORJII
A.LUERS
HEADLIGHTS WILL SUPPLY
AMPLE LIGHT FOR REPAIRS
Conducted by GEORGE

DO YOU KNOW -spark plugs wear out.
The porcelains may get porous from cracks,
absorb carbon, current is led away from
points and engine is erratic.

REENFORCING THE BREAK
LEVER PAWL QUADRANT
The wear on the pawl quadrant, which
secures the brake lever of the car, is usually heavy, mainly because it is not tempered
NEW TEETH ARE FILED
IN AFTER RIVETING
QUADRANT
TO NEW
REENFORCEMENT

BRAKE
LEVER
NEW
QUADRANT

The writer is frequently asked the simplest way to provide working light for night
use around the car.
The average driver finds it is sometimes
necessary to accomplish night repair work,
both in the garage and on the road. Where
the garage is provided with a lighting system, the use of an extension light solves
the problem. Less than fifty percent of the
garages are so equipped, for which reason
the information given below will solve the
owner's needs.
The sketch shows a means for providing
light for all purposes, direct from the headlights of the car.
To handle the headlights, it is advisable to
replace the usual nuts, with knurled and
tapped sleeves, through which a hole is
drilled. Any pointed tool, will loosen the
lamp.
The lamp can then be either turned in
the socket or removed and placed in any
place convenient to support it temporarily.
The jack hoard, which is the wooden block used as a jack footing in soft
ground, can be used as a support, by boring
a socket in this, into which the end of the
lamp bracket or tongue is placed.

The lower radiator hose of the car, split
abruptly, emptied the water in less than a
half mile, leaving the engine dry and hot.
EXTENSION CORD
FROM LAMP CONNECTION

JACK BLOCK
WITH BORED
HOLE IN CENTER

O,LAMP

-

',',llli
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SCUT OFF AND

IIIII'

DRILL FOR RIVETS

LOOSE

FITTED
PIN

SOCKET HANDLE SIMPLIFIES
SPARK PLUG REMOVAL

!

A handle for the spark plug socket wrench,
can be added, employing either of the
methods shown in the attached sketch. The
first type shown is an end piece of an old
tie rod from the steering gear, in which
the yoke end spans the socket wrench and
is held in place with a pin or loose rivet.
The second type shown, is made from a
piece of strap iron, bent and drilled for a
loose pin, attaching this to the socket.

The advantages of this forni of tool for
spark plug removal are several. The tight
plug is loosened readily and is turned out
quickly, with a rotating motion. The single
tool takes care of the removal of the plug,
as no extra wrench or handle is required.

-

01111

ALTERATIONS FOR THE OLD QUADRANT
CONVERTING IT TO NEVC USE.
The above illustration shows how to repair
the brake-lever quadrant on your car.

and the pawl is usually hardened. Drivers
adopt many makeshifts, when the quadrant
is stripped and only recently one driver_
had rigged on his car a short length of chain
md a hook to hold the brake, when the car
was parked.
On the car where the brake pawl quadrant wears rapidly, the reenforcing means
shown in the sketch will prove worth adopting, at the time of renewing the quadrant.
As shown, this is a new quadrant, to the
side ó.f which is riveted the toothed section
of the old quadrant. After attaching, the
new teeth are cut into the old section, with
a saw file.
This provides a full width quadrant, which
has double the usual wear and practically
doubles the period of service and time between renewals.
Ford drivers, particularily will appreciate
the advantage of this reenforcement.

YOKE END OF OLD
STEERING CONNECTION
II

II1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIJ
111111

SPAR K

PLUG
SOCKET

STRAP
IRON

4E7

allimmummimmu
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IIIIIiIII

It

EITHER MEANS SHOWN,
AFFORDS AN EXCELLENT
SPARK PLUG TOOL

is much easier to remove spark plugs when
the handle shown above is attached to the
wrench.

The block can then be placed on the running board, on the floor or ground.
A simple extension cord for the lamp
socket, provides for the removal of the
lamp from its original location.
Lamp brackets differ, but practically any
of then can be made detachable and used
for purposes of illumination.

A RADIATOR HOSE REPAIR AND
GOOD USE OF A MAT
Repairing the car when in trouble is not
so much a detail of hard work, as it is
of knowledge what to do when things go
wrong. If trouble comes at a distance from
a service station, the motorist must look
upon his own resources for the needed repairs.
An example of how to meet a trying situation, is shown in the attached sketch. This
means was used during the last touring season, by one experienced motorist.

BRACKET
SUPPORT

DRILLED HOLE
FOR USE WITH
POINTED TOOL

KNURLED SLEEVE
REPLACE THE
LAMP BRACKET
TO

tal

NUT

is often desirable to have an extension
light in the garage or on the road for night
work.

It

to

A small tire strap was used to bind the
broken hose, which it did tightly and solidly.
The car was a distance from water, and the
rubber floor that was converted into a water
carrier, by folding it double as shown.
The delay was only of short duration, and
the repair was good for many miles of uninterrupted driving.
These are expedients, serving to illustrate
the advantage of being alert to possibilities.
How many of us know what to do when
the rim wrench is lost, the jack is missing,
vacuum tank runs dry or the oil pump fails?
The observant motorist knows, because he is
alert to learn from other people's experience.

SPLIT IN HOSE REPAIRED
BY WINDING WITH TIRE
STRAP

RADIATOR

HOSE
CONNECTION

1J

DOUBLE FOLDED
RUBBER FLOOR MAT
SERVES AS WATER
CARRIER
A split radiator hose may be easily repaired
with a tire strap as shown above.
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MODEL DEPARTMENT74Corliss Engine
Wins this

A

side view of

the prize-winning
model in this
month's Model
Contest. This is
absolutely true
to scale, even
the bolts and
nuts and nameplate being proportionally d e -

Month's Model

Trophy Cup

signed.

Corliss, the American inventor
engine of 1400 horsepower to the
Machinery Hall in the Philadelphia Centennial Exposition
in 1876, he never dreamt that the Corliss style of engine
with its many modern improvements would be made the subject of a model. On this page three photographs of a model
Corliss engine as built by Mr. Fred Knapp of Racine, Wis.,
appear. An idea of the size of the engine can he obtained
by comparing it with the fly -wheel which is 10 inches in
diameter. The Corliss engine has a very intricate valve
gear, involving two intake and two exhaust valves. The exhaust valves are separated from the intake valves and one
of each is at either end of the cylinder.

George Henry
WHEN
furnished the Curtiss

Rules for Model Contest
handsome trophy cup engraved
A
with your name, will be awarded as the
prize for the best model submitted during
the month. The decision of the judges will
be final and will be based upon, A- novelty
of construction; B- workmanship; C -opersting efficiency of the model as related to the
efficiency of the device which the model sim1.

ulates, and D -the care exercised in design
and in submitting to us sketches and other
details covering the model.
2. Models of all kinds may be entered
They may be working models or not, according to the subject that is being handled.
3.
Models may be made of any available
material, preferably something that is cheap
Models made of
and easily obtainable.
matches should not be submitted to this department but should go to our Matchcraft

At the right we
have a three -

quarter view of
the model of a
Corliss engine.
Note the lubricating pipes communicating with
the oil cups.

Below is the trophy cup which is monthly awarded by
this publication for the best model submitted during
the month. This month it was won by the builder
of the engine illustrated on this page.

One cannot help but admire the
remarkable finish and the evident
beauty of the mechanism illustrated on this page. One wonders at the valve gear motion
illustrated on the cylinder in the
photograph below. Were these
parts made full size, it would be
intricate enough. Here, however, they are of miniature sizes.

Contest Editor.
4.
Models must be submitted in all cases.
Good photographs are also highly desirable
and where the maker does not desire the
model to be taken apart, legible drawings
with all dimensions covering parts that are
not accessible must be submitted.
5. Models should be securely crated and
protected against damage in shipment and
sent to us by parcel post, express or freight,
prepaid. Models will be returned when requested.
Models for entry in any particular con6.
test must reach this office on or before the
25th of the third month preceding date of
publication. For instance, models for the
July contest must reach us on or before
the 25th of April.
7. Address all entries to Editor Model Department, c/o Science and Invention Magazine, 230 Fifth Ave., New York City.

This photograph particularly shows the
valve gear of the Corliss engine model. In
the Corliss engine the intake and exhaust valves are of cylindrical construction located transversely across the cylinder. They
rock back and forth and they are very quick acting.
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German Model Industry
One Organization In Germany Devoted Entirely To The
Construction Of Models. Inventors, Engineers,
Brokers And Instructors Find Models
Of Inestimable Value.

The above photograph shows a
model of a derrick
mounted oa a car.
The entire article is
not more than 12
inches long.

The above photograph

shows a motor-driven
centrifugal pump which
is complete in every detail and actually works.
At the New York

The photo at the right
shows a model bridge
as made by the organization experts dealing
entirely with the con-

Inventors

Show

where this article
was on exhibition, it
pumped water continnously.

struction

of miniature
models. It will be observed that the bridge
as well as its foundations are complete in
ev er y
detail.
Ear-individual
girder
is
formed and seemingly
riveted together before
being used in the bridge
assembly. A cement
roadway is found and

The photograph at the
left is a full size view of one
of the girders
used in a large
bridge.

concrete anchorages at both

cnds of the bridge are likewise made in a manner identical
with those in the finished construction. For accuracy of detail
there are few constructions which
can equal those shown on this page.

/-

01020-2

This view shows a bridge in the process of construction. Twc cranes are mounted, one on each
half of the stand, and the work is apparently proceeding from t oth sides at the same tine. Closer
observation will reveal how the girders are riveted together near the left approach and the left hand tower. The vessel in the foreground is mounted on rippled glass, painted in such a way as to
represent water. The reflection in the water is obtained from the glass. -E. A. Giessen, representing Fabrik fur Feinmechanik.

The photograph at
the left gives us an
idea of what a full sized view of a girder
similar to those used in
model bridge work, looks
like. The magnify i n g
glass enlarges for us the
center of this girder. Notice how carefully this article is constructed and observe the rivet -head representations. These are not
real rivet-heads ; they are
bulges in the brass plates and
angle strips which form the
girder. Being made of brass,
this girder must later be painted
to resemble steel. Aside from
the ease with which it can he
worked, brass does not rust and
is therefore superior to many other
metals for this purpose.
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Experiments with Some Chemical Chameleons
By RAYMOND B. WAILES

THE compounds of mercury and iodine

with their color changing properties
have always attracted the attention of
the younger experimenters in chemistry, for
their chameleonistic changes when acted
upon by heat are very amusing.

Focusing the suns rays upon a bit of red mercury iodide will cause it to turn yellow. This
salt has been proposed as a coating for the
ends of shafts and bearings to show if they
are running hot.

Mercuric iodide can be made by gently
heating a drop or so of metallic mercury in
a test tube with a crystal of iodine. A
chemical reaction will ensue, with the formation of red mercuric iodide which will
sublime upon the walls of the test tube. It
can be removed and used in the experiments.
The rays of the sun if focused upon a
speck of either of the two iodides will
cause them to change color. A lighted cigar
placed in back of a sheet of paper upon
which is coated one of the two iodides will
also change its color at the spot where the
heat is applied.
The substances can also be used to show
the heating effects of a fine wire when a
current of electricity is passed through it.
For this experiment, take a card coated
with say, the yellow iodide, and mount two
binding posts on the card. Stretch a piece
of number 30 copper or other wire between
the posts so that the wire is about a sixteenth

not a chemical one. To show the latter, hold
a sheet of polished copper vertically in the
flame of a Bunsen burner. A picture of the
flame will be imprinted upon the copper
sheet due to the different colors of the different oxides of copper produced, or their

A polished sheet of copper exhibits flame pictures when held in a blue flame. This is
used to show how color may be a chemical
phenomenon.

Here is an example of a
color change caused by a chemical reaction.
One of the most curious experiments
which can be performed with a mercury iodide is to cause a stone to float upon a solution of it in potassium iodide. To prepare a
little bottle of floating stones, one should
make a solution of potassium iodide in water
and then add red iodide of mercury to the
solution until no more will go into solution.
Now add more of red iodide of mercury and
then some solidi potassium iodide which will
in turn dissolve the excess mercury iodide,
if too much has not been added. The object is to put as much red mercuric iodide
into as strong a potassium iodide solution as
film thicknesses.

The red and yellow compounds of mer-

cury- with copper, silver and iodine are the

ones which are extremely sensitive to heat.
The red iodide of mercury can be bought
and used as is, but the more complex the
experimenter will have to make himself. To
make the yellow silver- mercuric iodide dissolve about four grams of potassium iodide
in 35cc of water and two grams of mercuric
chloride in another 35cc of water. Mix the
two solutions and a precipitate will form
which should be brought back into solution by
adding more potassium iodide. If a precipitate does not form proceed as follows : To the
solution of the precipitate which formed add
a solution of two grams of silver nitrate in
25cc of water. A yellow precipitate of silver- mercuric iodide will form. Allow this
to settle.
Pour off the colorless liquid
above. Add fresh water. Allow to settle
and again pour off the colorless liquid. In
this manner the by- product salts can be reThermal conductivities of different metals can
be demonstrated using a card coated with
iodide of mercury. Wires of different metals
are heated at the end; those of highest conductivity produce color stripes on the mercury salt for the greatest length.

Heating effect of an electric current can be
shown by this little set up. A thin wire is
supported just above a piece of cardboard
coated with mercury iodide. A current of
electricity heats the wire and changes the
color of the mercury salt.

out. Finally, allow the
in the air when it can be
beaker and preserved. It
color at about 50 degrees
C. (122° F). It can be mixed with gum
Arabic solution and painted on cards, or
wherever desired.

peatedly washed
precipitate to dry
scraped from the
will turn to a red

of an inch from the card. On connecting a
battery with the wire through the binding
posts, the sensitive iodide will change its
color due to resistivity of the wire. Christmas tree tinsel makes a good resistance for
this experiment.
The thermal conductivity of different
metals can also be shown by using lengths
of wires of different metals. Iron, copper,
German silver, aluminum, nickel, etc., can
all be used. They should be laid upon the
coated card so that one set of ends of the
wires all come to one point and they then
spread and assume the shape of a fan. By
applying heat from a burner to the ends of
the wires in the center of the segment thus
formed, the wires will become heated and
will conduct heat differently as evidenced by
the difference in color formations beneath
the wires.
The color change is only a physical and

A strong solution of mercury iodide in potassium iodide will float pebbles of quartz, pearl
buttons and similar substances. The diamond
sinks in it; it is used as a test for this prec-

ious stone.

possible. Never add water to make the
iodides go into solution. Soon the solution
will have such a high density that small
stones can be floated upon the 'surface. A
number of stones of many shapes and sizes
should be secured and washed. Many of
them will sink but no trouble should be had
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in finding several which will float. The
writer floated a stone about an inch long
and half an inch wide by a quarter of an
inch thick upon such a solution, which is
still bobbing around merrily when the stoppered bottle containing it is shaken. This
solution has been used to identify diamonds,
as they are of so high a specific gravity that
they sink in it, while quartz pebbles float.

EXPLOSIVE SOAP BUBBLES
By LLOYD M. WEBER

Nearly every experimenter desires some
excitement in his laboratory once 'n a while.
The explosive soap bubble is a means of affording excitement by noise rather than specCOLLECTING
BOTTLE
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The zinc coming in contact with.the hydrogen in the sulphuric acid replaces it and liberates hydrogen gas.
After the bottle has been filled with the
gases provide it with a two -hole rubber
stopper, a delivery tube, and a stop -cock
thistle tube (Fig. 4). Make certain that no
gas escapes by filling the thistle tube with
water.
Next, prepare a soap solution (Fig. 5) in
a saucer and fill a bubble with the mixture
of gases. This can be done by putting the
nozzle of the delivery tube below the surface
of the soap solution, and forcing the gas out
by allowing the water in the thistle tube to
enter (Fig. 5). After a bubble of desired
size is produced remove it from the apparatus and ignite it. The result will be a loud
report, and the formation of water.

TESTS FOR THE HALIDES
By M. M. EISENSTADT

FIG

FIG. 2
I

SULPHURIC
SULPHUR
ACI D

SOAP
SOLUTION

ZINC

FIG.3

FIG. 5

Fig. 1 illustrates the generation of oxygen
from potassium chlorate and manganese binoxide.
Fig. 3 is a hydrogen generating
apparatus. If a crystal of copper sulphate
is dropped into the bottle, the hydrogen
would generate better. Fig. 2 shows the collecting of gases and soap bubbles are blown
with the mixture of approximately 2 volumes
of hydrogen and 1 of oxygen and a lighted
match makes them explode violently.

tacular excitement. The secret underlying
the whole matter is the fact that when the
two gases, hydrogen and oxygen, are mixed
in approximately exact proportions the mixture is very explosive. When a bubble, containing a mixture of the gases mentioned is

V
O

ignited an explosion occurs. The bubble may
be ignited with an electric spark or a match.
When the gases unite water is formed.
Now, since a liquid is less in volume than
its gas the volume contracts, causing the air
to rush in. A loud report is heard when
the explosion occurs. The intensity of the
noise is dependent on the size of the bubble.
The first step in this experiment is to generate a small amount of oxygen. To do this
mix on a piece of paper about 5 grams of
potassium chlorate and 2 grams of manganese dioxide.
Place this mixture in a
hard glass test tube, provided with a one hole rubber stopper and a delivery tube.
(Fig. 1.) Connect this delivery tube to the
collecting bottle (Fig. 2). The collecting
bottle is filled with water which is replaced
by the gas. Heat the test -tube gently until
the collecting bottle is one -third filled with
gas. Disconnect the apparatus, leaving the
apparatus, containing the gas undisturbed.
Before proceeding any further extinguish
all open flame lamps. Do this to prevent any
accidental explosion that might occur had
this been left undone.
To generate the hydrogen place a small
amount of zinc in a flask provided with a
two -hole stopper, a delivery tube and a
thistle tube (Fig. 3). Connect this apparatus
to the bottle already containing oxygen.
Gently pour a small amount of sulphuric
acid into the thistle tube, a few drops at a
time, until the bottle (Fig. 2) has been filled.

Since the three halides, chlorides, iodides,
and bromides, all give more or less whitish
precipitates, when silver nitrate (AgNO,)
and nitric acid are added to their solutions, it
is extremely difficult to distinguish these
precipitates from each other, in an,unknown.
A very efficient set of tests for these three
halides is as follows:
To a portion of the unknown in a test tube,
add a few drops of carbon dissulphide
(CS2), and then a few drops of some
freshly prepared chlorine water. Shake the
contents of the tube thoroughly, and let stand
for a moment or so. If the carbon dissulphide is colored purple then the presence of
an iodide in the solution is indicated. If the
CS, is colored a reddish brown then a Bromide is present, and there is no iodide in the
solution, since the purple color of the iodide
will always hide the color of a bromide.
Let us assume that there is an iodide in the
solution and that the CS, is colored purple.
Then pour out the clear solution above the
CS, into another test tube, to it add some
more carbon disulphide and shake thoroughly. Continue doing this until the CS,
is colorless, or reddish brown. If it is reddish brown then a bromide is also present in
the solution.
Put the rest of the unknown in an evaporating dish, and to it add a sufficient amount
of ferric sulphate Fe_(S05)3, and sulphuric acid (H,S0,) and then boil. If
there is an iodide in the solution, violet iodine
vapors will be liberated. Continue boiling
until no more vapors are given off. Then to
the solution add a few drops of potassium
permanganate (KMnO,), and heat again.
Keep on adding the KMnO until it is no

HNO, to it. A white curdy precipitate indicates a chloride.
The three equations for the three silver
halide ppts. are:
NaC1 +AgNO3-

NaI +AgNO3

-

AgCI
+NaNO,
White
AgI
+NaNO3
Pale Yel. White

NaBr +AgNO,-> Pale Yel B.White +NaNO3
Utmost care should be taken that all reagents and chemicals used are fresh and C.P.

NEUTRALIZING ACID FUMES

A very fine method of neutralizing acid
fumes given off from reagent bottles containing such strong and volatile acids as hydro-

ABSORBENT___/
COTTON

GLASS
CAP

ti

SATURATED
WITH NH4OH
SOLUTION

REAGENT

BOTTLE
CORK
TOO

SMALL
SAME CORK
INVERT.

AND USE

V

A glass cap made from a test tube is used
to color the neck of an acid bottle. Cotton
saturated with an alkali is stuffed into it.
Below it is shown how to make a small cork
fit a large bottle.

chloric and nitric acids, is shown in the above
sketch.
A plug of absorbent cotton is placed in the
bottom of a glass bottle cap-such as is
used to protect necks of bottles from dust,
etc., and this is saturated with a strong alkali
solution -such as sodium hydroxide solution.

CORK BOTTLE KINK
Chemical experimenters are not usually
overstocked with corks and rubber stoppers.
Sometimes it happens that a cork of a certain size is needed -and cannot be found. By
the above method a cork which is too small
and sinks too deep into the neck of the bottle
and cannot be easily removed with the fingers, will often fit if it is simply inverted and
.used as shown.- Contributed by F. R. Moore,
Reporter No. 1993.

HALIDE

F.

SOLUTION
AND CHLORINE

WATER

CARBON

DISULPHIDE
COLORED VIOLET

WATER AND HEAT
Put a little freshly burnt lime in a test

BY FREE
IODINE

FIG.

FIG.

I

Z

tube. In a second put in the following mixture Equal parts of ammonium chloride
and of potassium nitrate. Mix well by
shaking or in a mortar. The salts should
be powdered. Hold one of the tubes, the
one with lime in the left hand; the other
in the right. Request someone to pour a
little water in each. The tube in the left
hand will give off steam and become so
hot that it cannot be held, while the one in
the right hand becomes so uncomfortably
cold that it, too, cannot be held with comfort.
Contributed by Julius Mersand.
:

Test for iodine.

In

certain sense it is the
most impressive of the halides. Its violet
color is very beautiful when it is dissolved
or is in gaseous form.
a

longer decolorized. The adding of the
KMnO, is only necessary when a bromide
has been found to be present.
Allow the contents of the dish to cool, and
then filter the solution if necessary. Test it
for a chloride, by adding AgNO3 and
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JUNIOR ELECTRC(AN
Two Practical Uses for Magnets from Discarded Magnetos
By G. A. LUERS
TWO

PRACTICAL USES FOR MAGNETS FROM
TO HOLD PARTS
DISCARDED MAGNETOS.
BE

HEATED

OVER BLOW TORCH

OR

TO

BUNSEN

BURNER.

Left: A powerful permanent magnet is
used to hold a
soldering iron
in the flame.
It can also be
used in heating a joint to
be

MAGNET

sweated

with solder.

Right: A mag-

STEEL LOCK
PIN

net is used to
draw a bolt so
that the draw-

er can
SOLDERING

BIT

BUNSEN

BURNER

be

The
opened.
concealment is
perfect and the
drawer may be
safely
locked
if
no
one
knows the secret.

DESK ,DRAWER
SIMPLE FORM OF KEYLESS LOCK OPERATED

BY _MAGNET.

Ithe attached sketches two practical uses
for old magneto magnets are shown
which uses have an everyday value for the
shop man or around the average home.
The first use shown which involves an
ordinary magnet, is that of supporting a
soldering bit or material to be hardened over
the Bunsen burner or blow torch.

The advantage of this is that it allows of
a wide variation in position, avoids clamps
and the parts will not roll away from the
magnet.
In the second pictured detail, a means for
the handling of a locking bolt with a magnet, which is applicable to doors, drawers or
other locked compartments is shown. In-

LEAD PENCIL RHEOSTAT SUITABLE FOR MANY
PURPOSES

KICKBACK PREVENTER FOR HIGH
TRANSFORMER

here that can
be easily and quickly constructed of
scraps usually found around the workshop
or laboratory. The base of this rheostat is
a block of wood and the slider is taken
from an old radio tuning coil that has seen
its best days. The graphite strip can be
taken from a lead pencil. When this rheostat is assembled it can be used to regulate
the current front a battery of dry cells to
run a small motor or a miniature bulb.
The slide has as contact piece a flat brass
spring, as this gives a more secure contact
than that afforded by a piece of wire. The
operation is so obvious that further description is not needed.
is shown

BINDING

BRASS
STRIPS TO
HOLD GRAPHITE ROD

POST

COIL SLIDER

i

AND ROD

GRAPHITE ROD

\- BASE

The lead from a pencil and a sliding contact
in connection with it give a very efficient and
convenient rheostat.

EMERGENCY BRUSH REPAIR
Recently one of my generator brushes gave
out, and after limping several miles to a

TENSION

By ANTHONY J. CHRISTOPHER

By H. J. HANNIFAN

ARHEOSTAT

stead of a lock, an ordinary steel rod, free
to slide hack and forth, serves as a bolt, and
the magnet serves as the key. This makes
a concealed form of lock, simple to apply,
but especially desirable, for small drawers in
the personal desk, tool drawers and instrument lockers. It will be found that this
works quite well when a strong magneto
magnet is available.

garage, I found there was no help, as the
And the next
proprietor had no brushes
garage was 38 miles away, 6,500 feet down
in the valley!
The trouble was remedied, however, with
the aid of a hack -saw, drill, and old battery,
The dry-cell was broken open and the carbon
removed. This carbon is about one inch
across and six inches long. A section was
cut out somewhat larger than the old brush
and filed clown to the exact size. The two
holes were then drilled in with a hand drill,
and the correct angle filed on the commutator end of the brush. Great care must
be used in drilling the holes, using very
little pressure, as the carbon is so brittle
that it cracks very readily. It is well to
drill the holes before sawing out the pieces.
This is only a temporary job, however, and
the proper brush should be put in as soon
as possible. The carbon in the dry cells
contains no copper, and is of much higher
resistance than the copper -impregnated
brushes made for auto generators. The result is that the emergency brush Nvill heat
quickly, and clog up the commutator with
burnt carbon. However, it is well worth the
trouble of making when you are stranded!
Contributed by Ralph A. Lambert.

The horn gap is made from a porcelain
base taken off a knife switch. Upon It are
mounted two pieces of 3/16" round brass
rod, bent horn shape. The air gap should
be 3/16 ". A seven inch piece of 2" diameter tubing may be used for the choke coil.
The ends are turned up from pine wood.
Four layers of 100 turns each, of number
16 or 18 gauge s.c.c. wire are wound on
this spool, each layer terminating at a
This choke coil not only
binding post.
chokes the high tension current which may
kick back into the power line but also

KICKBACK PREVENTER

A.C. lighting circuit, the insurance authorities
sometimes require a kick -back preventer.
Above is shown one embodying a horn gap on
the ground line, and a choke coil. A fuse
is required on the switch block.

!

The Underwriters' rules call for a protective device in all cases where a step -up
transformer is attached to the ligoting circuit. An easily made kickback preventer is
described herewith. It consists of a fused
switch block, choke coil, horn gap and
separate fuse block.

CHOKE

As.

GROUND

COIL

HORN

GAP

o
I10

._

®b

=

-

V.

FUSE

BLOCK

3

4 BASE
BOARD

O

_

u

FUSED SWITCH BLOCK

H. T.
TR ANS

'

If a step -up transformer is attached to an

serves to limit the input to the transformer,
which may be regulated by varying the
number of layers in the circuit.
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What Is the Pressure Inside a Radio Tube
By E. V. SIMDT

o

`s

IF

atmospheric pressure (14.7 lbs. per sq.
inch) be represented by a gigantic column 760 feet high -10 feet higher than
the Woolworth Building-the pressure in
the average hard radio tube would be represented by the thickness of a cigarette paper.
That of a soft detector tube would be about
an inch high.

i

1
The little line on the le t of the cut bears the
approximate proportion to the height of the
Woolworth Building that the air in a soft tube
as used in radio bears to full atmospheric pressure. It is supposed to be only an inch high,
but of course had to be drawn thicker in order
to show.

Measurement of high vacua In scientific
work low pressures are usually expressed in
terms of millimeters of mercury. Atmospheric pressure is equal to 760. mm. In
other words a pressure of 14.7 lbs. per sq.
in. will just support a column of mercury
760 mm. high.
The pressure in the average hard radio
tube is usually about .0001 mm. of mercury.
:

GALVANOMETER
IO MICRO AMP.

I

6 VOLTS

OPTIONAL

+UUUU0I

-

*

67 VOLTS

11111111

22 VOLTS

Distribution of apparatus for measuring the
vacuum in a radio amplifying tube. By this
system great accuracy of result is attained.

In soft detector tubes it varies between
and

.1

mm.

.01

There are many very interesting and ingenious ways of measuring such high vacua.
The ionization method, described here, is
the easiest and most popular among tube
manufacturers.
The hook -up for this method is shown in
the accompanying schematic drawing. Turn
on the filament current slowly until three
milliamperes is flowing in the grid circuit.
Each microampere (millionth of an ampere)
read in the galvanometer will then indicate
approximately .0002 mm. pressure.
This is what happens:
How it works
The electrons, flying from the filament with
a velocity of several thousand miles per
second to the positively charged grid, collide with the residual molecules of air and
:

irú 1llIl!111

!

A very nice construction of a simple electric
motor using a wheel from a toy gyroscope for
the fly -wheel. Armatures are mounted on it
and a simple commutator system is mounted
on the shaft.

the increased number. The interesting feature is the use of a well -balanced fly -wheel,
because from the nature of things, if a top
or a gyroscope wheel is used these will be
found to be well balanced.

TOURING SWITCH FOR CAR
On long motor trips when touring there
is often great waste of energy caused by
continued overcharging of the battery, the
battery is fully charged by the long run
and the continued charging simply boils
away the distilled water and overheats the
plates, it also uses a good deal of the engine's power.
Many owners turn their headlights on to
overcome this trouble, but this is at the best
a makeshift as the generator still uses power
and the life of the bulbs is being shortened;
what is wanted is a means to cut out the
generator when it is not needed to charge the
battery.

ASIMPLE electric motor, which makes

30 OHMS
PROTECTIVE
RESISTANCE

50,000 OHMS

nnnlúhl
II

By EARL ALDRIDGE

RHEOSTAT

-

revolve owing to its great moment of inertia.
Contact is ruade with the opposite end of
P and the process is repeated. This kind of
motor, after it has attained a considerable
speed, operates very steadily.
The construction is open to various modifications. It might be interesting to increase
the number of armatures, S, and make the
commutator arrangement, P, correspond to

A Simple Electric Motor

OVER

MILLIAMMETER
ABOUT 0 -10

knock off one or more of its electrons. This
destroys the electrical equilibrium of the
molecule and it becomes a positive ion,
which is attracted to the negative plate. As
the filament is positive with respect to the
plate, part of the negative ions are attracted
to it. A difference in potential is thus established between the filament and plate,
causing a current to flow through the galvanometer. As the pressure or number of
molecules is increased the number of collisions is correspondingly increased with a
subsequent larger flow of current.
It might seem that at such very low pressures there would hardly be any, air molecules left to collide with. This however, is
not the case. At .0001 mm. of mercury
one cubic centimeter (1/16 of a cubic inch)
still contains about 3x1011 or 10 with 12
An equal
ciphers following-molecules.
number of oranges three inches in diameter
and set side by side, would reach around
the earth about 5675 times and form a belt
of oranges at the equator over 1400 feet
wide. Or if placed in a straight line they
would reach from the earth to the sun and
over 40,000,000 miles beyond it.
It is important, when reading the pressure of the tube, to keep the grid current,
or number of electrons passing from the filament to the grid, at the specified value (3
milliamperes) in order that each microampere of plate current will represent the
above stated pressure. The calibration given
is for a standard 201 -A tube with the flat
type plate and grid.
The calibration is accomplished by having
a tube and a MacLeod vacuum gauge, or
other measuring device already calibrated
in terms of mm. of mercury, connected to
the same vacuum line while evacuating it.
Simultaneous readings are then taken on the
tube and gauge and the galvanometer in the
plate circuit may thus be calibrated to read
directly in terms of pressure if desired. A
different geometrical arrangement of the
plate, grid and filament, or a change in the
electrical values used, will give the plate
current a different pressure value.

an interesting toy for the young electrician, is described here. Its essential features are the use of a gyroscope wheel or of
a metallic top for the fly -wheel. These are
sold in the various toy stores. Referring to
the illustration, the wheel just alluded to is
designated by the letter G and is mounted
in the bearings, B. Two soft iron pins, S,
are clamped in the spokes, diametrically opposite each other. A short piece of stout
copper wire, P, is placed in the eye in the
axle for the string. The copper spring, C,
is placed so that a contact is made with P
twice in each revolution. An electro- magnet,
M, is supported by L so that the pins, S, pass
directly between its poles.
If the wheel is not in such a position
that P and C are ill contact when the circuit
through the battery is made, the wheel can
be started with the hand. When contact is
made one of the pins, S, will be near the
magnet poles and will be magnetized inductively. It will therefore be attracted and
the wheel will turn. The pins, S, should be
so placed in the wheel that when one of
them comes directly between the poles of
the magnet the circuit is broken. If this
were not so the magnet would tend to stop
the wheel and then start it revolving in the
opposite direction. After the contact of P
and C is broken the wheel will continue to

This is a switch for use on an automobile
which enables one to take almost all the generater load off the engine when the battery is
sufficiently charged. The great point to be ob-

served is to connect the wire from the generator on the proper side of the cut -out.

This can be easily accomplished as folObtain an ordinary single -pole lightlows
ing switch and mount on the dash, now run
a wire from one pole of the switch to the
generator binding post and a wire from the
other pole of the switch to ground; now
with the switch closed the generator is
short -circuited and as is well known under
such conditions a shunt -wound generator
does not generate power and the only load
the generator places on the engine is just
:

enough to overcome the friction. When the
battery needs charging the switch is opened
when the generator will at once start to
charge. The only point to watch in wiring
up this device is to be sure and get the
generator wire on the generator side of the
Contributed by Guy E. blcallan.
Cutout,
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THE CON STRUCTOI
Making Rustic Bottles
By

HERBERT C. McKAY

From time to time one sees curious
bottles made from the limbs of trees or
they may be clever imitations. The preparation of these bottles is so simple that
with a few trials and a little perseverance anyone can duplicate them.

The completed rustic bottle is shown in
the photograph at the left.

The putty -like material, with which the
bottle is covered is called a gesso and may
be prepared by mixing whiting, liquid glue,
a small amount of linseed oil and a few teaspoonfuls of clear varnish. The bottle is
set aside to dry and one or two small limbs
are fastened to its outer surface. These
are also covered with the gesso.

Gesso is spread over the surface of the bottle with
a flat bit of wood. The wooden base and cork

The bark texture is made before the gesso
is dried, by running a sharpened stick over
it to produce the irregular surface. This
is being done in the photograph at the
Do not try to closely imitate
some particular natural bark ; if the major
grain runs lengthwise this will be sufficient,
as natural bark textures vary a great deal.
lower left.

may be seen.

When the gesso has thoroughly dried
over the whole surface, paint is applied. Oil
colors are used. A dark olive-gray is used
for the ground coat, touched up with olive
green. A study of natural color will help
in this matter. Again no exact color scheme
has to be followed, as the color in nature
is of a great variety.

Pneumatic Bumper
By Dr. E. T. SONENDRIKER
An old second hand clincher rim of the Ford type is
used. The rim is fastened
to the car by two metal
loops. Next an old tire
of the clincher type is cut
to the proper length. The
ends are afterwards plugged with two pieces of
wood. An old innertube
is also cut to size and fitted into place. The valve
stem should coincide directly with the valve outlet on the rim.

The open ends of the inner tube should be vulcanized so that it can be
inflated to about 20 or 25
pounds pressure. T h e
bumper can be painted
any color desired, preferably, to match the color
of the car. This style of
bumper will be found to
give excellent service and
the outstanding feature is
the fact that it may be
reinflated whenever it goes
"flat." Bumpers of this
type are inexpensive.
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Constructing a Laboratory Balance
By L. J. SMITH

flOOKIDO

FIG.

FIG. 10

Complete details for the construction of a chemical laboratory
balance are given above. The detailed drawings give all the necessary dimensions and show where the holes should be tapped. This
balance may be used for accurate work as well as rough weighing
and is strong enough to stand much abuse. All parts are of brass
or aluminum except the knife edges, Mich are made of steel.

\

PIVOTED EXTENSION LIGHT
AWARDED $10.00 PRIZE
ELECTRIC LIGHT

The balance is assembled by placing the beam on the column and
suspending a pan from each end. If it fails to balance, interchange
the pans, then add washers of brass until it roughly balances and
finish adjusting, with the brass nuts on the adjusting screws. It
is well to place the finished balance in a case in order to keep it
free from dust and moisture.

CUTTING GLASS TUBES

Hints for the Mechanic

EXTENSION CORD

fl
CEILING OP. RAFTER
LONG

BOLT

10

I

FIG. 1

A New Department!
BEGINNING

TAUT

SMALL WAGON
WHEEL

BALL

WIRE

oii

rw
mimmunmmnn
.

l<<
Lr

SPOOL

SLOT

The details of assembly for the extension light
are shown in the above illustration. A ball adjuster is used to vary the height of the light.

Two slide- boards

e

`.

are bolted

vertically

to opposite sides of a light wagon -wheel rim.
The wheel is then pivoted to the ceiling
with a long lag bolt. A piece of hard wood
is cut to fit the slots in the slide-boards.
An extension cord of sufficient length is attached to the socket and the electric -light
lamp to be used. Tie the cord to the spools
at various points to form loops in the cord

when the spools are pushed together.-L. B.
Robbins.

11

with the May
number we started this new
department -"Hints For the
Mechanic," in which we intend
to publish wrinkles useful to mechanics in general. You can help us
with this department by writing a
brief description of your favorite
shop wrinkle and sending this to the
editor of this department, together
with a pencil or pen and ink sketch
of the wrinkle. The ideas published
herewith will give you some idea of
what we want. Our draughtsman
will make the necessary mechanical
drawings, so you need not send us
finished drawings. We will pay $10.00
each month for the best Wrinkle
or Hint sent in ; others published will
be paid for at space rates. Address
all letters to Editor, Hints For the
Mechanic Dept., in care of this magazine.

F I G. 2

1117
B

FIG.3

a-

-.I

A simple glass
cutter for tubing may be
made by fol-

lowing the

structional
details given
in the illustration. A tool of
this nature
will cut tubes
c on

to any desired
length.

FIG.4
Two pieces of %" steel wire bent according to the illustration are slightly flat=
tened at the point marked C, a small hole
bored and a pin fitted and riveted at this
point. On the top rod a washer with a
screw is fitted to limit the length. At the
end A, a V- shaped piece of bronze should
be riveted. The end B has two flanges. between which a small steel washer is placed.
The cutter is inserted inside of the tube
Hasard, Reporter No. 26808.
to be cut.
(Continued on page 177)

J.
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MAKING A TRELLIS

HEADLIGHT ADJUSTER

STEAMED AND BENT
--'SNINGLE LATH. OR CUT

IMPROVED DRAIN
Wet spots in the cellar
caused from the drain pipe

FROM 1' WHITE PINE BOARD.

may be eliminated.
A
blind drain consisting of
rocks is built directly beneath the leader outlet.
The soil is excavated to a
depth of about three feet
and a layer of stone placed

according to the illustration above.-H. W. S.
AND FILL

EXCAVATE

STONE

WITH

EM)

I,4
TIMBER)

DRESSED (PLANED
OR TWO SHINGLE

WOOD PAINTED
OR TARRED.\

LATHS

BLIND

Constructional details for the arbor are given
above. The curved portion at the top is made
from a piece of board or by steaming and
bending shingle lath.

THE body of the trellis

OLD PATH OF WATER
WET SPOT

is made from

2x4 -inch stock or from two shingle laths
placed at right angles. The cross pieces consist of 2x1 -inch shingle lath. The supporting members of the arbor project into the
ground for a distance of about 18 inches.
H. W. S.

-

GUARD RAIL FOR STEPLADDER
STAVES

BACK FRAME
OF COMMON

ri [`i
L

REMOVED

Al

KITCHEN CHAIR

FRAME
GUARD

ACTS AS
RAIL ON

STEPLADDER

Four views of the unique device are shown
above. The mechanism is operated from the
dashboard by means of a small lever.

THIS device obviates the necessity of dim-

ming the lights for an oncoming car.
The lights may be adjusted to any angle to
suit all conditions of driving. The metal
rod, fitting the lights as shown above, is
connected to the dashboard by means of a
lever. When driving along a clear road
the lights may be focused at such an angle
so that a view 300 feet ahead is obtained.
G. and William Meyer.

left

bracing

construction
strengthens the
greatly.
ladder
The ladder is
twelve feet long
and twenty -two
of

DOUBLE SHINGLE

LATH
SINGLE SHINGLE

LATH

STYLE.!

STYLE:Z

I60

OF

BRICKS

SLIDES

LEVER

PULLEYS
ROPE n.

DENSITY COMPARATOR
CORK GLUED TO

PARCHMENT MID
TO STYLUS ARM

shingle

effect
obtained
by this method

STEP

EIIOmIi III

Ë

kept taut its entire length.-L. B. Robbins.

An exceptionally strong and
serviceable ladder may be constructed wholly
á from
a t h. At the
the condestructional
tails are given
together with a
front and rear
The unview.

usual

22

LADDER
WIDE AT CENTER

IAIIIIIÍI II

of ropes

LIGHT
LADDER

NAILS

FRONT

C

III Clmm

IIDRIiä

A see-saw fitted with the above arrangement
and pulleys enables one to see -saw
alone to his heart's content. A lever of wood
placed on the right -hand side of the board
operates the pulleys. The rope used should be

PARCHMENT-PAPER

-L.

LATH

/NAILS

BOX
IIONWII

PULLEY

SHINGLE

LATHS

SEE -SAW

PHONOGRAPH

Robbins.

SHINGLE

blind drain, the more efficient it will be.

BASE NOTES ON YOUR

A handy grip for the top of a step ladder
may be readily constructed from the back of
an old chair. The ends of the chair frame
are glued into holes which are bored in the
top of the ladder. By slanting it at a slight
B.
angle a convenient grip is afforded.

1' STOCK

BLIND drains are frequently required for
carrying off water from leader pipes;
in many cases blind drains made of stone
as shown in the picture prove useful as an
aid in drying up wet cellars. The longer the

-4.

ïHu'°

2".

ON

CELLAR WALL

STOP

ä7/O

SHINGLE LATH

ORAIN

inches wide
the center.

W. S.

at

-H.

FIG.1

The above illustration clearly shows the
method used for the production of base notes
on the phonograph.

ASHEET of parchment paper

is fas-

tened to the needle arm of the repro ducer in such a way that it is caused to
vibrate when the needle passes over the record. The parchment is fastened to a piece
of cork which is glued to the reproducer
and is arched over the turn table of the
phonograph. The parchment should be as
large as possible and still not touch the lid
or edge of the phonograph except at the
point marked A.-G. B. Ashton.

tubes

U- shaped
filled with a salt solution

Two

which is separated by
castor oil are arranged as
shown. An inverted Ytube is mounted on an
upright support. At the
upper end a rubber tube
is attached, allowing the
operator to suck the air
from the Y -tube, thus
drawing the liquid from
the beakers. The apparatus is first calibrated
with distilled w a t e r.
Next, one of the beakers
is filled with a solution
to be tested and the suction again applied. The
heights of the liquids
show an inverse ratio to
their specific gravities.
Walter S. Brown.

-
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,NRINKLES
RECIPES
FORMULAS

Edited by S. Gernsback
LOOPED OVER
AND
SOLDERED V-

stroying caterpillars and
their nest s

TO STICK

0

A

A

bicycle

rattler

-'SPOKE

A

hole is

drilled in the
fender and the
spoke inserted,
thereby holding it rigid.
W i s t

The pan is
nailed to the
end of the
stick and the
can fastened in
the center. A
tuft of cotton

-

Wright.

or

nelius.

The

sign'

"label

"LABEL SIGN"

MAKING SINKERS
E x c ellen t

ma y
easily be made
from a piece
of lead and a

shown
above is made
from a piece
of
cardboard,
celluloid a n d
a few thumbtacks. V a r ious signs are
printed on the
disk and the
knob may he
turned to any
one desired.
H. S. Manuel, is
Reporter No.

tie rack
may be made
by securing a
piece of glass
tubing 1/4" in
diameter
and
about a foot
long to the
wall
with a
pair of hooked
screws. After
screwing both
hooks to the!
wall,
them open to
that the tube
may be inPabserted.
Moralo R.
gon, Reporter
A

sinkers

staple.

SOLDERING

IRON

A

form is made
by burning a
h o l e in a
block of wood
with a soldering iron or by
pressing it into

-

bendi

a n d l e

-

soaked in oil
placed in
is
Frederick
E.
Dunn,
the can.Reporter No. 28750.

NECKTIE RACK

c

holder for the
tent may be
made by taking a heavy
piece of wire
and bending it
into the shape
of the letter
CANDLE L. Sharpen
one end and
BENT WIRE s t i c k it into
the tent pole
with the short
end projecting
upward for
TENT POLE
t h e candle.
F r e d Cor-

spoke may be
used as a combination anti and
brace for the
f r ont fender.

Y.

may be made
from an old
pan, a small
can, a n a i l
and a stick.

CAN NAILED -

TENT CANDLE HOLDER

BICYCLE ANTI -RATTLER

CATERPILLAR EXTERMINATOR
An efficient device for de-

a

piece

of

putty. -David
T. Rayner.

20220.

-

No. 27502.

RUBBER SLEEVELETS
The
tubes

PIECE OF

INNER TUBE

SCREENS FROM OLD SHUTTERS
Screens

ma y

easily be
FRAME made from a
pair of old

r

shutters by re-

moving

the
BEADING slats from the
f
and
tacking screen
SCREEN wire in their

-

-

--

length
slipped
over the arm,

thereby

p r o-

tecting

Sal-

wearer

s c

f

the
rom

ratches.

-William Agard.

VENTILATING THE SLEEPING
PORCH

PAINTING SCREENS

tirin

-

paint

his

scrubbing
to
may be made
f r o m two
pieces of an

old inner tube.
A piece of
inner tube is
cut in h a l f
and tacked to
the top of a

a n d

vador Foley.

At best the
SCREENS
of
painting
screens is a 4''t\
and
g
task.
tedious
y
garIf an old
spray, \
den
of
preferably
t h e reservoir
type, is filled
with a mixture of t h i n
the
painting is
accomquickly
B y
plished.
SPRAYER
using t
method one or more coats may be applied in a
and
with
great
ease. This method of
short time
applying paint is especially recommended for use
on wicker wear.

A valuable aid

dis carded balloon
make
tires
excellent sleevelets w h e n
picking b e rries. The tube
is cut to the
of

desired

rame

place.

\=

SCRUBBING KINK

inner

Most sleeping
porches a r e
fairly c o o l
when there is
a good breeze
astir, but are
quite stuffy on
a quiet night..
T h e trouble
lies in the fact

VENTILATORS

s

Another piece of
inner tube inSCRUBBING
serted around
-- BRUSH
the arm prevents the water from running down
J. Wilhelm.
the sleeve.

-F.

DISH -WASHING AID
If a piece of
rubber garden
hose is slipped over the
end of a faucet it will pre -'
vent the dishes
from b e in g
broken a n d
also allow the

that the-warm

of
stream
to be di-

air which rises
strikes the low
ceiling a n d
cannot escape.
To correct this
defect in the

simple

v

entiIation,

put two ventil-

in the
roof, one at either end. -Anna Wanley Pearsorn.

ators

crubbing

brush.

j

FAUCET

AIÌIIiI

lytrii

)

'I
water
rected i n t o ('[Jill
pots, p a n s,
bottles a n d
kettles m o r e
easily. T h is

device

RUBBER

-

HOSE
É,

iiÍÜiüuwrÉt

iif

is also of a great aid in washing out the sink as
the stream of water may be directed into corners
of the sink which would not be reached otherwise.

-Leslie Carpenter.
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controversy

MATCHCRAFT MODELS
OF COURSE
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:

You are to be complimented on the

February issue of
TION.

I enjoyed

one way

or

the other.

EDITOR.)
"UNHEARD" SOUND S
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:

-

We have been discussing whether a
sound has been made or not by a tree
falling in a forest where there is no ear
to hear it.
Will you please enlighten

SCIENCE AND INVEN-

reading it from cover

The article on the Editorial
Handicraft was very interestus ? Thanks.
ing. I ans glad to see the Wirecraft
J. B. CAMERON,
Contest is a reality and forecast that it
Pinehurst, N. C.
will prove even more interesting in de(This is at age -old problem and may
veloping inventive ability than the
be argued boat pro and con. Actually.
however, a sound is stade by a falling
Matchcraft Contest. The article "Intree in a forest, even when there is no
teresting Experiments with High FreNewhouse,
E.
by
C.
car there to I ¿ear it. You might just as
quency Currents,"
Jr.. I liked, and am keeping it on file.
well ask whether or not the Niagara
in
readers. It
I have perforated many experiments
Falls roars at the present time when
SCIENCE AND INVENTION desires to hear from its
will
appreciate
and
you; yourself are not there to hear it.
this line and have been giving electrical
interest,
scientific
solicits comments of general
shows with high frequency as a part of
The human car is not necessary to regThe arguments pro and con will be aired
opinions
science
subjects.
on
ister a sound. iVere we to take a rethen. I think the letters printed in
on this page. This magazine also relishes criticisms, and will present
cording phonograph and place it either at
Readers' Fortin from some one in Calianything
have
if
you
them in both palatable and unpalatable forms. So
fornia, saying in part that Matchcraft
the Falls or in the forest, that recordto say, this is the place to say it. Please limit your letters to 500
ing
phonograph would record the noise
takes little brain and is non- construcwords and address your letters to Editor. -The Readers Forum, c/o
or sounds produced.
tive, should have won a prize in ScienThis sound can
Science and Invention Magazine, 230 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
later be re-transmitted to us and zee
tific Humor. Surely the author of that
would all hear it. It is obvious that
letter should have entered a Matchcraft
were it not produced it could not be reModel, it takes so little brain and ef(Our otei e.rperirnents in freezing fishy have
corded. Let is assume that zee place a microphone
fort. Well, I must sign off, as I ani staking some
and
them
freeze
that
zee
can
never
demonstrated
in
the
forest
in
soon.
and connect that microphone with a
to
send
Models
more Wirecraft
thaw them out, bringing them back to life. Darpair of cables to a broadcasting station. We could
A Booster for SCIENCE AND INVENTION,
many
have
received
tee
the
fete
ing
past
years
them
transmit
the noise produced by the falling
CARPENTER,
LESLIE F.
colli nilint i cations front writers throughout the countree to hundreds of thousands of listeners, who
Burlington, Vt.
ice
in
frozen
seen
fish
try
who
have
actually
would
at no time be anywhere near that forest.
(There is very little that we need add to the
and brought back to life again. Of course this
Coincidentally, Niagara Falls roars all the time.
Suffice it to say that Mr.
abode communication.
It has done this for ages, probably even before
Carpenter lias sou prises in sez'cral of the contests
man appeared on this planet.- EDITOR.)
featured by SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine and
lias been a frequent contributor to the editorial
columns of this publication.- EDITOR.)
to cover,
page on

A CUP
SCIENCE AND INVENTION:

HAS WON

Editor,
Just got back from California yesterday, and
so could not send a letter of thanks relative to
the cup you helped me win in the Model Contest.
The cup really is a tine trophy and has been
admired by my friends who seem quite envious.
I intend displaying the cup and model in some

downtown window and giving SCIENCE AND INVENTION a boost that way.
Thanking you very sincerely for your efforts
in my behalf and wishing SCIENCE AND INVENTION continued success,
J. H. TONES,
Denver, Colo.
(117e are glad that you liked the cup. and
certainly appreciate the models which you forwarded in an effort to win it. II'e would advise
other ;node! builders to submit their models in
this price cup competition. iVe find that there
are many model builders in this country who
do not think they can possibly Lein the cup,
and are consequently loath to submit their sugEach model
gestions as well as their models.
is returned to the builder after it has been
photographed and the drawings have been made,
and if it is the fortunate cup ICOi ICY the cup is
Any
immediately sent to the model builder.
type of model can be entered in this contest, and
the one which was submitted by 111e. Jones, the
writer of the above letter, was a Roman Callista.
Models of guns, trains, loco iuiotives, ships. airplanes, submarines, and all types of mechanical

apparatus can be entered.- EDITOR.)

FREEZING FISH
Editor,

SCIENCE AND INVENTION:

In the August issue of Amazing Stories you
state in the editorial that "it is possible to freeze
fish and keep them frozen for months, after
which they can be thawed out and revived." This
statement was discussed at a meeting of the
Amateur Scientific Association (of which I ani
president) and we also referred back to your
On
SCIENCE AND INVENTION of September, 1925.
page 407 of that issue you state that "We first
took a gold fish and put it in a cardboard tray.
\Ve then poured liquid air over it, and this
The boiling point
froze the fish very rapidly.
of liquid air is -191 deg. C. or -311.8 deg. F.
When the fish was thawed out afterwards in
tepid water, he appeared dead." You then state
that resuscitation was attempted electrically but
that the fish was not revived. "The resuscitation
process was continued for some minutes, but
the tish did not return to life."
Voti also tried freezing fish by the artificial
Frigidaire refrigeration, and by ice- freezing
means, with the saute negative results. Your next
paragraph states that ''The conclusion to be
drawn from the experiments is that it is not
possible to bring living organisms, after freezing,
back to life."
Now what we want to know is whether your
statement in the August issue of Amazing
Stories is due to further experiments along these
lines. If not, then wiry the positive statement
that "It is possible to freeze fi,,li and keep them
frozen for months, after which they can be
thawed out and revived."
I ant not trying to criticize your statements
or your magazines (indeed SCIENCE AND INVENTION is the official magazine of our society) but
we wish to know the reason for these contradictory statements.
M. R. BERCOVITCII.
Montreal, P. Q., Canada.

IN THE
JUNE ISSUE:
THREE PRIZE WIN"The
NING STORIES:
Visitation," by Cyril G.
Wates: "The Electronic
Wall," by Geo. R. Fox;
"The Fate of the Poseidonia," by Clare Winger Harris, were se-

lected by the judges, after much deliberation, as the best stories in the $500 contest for short stories written around the
cover illustration of the December, 1926,
Each
issue of AMAZING STORIES.
treats the picture in an entirely different
manner. making each an ingenious and original story, distinctly individual.
THE MOON POOL, by A. Merritt. (A
serial in' 3 parts) (Part II.) In this installment, the Celtic mythology and the

"underworld" Queen's annihilation of the
criminal by vibratisns are only small examples of the fantastic incidents and unusual science that permeates the succeeding chapters of this absorbing scientifiction
classic. The story continues with increasing interest.
THE STORY OF THE LATE MR.
ELVESHAM, by H. G. Wells; an unusual story with an extraordinary plot,
which puts you in mind of "Station X," by
Winsor MacLeod, although there is neither
radio nor hypnotism in this story-a real
mystery story, profoundly impressive.
THE LOST COMET, by Ronald M.
Sherin, is an excellent story about a disintegrated comet, whose components have
been lost from the view of the earth for
many years, and which, according to the
new cometary geometry invented by the
scientist of the story, is due for a devastating visit.

THE FOUR -DIMENSIONAL ROLLER PRESS, by Bob Olsen, is a very clever

fourth -dimensional story, telling in layman
language, what the fourth- dimension really
Although we do not know enough
is.
about it yet to grasp the mathematics or
mechanics of it, it seems logcial to us that
mathematically, there is such a thing as a
fourth dimension. It is a well -told, plausible story and makes excellent reading.
SOLANDER'S RADIO TOMB, by Ellis
Parker Butler. In his inimitable style, the
famous author of "Pigs Is Pigs" gives us
the humorous angle of the radio -fan and
radio. If you are planning to provide in
your will, for the installation of a loud
speaker in your private vault, it would be
well to read this story first, for the intricacies of radio are great, and the unexpected occurs often.
teas done in a natural way and not in an
A great many other letters haze
artificial tear.
been received from individuals who have cut fish
out of blocks of ice its ice fonds, thawed them
oat, and the fish did not conic back to life. iVe
roust assume, therefore, that souse fish will
under certain conditions and in certain seaters,
be naturally resuscitated after the ice thaws; and
that the same fish would probably be frozen bt
artificial meats, carefully regulated so that both
temperature of the air and temperature of the
freezing ocater trauld be regulated as it is in
.Natty-e.
A great deal of work can be done
along this particular line to definitely settle the

FAKE RADIO DOCTOR
Editor,

SCIENCE AND INVENTION:

In the January issue I read your article entitled
"Beware the Fake Radio Doctor" and a I have
had treatment by a somewhat similar machine I
was more than interested. I am a chronic sufferer
from stomach trouble, which many doctors have
pronounced ulcers. During the summer I heard
of a doctor in Norfolk, Va., who was curing
stomach troubles by electricity, and I took treatment by his method.
I took a two -hour treatment, six days a week, for ten weeks, at $5
a day, and know I was benefitted as long as
I took treatment and for about two months after
I was discharged.
I don't know whether or
not this was imagination or not.
That I will

leave to you.
I have explained my condition and the length
of treatments for your knowledge of my condition.
The name of the treatment was the
Electronic Reactions of Abrams.
If you can
tell pie whether this method of treatment is a
fake or not will be highly appreciated. I hope
I have not taken up too much of your time by
explaining my troubles. This is for my own information and is not intended to cause trouble
one way or the other.
If you want to publish
this letter or any part you are at liberty to do
so except my name and address which I would
like kept in confidence.
If I can give any
further information, I will be only too glad to
do so.

A

READER.

(Several

years ago SCIENCE AND INVENTION
_Magazine published an exposé on the methods of
the Electronic Re- actions of Abrams, as well as
the possible results which could be obtained with
this mechanism.
In this particular article we
doubted the possibility of the mechanism doing
any of the Things which it was claimed to do
and as a matter of fact, zee definitely proved that
such things as actual diagnosis could not be
obtained with the instrument.
It teas demonstrated at that time that relatively pure cutltures
of pathogenic organisms did not give accurate
readings. The Journal of the Americana Medical
Association has repeatedly published articles showing how E. R. A. practitioners were trapped by
means of blood serum taken from guinea pigs,
chickens, etc., in which the diagnosis given indicated diseases only found in man.
IVe are of
the opinion that any benefit in your particular
case has been of a mental nature, rather than
of a physical mature. it'hile the time spay comae
when diseases will be diagnosed and treated purely
by machinery, no such instrument has as yet beets
discovered.

All of the various systems claiming

to operate on electronic principles have been either
foolish in their construction or entirely incorrect
in the principle of operation.
Generally the inventors try, by means of baffling sent -technical

¢iicases, to instill an air of mystery about their
mechanisms. They do not realize that sometimes
the investigator k ion's as much about electrons as
Sometimes tie operator will
they themselves.
guess the disease correctly, at other times he will
not do so and more frequently he will fail. For tunately for the patients, many will get well
whether they are treated or riot. Nature huas a
remarkable property of restoration. The physical
effect of looking at a monstrous machine and
tcatcluing many dials storing arounud has at effect
We
on the patient which cannot be discounted.
do not think that you were physically beuefitted
$300 worth, but it does not snake mulch difference
wluichu way your health improved, as long as it
really did. That is, after all, the most important

consideration.- EDITOR.)
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Radio Beam Directs Aircraft
By PAUL WELKER

T

HE directive type of radio beacon was

tested ou ship -board and on airplanes
recently by the U. S. Bureau of
Standards. The guidance of a ship or airplane by means of signals sent from a particular type of beacon and their application
to navigation was made apparent by this
test. Interesting results were obtained as
a result of tests made with an airplane. It
was found that the directive receiving characteristic of an ordinary trailing wire antenna caused an apparent shift of the equisignal zone in the direction of flight of the
plane, when it was flying at right angles
A7

A

ZONE OF EQUAL
SIGNAL INTENSITY
FOR BOTH AET

SIGNALS
TWO LOOP
AERIALS USED
FOR TRANS -

TrMITTING

The above diagram illustrates by means of
shading the relative signal intensity received
from the two transmitting loop aerials.

to the zone of signals. The use of a heavy
antenna weight, which caused the antenna
to hang more nearly vertical, eliminated this
zone- shifting effect. While this aid may be
effective only over a definite course, it has
the advantage over other methods of direction finding, in that no special receiving apparatus is necessary.
The beacon itself consists of two transmitting coil -antennas, arranged at an angle
of 135 degrees with respect to each other.
These coil- antennas are arranged to be connected alternately to a radio transmission
set by means of a special switch, which is
thrown rapidly from one closed position to
the other, thus emitting two different signals.
Waves are thus intermittently propagated
directively from each coil, the intensity with
respect to the plane of the coil varying in
accordance with a figure -of -8, which is the
characteristic obtained with these directive
antennae. An airplane equipped with an
ordinary receiving set, if located on any bisector of the angles formed between the two
coils, will receive signals of equal intensity
from both of them. Thus, a definite course
may he held simply by navigating so that
the signal strength from the two coil-antennas remains equal. By referring to the
illustration, it will be seen how an airplane
would receive a loud signal from coil A,
and a weak one from coil T ; at D the signal from A is not as strong as at C, and
the signal from T has become inaudible.
Signals were transmitted from the Bu-

reau of Standards by
means of two single turn coil antennas, 120
by 50 feet, crossed at
a 135 -degree angle
and alternately connected to a 5-kilowatt
transmitting set. The
equisignal zone was
found not to exceed a
width of 500 feet up
to 50 miles from the
transmitting station.
As the distance from
the transmitting station
increased, the
sharpness of the zone
decreased. With an
airplane using a 200 foot trailing wire antenna, it was found
that the signals were
Mr. J. P. Buckley of the U. S. Bureau of Standards is shown demonstratstronger when the
ing the new airplane radio director which has been perfected by the
plane was flying away
Bureau.
from the transmitter
than when f l y i n g
The experimental type of equisignal double-coil
antenna which is arranged to rotate about a teletowards it, due to the directional characphone pole as an axis.
teristics of the trailing wire-antenna. It
was found by using a shorter antenna with
a heavy weight that the zone displacement
effect was eliminated to a large extent. The
use of a coil- antenna in place of a trailing
wire was effective, but could not be worked
over a great distance.
The diagram below shows how directive radio communication is made possible.

TWO TRANSMITTING LOOPS

NARROW RESULTANT
SIGNAL BEAM
AURAL
RECEIVER

I VISUAL

AIRPLANE

AMPLIFIER

RECEIVER

(OPTIONAL)
BEAM ABOUT

500 FEET

WIDE.51 MI.

FROM TRANS-

MITTER

l//

AIRPLANE OR SHIP
CAN NOW TALK BY
BEAM RADIO
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Pictures Show Radio
Progress
A new direction finder perfected recently will enable ships to cetermine the exact position of an onc.ming vessel without relying to the utecrtairties o'_ audible signals.
milliammeter which tells when a ship has
,-oseph D. Freed is shown pointing to

t.41*

ti

been definitely located.

Fcrty -fay steam

on the Creat Lakes are now equipped
t
new rt® device and it is entirely possible that
the transa,-antic vessels will use similar devices soon. The
new finder is automatic and leaves nothing to human fraility.
A dial swings cntil zero is reached and then the pointer
indicates tie exact position of the signaling ship. The milli ammeter tells when the ship has been definitely located by
registering when the signal from it becomes weakened.
th

s

Interference records are being made for the Radio Control
Board by Eric H. Palmer in his home at Brooklyn, New York.
In order to give evidence of heterodyning between stations from
200 to 2,500 miles apart, mushy signals are registered on wax
cylinders. In this way a perfect record is kept and will be
sent to Washingtmt, D. C., for use when the Board starts reallocating the wavelengths.

new super-rsd:o position detector and
direction finder is tieing installed on tie
United States Survey Ship "Guide." The
photograph below stows a view of the btstrunent itself which has an illuminated
dial for work at night, an eight-tube leceivi ig set and ar. entirely closed loop
which is protected. Sy rotating doors, from
adverse wea :her conditions.
A

The pho-ograph above shows
part of the equipment which is
user., .n ccnnection wit': the new
sup -radio position detector and
direction finder. This instrumert is capable of registering a
local on with an accuracy of one
degree in fifty miles. The sense
of Irection is said tc be one
hundred I er cent accurate. If
the tests prove successful the
is
contemplating
goy!rnmetrt
placing tl-ese new machines on
all die ships of the survey fleet.
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New Phonograph Pick -Up
By C. W. PALMER

RADIO RECEIVING

SETZ

The electrical pick -up device in working position. The device is situated on the right-hand side
or the phonograph, the two leads going to the radio set. The phonograph horn is used as a loud
speaker.

THIS new electrical pick -up reproduces music with utter clearness, do-

ing away with the scratchy noises
and overtones usually super -imposed
upon reproduced music due to the
natural period of vibration of the various
parts of the reproducers themselves, without hampering or distorting the reproduction of the desired sounds. In this electrical pick -up the armature and the stylus
holder are extremely light so as to offer
practically no inertia resistance to the stylus
in exactly following the wavy grooves on
the record, and yet they are stiff enough so
as not to bend in transmitting the vibrations
from the record. In this way distortion is
entirely eliminated. A special "deadener"
is placed on the armature, preventing vibration. The purpose of the "deadener" is twofold. Without it the armature has a natural period of vibration determined by the
weight of the vibrating parts and the
strength of the spring. In reproducing selections all of the notes in the record which
are of the same pitch as the natural period
or vibration of the armature will be unduly
amplified and hence distorted reproduction
results. Also if the stylus holder and arma-

WIRES ANY LENGTH TO LOUD

ture are light enough to vibrate freely at
high frequencies, so that the highest musical
notes will be reproduced, the "scratchy"

STEEL MAGNET

TUBULAR
IRON

ARMATURE
COIL

SLOT

VIBRATION
NUT- -

I

I

HOLDER

sectional view of the armature, stylus
holder and reproducer showing its novel, unusually light and inflexible construction.
A

noise, so common in phonographs, will also
be reproduced. Both of these difficulties,
however, are overcome by means of the

SPEAKER

PLUG

SPECIAL PLUG

NEEDLE

ABSORBER

L.S. UNIT
RECORD

:ice SPRING

201 -A TUBE

REGULAR
OUTPUT JACK

Two views of the electric pick -up, one showing the base removed and the other showing
the unit completely assembled.
Photos courtesy Crosier Radio Corp.

{

POWER TUBE

BEST
"B" BAT.

VOLUME
CONTROL

A" BAT.

"C" BAT.
CONE
OR OTHER

DETECTOR
SOCKET
ELECTRIC PICK -UP

novel construction and careful selection of
materials in the "deadener." To reproduce
low notes correctly, the vibrating system
must be very limber. The elastic " deadener"
of large diameter offers very little resistance to the movements of the armature at
low frequencies, as the full elastic value of
it comes into play.
The novel stylus holder is several times
lighter than a conventional set screw type.
The armature stylus holder and pivot spring
are all made out of a single piece of iron,
as shown in the illustration. The armature
composed of paramagnetic material swings
between the two poles of a permanent magnet, with a pivoting spring at one end connecting it with the neutral portion of the
magnet and a needle holder at its other
end. A wire coil surrounds the armature.
. The pick -up device is situated
adjacent
to the phonograph with the needle resting
upon the record. The plug P in the illustration below is inserted in the detector
socket of the radio set. The volume is controlled by the variable resistance R. The
arm holding the needle has a ball and socket
joint and is free to move in any direction.
It is usually found convenient to secure a
loud speaker unit to the end of the tone
arm, thereby using the phonograph horn itself as a loud speaker. The house can be
completely wired and jacks inserted in each
room so that entertainment may be had in
any part of the home. It is not necessary
to use the audio amplifier which is in the
radio set. A special amplifier may be built
for this purpose and installed in the phonograph cabinet. If a great amount of volume is desired power tubes may be employed in the audio -frequency amplifying
unit. The type 171 tube with a high "B"
battery voltage works well in the last audio
stage when a 201A -type tube is employed in
the first audio. With this type of electrical
pick -up device the reproduction is smoother
and clearer than that of an ordinary phonograph and all the undesirable noises are en-

TWO AUDIO FREQUENCY STAGES

LOUD SPEAKER

The above schematic diagram shows clearly the method for connecting the electrical pick -up and
audio amplifier. The phonograph horn may be utilized or a separate loud speaker employed which
may be installed in any part of the house. For great volume a power tube may be used in
the last audio stage.

tirely eliminated. The use and pleasure derived from this device more than repays
one for the initial expense. For dancing the
pick -up is indispensable, as the music is
amplified many times and may be heard in
every part of a large room or dance hall.
Another outstanding feature of this pickup system is that the volume is controlled
by a single knob. In these times, when almost every home is equipped with a phonograph and a radio set, this novel device
should become quite popular.
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Secret Radio Communication
By S. R. WINTERS

AN invention on
the borderland
of physics and physiology offers possibilities as a means
of secret communication by radio. The
process requires the
use of two different
wavelengths sent out
simultaneously from
t w o transmitters.
Articulate s p e e c h,
for example, is first
spoken into a double
microphone or telephone
transmitter.
A revolving disk
cuts the speech into
fragments. T h e n,
one portion of the
fragments of this
hopeless
seemingly

other
wavelength.
In traveling through
the ether this unintelligible jumble of
speech could not be
intercepted by radio
listeners.
If the two radio
circuits are listened

440

)1111111111)11'N

.

SPACE WAVES

2756'

00601
GROUND WAVES

The illustrations at the
left show clearly the
method of secret radio
communication.
The
patent was granted on
this device just forty six years ago and as
the protective measures
have expired a fertile
field of experimentation
is presented to all radio
amateurs.

H;riti,.
--REVOLVING DISK

jumble

is transmitted on one wavelength and the comother
ponent
or
group of scrambled
words is sent on an-

to
simultaneously
the
fragments of
speech or signals are
reunited and are
once more under-

standable.

Unique BX Aerial
By

THE BX aerial can

be used

in more

places than the usual types and does not
need supporting poles to hold it up. It can
be installed under floors, over ceilings, inside of partitions or even outside of the
building. It does not require insulators, as
the armor forms a continuous shield about
the aerial wire, thus eliminating much in-

JOSEPH HANHAUSER

i

STANDARD OUTLET BOX

r

100

FT.

1
1

SQUARE COIL
B.X. AERIAL

1
1

In the open loop type of aerial the black wire
is connected to the aerial post and the white

1

wire to the ground post.
WATER PIPE

NEW EAR PHONE
NEW ear phone has recently been
perfected in France. This novel device has a thin metal band which clamps the
receiver directly on to the wearer's ear.
thereby eliminating the use of a head band.
The phone is extremely light in weight and
does not inconvenience the wearer.

r

O

STANDARD

O

OUTLET

BOX

CONDUIT OR B.X.

GROUND CLAMP

CONNECTORS

GROUNDED

WATER Pi P>~

T h e inverted
U type aerial
will probably
give the best

results

Mr. B. B. Bryant is shown above wearing the
new head phone which clamps directly on the
ear.

3-5

a nd

can be fastened
right to the
wall or even
buried in a
concrete floor.
d

terference when the shield is grounded. It
conforms to the Fire Underwriters' Rules
because it incloses the conductor in one continuous metallic circuit from the dead end
to the outlet box for connection to the receiving outfit. This type of aerial may be
easily installed or the electrical contractor
may put it in when the building is being
erected, thus doing away with all outside
wires on the roof or other parts of the
building. The three types of aerials which
were found to work best are illustrated on
this page, but there is much room for improvement and experimentation.

The square coil aerial is made in the form of
a pancake coil.

B.X.

FT.

100 FT.

LONG

-.

>

The sketch at
the left shows
plainly the details of new
French radio
ear phone. The
clamp
fitting
around the ear
and the novel

INVERTED U
B. X_ AERIAL
GROUND
CLAMPS

STANDARD
OUTLET BOX

constr uction
should be noted.

«(E

GROUND

WATER

PIPES

CLAMP
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One Tube Radio and Cabinet
By H. L. WEATHERBY

IN

ing panels in front,
on the ends and
A view of
around the edges of
the completed set inthe top and bottom.
stalled in its
Set (counter -sink) all
finished cabnails and fill the nail
inet.
holes with putty or
filler and then give
t h e entire job a
thorough sanding with
medium and then with
a fine grade of sandpaper. Be sure to
A rear view of the set showbore two holes in the
ing the simplicity and neatback, for the ground
ness of the wiring and dispoand antenna wires.
sition of the parts. Note the
if
h
material,
T e
position of the tube socket,
purchased three ply,
grid leak and binding -post
comes already sanded
strip.
and will save the
builder a great deal
of time with plane,
chase small transfer patterns from your
scraper and sandpaper. However, an ordinary grade of lumber, poplar or even pine, local paint dealer and apply them, according
to directions, to these spaces. Their applicawill answer very nicely. If stain and varnish are used, more care must be taken tion is simple and results are very gratifying.
Tack four rubber headed tacks to the botin selecting the wood and in finishing than
tom of the cabinet, and it is ready to receive
if either enamel or lacquer is used.
the set. A little outside work, installing
antenna and ground connections, and the fun
begins.
STEPS IN ASSEMBLING"
If the directions given are followed closely
the mere novice will have no trouble in turnDRILL PANEL,
ing out a neat, efficient and compact radio
MOUNT INSTRUMENTS TO PANEL.
The set,
MOUNT INSTRUMENTS TO
set which he will be proud of.
BASEBOARD.
which uses a 13V199 tube, is very economical
FASTEN PANEL TO BASEBOARD
in operation and the upkeep is nil. If more
WITH SCREWS.
volume is desired the builder may add one
MAKE CONNECTIONS.
or two stages of audio frequency amplification. This will necessitate enlarging the
cabinet and radio set in order to accommodate the two extra tubes, transformers and
batteries.
Now as summer is once again approaching, portable sets are becoming popular.
The receiver described here can readily be
changed into a self contained portable set,
by constructing a carrying case instead of
a cabinet and leaving room for the accommodation of batteries and head phones. It
might also be well to provide a space for a
coil of wire which could be used for the anThe pictorial and schematic diagrams of the set described in the text are shown above. The more
tenna. One stage of audio frequency amexperienced set builder will of course use the schematic hook-up, while the novice will appreciate
plification may also be incorporated in the
the other diagram. Note the placement of parts on the panel.
set without greatly adding to its weight and
The painting done, a touch of decoration size. With a good aerial and ground congood soldered joints, and a good resin core
nection this receiver may be expected to give
on the panels and the top will add greatly to
solder should be used rather than acid. A
excellent results, when used as a portable.
the appearance of the finished cabinet. Pursmall soldering copper, preferably electric,
will be more convenient than one of a larger

these days of radio if we are not
"listening in," we feel pretty much out
of it all, and there is really very little
excuse for one not to have a radio
set, when with a few pleasant hours of
work the music of the world is brought to
our homes. The cost of the set need not
be prohibitive, when a large share of the
five and ten cent stores stock the parts that
go into its construction.
About the simplest hook -up that one can
use with good results is that of the one tube, three -circuit tuner. The set illustrated, gathers up music and speech from the
air, over a radius of several hundred miles.
Two or even three sets of head phones may
be used satisfactorily.
Let us first see to the construction of the
Purchase the parts as indicated,
set itself.
the prices given being "five and ten" prices
and of course only approximate, since they
will vary with locality, quality and store.
They will, however, give the purchaser a
general idea as to cost of material.
Directions, as indicated on the drawings,
along with illustration and diagrams will
show even the novice the method of "hooking
up" his parts. Care must be taken to make

size.

11.

F

With the set constructed, we can turn our
attention to the cabinet, which is really no
small part of the job and which, if it is
going to grace the home. should be made as
good looking as possible and should care for
all batteries. The one illustrated is lacquered
a jade green and has appropriate floral decorations on the panels. There are no hinges
to fit, as the set slips in and out of the box
easily. The lacquer colors are very popular,
easily applied and lend themselves well to
decoration.
The actual construction is very simple. Cut
the two ends, bottom, top, front and back
to dimensions. Cut the opening for the radio
set in the front piece, noting that a small
rabbet goes all of the way around this opening on the inside, permitting the panel of the
set to fit snugly into position. Nail these
pieces together, with the exception of the
top, using 1/" wire brads and butt joints.
Now nail and glue a mitred frame of % "xl"
material to the bottom of the top piece,
making it to fit the inside of the cabinet.
Next. we add a touch of decoration, by
nailing with small brads, the moulding form-

The constructional details

RADIO CAB/NET AND RECEIVER
-MATER /AL2 -'TX g:C 20f- Top-BorroM
PANEL LAYOUT
ORILL HOL ESi9'AND ß,C6,Ó4
2-tx 81X 20.f -Poo,v T -BACK

q#

.41

2 -1X6.-P- 8

of the radio cabinet and

material list are given
here. Also the list of
parts and approximate
cost of the radio apparatus are listed.

-ENOS

MOULDING
5'0- éXI. CLEATa
NA /LS, TRANSFER DEJIGNS, LACQUER

20 -4

FOR RADIO RECEIVER'LOO
THREE CIRCUIT TUNER

-MATER/AL

/.
i

I

-- CLEATJkX/

rf

y 1-,
1

24q

a

q..AÉrg
1,1

P

3X+L /(

/2--_M

j

I- VARIABLE CONDENSER -.0005

100

I

O

-GRID CONDENSER-.00025
I GRID LEAK - 2 MEG.

CIRCUIT ACK
6- LETTERED BINDING POSTS

/- SINGLE

-

I -PANEL X7X /2'
/-SOCKET -'U V. 199
-RHEOSTAT- 20 OHM
.2-DIALS -3`
/ BASEBOARD- TX 6 XI/4

e`

25
25
.20
.60

25
.25
.50

-6= BATTERY 22¡f V 100

3-i4' -DRY CELLS

-PHONE PLUG
-PAIR PHONES
-Uv /99 TUBE
WIRE AND SOLDER
TOTAL
CABINET COST
TOTAL COST

150

25
350
2.00
.15

1/270
2.50

/S2Ó

./O

1

Bl'

i

D

MOULD/NO

NOTE:- PANELS ON FRONT AND ENDS ARE MADE BY
MOULDING. FIN /SH EDGES OF TOP AND
ATTACHING
Der TOM WITH MOULD,NG.OECORATE TOP AND FRONT PANELS_

The constructor, of course, does not
have to strictly adhere to the dimensions given. He can place the batteries outside of the cabinet, thereby
making the set itself smaller. However, this does not produce such a
neat job and it is advised that all
a..cessories be placed in the cabinet.
.
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A Proven Short Wave Set
By CHARLES H. CALLIES
A front view of the set
showing the placement
of the dials, rheostat and
Note the attracjack.
tive appearance of the
set and the simplicity of
the front panel layout.

ERIE

A rear view of the short

wave receiver showing
placement of parts. Note
that the audio frequency
transformer is mounted
on the panel directly and
is supported by the base.

On our baseboard,
is about to be
which is 3 by 14
described is one covering a range
circuit with inches, reading from
of 18 to 150 meters
right to left, and looka regenerative detector and one
ing at the set from
The two
stage of audio amplification.
the rear, we have the
is
that
the
volume
not
give
quite
will
tubes
needed for good speaker reproduction, but aerial and g r o u n d
the set was built with the idea of feeding binding posts with the
the output of this receiver into a stage of knob controlling the
power pack. It is a compensating condenpower amplification
very simple matter to add another stage ser immediately above.
our
of transformer coupled audio, making Next we have grid
proper allowances for increases in the coil socket. Our
panel and baseboard size. The short wave condenser and leak
rebroadcasting comes in with such clarity are
to the
and beauty of tone, as compared to the
on the
regular reception, that the original idea of
using the output coupled to a power am- coil socket and the
Thereplifier gives us a tone that is probably tube socket.
socket be
sweeter than anything we have been accus - fore, in mounting the iscoil
in such a posisure that the No. 3 post
tomed to.
connection
This assembly is not only efficient to the tion that it will make this direct
in
nth degree, but it presents a compact and possible. The tube socket immediately
front of the audio transformer is our degood -looking unit of
pleasing exterior
is our first
radio apparatus. The receiver in the illus- tector socket, and the nextleftonewe have our
extreme
tration is built around a panel 7 by 15 by audio. To the
for our current, the one
3/16 inches. The two dials on the front, four binding posts
panel being the
reading from left to right, are first the farthest from thenextfront
positive 45 ; the
the
;
the
90
positive
dial
the
second,
and,
control
tuning
single
negative 'B"
and
"A"
negative
next
the
and
top
the
At
regeneration.
the
affecting
which is
"A"
the
positive
finally,
and,
the
on
control
the
have
we
in the center,
screw beThe
panel.
front
the
to
closest
is
either
This
tubes.
two
our
filament of
tween the two -tube sockets supports the
a Carter or Frost 6 -ohm rheostat. At the
The condenser between the
choke coil.
jack.
output
our
is
bottom in the center
tube and the positive
amplifier
the
plate
of
the
on
items
visible
These are the only
under the
front panel with the exception of the four "A" is soldered in somewhere
it will fit the best.
little screws holding the brackets. The two audio -tube socket-where
Looking at the front panel from the rear
screws that separate the audio transformer
we see all our controls and no mistake can
are invisible -they are under the edges of
the two dials and, of course, the screws are be made here.
The antenna may consist of a single wire
flat head and countersunk. The audio
50 feet long, stretched between two suittransformer, because of its four pound 30 to supports,
preferably outdoors. It might
able
weight, has also been placed in the exact
indoors, if necessary, strung
position where it will be supported by the also be located
moulding or in the attic.
baseboard as well as by screws on the around the picture
The ground connection should be a good
front panel.

one preferably leading to a water pipe.
In preliminary testing the aerial coil,
which is the one that has next to the smallest amount of wire on, should be inserted

antenna coupling
condenser should be turned all the way in.
The rheostat which also serves as a switch,
should be turned on to about the normal
operating voltage of the tubes. With the
phones plugged in, the receiver may be
tested with the left -hand or antenna condenser set approximately half way in or at
the "50" setting on our scale. The regenerative condenser is then to be turned slowly
in the coil socket and the

THE receiver that

-a

-a

soldered

directly
contacts

-a

5

CHOKE COIL OPTIONAL

ANTENNA TUNING

CONDENSER

.000025
MF.

over its entire range. As this is done, a
"plunk" will be heard at some point indicating that the receiver has gone into oscillation. Possibly if the regenerative control
condenser is increased further, a steady
squeal will be heard. If the pitch of the
squeal varies with a slight adjustment of the
antenna tuning condenser, it indicates that a
station is being heard.
The complete list of parts which are employed in the assembly of this unit follows:
LIST OF PARTS
2 vernier dials.
1 6 -ohm rheostat.
1 1- spring jack.
(2.00014 -mf. condensers,
1 short wave kit
1 set coils 18 -150 meters with socket, and
antenna condenser.)
1 audio -frequency transformer.
2 tube sockets.
1 pair brackets.
1 .00015 -mf. condenser with grid leak clips.
1 7- megolm resistor.
1 choke coil.
1 7x15x3/16 panel.
1 3x14x3/16 panel.
6 binding posts.
\Vires, lugs, screws, etc.
(Names of manufacturers of parts for
this set supplied on request.)
THE TOOLS REQUIRED IN BUILDING
THE SHORT WAVE SET
Pliers, several kinds.
Screw drivers, several sizes.
Hammer, hacksaw and blades.
Hand drill.
Twist drills, several sizes.
Scriber.
Center -punch.
Soldering iron, electric or other type.
Wire solder, self -fluxing or plain solder and
non-corrosive flux.
Rule, steel or wood.
Center finder for dials.
1 three or four cornered reamer and handle
for expanding panel holes for shafts,

jacks, etc.

in the text. More experienced radio
The schematic diagram of the short wave receiver described
X in the diagram a choke coil
fans will doubtlessly follow this hook -up. At the point marked
connected in paralmay be inserted, but this is optional with the builder. Two or more dry cells
lel should be used for the operation of the 1% volt tubes.

Small tool and awl handle very useful.
Volt and ammeters for testing set and batteries.
1 countersink.
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RADIO ORACLE

Letters addressed
In this department we publish questions and answers which we feel are of interest to the novice anda amateur,
personal answer is desired.
to this department cannot be answered free. A charge of 50c. is made for all questions where

TESTING TRANSFORMERS

F. Hayes, Nome, Alaska, writes:
Please tell me how to test audio frequency transformers for short circuits and slight
defects.
A. 1. Audio frequency transformers can be
tested by means of a 40 -watt light in series with
the regular light lines and transformer windings.
The test is made for both the primary and sec ondary. The lamp should light with somewhat
less than normal brilliancy when in series with the
primary and should not light when in series with
the secondary, there being a slight sparking at the
when the connection is made and
terminals,
broken. If you do not want to try this, you can
use a voltmeter or ammeter in series with the
battery and the winding of the transformer. If a
short circuit exists, the reading will be practically
the same as if the two ends of the test leads
were connected directly together, but if there is
no short -circuit, the reading should he consider ablyably less when the transformer is in the circuit.

(542)

H.

TO

Q. 1.

R.F. OSCILLATOR

(543) O. Berjeau, Arlington, N. J., asks:
Q. 1. Will you publish the necessary data for
the construction of an R.F. Oscillator deriving
its power from the lighting main's?
A. 1. A diagram of a simple oscillator that
takes all of its energy from the power mains is
shown on this page. A unit such as this is quite
useful to the home constructor in making tests on
receivers. It sends out energy in much the same
way as any broadcasting station, and it can be
tuned to deliver this energy at any frequency between 500 and 1500 kc. (600 and 200 meters).
on
It makes use of a 201A tube and will operate
If the latter is
110 volts either AC or DC.
ELECTRIC LIGHT BULB

BANK

OF

FIXED CONDENSERS

110V. LAMPS

4

Oa

+SET O
tCHARGE R
-SET

O

ó

2

110 VOLTS

The hook -up of the radio -frequency oscillator.
used, the device will only function when terminal
No. 2 is connected to the positive side of the line.
The coils, Ll and L2 may be wound on a single
piece of tubing 3%" long, having an outside diam". L1 consists of 50 turns of No. 26
eter of
Ll, conD.C.C. wire, and L2 spaced ''/y" from Both
coils
sists of 40 turns of the same size wire.
direction.
same
are wound in the
The condenser, C, should have a maximum
Any ordinary electric
capacity of .0005 nifd.
cirlight bulb of 25 watt rating is shown in the
is to be
cuit. If by any chance the oscillator light
bulb
used on a 220 volt circuit, the electric
this
should be replaced by one suitable for use on
voltage, and should be rated at 50 watts. If this
and
oscillator is supplied with alternating current
is placed within a few feet of the receiver, it will
it if
be possible to tune -in the signal generated byheard
the receiver is in good condition. The noteis supwill be a low pitched hum. If the unit
plied with direct current it will not be directly
the reaudible. However, if the receiver isto ofproduce
generative type it will be possibleis oscillating. a
set
the
when
whistle,
heterodyne

2

"SUPERHET" TROUBLES

(544) B. H. Blaker, Westfield, N. J., writes:
Q. 1. I hooked up a superheterodyne using Vic toreen transformers, following the circuit Itshown
does
in the current number of Radio Review.me where
not work satisfactorily. Can you tell
the trouble might lie.
A. 1. We believe that what has happened is
hookthat you have followed the Madison -Moore
up a little too faithfully in wiring your Victoreen
can
transformers
The Victoreen
transformers.
be used, but where you got into trouble was when
coupler.
you hooked up the oscillator
You will note in looking over the recent article
in Radio Review, that in the Victoreen circuit
the oscillator variable condenser is really connected
across both windings, i. e., the total inductance of
both windings is used in shunt with .0005 condenser. In the Madison -Moore hook -up the .0005
oscillator variable condenser is connected across

only one of the oscillator coupler windings, and in
consequence you only reach to about 300 meters.
The thing to do is to follow the Victoreen hookup in connecting up the oscillator coupler with
particular respect to the oscillator variable condenser, but take care to connect the pick -up coil
in the plate circuit of the first detector, as the
Madison -Moore circuit indicates.

TO

I

NIE

TO

+A

ON SET

TO

-A

ON

ABOX

GND.

TO

-1

y1

T

0

SET

- CHARGER

SET

FILTER

The Abox filter should be connected to the radio set, when D.C. is available, as shown above.
ABOX FILTER
(545) John Hannigan, Painted Post, New
York, writes:
Q. 1. I recently purchased an Abox filter from
a friend, and as he lost the diagram that came
with it, I ans unable to connect it properly. Will
you please publish the correct method for using
this filter with D.C. current.
A. 1. The simple installation shown on this
page is recommended.
Connect three ordinary
lamp sockets in parallel and then connect the
hank in series with one side of your direct current supply and between the line and the Abox
filter. By varying the rating of the lamps, receivers consuming varying amounts of current
may be operated. The following table shows the
rating of lamps to be used in the bank for varying amounts of current required by the receiver:
Rating of lamps in bank
Current required by set
140 watts
1
ampere
""
165
1/ "
190
1%
"
13/4
220
"
2
""
250

I.

ANT.

275
2%
"
"
Note that it will he necessary to place a % to
1
mfd. fixed condenser in series between the
ground connection and the set and another fixed
condenser of similar capacity between the set and
the antenna. A direct current charger can be
used with the Abox filter to operate your radio
However, if the current supplied by the
set.
charger is more than .34 amperes in excess of the
current required by your set, we do not recommend its use as it will run up your light bill
and cause the Abox filter to require very frequent additions of distilled water. If a direct current charger is used it should be connected
as
through the Abox Filter to the set, the samemfd.
any other type of charger, and % mfd. to 1
between
fixed condensers should he connected
ground and set. and between antenna and set as
shown in the diagram.

TROUBLE IN THE VICTOREEN
(548)
writes :

R.

C.

Andover,

Ironwood,

Michigan,

Q. 1. I have a Victoreen radio and would like
to know if I can place the coils straight, instead
of on an angle as it would make a better job. I
am bothered with a lot of interference and I
think by shielding I will reduce some of it.
A. 1. If you shield your Victoreen and have
shielding between the stages, so that the coils you
refer to are in separate compartments the angular
placement can probably be done away with. Before bothering to put in the shielding, remove the
loop (or antenna and ground) Irons the set and
see whether the noise decreases or is entirely
eliminated. If all the noise stops when the pickup
systems are removed, shielding will do you no
good, as your pickup of noises would be entirely

through the antenna.

IMPROVING A T. R. F. SET
(549) K. Milton, Barnegat, N. J., asks:
Q. I. I have a five -tube T. R. F. Set and desire to improve its sensitivity and selectivity.
Can I add another tube, and how, in order to do
the above?
A. 1. Instead of adding another tube we would
suggest that you either reduce the primaries of
the radio frequency coils, or add regeneration to
the detector. This can be done by winding a
three-inch coil with 20 turns of No. 22 D.C.C.
wire and placing it at the grid end of the detector coil. This coil, should of course, be wound
in the same direction as the detector coil. A variable resistance, say from 0 to 50,000 ohms can be
used, shunted across this coil to control regeneration.
CONTROLLING REGENERATION
(550) A. Sohn, Bronxville, New York, asks:
Q. 1. Can you give me a method for controlling regeneration whereby the tickler coil can remain more or less stationary?

AMPLIFICATION FACTORS

(546) Harry D. Reirs, Merton, Neb., asks:
1. Why is it that while tubes intended for
high
radio frequency amplification usually have a espeamplification factor, audio frequency, and
cially power tubes, have a much lower one?
A. 1. If the amplification factor were the only
thing to he considered, doubtless all tubes would
However, there are a great
have a high one.
many other things to be considered when designing a tube. For reasons which need not be stated
here, a high amplification factor means a high
Now a high impedance means that
impedance.
the plate current will be comparatively small if
that
ordinary "B" battery voltages are used, so
when a large plate current is required it is necessary for the impedance to be low and incidentally, of course, also the amplification factor.
Radio frequency amplification should only be
used when signals are weak, and in these circumstances a large plate current is not necessary.
What is necessary, however, is a high amplification factor, as there is little or no step -up effect
in radio frequency couplings. Consequently, high
impedance tubes, with high amplification factors
are generaliy used in radio frequency stages.
For audio frequency amplification, on the other
hand, a large plate current is essential if great
volume is to he obtained. Although this means
that low -impedance tubes with low amplification
factors must be used, the disadvantage of the latter is overcome by using step -up transformers between the audio frequency stages.
Q.

R.C.A. CONE
(547) J. Constantine Vecchio, Rockville Center,

L. I., asks.
Q. 1. Can you tell

me the

thickness of Ilse

parchment diaphragm used in the R.C.A. loud
speaker?
A. 1. The diaphragm parchment is about 7 mils
thick. The first diaphragms however, were made
of a good quality of wrapping paper.

-

A-

A4-13-

b+

One of the simplest methods of controlling regeneration.
A. 1. You will find illustrated on this page
a simple and efficient method for the controlling
of regeneration by means of a high resistance in

Although the circuit shown
the tickler leads.
here is a standard three -circuit receiver this method may he used in any circuit which employs regeneration. The resistance should have a range of
about 0 to 500,000 ohms.

FREQUENCY AND WAVELENGTH
(551) F. Kuntz, Jacksonville, Florida, asks:
Q. 1. Can you give use formulae for determining the frequency when the wavelength is known
and vice versa?
A. 1. To ascertain the frequency when the
wavelength is known use the following formula:
300,000

Frequency in kilocycles=
Wavelength in meters
To ascertain wavelength when the frequency is
becomes:
formula
the
known,
Wavelength in

meters-

300,000

Frequency in kilocycles
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Scientific Humor
WIND PROOF

ARTISTS BOTH-THEY DRAW

dentist's chair) Wow!
They told me you were a dental genius, but
I could have pulled that tooth myself. I
didn't imagine, beforehand, it would pain me
so much, either.
They do call me an
DENTIST (suavely)
artist, and I draw your tooth, from life, but
it does not follow you have a similar genius,
because you draw pain from your imagination.-Ashley N. Chandler.
(in

PATIENT

MAKING IT HOT FOR
THE STUDE
CHEMISTRY
PROF: If you

:

wanted

When better locomotives are made, Westinghouse will brake them. -Smith O'Brien.

street

with a
radio set under
his arm called
out, "How do
you like the new
radio set ?"
FRIEND: T h e
bloomin' thing is
no good."

$i'
FIRST MAN
FRIEND: The
:

How's that?
dealer told me I could tune

in Los Angeles on the seventh tap. Well, I
tapped the set seven times and didn't get a

sound. -Burl Knutson.

MARKING THE PLACE
"They couldn't find any pieces of
that aviator after he lit."
WILL: "But I heard there was a funeral
held."
JIM
"They just filled up the hole he
macle and put a tombstone over it." -John
H. Spicer.
JIM :

PROOF CONCLUSIVE
LITTLE FRANK

:

What makes you
think that street
cars are being
run by electricity?
LITTLE

Because

MARY:

they
stop

start and
shockingly. -Pant
S. Katigbak.

THIS JOKE WAS HALF REFUSED
AVIATOR
"Dandy little 'plane that. Nice
fuselage, too."
"What's fuselage ?"
FIRST BYSTANDER
"I know; that's a lot of
SECOND DITTO
guns going off at once."
"You're wrong, that's
THIRD DITTO:
Fuselage is a kind of glue."fusilade.
:

:

:

Harvard Taft, Rep. No. 27,958.

I'd use cold.
Cold!
But why cold?
Well, if I was in a
STUDENT:
hurry, I wouldn't want to take the
time to heat the water. James P.
Kinton.

:

:

SHOCKING
How do you make hydrogen?
It is very simple. All you must
PUPIL
do is electrocute water. -Willy Walker.
TEACHER:

A man driving a very large car on a
country road found that he was out of gas
with only forty cents in his pockets, so he
drove up to a gas station and said, "One gallon of gas, please."

The garage keeper looked surprised.
"What are you trying to do, wean it ?" he
asked. Ernest

cnch.

11

NOT ECLIPSED YET
MR.

(in a

spirit

receive daily from one to
two hundred contributions to
this department. Of these only
one or two are available. li'e desire to
publish only scientific humor and all
contributions should be original if possible. Do not copy jokes from old
books or other publications as they
have little or no chance here. By
scientific humor we Mean only Such
jokes as contain something of a scientific nature. Note our prise winners.
Write each joke on a separate sheet
and sign your name and address to it.
Write only out one side of sheet. We
cannot return unaccepted jokes. Please
do not enclose return postage.
All jokes published here are paid
for at the rate of one dollar each, besides the first prise of three dollars
for the best joke submitted each
month. In the event that two people
send in the same joke so as to tie for
the prise, then the sum of three dollars
in cash will be paid to each one.
WE

AL

HOT
ICE
CHEM.

Name

of brareading)
Well, Henrietta,
I see that you
have a real rival
at last.
:

MRS. HENPECK

(bristling)

A
real rival at last?
What do you
mean, Henry?
:

Well, this article says
MR. HENPECK
that the new transatlantic cable has a capacity of 2,500 words a minute, or 41 2/3 words
a second. -Smith O'Brien.
:

NO GROUNDS FOR BELIEVING
THIS YARN
ELEC. PROF.: "Define a grounded circuit."
BRIGHT PUPIL "A grounded circuit is a
:

circuit to which the Earth has been accidently or purposely fastened.James L.
Breslove.

BEE-LEAVE- ME!

/t.

MRS. MCFANN

telephone,
(on
Oh,
weeping)
John, there's a
big humble bee
in the house!
:

*.

1i'

1=-114-

He's buzzing
around the baby,
and I'm afraid
he'll sting the
darling. I don't
know what to do !
Nonsense, Janet. Switch on
MCFANN
the "B" eliminator.-G. T. Evans.

TAKE OFF ONE AND USE THE
OTHER

PROF:

liquid that won't
freeze.

-

sudden

:

some

water.
Roberts.

HENPECK

vado,

:

H o t
Milton

PLANT OPERATOR (to assistant)
I thought you told me you

"Dumturned on
the street lights at 6:30. For two cents I'd
-well-the generator near you is a liar
identical with yourself !"
"How
ASSISTANT (meekly and gulping)
bell

come ?"

PLANT OPERATOR

SCIENTY SIMON, SCIENTIST

n

LS

GGNG!

:

!

-how

GEE!

THAT GAS
LEAK DOWN THERE
5TiLL
AMO GETTINCr

ONLY NEEDED A LEAN MIXTURE

:

STUDE:

A LENGTHY YARN
The story about the discovery of
rubber is very interesting.
I suppose it was stretched a lot.
BLINKS
JINKS

S T U DENT:
PROF

A man seeing
his friend walking down the

BUM 5ET!1

to

make a salt
solution in a
hurry, would
you use hot
or cold water?

PARAPHRASING BUICK
HOW SOME TUNE

Why did you shingle your hair?
SIZE: Just to make it weathertight and
keep the colds out of my head.-John H.
Spicer.
Hr.:

First Prize $3.00

:

%
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::::SCIECICE
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`

"Two-phased!"

:
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LATEST PATE
STRINGED MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

PORTABLE SCREEN FOR
BATHING PURPOSES

SPELLING TOY

Louisa
Emma
This portable
Stockton.
bathing screen combines a shoulder
piece having two loops carrying a
fabric cover. A fabric screen extends from the shoulder to the feet
and has a vertical slit or opening
in the front.
No.

1,599,798,

issued

to

VIBRATING CHAIR

1,611,533,

gun is economical in operation.

No. 1,599,156, issued to Samuel
Wilnin and W. Teichner. The toy
shown above is especially useful in
teaching children how to spell. A
device consisting of a man with a
bell is moved past the letters until
it strikes an arm which causes the
bell to ring. The toy is placed
in a box with a hinged lid.

No.. 1,600,061, issued to Earl Pagett.
This novel musical instrument consists of a stringed instrument of the
violin type mounted on a horn. A
sound box and a vibrating diaphragm are placed under the' strings.

INSECT GUN

issued to Walter
Bruno Erwin Kirsten. This novel
device consists of a small liquid shot nozzle, and main barrel which
contains the liquid. The inner walls
of the barrel form an acute angle
with the liquid -shot nozzle. The
No.

EMERGENCY HEATER
No. 1,611,881, issued to William
Allen Brown. This heater consists
of detachable heating and lighting

TOY

CROSSWORD-PUZZLE
BLOCK

issued to George
The object of this invention is to produce a set of lettered
blocks in which the letters are arranged to form cross and lengthwise
extending words when the blocks are
positioned according to a given design or patent. Some of the surfaces of the blocks are provided
with a letter and the remaining surNo.

1,604,127,

Lambert.

faces with an ornament.

No. 1,604.187, issued to George M.

Miller. The drawings above show
a cross-section elevation and a perspective view of this toy. The toy
comprises a receptacle having a
filler hole and a siphon tube permanently secured in the receptacle.
The toy represents a diminutive refinery and may readily be tilted to
start the siphon action.

lamps which are protected by a
shade. The heating unit is surrounded by vertical flues which allow the heat to be dissipated
throughout the room. The heating
and lighting bulbs are equipped with
switches so that the device may
give heat or light, or both. The
heater is small and compact.

No. 1,615,615, issued to Michael F.

Cannon and Orville Markel. The
device shown above is a vibrating
chair to be used in medical treatment. An unbalanced shaft driven
by a motor causes the chair to
vibrate back and forth.

ELECTRIC BARBER'S
SCISSORS

No. 1,614.379, issued to Umberto
Miozza. This invention comprises
a motor actuated scissors for barber's use in which the drive mechanism for one of the blades is supported in a casing on the handle

MILK -CAN OPENER
AND HOLDER

MIRROR MAKING

IMO

.,

ror-metal.

No. 1,599,992, issued to Charles A.
De Velbiss. The combined can
opener and holder has a pair of
circular clamps which extend around
the milk can, a handle which rests
against the can and an opener
pivotally mounted on the handle.
This device combines an opener, a
stopper or sealer and a holder.

described devices
NOTICE TO READERS. The above illustrated and not
as yet to our
have recently been issued patent protection but are
advise
that it is imto
regret
We
market.
knowledge available on the
possible to supply the names and addresses of inventors of the above devices to any of our readers.

Each blade

that the scis-

No. 1,604,459, issued to Robert E.
Lyons. The process of making this
mirror consists in applying a nonmetallic color -film to the surface of
the glass to be decorated, treating
such color -film with a solution which
renders it wettable and applying to
the treated color -film the solution
used in depositing the desired mir-

IIII II

c

of the second blade.
has a finger grip so

The only records available, and they are at

HAND WEAPON

No. 1,598,784, issued to Walter S.
Rae, Robert B. Reynolds and Victor Bailey. The hand weapon
shown below provides an efficient
means for emitting an incapacitating
gas such as tear gas, sneeze gas,
or the like. The weapon is constructed in a form of a policeman's
mace, and has a trigger mechanism
for setting the gas generator into
action. By means of electricity a

cartridge

containing the poisonous
gas is set off. The gas
issues from the nozzle.
continuing u n t i l
the cartridge is
expended.

sors may be easily guided. One of
the blades has a curved haft. The
simplicity and advantages of this
type of construction will doubtless
be perfectly apparent to those skilled
in the art of hair cutting. One side
of the casing is closed by means of
This plate may be
a cover plate.
removed so that repairs can be
made upon the mechanism.

the Patent Office at Washington, D. C., give only the addresses of the
inventors at the time of application for a patent. Many months have
elapsed since that time, and those records are necessarily inaccurate.
Therefore, kindly do not request such information as it is practically im-EDITOR.
possible to obtain up -to -date addresses.
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The "Oracle" is for the sole benefit of all scientific students. Questions
will be answered here for the benefit of all but only matter of sufficient interest will be published. Rules under which questions will be answered:
1.
Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten
or else written in ink; no penciled matter considered.

ANEMOMETER
(2170) Moses Warren, Lynn, Mass., asks:
Q. 1. Why are hemispheres used as vanes on an
anemometer?
A. 1. The hemispheres used on the arms of an
anemometer are constructed in that manner in
order to obtain a stream line effect and also so that
the pressure will be constant.
Q. 2. In a bismuth- antimony couple, which way
should the current pass for a cold joint?
A. 2. In the Peltier cross composed of bismuth
and antimony, the current should pass from the bismuth to the antimony element for a cold joint.
The effect of cold produced by a Peltier cross is
very small and depends to quite a great extent
upon the amperage used.

BUILDING AN INDUCTION COIL
(2171) Mr. I. Cohen, Toronto, Ont., asks:
Q. 1. Can you give me the necessary data
for building an induction coil to give a 2" or 3"
spark, stating the size of wire and other details?

3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets.
Questions
addressed to this department cannut be answered by mail free of charge.
4. If a quick answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 50 cents is
made for each question. If the questions entail considerable research work
or intricate calculations, a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will
be informed as to the fee before such questions are answered.

The materials should be thoroughly mixed dry
and then wet clown to the consistency of common
mortar, constantly stirring the mass as the wetting proceeds. A rough mold shaped to fit the
tuyere opening, a trowel, and a few minutes' time
are all that are needed to complete the successful
cloying of the forge. This mixture dries hard and
when glazed by the fire will last.
A. 2. Plastic Modeling Clay. -A permanently
plastic clay can be obtained by first mixing potters clay with glycerine, turpentine, or similar
bodies, and then adding vaseline or petroleum
residue rich in vaseline. The proportion of clay
to the vaseline varies according to the desired
consistency of the product, the admixture of vase line varying from 10 to 50 per cent. It is obvious
that the hardness of the material decreases with
the amount of vaseline. By the use of various
varieties of clay and the suitable choice of admixtures, the plasticity, as well as the color of the
mass, may be varied.

writes

Mr. O.

Roseau, Minn.,

E. Bergstrom,

:

Q. 1. I am enclosing several queries regarding
the treatment of electric burns which I wish you
would answer for me.
We have referred your various queries
A. 1.
regarding the treatment of burns to our Staff
Medical Expert, and his composite reply is given

below.

"The burn you have described is evidently a
second to a third class burn and the best method
of treatment is in the application of picric acid.
This is slightly antiseptic and allays the pain incident to all of these types of burns.
Lately, medical men have had a great deal of

10,
INDUCTION COIL DESIGN
The constructional design of a 2" spark coil
is shown in the diagram above. Q. 2171.
A. 1. A 2" spark coil may be assembled
according to the following directions: Annealed
soft iron wire, No. 22, is used for the core. the
diameter of which is 1 %" and the length
10 ".
The primary coil consists of 200 turns of
No. 14 double cotton -covered copper wire, wound
The secondary consists of 31
in two layers.

pounds of No. 38 double cotton -covered copper
The condenser used across the vibrator
wire.
terminals should have a capacity of 1 mfd. A
coil of this type works very well on 6 to 12
volts, the necessary current to be furnished by
dry cells or by reducing the D.C. house current to a proper value. The primary and secondary are best separated by the use of Micarta
or empire cloth, and the layers of the secondary
may also be separated in this manner.
(2172)
asks:

LIGHT FROM STARS

Mr. H.

C.

Long,

Tishomingo,

Miss.,

1.

CLAYS

(2173) Mr. J. B. Barclay. Shanghai, asks:
Please give me a formula for a claying
ure for forges.
Q. 2. What is the formula for a plastic modeling clay similar to Plasticine?
A. 1.
Claying Mixture for Forges.-Twenty
parts fire clay 20 parts cast -iron turnings; 1 part
common salt; % part sal ammoniac; all by measmixt1.

;

ure.

cienee and
Invention
THE HEARER Or THIS
IS AN

There is a certain star that is so far
from the earth that it takes the light from this
star 10 years to reach the earth. Should this
star cease to shine tonight, would the people on
this earth know it ten years from tonight or
would they know it at once?
A. 1. Granted that the light ceased instantaneously, with no symptoms of a change
which may he interpreted in advance of the
phenomena, the people on the earth would have
no indication that the star had ceased to emit
light until the last wave had reached the earth,
ten years after the extinction.
Q.

success in excising the necrotic areas and then
resorting to skin graft when necessary, although
this was only required in a few cases as the healing took place very readily after the necrotic
tissue had been removed.
There is no reason why a Dakin irrigation would
not be effective, but it surely would be no better
than the old method of using soap and water or
boracic acid.
There is always a danger of infection from a
severe burn and a great danger of auto- intoxication. This, however, should be over in five to six
days but has occasionally persisted for twice this
period. A prompt epidermization prevents absorption of a toxic substance formed during the injury. An injection of digalen can be used and
coffee or other stimulants given. Water should be
drunk freely to aid elimination. Morphine is occasionally given, but in cases of shock care must
be taken that the blood pressure is not further
lowered. The main idea in preventing pain is to
exclude air from the burn. This, of course, means
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dusting powders or oils are generally

placed over the area of the wound. At the same
time, excluding the air interferes greatly wills the
plans of management in accordance with antiseptic
precautions. We believe that picric acid dressings
would be superior to a Dakin solution.
For superficial burns use a bandage or pad of
eight or ten thicknesses of muslin, saturated with
olive oil.

CALCULATING CENTRIFUGAL FORCE
(2175) Mr. Nick Doutantes, Chicago, Ill.,
writes:

Q. 1. Please indicate for nie the formula for
fiudhig centrifugal force.
A. 1. We are giving you below the formula
necessary for the calculation of centrifugal force.

V=

27I-RN

;F

-Wv2

gR
In the formula, R the radius of the curved
60

path in feet, F the centrifugal force exerted upon
the arm or cord connecting the body with the
shaft, \V the weight of the body in pounds, N
the number of revolutions per minute, V linear
velocity of the center of gravity of the body in
feet per second, G 32.174.

IMITATION NUGGETS
(2176) Q. 1. Mr. Cohick, Olive View, Calif.,
sends us a metallic nugget and ask how to produce such in imitation of gold.
A. 1. We believe that the imitation gold nugget that you submitted to us is made of brass.
Probably it is made into the form that it takes by
dropping the molten metal into loose sand or
earth. If the metal tends to spread over too great
a surface, make small, irregular indentations in
the surface and pour the molten material into them.

INVENTION MAGAZINE

THE PUDLISHF.RS OF SCIENCE

VENTION.

/

FRAME

WINDING

TREATING ELECTRICAL BURNS
(2174)

PRIMARY

SOFT STEEL

LIFTING MAGNETS
(2177)
writes:

Mr.

G.

C.

Lutes,

Rushville,

Ind.,

Q. 1. I have both AC and DC available. but
I am anxious to obtain information on an AC

lifting magnet. Can you furnish me with this?
A. 1. There has been no development in AC
magnets which corresponds to the DC lifting
magnet, and about the only good example of an
AC holding magnet is the no- voltage release on
circuit breakers, oil switches, and motor starters.
As the lifting power depends upon the square of
the flux density, soft steel is usually used for
the frame because of its permeability, in cast form
for D.C., and laminated for A.C. A powerful lifting magnet might have the following dimensions: The diameter of the inner pole is approximately 7 ". 7,304 turns of No. 28 enamel
wire are wound on the pole. This coil of wire
should be 2 2/10" long and 1" thick. The outer
pole is made to encase the inner, and also encloses the coil. The coils in the portative magnet are entirely enclosed, and the heat must be
transmitted through the iron before it can be
radiated. For this reason the coils are not rated
the same as those which are exposed to the air.
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The Wonders of Our Nervous System
(Continued from paye 113)
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there the corresponding imprints. As long
as it moves about over other parts, it seems
to have vanished, to be confused but as
soon as its own image is encountered, it
shines up both clear and sharp as a "memory image." We recognize the image as
already seen in the past, as something
known, as a key and switch it off automatically to another neuron into that center
where we are accustomed to send an object
after we recognize it. This is the center
of speech.
Speech is our principal, almost exclusive
means of expression, and twice in our lives
we learn how to speak. The first time as
children it is purely optical and acoustic,
while we imitate grown -up people and react to the sight of special objects with special sounds. They will say that is called a
key, and we imitate the sound of the word
key the second time WC learn to speak is
when we learn to read and to write. Then
we find out that not only the object picture
of a key is called "key," but that there is
also a letter picture of a key. This letter
picture for the later life of man is at least
as important as the object picture, and indeed for the intellectual man far more important. The intellectual man experiences
much more through the letter image than
through the object image of the world. We
all know Africa, India, Japan and the Polar
ice.
We know almost perfectly ancient
Egypt, Rome, the Trojan War, the Crusades, and the discovery of America, and
would know at once where we were, if we
were transported into one of these epochs,
all through letter pictures that we have absorbed by reading.
The letter pictures are impressed on a
special part of the brain, on the memory
field for word pictures (5). Through years
of daily exercise and habit to develop memory pictures through word pictures, the con-.
nections between both centers are so numerous and so thickly traveled, that we can no
longer see the image of a key without at
once consciously or unconsciously seeing the
word picture "key," and the reverse sense
cannot read the word key anywhere, with out at the same instant finding in our memory the object image of a key.
In the case of every common word this
reproduction of the word itself no more
impresses itself on the consciousness than
does the hardness of street pavement as we
walk. All familiar objects operate automatically and unconsciously. If we look
;

-

;

upon words more or less difficult and seldom
used, such as for instance Fujiyama, we will
perceive that in speaking this name we not
only will picture to ourselves a snow -covered
smoking mountain, but also the letter image,
Fujiyama. And the same is the case if we
express Tut -ankh -Amen. If we utter such
a word we set into motion the speaking
muscles in the line of letters "sweeping before us" through a new nerve region, the
motor speech center (6). In the case of
common words we are no more conscious of
this mechanism than is the pianist of his
finger play in a piece of music which he is

Radio Wrinkles Wanted !
The Radio Editor, Mr. Paul E.
Welker, wants to hear from you,
if you have a good idea or wrinkle.
Make a pencil or pen and ink
sketch of the contrivance, write 50
words or so of description, and
mail to the Radio Editor, c/o this
magazine.

performing, but as children we learn laboriously to speak, and later we learn to read
and write, to play the piano or use the typewriter, and we learn a foreign language;
thus we can clearly, by reading a text, follow the not rather difficult shifting of the
nerve current from the optical speech center
to the motor speech center.
This

motor

center

discovered

by the

French scientist Broca, and known under
the name of "Broca's center," can be compared to the keyboard of a piano or also
to that of an electric piano. By the switching of certain wire conductors, nerves (7),
this keyboard sets into motion the different
parts of the speech apparatus in the larynx

(8), the muscles, ligaments and mucous
membrane of the larynx, the diaphragm,
ribs, neck and mouth muscles, or else holds
them in position and so creates the involved
mechanical requirement of the enunciation
of single syllables.

Articles In June
"Radio News"
Radio Guides the Battle Fleet,
By Lieut. H. F. Breckel
Television in Darkness,

By A. Dinsdale

Radio Television Demonstrated in
America,
By H. Winfield Secor

Easy Construction for the "Ham,"
By John L. Reinartz
New Power Pack and Power Amplifier,
By McMurdo Silver
The DeLuxe System of Reception,
By Arthur H. Lynch
The Interbalanced Regenerative Receiver
The Transoceanic Telephone Interflex

The Jewell Adapter Unit
The New Raytheon "A -B -C" Power Unit

What Tuning Really Does Electrically

It is not necessary to emphasize the fact
that we are using analogies here for the
three technical images, the reflex action of
the knee tendon, skin sensitiveness, the seeing and speaking act, that we are using
visual comparisons by which we picture to
ourselves unknown and, therefore, unintelligible processes, so as to picture them
clearly. But the great analogy of the nerve
system which, omitting details, and taken as
a whole, it possesses with the electrical apparatus of our technique, stakes such comparisons appear justified if the reader at
the beginning as well as at the end of this
presentation realizes we do not know with
certainty the true nature of nerve excitation.
Consequently the bio- technical sense of the
individual parts have to give expression to
what we know in the state of our present
information, which is open to change and
not vet fixed and definite.- Koslaos.

CREDIT NOTICE
The article entitled "Distant Hot -Water
Control" appearing on page 23 of the May
number, should have contained credit to the
Timeostat Corporation for the illustrations.
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Don't Lose Your Rights
Before disclosing your invention to anyone trend for blank form "Evidence of
Conception" to be signed and witnessed.
A sample form together with printed instructions will show you just how to work
up your evidence and establish your rights

In this Department we publish such matter as is of interest to inventors and particularly to those
who are in doubt as to certain patent phases. Regular inquiries addressed to "Patent Advice" cannot
be answered by mail free of charge. Such inquiries are published here for the benefit of all readers.
If the idea is thought to be of importance, we make it a rule not to divulge all details, in order to
protect the inventor as far as it is possible to do so.
Should advice be desired by mail a nominal charge of $1.00 is made for each question. Sketches
and descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on.
NOTE: -Before mailing your letter to this department, see to it that your name and address are
upon the letter and envelope as well. Many letters are returned to us because either the name of
the inquirer or his address is incorrectly given.

before filing application for patent. As
registered patent attorneys we represent
hundreds of inventors all over the U. S.
and Canada in the advancement of inventions. Our schedule of fees will be found
reasonable. The form "Evidence of Conception" sample, instructions relating to
obtaining of patent and schedule of fees
post
sent upon request. Ask for them,
card will do.

-a

DEFRAUDED
(1021) John T. Bold, Springfield, Ohio, writes:
as a reader of your publication may I ask for
timely informative advice about ideas, discoveries
or inventions, basically principled and patentable?
Several are very simple, easily made, but give
Some of my
results far beyond expectation.
friends had excellent patents which were marketable and might have been profitable to both manufacturer and inventor, but the patentees were completely manipulated out of their profits by the

Registered Patent Attorneys in U.& and Canada
255 Ouray Bldg., Washington, D. C.
"Originators of form Evidence of Conception"

.r''

._.`I'

"..'ltx'!-.':`

manufacturers.

..,ive:

TO THE MAN WITH
AN IDEA
I offer a comprehensive, experienced, efficient service for his prompt, legal protection and the development of

his proposition.

Send sketch, or model and description, for advice as to cost, search
through prior United States patents.
etc. Preliminary advice gladly furnished without charge.
My experience and familiarity with
various arts frequently enable me to
accurately advise clients as to probable patentability before they go to
any expense.

INVENTORS

who derive largest profits know
and heed certain
simple but vital
Ottr book Patent -

Write

LACEY & LACEY
644 F

STREET,

WASHINGTON, D.

Established 1869

C.

(1022)
A. A. Munsey, Paden, Okla., writes:
I would like to have sonic more information about
I have tried it out
a perpetual motion device.
and it proves to he successful. Do you think that
it would pay to get a patent on it? Being unable
to carry it out as I would like to, will you please
tell nie what to do about it? Or could you give
nie the names of men who would be interested in
People say it is inn a machine of this nature?
possible to make it, but if enough money is offered
at
once.
it will he presented
A.
SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine has a
standing offer of $5,000.00 which it will pay to the
individual exhibiting at its offices any type of a
perpetual motion machine. By perpetual notion
we refer first to a machine, not to electronic movements or molecular movements in a body. Secondly, the machine must not operate by either atmospheric temperature changes, atmospheric humidity changes, atmospheric pressure changes,
water falls, tides, winds, waves or evaporation.
This would seem to indicate that the mechanism
should be of such a nature that its power is either
self -contained or an article that will work by
gravity or buoyancy. It is obvious that the factors above enumerated are forces which are constantly variable. There are many conditions where
machines would not operate as, for instance, a
device operable by wind, tides, waves, or water

PROTECT

INVENTORS

YOUR IDEAS

Send for our Guide Book, HOW TO GET A PATENT , and Evidence of Invention Blank, sent Free on request. Tells our terms , methods, etc. Send
model or sketch and description of
your invention for INSPECTION and
Name

Street
City

BICYCLE LOCK
(1023) E. A. Mack, Tulsa, Okla., submits a
sketch for a lock for bicycle handle bars and asks
whether we think the idea patentable and whether
it would pay him to patent the same.
A. We certainly do not believe that a handle
bar lock of the nature described by you is of
any practical value. A bicycle with a handle bar
lock on it as indicated can be stolen just as easily
as if it had no lock at all. If an individual would
take the trouble to tow this bicycle away or even
coast away with it for a distance of one or two
city blocks, he would be able to remove the lock
in peace by the dexterous use of a file, a pair of
clippers or anything else required. Loosening up
on the nut at the front of the handle bar which
clamps floe handle bar in place would also permit
the thief to shift the handle bar far enough to
one side to permit of reasonable steering qualities.
We do not advocate applying for a patent on an
article of this nature.

PERPETUAL MOTION

Booklet of valuable information and form
for properly disclosing your idea, free on
request. Write today.
RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer
Washington, D. C.
164 Owen Building,
41V Park Row.
New York City

facts before applying for Patents.
Sense gives those facts; sent free.

I have never disclosed any of my discoveries for
this very reason; therefore, would like to know
if I can prevent being defrauded. My inventions
are in the line of airplanes and helio- dynamics.
A. If any of your friends were defrauded of
any profits then that fraud was perpetrated with
the patentee's thorough sanction and approval.
You must remember that when you patent an
article you have the right to manufacture that
article and you can bring suit against anyone who
niay infringe upon the idea. If you assign your
entire rights to an organization for a small sum
of money, then you have knowingly done so and
there is no fraud there. If the particular articles
subsequently prove to be very valuable, you have
no redress whatsoever and the value is not dependent upon your efforts, but upon the efforts of
the manufacturer and his sales force.

falls could not be placed into a building and be
expected to furnish power.
Before anyone can get a patent on a perpetual
motion machine, it is absolutely essential that a
working model be submitted to the patent office.
If the working model is submitted to SCIENCE AND
INVENTION Magazine first, before the news of its
discovery becomes universal, the successful inventor will be awarded the prize.

INSTRUCTIONS
REASONABLE.
ENCES.

FREE.
BEST

TERMS

REFER-

RANDOLPH & CO.
Dept. 172,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

ANT SHIELD
(1024)
Albert McDowell, Los Angeles, Calif..
submits an idea for an ant shield for tables and
cupboards which consists of a suitable receptacle
adapted to fit the roller -caster on chairs, tables
and the like and so arranged that it can contain
poison. He would like to know whether the sanie
is patentable and also if publication in a magazine
helps one or prevents one from getting a patent.
A. We do not think very much of your suggestion for the prevention of ants and cockroaches
from reaching table -tops and chairs for the simple
reason that both of these insects, and particularly
floe cockroach, can find its way to the table -top via
the walls. The accidental spilling of the poisonous liquid over the floor is a possibility and the
theoretical advantages of the article are negligible
in comparison with the expense and relative
efficiency.
Publication in a magazine sometimes may assist
in the securing of a patent because it establishes
a claim of priority.
On the other hand. patents
in certain foreign countries are rendered impossible by such publication. On the whole, publication assists in the getting of patents and does not
act as any serious detriment. Publication must
not precede application more than two years, otherwise it invalidates the application.

VACUUM BOTTLE LIQUID DISPENSER
(1025)
William Gregson, Ft. Worth, Texas,
submits a suggestion for a vacuum bottle similar
to the thermos bottle provided with a coop top and
also with a pump permitting the contents of the
thermos bottle to be pumped out rather than
poured out as in modern styles. He requests our
advice.

A. We are of the opinion that a pump for lifting the contents of a thermos bottle makes the
article entirely too expensive to warrant its being
patented. The advantages of such a pump system
are questionable. Except in the case of very large
bottles, which are tinned nttly with difficulty. such
a pump is a detriment rather Liam an improvement
on a thermos bottle because the bea' of the liquid
in the bottle is communicated to the cylinder of
the pump and then disseminated in the air. In
an article of this type the general tendency would
lie for the liquid to cool much quicker or to lose
its low temperature much more rapidly than if a
cork were placed in the mouth of the bottle. It
(Continued on page 166)
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At the right is a view of my drafting and specification offices where a
large staff of experienced experts are
in my constant employ.

All drawingsand spec-

ifications are prepared under my personal
supervision.
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Offices
Just Across Street
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Office
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Protect Your Ideas
Counts

Take the First Step Today -Action

have a useful, practical, novel idea for any new article or for an
improvement on an old one, you should communicate with a competent
Registered Patent Attorney AT ONCE. Every year thousands of applications for patents are filed in the U. S. Patent Office. Frequently two or
more applications are made for the same or substantially the same idea
(even though the inventors may live in different sections of the country
and be entirely unknown to one another). In such a case, the burden of
proof rests upon the last application filed. Delays of even a few days in
filing the application sometimes mean the loss of a patent. So lose no
time. Get in touch with me at once by mailing the coupon below.
If you

Inventors

biklotizw,
Free Boo

Prompt, Careful, Efficient Service
This large, experienced organization devotes its entire time and attention
to patent and trademark cases . Our offices are directly across the street
from the U. S. Patent Office. We understand the technicalities of patent
law. We know the rules and requirements of the Patent Office. We can
proceed in the quickest, safest and best ways in preparing an application
for a patent covering your idea. Our success has been built on the
strength of careful. efficient, satisfactory service to inventors and trademark owners located in every state in the Union.

Strict Secrecy Preserved-Write
Me

in Confidence

communications, sketches, drawings, etc., are held in strictest confidence in strong, steel, fireproof files, which are accessible only to authorized members of my staff. Feel free to write me fully and frankly. Your
case will have my personal attention. It is probable that I can help you.
Highest references. But FIRST-clip the coupon and get my free book.
Do THAT right now.
All

No Charge for Information
On How to Proceed
The booklet shown here contains valuable information relating to patent
procedure that every inventor should have. And with it I will send you
my "Record of Invention" form, on which you can sketch your idea and
establish its date before a witness. Such evidence may later prove valuable to you. Simply mail the coupon and I will send you the booklet, and
the "Record of Invention' form, together with detailed information on how
to proceed and the costs involved. Do this NOW. No need to lose a
minute's time. The coupon will bring you complete information entirely
without charge or obligation.

Clarence
A. O'Brien
Registered Patent Attorney
Member of Bar of : Supreme Court of the United States;
Court of Appeals, District of Columbia ; Supreme Court,
District of Columbia; United States Court of Claims.
PRACTICE CONFINED EXCLUSIVELY TO
PATENTS, TRADEMARKS AND COPYRIGHTS

CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN
Registered Patent Attorney
Security Savings & Commercial Bank Bldg.:
Washington, D. C.
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being just as easy to tip the bottle as it is to operate the pump, and it being a much easier task to
clean a bottle without a pump than it is to clean
one equipped with some such contrivance, we
would advocate against applying for a patent on
the same.

Are you afraid you
will be fired ?
ARE you sitting on the anxious bench wondering what will happen to you if business
slacks up? Are you one of the many small salaried, untrained workers who are always the
first to go when employers start cutting the

salary list?
Why have this spectre of unemployment
hanging over you all the time? Why not
decide today that you are going to make
yourself so valuable to your employer that
he can't get along without you?
You can do it if you really want to, right at
home in spare time, through the International
Correspondence Schools. In just an hour a day
you can get the special training that you must
have if you are ever going to get -and keep
a real job at a real salary.
You're ambitious, aren't you? And you
want to get ahead? Then don't turn this
page until you have clipped the coupon,
marked the line of work you want to follow
and mailed it to Scranton for full particulars.
Surely it is worth at least a two -cent stamp to
find out all about the I. C. S. and what it can

-

do for you.

Mail the Coupon for Free Booklet
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6191 -E, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation, please send me a copy of
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Business Management
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Industrial Management
['Advertising
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ELECTRIC MOTOR ATTACHMENT
makes a whole machine shop
out of any small Va" shaft
motor. Only $3.85. Attached
with screwdriver in 2 seconds.

Grinding, polishing, drilling.
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Wo Sup-

UNITED ELECTRIC MOTOR CO
176 Center Street, New York City

INVENTORS

IDEAS DEVELOPED AND PERFECTED
Models, Experimental work; labor- saving machinery for manufacturers. 20 years' experience.
Bernard & Heller, 275 -B Water St., N.Y.C.

LEARN PHOTO -ENGRAVING!

Photo -EnEarn $200 to $500 monthly. Photography and Established
graving taught by largest college of its kind.
1893.

Big demand for graduates.
Write for free book

Illinois College

of Photography,

Box 51.67
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SHAVING BRUSH AND CALIPER
(1026) James Daniels, Baltimore, Md., submits
two suggestions. the first is a caliper meter for
inside and outside measurement of pipe and the
second is a folding combination shaving brush
and soap case. He asks our opinion on both
articles.
A. The suggestion for a combination shaving
brush and soap case advanced by you is not new.
It possesses several features which make it a little
better than other articles on the market, the most
important one of which is the rectangular shape
of the brush and the soap. container. Inasmuch
as modern brushes are made in round form and
shaving soaps are also made in this same shape,
and further .because the bristles of e brush preserve their shape better when a brush is round
than when rectangular, it is doubtful if a patent
on your suggestion would she of financial value.
The caliper meter which you have designed is
neither new nor accurate and we would certainly
not advocate applying for a patent on .the same.
The only advantage in either of your two ideas
lies in the rectangular 'handle for the shaving
brush, nvhich is not a patentable subject.

How a Famous Phonograph
was Invented
By W. H. JENKINS
(Continued front page 115)

The year 1925 was one of the most trying
periods through which the talking machine
industry had passed since its early struggles
for recognition. In striking contrast, however, was 1926, which proved to be one of
the largest years, in both volume of production and profits, in the history of the comScientific research and invention,
pany.
combined with modern marketing methods,
had brought about this complete and sweeping reversal of conditions.
But research has not lagged for a moment. Recently there was announced the
development of a super -talking machine, the
Auditorium Orthophonic talking machine,
which reproduces the complete range of musical sound, and can be heard clearly half
a mile away when operating at full volume.
And there are other inventions in the laboratory which are expected to provide further surprise in the industry. -Photos
courtesy Victor Talking Machine Co.

1000 NEEDED

INVENTIONS

Here is the most remarkable book ever oiiered to
inventors. One Thousand needed inventions listed
and described.
Arranged as follows: General
Problems; Automotive; Mechanical; Electrical;
Chemical; Radio; Marine. Separate chapter on
the Ten Most Needed Inventions. This book may
give you one idea that will win you a fortune.
Nothing else like it has ever been published. Cornpiled at enormous expense. Edited by Raymond
Francis Yates, formerly Managing Editor of a leading scientific magazine. Over 100 pages durably
bound. Send no money. Pay postman only $1.00
plus postage on arrival. (Outside U. S. $1.20,
cash with order). Money back after 10 days' examination if desired. Limited edition. Write
NOW.

BUREAU OF INVENTIVE SCIENCE

Rochester, New York

Dept. 76

NEW PRODUCTS

WANTED
of our clients have unused plant and
facilities for manufacture and sale of new products.
They will consider new products and those which
are now being manufactured unsatisfactorily.
Among products wanted are: Electrical devices;
and those using small motors; products for machine shops or foundries, especially malleable or
grey iron; scales; refrigerating devices; agricultural or other implements ; railroad equipment;
household products. Opportunities also for products not in the foregoing classification.
Many

Write Division of New Products

THE SHERMAN

CORPORATION

ENGINEERS
31 MILK ST., BOSTON

INVENTIONS

o'mmercialized
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In Business

PATENTED or UNPATENTeri
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loi/teADAM_FISHER

205D Enright Ave.
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St. Louis, Mo.

Have You An Invention?
If so the WORLD PROGRESS will

upon request sample copy Free containing
Suggestions to Inventors as to Inventions Needed. We
invite manufacturers to address us regarding inventions they want. Subscription for one year 60 cents.

send you

WORLD PROGRESS PUB. CO., INC.

Room 205 Victor Bldg.

Washington, D. C.

The Astrology Humbug
By JOSEPH H. KRAUS
(Continued front page 137)

Good astrologers do not predict deaths, they
only indicate tendencies and advise their clients
to be careful when certain adverse tendencies
are indicated, and to act with confidence
when the tendencies are favorable. The astrological chart is as necessary for a safe journey through life as is the mariner's chart to a
captain, or railroad signals to a locomotive driver.
Astrology does not play on people's fears or
make guesses by the law of averages; on the
contrary, it gives people confidence by advising
action or caution along intelligent lines. In short,
it develops self-reliance and the mental powers
so as to get the greatest happiness out of life.
If your articles were less abusive and more
logically critical, they would be more effective.
G. A. FIELD, B. A., Christ's College,
Cambridge University; Barrister-at -law
of the Inner Temple, Montreal, Canada.
(Before proceeding ;`urther let us compliment
You have written
Ton on. your communication.
You have pointed out just
a splendid letter.

where astrology begins and just exactly where it
ends. But it seems that astrologers as a whole
have confidence in their ability to forecast events
and to prognosticate far beyond the limitations set
by Tote, Frankly, we do not believe an individual
needs an astrological chart in order to "develop
self -reliance or the mental powers so as to get
the greatest good and happiness out of life." We
are of the opinion that a person can develop the
saine characteristics without an astrological chart,
the majority of which fall far short of the mark.
If astrologers are only capable of indicating
tendencies, then it is obvious that they could not
possibly meet with the conditions outlined in our
contest. Inasmuch as your letter has not vaised
tees natty questions in our minds, we cannot
comment more freely on this-EDITOR.

C. L. PARKER
Ex- Examiner U. S. Patent Office
Attorney -at -Law and Solicitor of Patents
McGill Building, Washington, D. C.

Patents, Trade Mark and Copyright Law

Wonderful, new device, guides your hand; corrects
your writing in few days. Big improvement in three
boars. -No failures. Complete outline FREE.
Write C. J. Ozment, Dept. 44 St. Louis, Mo.

BLUE BOOK ON PATENTS
and Priority Record blank gratis.

MONROE E. MILLER, PATENT LAWYER,
WASHINGTON, D. C.
411 -6 Ouray Building,
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL EXPERT

HUMAN TYPEWRITER OPERATED BY HUMAN
RADIO. Speak to your partner freely, silently, invisibly in the presence of others, Lips tight.
N. Y.. Boston, Montreal, police chiefs, Ex- Detective
Flynn, 'Thurston and Blackstone tested same and
praised ft. Open to arrest and refund if fake.
Send $2.00 for simplest, shortest method.
Montreal, Can.
Apt. SCA
A. HONIGMAN
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Finger on spark lever starts Fords with amazing new
Lifetime
invention.
Novel, fascinating demonstration.
guarantee. Agents make $250 to $1,000 monthly. One
Pronto Starting Switch sent free to introduce. Good terri-

tory open. Write at once to PRONTO MFG. CO., Dept.
863 -G, Omaha, Nebr.
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Making Steel Auto Bodies
By H. W. TOWNSEND

(Contii cd front page 114)
course, the majority of the body builders are
using a thin paint which can be sprayed on,
and also, thanks to this new process of finishing car bodies, the time element is vastly
reduced. Thus the bodies can be painted
while moving along on a continuous platform.
As the pictures show, the various parts of
the body, such as mudguards, door sections,
engine bonnets, et cetera, are first punched
out by means of large punch presses and
dies, these individual sections then being
electrically spot -welded together.
The next step comes when these different
sections of the body are all lined up side by
side in a large assembly frame or jig, as
one of the pictures herewith shows. When
the body sections have all been clamped together into position, the essential joints between the sections are joined by either riveting, gas or electric spot -welding. Aside from
some finishing touches, with the aid of electric arc or oxy- acetylene welding, and a
few rivets perchance, the entire metal body
has been assembled at the push of a button,
so to speak. Any rough seams or joints are
dressed down when necessary by means of
a fine emery wheel mounted on the end of a
flexible motor -driven shaft.
Next the bodies are inspected for mechanical strength and then the finishers go over
them rapidly with emery paper and other
finishing materials preparatory to painting.
Forty -five minutes are required for the completion of all operations to get the body
ready for the desired finish. The upholstery
which has been prepared on the bench simultaneously with the other operations is then
applied on the conveyc: and the body is
ready to be attached to the chassis.
-Photos courtesy Edward G. Budd Mfg. Co.

PATENTS

INVENTIONS
PROCESSES

If your invention is worth a patent is is
worth a patent that really
protects. Unless your patent
application is intelligently
handled, all the time, the energy and the expense you
have given to perfecting
your invention are utterly
wasted. Be sure that the
patent attorney you retain is
experienced and conscienti-
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inventor;
PREPARES APPLICATIONS for patents for filing in the United States and
foreign countries;
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inventions.
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THE SPEED COP'S SPEED
mi. at 60 miles
per hour according to the testimony of
the officer. Hence he was overtaken in % min.
But during the sante interval the officer
X 2 X 60, which equals
mi. or
went
90 mi. per hour.
THE SIPHON
A siphon operates because of an unbalancing pressure per unit area produced by
the difference in vertical components of
length of the liquid columns in the two
arms. The atmospheric pressure is practically the same at the levels A and C, but
the liquid pressure is different. BC produces a greater pressure downward than
does the column AB because of the greater
length of BC. (Pressure or force per unit
area is proportional to the depth of the
liquid column and is independent of the size
or shape of containing vessel.) As the liquid
runs out of the tube BC the pressure is reduced at A to less than atmospheric and
more water is forced in to take its place.
Thus the siphon will work in spite of the
fact that there is a greater weight of water
in the short arm.
THE HEATING COIL
A heating coil should not be placed above
the upper connection A, where it joins the
reservoir, for in that case the water in the
pipe between A and B, will he exactly balanced by a similar column of water within
the reservoir and no circulation will be set
up. If the heating coil is between A and
B, the heat will cause the water in this
part of the pipe to expand, become lighter
than the corresponding column of water in
the tank and hence a current of water will
be started. which will continue as long as
the water in the tank is cooler than the
water in the coil.
HILL CLIMBING
The per cent of grade is figured by the
ratio of the rise of the grade for each hundred feet of length measured horizontally.
The grade represented in the diagram is
200/1000 or 20 %. As a grade of 5% is
seldom encountered on a really good road
and even mountain highways such as the
one up Pike's Peak do not run over 12% it
will be seen that this is an excessively steep
grade.
THE COLD FRAME
'While the sun is shining on the surface
of the earth the latter is continually absorbing heat in the form of radiant energy and
reradiating it back into space. The length
of the waves that strike the earth are much
shorter than those that are radiated away,
for those from the sun come from a very
hot body, while those from the earth come
from a relatively cold body. A pane of
glass such as is used in a cold frame has
the curious property of transmitting short
waves more readily than long ones. Hence
it acts as a trap for the heat from the sun
and permits more energy to enter than it
permits to escape. The temperature inside
the frame then rises until the excess of heat
is lost by conduction through the walls and
radiation also.
A PULLEY PROBLEM
The 240 pound load is evidently distributed
between the five supporting ropes A, B, C,
D, and E. If the tension in A be represented
by X it is evident that the tension in ropes
B, E, and D must also be X since they are
different segments of the same rope, whereas the tension in rope C must he 2X since
it supports the block that holds ropes A and
B. The sum of the tensions in the five ropes
is 6X, which equals 240 lbs. Therefore, X
equals 40 lbs., the force with which the man
must pull on rope A.

THE motorist traveled
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THE BICYCLE WHEEL
This problem is similar to that involving
the precession or wobbling motion of a top.
The rule for such precession is stated in
terms of three axes at right angles to each
other the spin axis, the torque axis and the
precession axis. The arrow heads on the
axle of the wheel indicate the direction of
the spin axis. If one looks in this direction
the wheel is seen turning clockwise. The
torque axis is perpendicular to the table
and its direction is downward since if one
looks in this direction the table appears to
be turning clockwise. The precession axis
or the one about which the wheel will tend
to turn is at right angles to both the other
axes and its direction is determined by the
following rule
Extend the thumb, forefinger, and middle finger of the right hand
at right angles to each other with the forefinger pointing in the direction of the spin
axis and with the middle finger in the direction of the precession axis. The thumb will
then point in the direction of the precession
axis. Following this rule, developed from
the laws of physics, it will be seen that the
precession axis in the figure should be perpendicular to the paper and directed away
:

:

Station

WRNY
NEW YORK

373.8 Meters- 801 kilocycles

is owned and operated by the
publishers of this maga3ine
Our Editors will tale to you
several times every week
See your Newspaper

for details

TUNE IN ON

WRNY

from the reader. This means that the bicycle wheel will tend to turn clockwise about
this axis and thus hear more heavily upon
the B scale and less heavily upon the A
scale.
SHOT FIRED VERTICALLY
In analyzing this problem let us first consider what would happen if there were no
air or atmosphere to disturb the flight of
the bullet. As the bullet leaves the gun it
has the same eastward velocity as that of
the surface of the earth from which it is
fired. By Newton's first law of motion we
know it will tend to maintain this same
velocity after it leaves the gun. Gravity will,
of course, affect its motion vertically, but
will have nothing to do with its eastward
drift. Assuming then that its eastward drift
remains unaltered, it is evident that it cannot
keep up with the rotation of the earth since
the surface of the earth is moving through
a smaller circle than is the bullet, which is
far above the earth's surface during a part
of its flight. Consequently it will fall west
of the spot whence it was projected.
The effect of an atmosphere would be to
increase the eastward drift during the
ascent and then to slow it down during the
descent, but at no time would it decrease
it to less than what it had originally. Thus
a shot fired through air would not fall so far
west as if fired through a vacuum.
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Freak Plants and How
they are Produced
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(Continued from pate 116)
the experiments of a gardener. By chance
a fruit -bearing mountain ash was found by
a shepherd.
Twigs were taken from this
tree, and grafted upon a European mountain ash or rowan tree so that today this
fruit tree is not so rare. Also the "Mar unke," a fruit tree half apricot and half
plum, but larger than the former and more
tasty than the latter, has arisen during the
last two decenials, but when or where is not
exactly known.
We must thank an Indian of South
America for our seedless oranges. He
showed this tree, growing in the jungle, to
a missionary who, after many hardships,
brought some twigs back to civilization.
These were grafted on an ordinary orange
tree, but today this is carried out with
seedlings with the result that these trees
will bear oranges without seeds.
Thin, many branched cacti are often
grafted on thick varieties in order to develop a plant which will produce flowers at
different times, and also to improve and
make them flower more prolificly. But more
often this method is resorted to to make
odd looking plants, for instance a slender
cactus grafted upon a spherical species.
Echinopsis 'multiplex produces a comb which
is developed by grafting.
In general, grafting and budding is only
possible when the stock and the scion are
closely related or belong to the same genus.
Here the wood and the bark tissues are
analogous in character. Unions of unrelated plants often exist for a time, and
seldom, indeed, are they permanent. For
the tissues of wood and bark rarely grow
together, but when they do, such unions
are always extremely interesting.
The Japanese dwarfed plants are examples of the gardeners' skill. Their care
depends upon an excessive and oft repeated
pruning, providing a meager type of soil,
and cultivating in tiny vessels. They are
typical hunger forms, deformed plants,
suffering all the maltreatment which the
gardeners' ingenuity can devise in order to
retard their growth. A meager supply of
water, continual pruning, a twisting and distorting of twigs, and a decrease in the
nutritive salts of the soil are the primary
factors involved in their production. The
gardener gives them no more than is absolutely essential for life. They can neither
thrive nor die.
Many flowers, and especially the gayly
colored water -lilies have the inherent property of closing during the night, and others
during the day. This greatly detracts .from
their value as a cut flower. In order to
keep such flowers open after they have attained their full beauty, they are placed up
to their calix in water containing a substance which paralyzes the plant organism.
By this means the calyx and the corolla is
made immovable with out changing the appearance of the flower in the least. This
method will be most successful with those
flowers which have been open one or two
Substances such as alum, borax,
days.
potassium chlorate, or alcohol, act in this
manner. Salts of the metals also paralyze
the tissues of the plant when dissolved in
water. A drop of such a liquid injected
near the calyx with the aid of a syringe
will give the desired result.
The ancient methods of changing the
snow -ball flower to a deep reddish blue is
now universally known by florists. This
desired effect is obtained by giving the
plant a soil rich in iron or by watering it
daily with alum water (1/13 of an oz. to a
pint of water.) It is also possible to give
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the white snow -ball any desired color after
Simply add an aniline
it has been cut.
color to water, make a hole the entire
length of the steno with a long needle and
place the flower in the solution.
A peculiar floral coloration takes place
when íllyrttts covununis, having tiny green
buds, is placed next to a flowering oleander
so that the flower twigs hang above the
other plant. lllyrtus commuais will then
generally produce pink flowers. Why this
should occur has not, as yet, been satisfac-
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torily explained.

It

It is well known that plants can be
awakened from their winter's rest and
Made to grow and flower. The first attempts along these lines were a removal of
the retarding influence of winter and substituting more favorable conditions for
growth. This method was successful with
some plants, with others it was a distinct
failure. It was shown that in many species
the resting period is a necessity so that
other methods of procedure had to be deIn many cases such experiments
vised.
were successful, and many are the ways in
which the desired results can be obtained.
Especially valuable in this respect are the
ether and hot water baths.
Etherization is carried out by placing the
plant in an atmosphere saturated with
ether, and letting the plant remain here for
48 hours. Then it is immediately removed
to the hot house. A peculiar feature of
this method is the fact that the plant will
not only develop normal leaves and flowers,
but that they are produced .nuch quicker
than under ordinary conditions.
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tor, Hernian Ganswindt, claimed to be the
first constructor of a cosmic ship, because
in the "eighties" of the nineteenth century
he had treated of the practicability of rocket
ships. Next from Vienna came the news
that Dr. Franz von Hoefft had been interested in rocket ships, and in Linz, engineer
Franz von Ulinski, about 1900, had constructed a spherical cosmic ship to be driven
on the rocket principle and later proposed
a sun engine which would use sun power
directly for driving his machine. In Switzerland engineer A. Dittli claimed that he
had solved the problem of cosmic flight
theoretically but he could not consent to disclose the smallest feature relating to the
construction of his machine. In Paris the
constructor Seargent was irritated not a
little, because others claimed to come before
him, while he for a long time had busied
himself with the reaching the moon. Finally
in Russia, Prof. Ziollowski appeared very
active in this line. He was a scientist of
reputation, who as long ago as 1898 had
published a paper on this topic.
In the year just passed, two new plans
for the conquest of cosmic space were published. One of Dr. Franz von Hoefft, who
in Vienna had established a society for investigating cosmic space, combined God dard's ideas with the Oberth rocket with
liquid propelling material, and wanted to
send a flash light greeting to the moon
with this. To be sure, the first thing is
the construction of an exploring rocket
whose registering apparatus weighing from
one to three kilograms (2/ -4% lbs.) is
only to go 100 kilometers high-62 miles.
If this experiment succeeds this small
proof- rocket which of course carries no
body, will be made of greater size so as
to reach an altitude of 250 kilometers or
more -155 miles, so that it would enter the
region of empty space where there is no
atmosphere. It is fair to say that nobody
as yet in Vienna is troubling their heads
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with the idea that a further increase in
size of this model is impending until it
could carry several hundred kilograms, and
then rise several thousand kilometers, so
that eventually it could carry up human
beings. The other plan is due to Max
Polier, of Munich, Germany. His idea is to
start with the flying machines of today, to
be developed into the future cosmic ship;
quite the reverse of the Viennese plan, so
that the regular airplanes will be used and
by the introduction of stronger and stronger
rockets, will gradually develop into rocket
ships, which will give the constructor and
pilot a chance to constantly watch the rocket
motor during the flight.
For example, starting with a modern
metal airplane, with regular wings and
making of it a small two- seater, the first
thing will be to replace the existing propeller motors by equally powerful rockets.
The operations of a pilot will be unchanged
by this.
The number of the rockets built into the
wings will be constantly increased and their
power will be made greater, so that the
auxiliary propeller will be diminished in
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size as the experiments go on and its wing
area will be diminished. As soon as
sufficient experience and security in the
action and the regulating of the rockets
have been obtained, the time will approach
to go over into an absolute rocket -plane
with a hermetically closed body, with
artificial heating and air supply, which will
have no more driving machines or wings.
The collection of rockets will be as it were
bunched together to the right and left of
the under side of the wings.
Such a machine would start very suddenly from a starting tower or from smooth
water, just like fireworks rockets, so that
naturally its mass would retard too sudden
starting to keep it within the power of endurance of the crew. The landing of our
hydro- airplane would follow the same lines,
so that the ship with its front vertically upward would have a braking effect produced by low -power discharge of the
rockets, and the pilot with his control could
let the machine come softly to earth. For
extreme cases a parachute can be built in,
which would take the crew in a rescue
chamber out of the open end of the ship
and let them settle slowly to earth, while
the machine itself might be precipitated
down with destructive force.
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for amplification purposes.
It is a most novel unit, having hundreds of
uses. Every amateur should have two or
three of these amplifiers in his laboratory.
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Here's a marvel of Engineering design
practical miniature transmitter, used by
thousands of radio fans and experimenters
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:A ship
of this construction two- thirds
loaded with driving material, which in its
explosion develops an expulsion speed of
2,500 meters (8,000 feet) per second would
he in a condition in one hundredth of a
second to rise to an elevation of about 50,000 meters (163,000 ft.) and then in spite
of gravitation and air resistance to attain a
final velocity of 2,000 meters (6,500 feet)
per second or 7,200 kilometers (4,465
miles) per hour. If now the rockets are
completely put out of action and the ship
is allowed to go vertically upward, like a
stone thrown into the air, taking into consideration the air resistance and letting it
go as high as it will, a maximum height
of 250 kilometers (155 miles) above the
sea level could be attained. The total time
of rising would be 100 +200 or 300 seconds, or five minutes. Such ships would be
adapted for quick trips for a few hundred
kilometers range, whereby the greater part
of the journey would be traversed in a free
ballistic curve like a projectile, only with
the difference that its velocity with increasing height over the sea would increase,
while in the case of an ordinary projectile,
'ts velocity constantly decreases.
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eliminate all waste and unit has become necessary to
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an order with your newsdealer, asking him
to reserve a copy for you every month.
Otherwise he will not be able to supply
your copy. For your convenience, we are
appending herewith a blank which we ask
you to be good enough to fill in and hand
to your newsdealer. He will then be in a
position to supply copies to you regularly
every month. If you are interested in
receiving your copy every month, do not
fail to sign this blank. It costs you nothing to do so.
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If greater horizontal distances are to be
achieved, one must have recourse to a propeller again, which has a very favorable
ratio of driving power to resistance, and
would carry the ship at about 50 kilometers (31 miles) elevation with its full
terminal velocity of 2,000 meters (6,500
feet) per second over a curve representing
an elevated track developed from the original starting lines. One can then go down
to an energy relation of one to eight in
volplaning and in this way can cover two
thousand kilometers (1,240 miles), in 1,500
seconds in slow descent, gradually expending, as it were, the height and initial
velocity.
Undoubtedly the first kind of vertical
ascent would, from the standpoint of science,
be of greater importance, while from the
viewpoint of transoceanic aerial travel, the
horizontal flights would have the greater
economic importance. In any case, a rocket
flight over two thousand kilometers (1,240
miles) at 2,000 meters (6,500 feet) per second due to velocity of expulsion, would require ten tons of driving material per ton
of paying load, while an ordinary flight
with a propeller motor over the same stretch
would only need two-thirds of a ton of
gasoline per ton of paying load. To do
this eight hours time of flight would be
required, while the rocket would cover the
sane range in less than half an hour.
The rocket trip costs in round numbers

EST.
Co. 1876

Pershing Road, Chicago, III.
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times more, assuming equal cost of driving material, but the trip lasts only one fifteenth as long.
And now, how about the practicability
of a trip to the moon?
There is no doubt whatever that today
from a theoretical standpoint, we can clearly see the way, that is to say we know the
formula for calculating the necessary driving power that the ship must be given to
be driven clear of the earth (about 12,500
meters (40,000 feet) per second) for reaching the moon, and to rise again from this
(about 2,400 meters (7,800 feet) per second) so as to come back to the earth, and
retard the final descent upon its surface.
We already know of explosion materials,
which have so high an energy content that
their development would theoretically be
sufficient to take care of a trip to the moon
and return therefrom.
We are mostly concerned with the carrying of a sufficient quantity of this same explosive, and the question of using it with the
highest degree of efficiency. We give the idea
of the difficulties compared with today's air planing. In the latter for the longest flights
at least the weight of gasoline in the machine at starting with its full load will be
at least 40% of said weight, whose explosion develops in the cylinders of the motors
with about 25 atmospheres maximum pressure and 1,200 degrees maximum temperature. On the other hand, the above named
rocket ship that only rises to 250 kilometers (155 miles) and flies 2,000 kilometers (1,250 miles) contains two -thirds, or
more accurately 69 per cent of the entire
weight in driving material. The ship develops 2,500 meters (8,000 feet) per second
expulsion velocity, with an explosion temperature of 1,800 degrees, and at least 60
atmospheres of pressure. But if such a
ship with the same (weak) explosive gets
to the moon it must carry at least 99.3
per cent of driving material, leaving only
.7 of one per cent for its load, because
the theoretical relation of starting weight
to end weight is 148.4 :1. On the other hand
this technically impossible weight relation
can be materially improved if we had a
more violent explosive to develop 5,000
meters per second expulsion velocity, which
would give us then an initial temperature
of 3,000 degrees and a pressure of several
hundred atmospheres. With such driving
material we need only 87.1% of the starting weight in driving material, leaving
12.9% to the constructor for the weight of
the machine when empty, and one -fifth of
the same, that is 2.5% of the initial weight,
we can put aside for the useful load. Even
in this favorable condition 35 tons of driving material would be required to carry one
ton of useful load barely to the height of
the moon (leaving out of consideration the
landing on the same). For an expulsion
velocity less than 4,000 meters (12,800 feet)
per second, in an extreme case less than 3,500
meters (1,600 feet) per second, it follows
from the preceding calculations, that so unfavorable a relation obtains between the
weight of driving material and the weight
of the unloaded machine, that no useful
load can he considered possible.
As long therefore, as we do not reach
the expulsion velocity of at least 4,000
meters (12,800 feet) per second and can
use it in a large machine for six to eight
minutes practically speaking, without blowing the whole ship to pieces by the frightful
explosive power, even then the surface of
the moon would remain a virgin land. On
the other hand it appears quite possible that
in a few years we can travel in the higher
regions of our earth's atmosphere and attain a speed there of 10,000 kilometers
(6,200 miles) per hour. Thus the time of
travel from Berlin to New York could be
reduced gradually from three hours at the
beginning, down to one hour. -Des Buch
fuer Alle.
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ley's face darkened with disappointment.
The storni had failed. His opportunity was
fading.
Then, as if the elements had merely been
gathering strength for a supreme effort, a
leaping flame filled the sky. There was a
crash from the breakers, and on its heels,
the vicious clang of thunder.
Jerry groaned. "I'm in for it now."
Rodney had swung about abruptly taut,
and was peering into the switchboard gallery, eyes bright and expectant.
Whole
rows of green lights flashed along the
panels. The alarm bell pealed ceaselessly,
and the operators, even Warner, jabbed
frantically at control buttons. The main
breakers were tripped. Another moment
would put those inexorable steel and copper
tyrants at his mercy, and he would show
then none.
He was starting through the door, exultant with the imminence of victory, when
a telephone on the chief's desk jangled
the one connected to the city lines. He
turned back and picked up the receiver.
"Yes. Kirkwood? Wait. I'll call the
chief."
He ran into the long, glass -walled room,
shouting at Warner above the mingled
tumult of storm and plant. But \Varner
merely turned a drawn face and shook his
The green lights were fewer, rehead.
placed by red, fitfully yet persistently.
"Burt it got Kirkwood," Rodney repeated,
resentment and chagrin cropping out in his
voice. They had closed the main breakers,
cheated him of his victory. The red lights
were holding, save for a single block of
green, and he tugged at the big man's sleeve
impatiently.
Warner submitted at length at the telephone. listened while Rodney stood by
frowning ; and without a word, hung up
the receiver.
"The Kirkwood substation's gone," he
stated. slowly. turning.
Rodney's tone was curt. Vic" \\'ell?"
tory in his very grasp, only to be snatched
away by these men who knew nothing but
unquestioning obedience to steel and copper.
"Gone," Warner repeated heavily. "A
direct hit. It was the people at the factory next- door." He was straightening, as
if under a heavy load. `But it might have
been worse. For a minute I thought we
were paralyzed."
"Get your men," he had turned to Jerry,
purpose gathering in his eyes, "and rig up
a- new one. We've got enough transformers and switches for something temporary."
Rodney's frown darkened. Here it was
again -the old abject solicitude for the welfare of machinery, regardless of what it
He was turning away,
cost mere men.
stinging with resentment, when something
about Markley caught him.
The boss lineman was still' slumped
wearily in his chair, but his head had come
top, and rebellion showed in his blue eyes.
"Nothing doing, chief."
Even Rodney was taken a little aback,
and Warner was shocked into amazement.
"What ?" he managed, after a moment.
Jerry flung his cigarette at the cuspidor
with a thud, straightened, and tilted his head
defiantly. "I said nothing doing. I've stood
for being tied hand and foot to a lot of
transformers and high- tension lines just
about long enough." There was hitter intensity in his voice. "This's the last straw!
I'm through!" He was getting to his feet,
quivering a little. "Find somebody else to
wait on your damned system."
He shot a triumphant glance at Rodney
and strode out the door, a touch of swagger
to his shoulders. Warner stared after him
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bewilderedly ; and Rodney felt a sudden
pang of pity. This was a mere gesture
defiance that was in reality surrender. But

he-

Rodney became aware that Warner's attention was focusing on him, purpose blotting the blankness from his face. "Then
you do it"
Rodney's eyebrows went up. "Build a
new substation ?"
The chief nodded. "You can do it." He
was leaning forward. "Somebody has to."
Rodney regarded him an instant, lines of
rebellion like Jerry's coming out about his
mouth ; then nodded. "All right."
For a moment he had the sense of slipping ; that he, too, was submitting because
it was easier than resisting. But the next
he was telling himself defiantly this was
not surrender ; that he was submitting merely because he chose to, so he still might
master those tyrants that strove to master
him.
"Those insulators won't do," he rasped,
jabbing at the porcelain supports of the incoming wires, and turning to one of the
linemen. "They're only for thirty -three
thousand, and we've got to handle sixty -six.
Those relays'li never stand up either." He
pointed to the temporary control panel. "I
ordered them out at Vista three months
ago."
The lineman nodded over the rim of his
cup, with sodden indifference. "That's what
they sent us, and its all they've got."
Rodney-glared; then checked himself, saw.
This thrown- together makeshift would not
suffice. There would he a short-circuit
short that could not be cleared -when the
station was put on the line, and paralysis.
A mere question of time.
Habit whispered Warner should be told;
that catastrophe should be averted. But he
silenced it. Nothing must cone between
him and victory, given into his hands now.
Warner came to meet him as he reached
the switchboard gallery, feet uncertainly
wooden. "Good boy, Rodney !" The chief's
strained face was alight with pride and affection. "We just cut it in. As fine a piece
of work as was ever clone !"
Rodney merely nodded and glanced about.
The signal lights were burning red and
serene. From below came the ceaseless
drone of the units, smothering every lesser
thing under their implacable domination.
But not for long. He was starting toward
a chair to wait when the chief took a letter
from his pocket.
"They want you at Allegheny, Rodney.
This came yesterday." He was beaming,
seemed not to notice Rodney was watching
the signal lights, dark -circled eyes narrowed
and impatient. "I'll hate to lose you, but
I'm mighty glad for you, especially after
what you've just done. It means
A crash from overhead cut him short;
not the accustomed circuit -breaker staccato
shattering hammer-blow that seemed to
jar even the turbines out of their eternal
hum.
He whirled to the switchboard, face instantly tight ; and Rodney swung about,
tense. The operators were there, bent over
a winking line of green that spread from
end to end of the orderly panels, hands
reaching for control buttons ; and the chief
halted stricken.
"Kirkwood !" he gasped hoarsely. "The
main breakers !"
Rodney's weary shoulders straightened exultantly. He was in time. His moment had

-a

-"

-a

come.

The alarm bell was pealing frantically.
The operators, Warner between them, were
jabbing furiously, and the long line of green

changed to red ; but only for an instant.
There was another shattering detonation ;
a leaping line of green ; more packed seconds of jabbing, swifter, desperate ; a flash
of red ; another rending crash ; and green
again
Rodney could not stand still. He was
quivering, giddy with the intoxication of
victory. Seconds now, and those inexorable
masses of steel and copper would be conquered, beaten.
The chief turbine operator and boiler
room foreman had burst into the room,
faces white. "The auxiliaries are stopping I"
The auxiliaries !"
they shouted shrilly.
Warner was staggering back from the
mocking line of green, sweat streaming
down a gray face. "It's no use," he choked
brokenly. "We can't clear it."
"But, chief !" The boiler room foreman
had hint by the shoulder. "They're stopping, I tell you. Pumps
Fans
Everything !"
Warner only shook his head with beaten
helplessness. "We're paralyzed," he surrendered huskily.
The inexorable hum of the turbines had
not slacked, but the shrill overtone of
pumps and motor- generators, the deeper
drone of fans and stokers was lacking and
a hurt, laboring note had crept in. They
were losing ; those arrogant, implacable
bulks at last mastered.
Rodney turned to the chief. "We couldn't
insulate right, and the relays were shot."
It was as well to make it clear he had not
planned this.
\Varner nodded with weary patience.
"It's not your fault." He was turning
heavily to the panels. "We'll have to shut
down."
Hé pushed control buttons, and the hum
from below dipped ; yielded to that hurt,
laboring note. Rodney began his tense pacThe
Victory
ing up and down again.
drone of the big units was dropping slowly, stubbornly, as if they were fighting
with all their steel and copper night, but
steadily lower and lower, down a long slope
of sound, while that hurt, laboring note
swelled ; and he had it in his power to save
them.
Dick Brinker came running through the
`Start 'em up
door to the turbine room.
His face was
Do you hear ?"
again!
drawn, washed -out eyes appalled. "I can't
stand't !"
Rodney halted and eyed him with wry
Pity. Tied hand and foot to the last
not even glad to be free when the chance
came.
Warner turned to the little operator with
helpless patience. "But, Dick, we're paralyzed."
Rodney tingled. They were asking for
help now -those roaring, arrogant bulks;
beseeching, begging for it, after all their
ruthless domination, their implacable tyranny ; and he could give it, but he would
not. The taste of victory was sweet.
He laughed. But somehow it sounded
hollow ; and his chin set, shoulders squared
defiantly. Let them call. He was not their
servant. He was their master.
Rodney tried in a panic of will to hold
his face stern, shoulders defiant. But the
exultation was going out of him. He was
limp, quivering, and the dying pull of those
steel and copper bulks was tugging at him
with a tightening, irresistible clutch. He
felt himself turning under it ; struggled to
stop ; but the next moment was facing
!

!

!

_
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Tested

He straightened stiffly from an open
junction box where a cable ended, looked
out at the line of squat trucks in the morning sunshine, then up at the chief operator
in the switchboard gallery, and swung an
arum clumsily.
A sound added itself to the faint hiss of
pop valves that broke the pall of stillness
the high -pitched murmur of feedwater
pumps then another, the gathering drone
of draught fans, joined a moment later by
the quivering hum of circulating pumps far
Dick Brinker, at No. 2, was
beneath.
bending to the throttle. There was a hiss,
a groan, a rumble. Other operators were
bending to throttles -No. 3, No. 4, No. 1.
Groans and rumbles swelled, blended. The
old teeming bedlam was filling the room
once more -roar of turbines, shrill whine
of exciters, the pulsing sixty -cycle hum of
generators.
Rodney slumped heavily against the wall
beside the junction box, black -circled eyes
closed, and grimy hands dangling. It was
all over. They were the masters again,
those whirling juggernauts of steel and
copper-complete, undisputed masters now,
and he their beaten, unresisting servant.
Their smothering clin closed in on him,
broke over him with a mounting irresistible
wave, and he bowed his head. Conquered,
when he had set out to conquer them;
(loomed to a subjection as abjectly hopeless
as Dick Brinker's and John Warner's with
mastery in his very grasp. He slumped
lower, wearily. Nothing ahead but more
submission, more galling servitude.
Then he became aware slowly, that the
engulfing bedlam was not hemming him in
not pressing him down under an implacable
tyranny. He raised his head, looked about
with numb wonder. All four units were running. He could see Dick Brinker looking
across at hint, a new comradeship in that
steady devoted servant look. Yet the encompassing din flowed over him and
through him, bathing him soothingly, gratefully. in the full blended harmony of a great
symphony.
His sagging figure straightened, and he
took a deep, gulping breath. He was not
their servant. He was part of them, part
part they
of their pulsing, vibrant might
welcomed, were drawing to themselves, giving him a full, ungrudging share in their
splendid power.
"Rodney."
He turned to face John Warner.
"I want you to know how proud
Rodney checked him, a hand on his arm.
"Just a minute, chief." His shoulders were
squared his head up, high, steady a clear
kindling serenity shining through the dirt
and stubble of his face. "I've got a confession to make. I knew Kirkwood would
paralyze us." He was unflinching. "I had
this truck trick worked out all the time,
too, and didn't tell you because I wanted
to lick them -he bigger than they are. But
they got me, and chief," his eyes were
glowing with that kindling serenity, "it's
good, isn't it? Good to know you really
belong to them. If you'll forgive me, I'll
take that Allegheny job -any job that gives
me a chance to be part of something bigger
than I am."
"Forgive you ?" Warner's gray eyes
were alight, and the grip of his broad hand
was warm. "It's something we've all got
to go through, Rodney; and I knew you'd
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see."

His eyes twinkled quietly. "There's a
girl from the cashier's office waiting for you
upstairs. I told her you were dirty and
needed a shave. But she said she didn't
care."
THE END.
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Hints for the Mechanic
(Continued from page 147)

.

WHIRLWIND HAMMER
A hammer
which adds
gyroscopic
HAMMER
force to the

it
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MERCURY
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114.1

blow is ill
ra e\\ d at the

The hanthe
of
hammer is hol-

left.
Ecu !, dle
PLUG low

and

quantity

a
of

mercury is
introduced. A
plug at the

of the handle prevents the mercury from
escaping and also provides a means for adding
more mercury. As the hammer is swung the mercury runs to the end of the handle and increases
the driving power. -Charles D. Brooks.
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GLUE POT
large discarded grease cup with the threads
removed makes a very handy mucilage or glue
container. The weight of the cup prevents it
from being easily tipped over. A cork or combination brush and cork should be inserted in the opening at the top. In
order to prevent marring the office furnikCUT OFF turc a strip of felt
HERE
may be glued to the
bottom of the cup.
A grease cup of two
inches in diameter or
larger should be of
convenient size to use
for ordinary purposes.
A
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OR LARGER

FELT GLUED
TO BOTTOM

By H. WINFIELD SECOR

-Joseph
Bieke.

chaps

be

who

you
were different from
most young fellows.
You
could hit on all eight cylinders and get away with
it. You could carouse. dissipate. stay up all hours
and make-up for your excesses
by taking
poison
booze or drugs and dope to
brace you up. You had a

strong
worried

constitution- nothing

-you

were

couldn't

Wild parties
you.
be too fast for you

a real roaring
lion with the girls -the fife

party-whoopee!
Now Take a Look

of the

At Yourself

You see what's happening
to young fellows Who saw

limit
"vitality
slumping
-they're
no

1

flash over the screen each second. In other
words, every time one light pulse sweeps

across the object at the transmitter, the
commutator arm used with the large screen
has moved over 50 segments. Not only this,
but it is interesting to note that as the commutator arm moves over the 50 segments,
and 50 light images flash across one leg of
the glass screen tube, these light pulsations
are graduated in tone corresponding to the
various tone values on the surface of the
object, such as the hair and skin of a human
f ace.

Referring to Fig. 2 for the moment, it
should he noted that the wires coming from

the vacuum tube amplifier at the terminus
of the image transmitting circuit, are connected respectively to the commutator arm,
and to the common terminal in the end of
the glass grid tube making up the large
screen. In this way, and with proper amplification of several hundred volts, each
incoming impulse from the image transmitting circuit, causes a glow opposite the respective tin -foil segments in the tube, the
current passing through the neon gas and
illuminating it.
What the future application of this television apparatus will be is very difficult to
say. The offhand impression seems to be
that we shall all have television screens on
our telephones before long, but as Mr. H.
Gernsback has pointed out in his editorial,
things may take a different turn and a
brand new application of the perfected television apparatus may flash in front of us,
as unexpectedly indeed as did this demonstration and introduction of the perfected
living image transmitter and receiver.

By DUNNINGER

STRONGFORT

Builder of Men

to life -who had
to burn"! They're

-

they're slipping

despondent.

Read

the papers. Ask yourself
what is at the bottom of
these frequent cases of despondency. If the truth were
told, you'd learn that these
poor devils had laid the
foundation for their tragedy
in their youth. Added exboozing, doping, associating

cesses- speed, carousing,
with degenerates -piled up a burden Nature could not
stand for -collapse followed.
ARE YOU GOING TO GO ON until you find yourself
in the same physically broken condition? Are you going to keep on tapping the reservoir of energy Nature
gave you? Don't do it, boy. I sound this warning as
a friend, a protector. I have seen so many go down to
physical and mental disaster that I must Warn you to
stop

right

where you are-NOW.

Heed the Danger Signals
You're tearing down a whole lot faster than
up and the longer you keep going as
the worse you're going to get. Now is the
take yourself in hand -before it's too late.

building

can do it.

you are
you have
time to
And you

STRONGFORTISM will show you how, but you must act
now. Each day you wait, each day you delay makes it
just that much harder to bring you back. Let STRONG FORTISM help you. Let it restore in you those vital
powers that you know you are losing and losing fast.
It will rid you of annoying ailments, banish constipation, eradicate catarrh. bring down high blood pressure,
do away with nervousness and lassitude.
STRONGFORTISM will build up that body of yours
in such a way as to make a brand new fellow out cf
you. It will make you fit for any physical task -give
you muscle, pep, vigor and punch.

STRONGFORTISM
Will Bring You Back
-not

with medicine or dope-but with the aid of nature. You cast Nature aside in those days of early,
frivolous youth. I will show you how to work with Nature. I will build you up inch by inch -internally and
externally -until you are a robust, powerful fellow -a
real he-man who will command respect and admiration
wherever you go.

Send for My FREE Book
The experience and research of a lifetime are contained
in my wonderfully instructive book, "PROMOTION
AND CONSERVATION OF HEALTH. STRENGTH
AND MENTAL ENERGY." It will tell you frankly
how you can make yourself over into a vigorous specimen of vital manhood. Send for my free book RIGHT

NOW-TODAY.

(RTRONGFORTRNSflTUT
Physical and Health Specialist for Over 25 Years
DEPT. 347
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY, U. S. A

SEND THIS FREE CONSULTATION

COUPON

ABSOLUTELY CONFIDENTIAL

'(Continued from page 138)

it

those

of

thought you could set the
world
on fire and fiddle
while it burned. Nero tried
that -you know What happened to -Nero? You thought

A

Our Spiritualistic Investigations
two who had departed and he would try to
secure messages from them to me. I mentioned the names of Edward and Elizabeth.
The master of the psychic asked me to explain the relationship of these people to me.
It was plain to see that he was stalling for
time, the reason for which I could not at
the moment explain. My eyes were affixed
firmly upon the slates, still in full view, but
nothing happened. He did not touch them
in any way, nor were they moved in any
fashion. The medium now proceeded to
bring the slates forward, and place them face
to face, so that my signatures were exposed,
and requested me to tie them together with
This I promy own pocket handkerchief.

one

t!

(Continued frone page 109)
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Television Perfected at Last
wing 2 by 3 ft. This glass tubing was first
exhausted and filled with neon gas, which
glows with an orange color each time an
electric current passes through it. On the
rear surface of the various horizontal tubes
of this glass grid, there were cemented 2500
tin -foil segments.
Each tin -foil segment
connected by means of a wire to a contact
on a special stationary commutator. Inside
of this commutator containing the necessary
2500 metal segments, a contact arm revolved,
this arm being fastened to the same shaft
with the two synchronous motors, as described previously.
As will become evident, the larger the
screen on which the living image is to be
built up and reproduced with all the smiles
and bows, etcetera, the greater the number
of light pulses or spots one must use. So
we see that instead of having a small picture of Mr. Hoover before us measuring
inches, as in the case of the small
2 by
machine previously described, we will have
to use a proportionately greater number of
light pulses with the large 2 by 3 ft. screen.
It almost staggers one to consider for a
moment that this large screen required, so
the engineers decided, 45,000 constantly
changing light pulses per second!
The way in which this was worked out
represents a clever bit of engineering. For
each light target that sweeps across the
object at the transmitting station, one horizontal leg of the glass tube screen with 50
tin -foil segments, is illuminated from end
to end. Every second the 2500 tin -foil segments on this large screen are energized
eighteen times by the revolving commutator
arm and its associated wire connections, so
that 900 times 50, or 45,000, light pulses

Y®lU Can
Set
the
Puce
,But It Ma, CostYourLife!

ceeded to do, and as I watched his fingers
closely during this entire operation, I was
quite assured that his movements were natural, and the slates were in no way tampered
with. The tall slim -fingered wonderworker
asked me to place the slates upon my lap, and
place my finger tips upon them. He uttered
a well -practiced prayer, and after several
moments, I was requested to untie the slates.
There, upon the interior of one was written
the following message .
"I am extremely happy where I am. Everything is
lovely here. Elizabeth." "This world is
beautiful. I, too, am happy. Edward."

(Continued on page 181)
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Auto Owners

Mars- -the Mystery Planet

PARKS

sell

By W. J. LUYTEN

(Continued

froh page

124)
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Write for circular and Parks complete catalog
of handy woodworking machinery.

The Parks Ball Bearing Machine Co.
1553 Knowlton Street

Cincinnati, Ohio

Canadian Factory: 208 Notre Dame East, Montreal, Can.
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635 East 71st St., Chicago,U.S.A.

IMITATE!

Music, Birds, Instantly
I'layol a wonderful invention. You imitate
birds, animals anything.
No study. Special Price
on this offer 10c; reg-

ular price 29e. Circular
of Musical Instruments
Free. Yorit Industries,
Dept. 110. 178 E. 85th
St., New York City.

even estimates their distance to the planet
and their periods of revolution, remarking
on the fact that they conform to Kepler's
and Newton's laws of planetary motion, and
concludes that gravitation must therefore be
the same at that distance as it is here.
Owing to its small weight, the planet
Mars does not attract things as heavily as
the Earth; on the surface of Mars a man,
weighing 150 pounds on Earth, would register no more than 60 pounds.
This rapid and brief survey completes
more or less those indisputable facts we
know about Mars ; when it comes to the
geography of the Martian surface and the
physical conditions on it we are on less firm
ground, although recent researches have
taught us a great deal about those things.
First, of course we cone to the famous
"canals" first seen by Schiaparelli in 1881,
and called canali' in Italian, simply to indicate that they were black markings of a
straight -line character, channels. Later on,
many more of these canals were observed,
and especially by the late Percival Lowell,
observing at Flagstaff, Ariz., who was convinced that the 'Martian surface was a perfect maze of them. And naturally, when
these canals, some as wide as fifty miles
and as long as two and three thousand
miles were seen all over the planet, and
were even seen to change in color and shape
it was inevitable that they should be interpreted as the work of intelligent beings.
A bitter controversy resulted between the
canalists and the anti -canalists, with the
scene of battle and the methods of fighting
continually shifting on account of the ever
increasing accuracy of observation. But,
the idea took root among some popular
writers of great imagination, and it has remained a topic of perpetual disagreement
between the astronomer and the semi- scientific fiction writer ever since. More ink has
been spilled on this subject than on all other
astronomical subjects combined. Schiaparelli
seems to have felt that his observations
might lead to such consequences. Before beginning to discuss the more speculative side
of his observations, therefore, he said by
way of preface that one "is allowed to
talk foolishness twice a year." Unfortunately this period of immunity has lasted
ever since.
Professor 'tV. H. Pickering, who has devoted a lifetime to the study of Mars first
as we
advanced the theory that the canals full
of
saw them were not real canals,

'

much
water, but strips of vegetation alongLowell
narrower, artificial canals. Percival
obtained a great many converts to this theory, one of them, a hydraulic engineer who
figured Out that a pumping system sufficient
to maintain such a vast planetary circulation
of water, would require a constant expendiNiture of about 4,000 times the power offorth
agara! Several other explanations put little
to explain the canals also met with
lasting success.
The latest ideas are that perhaps the canals
do not contain water but are merely partsof the Martian desert moistened by rain
clouds hovering over them. For, recent obor
servations have shown that there is little
no water on the Martian surface : it is all
arid land void of what for us is one of the
first essentials of life. True, we have known
for a long time the existence of the "Polar
Caps," extremely brilliant white spots around
and
the poles of Mars, which become smaller
smaller as the season advances from winter,
through spring to summer.
One explanation is obvious the caps are
the polar masses of ice and snow that melt
in spring. For a short time this explanation
:

-
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was questioned because of the low temperature, and the alternative advanced that it
might be frozen carbon dioxide ; the recent
observations of temperature, however, have
STUART'S PLAPAO
shown that in all probability it is water, ice
PADS are different from
the truss, being mechanicoand snow, since the temperature is too high
chemico applicators made
for frozen carbon dioxide. On the other
self- adhesive purposely to
hold the distended muscles
hand, observations made on high mountains
securely in place. No straps.
buckles or spring attached
in California, where terrestrial influences are
-cannot slip. so cannot
minimized, indicate that there is little or no
chafe or press against the
pubic bone. Thousands have
water vapor on Mars. On the other hand
successfully
treated
themReduced
again, other observations indicate the presReduced
at home without Fae
Fac -Simile solves
-Si onto
hindrance from work-most
ence of an atmosphere of some sort some
Gold Modal obstinate cases
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the orange hue which Mars seems to have.
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prove it by Bending Trial of Plapao absolutely FREE
Support to this theory is lent by the fact
Write name on Coupon and send TODAY.
that
observations of the south polar cap
Plapao Co., 924 Stuart Bldg., St. Louis Mo.
made in red and blue light, indicate that the
Name
polar cap may be very largely an atmospheric
Address
phenomenon, high up above the Martian surReturn mail will bring Free Trial Plapao
face.
As for the vegetation on the surface of the
planet, it is an undisputed fact that the color
of the surface changes from greenish to
brow-n, as the seasons advance and summer
Write today for FREE 128 -page book, THE
passes. Observations made with the specLAW TRAINED MAN," which shows how
to learn law in your spare time and earn more
troscope have so far failed to show the presmoney-. Qualify for a high salaried execuence of any chlorophyl (leaf green) such as
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that these observations are so delicate that
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inent legal authorities including CHIEF
we cannot very well expect a positive answer
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HOWARD
from the means at present at our disposal.
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temperature. Recent observations made at
4753 Grand Blvd.
Dept. 250 A., Chicago
the Lowell and Mt. Wilson observatories
America's Foremost Non- Resident Law School
have shown conclusively that the general run
of temperature of Mars, although lower than
on earth, is not radically different from ours.
For the polar caps these observations have
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Chicago, Ill.
of the disk, where the sun is straight overhead, the temperature may rise to 80 or even
100 degrees Fahrenheit.
With all these uncertainties still existing
in practically all the important points, we
cannot say anything very definite about the
possibilities of Martian life, and the best we
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Chicago. Iltinols
1312 S. Oakley
atmosphere, and probably large enough to
retain even water vapor at low temperature.
Other prerequisites of life are that the planet
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simple
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Send for this Book

Rules for Matchcraft Contest

New Summer,

that spells

This book is

$100.00
Monthly Prize
"Matchcraft" Contest
INVENTION Magazine awarded $5000.00
for articles made entirely of matches.
While this $5000.00 contest has officially ex -1
pired, the publishers have decided that because
of the great popularity in Matchcraft constructions, the contest would continue in force on a
new prize rate basis until further notice. The
list of new prizes will be found in the center box
and the sanie rules for the first contest are to
be observed in this contest.
(1) Models submitted must contain at least
90 per cent. safety matches in their construction.
(2) Models made of toothpicks, paper
matches, or non- safety matches, are not eligible in this contest.
(3) Models can not be built around boxes
Walls, roofs,
or other supporting articles.
etc., must all be self- supporting and made of

-

racing, cruising, exploring -but it multiplies
the pleasures of your favorite recreation. Do
you tour
swim -camp? An Elto
puts fresh joy in every sport -instantly makes
a fast, reliable launch out of any rowboat
on any lake or stream.
The All -Use Motor!

-fish-

Meets Every Need! The Super Elto combines bountiful power, flashing speed, compact portability and
light weight. Starts Instantly on the quarter turn
flip of the flywheel. Provides motor and boat control
from any part of the boat. Famous propello-pump.
Send for new catalog-full of facts you should know
before you buy a motor. Write today. ELTO
OUTBOARD MOTOR CO., Ole Evinrude,
President, Mason St., Dept. 48 Milwaukee, Wis.

a quarre. r"r"

star

(6) Models may be of any size.
(7) In order to win a prize, it is necessary
that either models be submitted, or, if this is
not practical, owing to their size, a 5 "x7" photograph of the model may be sent in lieu
of the model itself. The best models submitted each month will be awarded the prizes
scheduled herewith.
(8) All models submitted to SCIENCE
AND INVENTION Magazine will be promptly returned to the builder, who will prepay all

L

fi

ourself
Cheer up -now you can mend
metalware as easily and perfectly as a mechanic! All you
need is a touch of heat and
Kester Metal Mender
The pl easure of watching the
bright, flowing solder, plug a
hole or mend a break is only
exceeded bythesatisfaction of
knowing you have done something useful.
Your hardware dealer can
supply you with a can of this
nousehold solder.

charges.

First Prize

15.00
10.00
5.00

Fifth Prize
Total

KESTER

CHICAGO SOLDER COMPANY

4206 -10 Wrightwood Ave. ,Chicago,U.S.A.
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CAMERA.FREE
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Your Choice
$100 Professional
MOTION PICTURE Camera or Professional View Camera.

Be a motion Picture Cameraman, Por.

Big money In all branches. Hundreds of
positions now open pay $75 to $230 a
week. Easy, fascinating work.
BIG MONEY IN PHOTOGRAPHY
In year spare time at hone you can
quickly qualify for a big paying position and you get your choice of these
standard professional cameras absolutely
FIREE. Instruction also given in our
great New York Studios.

Write for FREE BOOK

Send name and address for big, new, il-

lustrated

book on professional photography. Explains amazing opportunities.
Write for your copy tonight!
Institute of Photography
New York
Dept. 82 10 West 33rd St.. N. Y. City

$100.00

for inspection, paying transportation charges
both ways.
(10) This is a monthly contest and will continue until further notice. Each monthly contest
closes on the first of the month following date
of issue. Thus the contest for the month of
May will close June 1st and prize -winning
announcements will be made in the August,
1927 issue.
(11) Models must be shipped in a strong
wooden box, never in a cardboard box, as
SCIENCE AND INVENTION can not be
held responsible for breakage in transit due to
models having been improperly packed.
(12) When models are sent, be sure to affix
tag, giving your name and address, to the
model itself. Tn addition, put name and address on outside wrapper of package.
(13) Address all letters, packages. etc., to
Editor, "Matchcraft" Contest, care SCIENCE
AND INVENTION Magazine, 230 Fifth
Ave., New York.
Caution -Soak or cut heads from matches before building your model so that the models
may be expressed or mailed. The strikeeverywhere square cut Liberty matches can
be used if the heads are cut off.
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(9) Where SCIENCE AND INVENTION
has any doubts as to the model (where photos
only are submitted) complying with all the
regulations, the judges may, at their discretion, require that the actual model be sent in
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startling revelation of the profit possibilities in a new tire - servicing
business of your own. Any ambitious
man with a modest capital can quickly
build up a successful full -time or sparetime business with Nestler methods and
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required. Nestler operators make
money because they furnish
an exclusive service
To
that every car
Car

matches.
(4) All liquid adhesives, such as glue, shellac, cements, etc., are permissible.
(5) Models may be painted, gilded or silvered.
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Dept. 85,
Townsend Laboratories, 713 Townsend St.,
Chicago, III.
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Amazing
Little Blue Books
Bargains-About 15,000 Words

(Continued front page 177)
Upon my way home, I wondered which of
the two was most deserving of the $25 I
paid for this exhibition. The silver -tongued
medium, or his dwarf hunch -back assistant,
who, had all this time been secreted in the
victrola. Hearing the names, Elizabeth and
Edward, he lost no time in opening a small
trap, in the top of the victrola, and wrote
the spirit message upon the slates, which
had been so innocently placed there.

Home Mechanics
BUTTERFIELD
(Continued front page 136)
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To aid our agents we have arranged
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'riches thick, 2 inches wide and 4 inches
long. These blocks are screwed to the board
section of the top (as shown at Figs. C, C),
and in such a manner that the backs of the
wings when extended will be 80° from the
vertical, and the line of the backs vertical
and sloping back when the wings are closed.
The top edges of the braces are tapered
from the line of their backs at an angle of
80° as shown in illustration.
Brace Stop and Catch : A wooden block
and a brass catch are provided for each
brace (see Figs. E, E). The stop block
inches wide and 2
is 1V2 inches thick,
inches long. It is screwed to the falling
section of the top as shown. The catch is
3/32 inch thick, 1,4 inches wide, and bent
or shaped (as shown in Fig. E). Screw
holes are made in the brass catch and it is
screwed to the stop exactly as shown.
Top Fastening: In order to secure the
hoard forming the outer center section of
the top (Fig. C) to the frame of the table,
a piece of 1% -inch lumber (Fig. G) is
planed on a bevel to fit the inner opening at
the top of the same frame. This wedge shaped piece is provided with 10 holes for
screws bored 2 inches from its four edges,
and is then firmly glued in place as shown
(Fig. G). The center fixed section of the
table top is held by screws to this wedge shaped piece.
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When the board section of
the top has been secured with screws in
the top fastening, and the brace blocks have
been screwed firmly in place, take off the
hoard and fasten the drop- leaves to the center part with the hinges (placing each hinge
Then re3 inches from the outer edge).
place the board with its leaves, and the
braces, and screw the stop blocks with their
brass catches in place on the leaves. The
edge of the top can then be finished. Whatever smoothing is necessary can now be
clone and the table is ready for priming.
A coat of flat color, of the
Enameling
shade of enamel to be used, is first applied.
When it is dry, crack filler, also tinted, is
used, if necessary. Two coats of enamel
are usually put on, with forty -eight to sixty
hours between coats for drying. If decorations are used, the enamel must be thoroughly dry before they are put on.
Decorations: Decalcomania transfers are
nearly always used on the butterfly table
nowadays, mostly in floral designs. These
can be obtained at the furniture supply
houses, and are attached to the furniture
in several ways. It is best to follow the
directions accompanying them, although it
is safe to varnish with transparent varnish
Border designs
all kinds when attached.
are best for the top, with small sprays or
vignettes for the brace spreaders on leg
posts. Some tables are very highly ornamented, others only have a single wide border extending around the top.
Finishing:
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STUDY AT HOME

Become a lawyer. Legally trained
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success in business d public life.
Greater opportunities now than ever fore.
are headed by men with legal
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training Earn
S5,000 to $10,000 Annually
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The World's Largest Business Training Institution
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Sheets of Cards
for Visible Records
Hand ifax-A wonderful
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Easy te
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learn. This New 80 -page Copyrighted Book tells how. Large
Catalog of Magic Tricks, Jokes,
Puzzles and Imported -Novelties
included. Send toe today!
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Dallas. Texas
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Insure your copy reaching you each month. Sub-a
scribe to SCIENCE AND INVENTION -$2.50
year.
Experimenter Pub. Co., 230 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.
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Opportunity Ad -lets

will pay you to read and investigate the offerings made
YOU will find many remarkable opportunities and real bargains in these columns. It
every month by reliable firms, dealers and amateurs from all over the country. No matter what you may be seeking, whether supplies,
find
listed here the best and most attractive specials of the
will
you
else,
make
money,
or
anything
to
opportunity
automobile accessories, the
month.
must be included at the above rate. Cash should
address
and
Name
insertion.
a
word
for
each
Advertisements in this section twelve cents
advertisement for less than 10 words accepted.
accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited advertising agency. or Nomisleading
advertisements not accepted. Adverissues.
Objectionable
Ten per cent discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent discount for 12
tisements for the August issue must reach us not later than June 10th.
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 230 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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Advertisers and Distributors
Earn $8. Distribute 900 free Samples Stopleak Rivets.
Send 6c stamps for samples and secure territory. itiveet
Co., Colmcs, N. Y.
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Rural Weeklies, $14.20,
4112 -SI, Hartford, St. Louis, Mo.
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Agents Wanted
tires and
Agents -Best seller; Jem Rubber Repairof for
over 800 per
supersedes vulcanization at a saving
minutes and
rent; put it on cold. It vulcanizes itself in ortwotube;
sells to
Is guaranteed to last the life of the tire
For particulars how
tubes

;

every auto owner and accessory dealer.
to make big money and free sample, address Amazon Rubber
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.. Dept. 601.
$60 -$200 a week. Genuine Gold Letters for store winEasily applied. Free samples. Liberal offer to
dows.
general agents. Metallic Letter Co., 441 B., North Clark,
Chicago.
lamps,
$10 daily silvering mirrors, plating and refinishing Outfits
method.
reflectors, autos, beds, chandeliers by new Decatur.
Ill.
furnished. Write Gunmetal Co., Ave. 1).
Bankrupt and Rummage Sales. Slake $50.00 daily. We
start you, furnishing everything. Distributors, Dept. 171, 609
Division, Chicago.

Make Money Silvering Mirrors, refinishing auto headchandeliers.
lights, tableware, metal plating, bed steads,Dept.
69, 309
Outfits furnished. International Laboratories,
Fifth Ave., New York.
Agents -New Plan, makes it easy to earn $50.00 to
$100.00 weekly, selling shirts direct to wearer. No capital
Write
or experience needed. Represent a real manufacturer. Broadnow for FREE SAMPLES. Madison Company, 566

way, New York.
gold iniBig money and fast sales. Every owner buys
$1.35. Ten
tials for his auto. You charge $1.50 ; make
free
samples.
and
particulars
Write
for
easy.
orders daily
American Monogram Co., Dept. 71, East Orange, N. J.
Automoon
Initials
Gold
easy,
asplying
$50.00 Weekly
every $1.50 juts.
biles. No experience needed. $1.45 profit
Free Samples. "Italco Slouograms ", 1.1013, Washington,

Boston, Mass.
magici
Polmet Polishing Cloth cleans all metals like Sample
Sells fast at 25c.
Gets enthusiastic attention.
Mass.
Sreet,
Boston,
Edinboro
93
Co..
(tale
Free. F. C.
Mirrors Resilvered at Home. Posts less 5 cents per
Immense
plating
profits
75
cents.
charge
square foot; you
refinishing metalmammas, reflectors, tableware, stoves,
ware, ere; outfits furnished. Details Free. Write Sprinkle,
Indiana.
Plater, 955, Marion,
No strings or straps; on
Just Out-Patented Apron.
a
or elf instantly $20 a clay easy every demonstration
write today
;
sale; over 100% profit; commissions daily
for free offer. Sta -Put Co., Inept. 506, St. Louis, Mo.
We furnish everything. $75.00
Open Rummage Store.
daily. Write for free particulars. N. Young, 2549 So.
Halsted, Chicago.
Auto Gas Saver FREE. To introduce. Amazing car
performance, Doubles mileage. Critchlow, Inventor, 0 -87,
Wheaton, Ill.
Hosiery Free and $12 daily. Sell nationally known Pure
Silk hosiery. Amazing values. Experience unnecessary.
Free sample outfit mailed immediately. l'ure Silk Hosiery
Co., 208 W.11fonroe, Dept. P-93, Chicago.
Don't sell for others. Employ agents yourself. Stake
your own product s. Toilet articles, household specialties,
and show you
ete 500% profit. We furnish everything
Write at once. National
hoe. Valuable booklet free.
Scientific Laboratories, 1962 -W Broad, Richmond, Va.
Doubles mileage
Sell ''Finit" Rubber Repair. Big pay.
Self -vulcanization without heat or tools
of tires and tubes.
Chicago.
W'ml
from,
002323
Marquette,
not'.
season
Big
Slake, sell your own specialties. ImBe Independent.
selected
special
formulas,
mense profits. Catalog, dependable
agents' best sellers, free. F. Lustre., 832 East Pershing,
Chicago.
Our New Household Device washes and dries windows,
costs
sweeps, cleans walls, scrubs, mops. Complete outfitWorks,
Over half profit. Harper Brush
less than brooms.
152 -3rd St. Fairfield, Iowa.
Regular black and white photos finished
New Camera.
quickly inside camera. Slake money selling
488,
Crown Company, Dept. taking photos or doing both.
Norwalk, Conn.
"Best Stunt You Ever Saw." Experience unnecessary.
polishing
Remarkable discovery removes drudgery from furniture.
table silver. auto trimmings, all metalware.
Abolishes sticky pastes. messy liquids and powders.
Startling demonstrations make sales self -closing.cash FREE
gain.
SAMPLES will prove why. Low price, quick
E. X. Lightning Corporation, 1773
Tip to 233% profit.
go.
Ill.
Chien
Greenleaf Ave.,
Agents: $13.85 daily in advance (sworn proof) intro
one year. No
during New Insured Hosiery. Guaranteed PAY
DAILY.
YOUR
capital or experience required.
We
Spore time pays you big.
Monthly bonus besides.
Silk hose for your own use FREE.
supply samples.
Morarhee Hosiery Company. Road 0706. Cincinnati. 'Ohio.
Make the World's Biggest Selling Specialties. Investment small. Profits great. Start in your own home, office
;

;
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Sly Big Bunch of "Eye- opening" literature descriptive of Guaranteed Formulas tells how. Send today
for its free. Make Karla lak Metal Cleaning and I'uli.shing Cloths. Super- Radiolyte Powder, Guaranteed Battery
Charger, Para: Vulkine -No -Cement, Instant Weld Patch,
Settlat ile, Puncture Proofing Liquid, Tufnit, quadruples
life of Silk Hosiery. Duocopol, Guaranteed Automobile
Polish. Savurice Cloth Non- thermic Iee Sayer, Ifugacide,
Fly Killing Spray, Slendit, Fabric Patching Liquid, besides many other food, household, automobile, medical,
toilet, laundry specialties. Don't buy stock or catalog
"dollar" or so-called "Master Iormulas" till you've read

Wins! 25 easy lessons and 218 page illustrated reference guide, $2.00. "Slindreeding" (any disCVonderful, $2.00.
tance).
Science Institute, 5130 MtlIs tul:ee Ave., Chicago.

or shop.

,

this valuable literature.
Jet ton, Tampa, Florida.

Address Miller, Chemist, 1706 -B
-

Receive
15 cents puts your name on mailing list year.
offers, magazines, from wholesale supply houses everywhere.
Kentucky Agency, Covington, Kentucky.
Agents ; Build a permanently profitable business on one
easily sold item. Globe Re- Atomizers, a new, patented

invention has an untouched. ten -million dollar market
awaiting it. Act now and obtain exclusive representation.
Send $1.00 for sample and complete information. References Chamber of Commerce. R. G. Dun, Nat tonal City
]tank, Brotherhood Bank, Globe Sales & Distributing Co.
101k Spokane St. Seattle, Wash.
Selling Like Blazes! Eleven piece tuliet goods assortment at $2.25, with two piece carving set free to your
1)-AVIS PRODUCTS CO.,
profit.
customers, 100%
Dept. 67. 1321 Carroll, Chicago.
Ile, sell for 60c. Almost
cost
Candies, Home -made,
We teach you by mail making
no cash capital needed.
Start in home.
All ages, ladies or men.
:tad selling.
Capitol
Sell to stores. We furnish tools. Free booklet.
Candy School, Dept. 93 -CG, Washington, D. C.
inNo
Pay
daily.
monthly.
Agents: Slake $500.00
Sell
vestment. Rhinestone initial buckles and novelties.
CHATON NOVeasy everywhere. Exclusive territory.
ELTY CO. 6116 Blue Island, Chicago.
Yes you can make $5.00 to $15.00 daily selling our nee
adjustable waterproof aprons. B. & G. Rubber Co., Dept.
:

,

,
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Pittsburgh, I'a.
Furniture Refinishing,
I

,

Polishing, painting, handyman
;
wonderful pT.dilss ; start yours on nearly nothing.
John Braceland, 1153 So. Ninth, Philadelphia, Pa.
Make Much Money -Making, selling your own goods.
Formulas, processes. trade -secrets. All kinds. All lines.
Catalog free. I). Thaxly Co., Washington. D. C.
Sell guaranteed
Agents $240 month. Bonus besides.
colors.
hosiery for men, women, children. 126 styles,
Must wear seven months or new hose free.
Lose prices.
Finest silks you ever saw. Now sales plan. No experience or capital needed. Auto furnished. Spare time satisfectory. H. 1Vessberg, 1332 Nelson St. Chicago, earned
His soles $2.000 a month.
new Ford car in 90 clay's.
Mite quick for particulars and samples. Wilkuit hosiery
Co., Dept. 655, Greenfield, Ohio.
Agents wanted to advertise our goods end slIst ribute to
consumer; 90e an hour ; write for samples. ASI ERIC.(N
PRODUCTS CO. 9239 Monmouth, Cincinnati, O.
$500 Weekly assured, operating Rummage Store. EveryParticulars FREE.
Lowest prices.
thing furnished.
United Bankruptcy Sales, K3819 State.11' Chicago
shop

,

,

1

,

cam,

Airplanes. Aviation
Boys send dime for 12 inch mounted propeller and circulars telling how you can get a three -foot model aeroplane free. Nothing to sell. Acre Shop, 3000 Hurlbut
Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Biggest, Best Catalog Model Airplanes, Parts, Supplies;
5e postpaid. Ideal Co., 16914 Spring St.. New York.

Build and fly them. Our complete
flying and exhibition models. all parts
reasonable prices. We make all size
propellers. Special model work for experimenters and inventors. Send 10 cents for nor 48 -pare catalogue. U. S.
Model Aircraft Corp., 311 -1- Monroe St., Brooklyn. N. Y.
Airplane Models.

line consists of
and accessories
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Art
Sensational French, American Art pietnres -12 for $1.00.
Harry (Consola. 211e Surf Ave.. Brooklyn. N. Y.
Imported Art Magazine "Galerie" brings you every
month high grade reproductions of Prominent European
painters, printed on art paper with tissue paper inlays.
$2.00 a year sample copy, 25c six copies as introsturtnry
offer one dollar with 20 net cards gratis. Publisher. 347
East 72rd Street. New York.
for lie., small simply.
Imported French Art Pictures
SWentworth Bon I1i'Coney Island. Brooklyn.

11''t
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Hypnotism

Business Opportunities
Mail! -Books. novelties, bargains ; large profits!
Particulars FREE! E- Elfco, 525 South Dearborn, Chicago.
Sell By

You can have a business- profession of your own and earn
big income in service fees. A new system of foot correction;
readily learned by anyone at home in a few weeks. Easy
terms for training, openings everywhere with all the trade
you can attend to. No capital required or goods to buy, no
agency or soliciting. Address Stephenson Laboratory, 18
Back Bay, Boston, Moss.
Operate money- malting
mail -order business in spare
lime. Write for free particulars.
Triangle Mall Order
Service, 600 Blue Island Ave., R61, Chicago.
How would you like to receive hundreds of letters weekly
with 25e and more in every one? We are doing it. You
can do it too.
We show you how. An oilier business you
can handle at home during spare or full time.
Our instructions will enable you to go in business for yourself
With a total investment of $10.
More details for stamps or
$2 for complete instructions.
Address: Metropolitan News
Bureau, Box l0 38, Washington. 1). C.
Monogram Automobiles, $1.33 profit. Ten minutes' work.
Every mener wants them; millions without; particulars free.
Motorists Accessories Co. Alansfield. 'Ohio.
Advertise in 275 Country Newspapers, 28 words, $10.00.
.

EEATOR. Hartford Bldg., Chicago.

250 signs or pictures
Big Money Awaits You Here.
Samples and
hour without press, type or machinery.
Stracn. 1015 iss Mulberry, Springfield, 'O.
10e.
Booklet describing one
Amateur Photographs Profitable.
hundred best magazine markets, IOc. Snyder Publishing

an

particulars

Guilford. Connectlrut.

Stocks -Bonds,

Domestic- Foreign,

in all marketable securities.
Broad St., New York.

For dens, collectors-Relics, medals, photos, weapons, rte.,
Illustrated catalogue 25c.
from Europe's bettlofields.
Internationalf ,1885 Flathusl,1' Ave.. Brooklyn' N.

Books

Dealers

Co., 20

&

Cameras and Photography Supplies
money in Photography. Learn quickly at home.
Spare or full time. New plan. Nothing like it. ExAmerican School of Photography.
perience unnecessary.
3(101 Dlichigen Avenue. Chicago.
Dept
Make

CheffIistJ'y
Dr. T. O'Conor Sloane.
Learn Chemistry at Home.
noted educator and scientific authority, will teach you. Our
home study correspondence course fits you to take a position as chemist. See our ad on page 101 of this issue.
Chemical Institute of New York, 66 W. Broadway, Nein
York City.
Experimenters!
Read "Popular
Chemists! Students!
Chemistry" for experiments, chemical nears. book reviews,
chemical magic. We print any formula and answer any
chemical question for subscribers. $1.00 year. Three trial
hook catalog :and solubility chart sent free
copies 30c.
to immediate subscribers. Department B. Popular Chemistry Company, Swedesboro, N. J.
Chemists! Experimenters! Send 50c coin for Junior Chem lab. Contains chemicals, apparatus, instructions for performing 20 mystifying experiments. Sfony parlor tricks.
Clinton Chemical Co., Department B,
Worth $1.00.
Swedeshoro, N. J.
Chemical Submarine: What makes it submerge upon spying an enemy ship f A most mystifying novelty. 25c Postpaid. Clinton Chemical Co., Department B, Swedesboro,
N. J.
Information for amateur chemists, chemicals, unperarua,
formulas for plating electric and non- electric solutions, etc.
Arnold Hotaling, 23 Melrose Ave., East Orange, N. J.
Experimenters. 211 C. P. Chemicals for $1.00. Chemical Laboratories, 9011 Belmont. Chicago. Ill.
Your Chemical problems solved and working process furnished for FIce Dollars. Write nie. W. Stedman Richards, Consulting Chemist, Box 2102, Boston, Mass.
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Educational
Home Study Courses.

All Schools. Lowest Prices. Terms.
Fred Goetz, 440 -H San -

Mention subject.

Catalog Free.
seme. Son Front-ism

Educational Books, all kinds.
J.y'le's, Pisgah, Alabama.
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and used.

List

free.

Electricity

Free-My illustrated Circulars on Newihml gist, Selfrulture. Healing. Yogi Philosophy, Occult, Mystic and Scientific Books. Martens Publisher, Inc. Burlington. Iowa.
,

Electric Fun! Seventy stunts.
Campbell. Calif.

110 volts,

$1. Cuttingco,
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Interested in Science? Fonn Science Club in your town.
Conduct experiments, field trips, etc. Instruction booklet,
club plans, membership blanks, sample magazine 25e coin.
Scientific Clubs America, McComb, Mississippi.

For Inventors
Inventors -Get this pamphlet, "What to Invent," No
theory or guess work, but things actually asked for by
Sent prepaid for only $1.00. Inventor',
manufacturera.
Syndicate. 22 Paladfum Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Unpatented Ideas Can Be Sold. I tell you how and help
Free particulars (Copyrighted).
you make the sale.
Write W. T. Greene, 808 Jenifer Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Inventors! Use our special service for presenting Your invention or patent to manufacturers. Adam Fisher 311g. Co.,
205 -A Enright, St. Louis, Mo.
Patented or Unpatented.
Inventions Commercialized.
Write Adam Fisher :Mfg,. Co., 205 Enright, St. Louis, Mo.
We help inventors financially to get patents. Equitable
Investment Co., Box 16 -18, Washington, D. C.
Patents Obtained under cooperative pa}utent plan. Write
for particulars, \V. E. Beck, Registered l'aient Lawyer,
95:3 Jenifer Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Inventors: Why disclose your idea? Apply for patent,
direct U. S. Pat. Office. Legal and sketch forms, instructions, advice, $5. Inventors' Protective Assoc., Box 262,
Washington, D. C.
Patents and Processes Sold -Complete service backed by
competent legal. technical and financial staff. Patent Service, Suite 927, Fisk Bldg., Broadway at 57th St.,
New York City.

Ideal Book Shop,

l'ark

500 Formulas 20c, Catalog FREE.
Ridge, Illinois.
Guaranteed or money refunded.
Any formula $1.00.
Send for lists. Doris Chemical Laboratories, 1311 -S East

goods.

Formulas. manufacturing

processes. All lines. Fire dollars. Eastern Chemical
Research Laboratory, 56A Library, St., Chelsea, Mass.

A,

way, N. Y.

If you are a man worthy of the name and not afraid to
work, I'll bet you $50.00 you can't work for us thirty
Think I'm bluffing?
days and earn less than $200.00.
Openings for
Then answer this ad and show' me up.
managers. Wonder 13ox sells on sight. The best selling
proposition in America today. Write Tom Waken, Dept.
121, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mail
Government lobs.
clerks. $1700 -$3000 year.

carriers, clerks, railway postal
Mean 18 up.
Steady. Sample
coaching free. Write today sure. Franklin Institute, Dept.
K4, Rochester, N. Y.
You Are Wanted. Men, women, 18 up. U. S. GovernShunt
Steady.
ment Jobs.
$95.00 to $250.00 month.
Tarsi e. Experience unnecessary. Common eduhours.
cation sufficient. Applicants coached. 32 -page book with
full particulars FIIEE. 'trite today sure. Franklin Institute, Dept. K18, Rochester, N. Y.
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 1,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,iiimwn,aaa,aum,aan,momo
a1,,,, ii r,,,,, ,,,,,,H,,,,,11,11ii,1a,a,,,,,,
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Insects Wanted
See

Sinclaií s Adver-

Instruction
Learn Chemistry at Home. Dr. T. O'Conor Sloane,
noted educator and scientific authority, will teach you. Our
housse study correspondence course fits you to take a position
as chemist. See our ad on page 101 of this issue. Chemical
Institute of New York, Gess W. Broadway. New York City_
Home Study Courses by all schools on all subjects, sold
complete in fine condition, at bargain prices, because
Sensational reductions on all standard
slightly used.
drafting, engineering, automobile, radio, chemistry. elecEasy Terms.
trical courses.
Money Back guarantee.
Courses bought. Write for FREE catalog. Economy Educator Service (Dent. H) 202 W. 49th St., New York.
Learn to make a wonderful Polish -Cleaner for automobiles
Instruction 50e by postal money order. Laboratory, Mango,
'

Liban, I'oststr., Latvia.
,,,,,,

"Inventions'f'Wanted

Patented or I lip:dented.
Inventions Commercialized.
Write Adam Ficher Mfg. Co., 203 Enright, St. Louis, Mo.
Will buy approved invention. Write W. L. Kendig, 416
N. Duke Street, Lancaster, Pa.

uu,u,uu,uu
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Magic and Games
Free with $25 order our large die box. Send 20c for our
large catalogue of tricks. puzzles. wigs, sensational escapes. Oaks Magical Co., Dept. 549. Oshkosh, Wis.

Hypnotism. Ventriloquism,
Card tricks.
Coin tricks.
64 -page books, complete guides, 10e each. G. Fenner, 2101
Jefferson. Louisville, Ky.
Magic. You can entertain with Ilse hest. Hundreds of
mystifying tricks are contained in our large catalog.
Send idle today. Sterling Magic Co., Box 33, Danville, Va.

Manuscripts -Short Stories Wanted
weekly, Spare time, writing for newspapers.
magazines. Experience unnecessary. Details Free. Presa
Syndicsle. 987. St. Louis, Mo.
Make $25 weekly at home. spare time, writing short
stories for photrislays. Experience unnecessary. Outline
free. Producers League, 603, St. Louis, Mo.
Earn $25

fug

-

ragis

Na. 2 Brown Sharpe Back Geared Miller, excellent condition, $::71.00. Photo Lucas As Son, Bridgeport, Conn.
For Sale: Another luit of high grade microscopes (2 objectives and 2 ooculars) Sund chemical analytical balances.
Just the thing for the home laboratory at real bargains.
A. L. 1'ouleur, Bos 32, Norton,
Send stamp for list.

Simple, scientific method for
Underground Treasures.
locating snails iced free. T. S:mtschi, Glencllyn. Ill.
Simple One -Piece Valve Adjuster. and Silencer quickly
installed without tools. Saves gas, time and nut adjustThousands satisfied.
ing. Stops click t ekes up wear.
Send dollar for complete set. C. W. Young, 2121 Ness
York Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.
;
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catalogue

Motor Attachment until you get
Shaw Mfg. Co., Dept. 6.
prices.

Bicycle
and

13. Y.
Inquiries Invited. References furnished.
Fisluburne, Patent Lawyer, 525 -D McGill Building, Washington, D. C.
Patents obtained under Co- operative Payment Plan.
Write for particulars. W. E. Beck, Registered Patent
Lawyer, 952 Jenifer Bldg.. Washington, D. C.
Forms, complete instructions $1
Get your own patents.
Cuttinglsros, Campbell, Calif.
Patents secured for inventors on our new financial plan
assuring prompt filing of application. Equitable Investment Company, Bos 1648. Washington, D. C.
Patents -Write for instructions. Carl \filler, Registered
Patent Attorney (former member examing Corps, United
States Patent Office), McGill 131dg., Washington. I). C.
Patent Sense -As one of the oldest firms in America use
give inventors, at lowest consistent charge, a service noted
for results, evidenced by many well -known Patents of extraordinary value. Book, Pat ent -Sense, free. Lacey As Lacey,
C.
64"""""""'""'""'""""""""""'"'""""1"
I:slat. 18691 ,,"""11"",,.'"'",
t., ashington, I)

each case.

-

Patents
Inventions commercialized.
Patented or unpateuted.
Write Adam Fisher Mfg. Co.. 205 Enright, St. Louis, Mo.
Two Inventions -Two automatic inventions and a plaster paris process.
Beware invenors' rights. William
?laines, Habana, Cuba.

Patents Wanted
If you have a patent or invention for salo
write Hartley, 38 Court St., Bangor, Me.
Inventions Commercialized.
Patented or Unpatented.
Write Adam Fisher Mfg. Ce., 205 Enright. St. Louis, Mo.
Mr. Inventor.

n,,,,,,,,,,aua,,,m,,,unaaa,nunmae,,,,,,ne1i.,,,,,.,,,1a,,,,a,i1,,,,,,,,,,,,,11,i,111,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,_,,,,

Motorcycles-Bicycles
our

Silvering Mirrors. French plate. Easily learned, improfits. flans free. V.car Mirror Works, 16 W,
Excelsior Springs, Mo.
opporDetectives Earn Big Money. Travel. Excellent
tunity. Great demand everywhere. Experience unnecessary.
Write, American Detective System, 2190 Broadway, N. Y.
Firemen, Brakemen, Baggagemen, (white or colored)
sleeping car, train porters (colored), $130 -$250 monthly.
Experience unnecessary. 897 Railway Bureau, East St.
Louis, Ill.
Men, get Foiest Ranger job; $135- $2,000 month and
home furnished; permanent; hunt, fish. trap. For details,
write Norton, 271 \IcIlann Bldg., Denver, Colo.
Be a Detective. Work home or travel. Experience unnecessary. l'articulars free. George Wagner, 2190 Broad -

a,auuuu,ua um,,,

Schiercke, 1034 -72nd St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Somewhere there is a New Automotive Product. A

IL C.

a

Ten years experience in Patent
Booklet. Geo. Beeler, 9
Consultation invited.
Patio Place, New York.
"Inventor's Advisor," Patenthook, with 139 mechanical
movements, illustrations, sent free. Labiner, Patent Attorney, 3 Park Row, New York.
Reliable services by
Patent, Trade - Marks, Copyrights.
an experienced practitioner devoting personal attention to

Patents: Trade- Marks.

Office.

with national distribution -ample finance -wishes to add
A real opportunity for practical
now items to its line.
invention. All letters confidential. Address P. O. Box
59, Lnlianupolis.
Strongest
A Gold Mine of Information for only $1.00.
man cannot lift you -Secret-30c To sober up instantly
Great for those who overdriuk, 50e. Guessing Anyone's
Tattoo
Weight- Circus Stunt -Never fails, 50e. RemovingMemory,
Marlis -Three Methods, 50c. Secrets of a Cord
25c. Liquor Remedy-Stop Drinking, 50e. Tearing Telephone Book in Two -Giant Strength, 50e. Have a Grip of
Steel -Shake Till It Hurts, 223e. Five Celebrated Anti Tobacco Formulas. 50e. Secret of Sound Sleep -No Drugs,
25c.
Calling Heads or Tails Every Time, 25c. And 25
other secrets. Yeu get the entire list for only $1.00 stamps
or cash. American Sales Co., Postoffice Box 1278, San
Francisco, Calif.
Waten Gasoline Engines; ?o If. P. in 10 lbs.; 1 H. P.
in 15 lbs. MET:1LC31l N Motel Airplane Engines; '
H. P. in 3% Isis. ; 1 II. P. in 6 lbs. Circular's free.
DYNAMIC 3IFG. CO'., First National Bank Bldg., Chi -

Don't buy

mense

"'II

Bulldogs, 501 Rock-

Forms to east Lead Soldiers, Indians, Marines, Trappers,
Animals, 151 kinds. Send l0c for illustrated Catalogue.

a

Help Wanted

Cash paid for butterfies, insects.
tisement on Page 180.

Beautiful registered bull pups $15.
wood, Dallas, Texas.

Mass.

Formulas

81, Clevcla nd, Ohio.
Make, sell your own

Patent Attorneys (Continued)

Miscellaneo fis

For Boys

Galesburg, Kansas.
Used,
Guaranteed
Motorcycle
Bargains.
rebuilt.
Shipped on approval. Catalog free. Floyd Clymer, 813
Broadway, Denver, Colo.

Musical Instruments
Violins -Deep, Mellow, Soulful -on easy credit terms.
High grade, wonderful instruments of my own make. Development of many years' expertness. Write for book. Gustav
A. IIenning, 2424 Gaylord St.. Denver, Colo,
Mo11,11 mmIIIIaaomo,ermtr.
mu.n., u,,,,mm, a,a,cu,auua,a,,,,,1,,,,MITI o,,,o,I

Old Coins

Photography
Camera? \ \*site for free sample of our big
magazine, shoving how to make better pictures and earn
money. American Photography, 118 Camera House, Boston,
17, Mass.
Have you a

Photoplays Wanted
55$ For Photaplay Plots, Stories accepted any form, revised, criticised, copyrighted, marketed.
Estab. 1917.
Booklet free.
Universal Scenario Co., 223 Western As
Santa IIonlco Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.

Printing Outfits and Supplies
Print your own cards, stationery, circulars, paper, etc.
Complete outfits $8.85 Job Presses $11, $29; Rotary $149.
Print for others, big profit. All easy, rules sent. Write
;

California Gold, quarter size, 27c; half -dollar size, 53c.
Columbian nickel and catalogue, 10c. Norman Shultz, Box
746, Salt Lake City, Utah.

catalog presses, type, paper, etc. Kelsey Company, F -0
Nteriden. Conn.
Cor

Radio

Old Money Wanted
paid for hundreds of Old or Odd Coins.
Keep all old money, it may he very valuable. Send 111e for
new illustrated Coin Value Book, 4x6. Guaranteed Prices.
Get Posted, We pay Cash. Clarke Coin Company, 14
Street, LeRoy, N. Y.
$2 to $500 Each

Boys! Don't overlook this. The "Basco" Baby Detector.
Greatest detector ever brought out with molded base. Fully
adjustable. See former advertisements in this publication,
or our catalogue. Detector wills Galena Crystal complete 50e.
the same detector with Radioeite Crystal 75c prepaid. Send

for yours today. Radio Specialty Company, 100 Park Place,
New York City.

Partner Wanted
I Want a Partner -agent to take case of my business in
your town I furnish everything, including world's finest
line of 173 household products and 1 split the selling price
wills you 50 -50. Beautiful sample outfit makes selling
easy; food products; household necessities; things people
eat; highest quality- lowest price -quick sales -permanent
repeat business; 5.15,000.00 bond guarantees quality. I Pay
largest commissions give Chrysler closed car besides. Get
my amazing offer for your locality quick.
WI ite or wire
C. W. Van de Mark, Vice l'res. Health O Products Co.,
Dept. 31 -E, health -'C Bldg., 117 Duane St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Patent Attorneys
Millions spent annually for ideas! Hundreds now wanted!
profit.! Write today for free book -tells
how to protect yourself, hoe to invent, ideas wanted, how
the help you sell, etc. American Industries, Inc., 212 Victor Bldg., Washington, 1). C.
Richard E. Babcock. Patent Lawyer, Washington Loan
R.Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C. Booklet.
Monroe E.
Miller, Ouray Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Patent Lawyer; Mechanical, Electrical Expert. Booklet
and Priority Record blank gratis.
Patents -Send for form "Evidence of Conception" to be
signed and witnessed. Form, fee schedule, information free.
Lancaster and Allwisse, Registered Patent Attorney in
United States and Canada. 242 Ouray Bldg., Washington,

Patent yours and

1). C.

-A

comprehensive, experienced, prompt service for the protection and
development of your ideas. Preliminary advice gladly furnished without change. Booklet of information and form
for disclosing idea free on request. Richard B. Owen, 130
Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C., or 41 -T Park Row, New
York.
Send for free booklet.
Highest references.
Patents.
(lest results. Promptness assured. Send model er drawing
for examination and advice. Watson E. Coleman, Patent
.attorney. 721 -9th Street, N. W., Washington, I). C.
Cooperative Plan for safe -guarding and commercializing
inventions before patenting. Write for free booklet. Ralph
Burch, Patent Lawyer, 501 Seniler Building, Washington,
Patents Procured; Trade

Marks

D. C.
Unpatented Ideas Can Be Said.

Registered

I tell you how and help
particulars
).
(Copyrighted/.
o
509.leifcrr Bldg.,
Don't
Patents. Time counts in applying for patents.
risk delay in protecting your ideas. Send sketch or model
for instructions or write for Free book, 'How to Obtain a
Patent" and "Record of Invention" form. No charge for
Communications strictly
Information on hoe to proceed.
confidential. Prompt. careful, efficient service. Clarence A.
O'Brien, Registered Patent Attorney, Security Bank
Building (directly across street from patent office), Washmake

Write\V

ington, D.

sale.

T. Greene,

C.

FeaI.

See page 164.

Rubber Stamps
Your name handsomely moulded in fancy letters upon a

rubber stamp $1.00 plus 10c for postage. Please print
name. R. Skeffington, 18 Bulfinch SL, Boston, Mass.

Salesmen Wanted
Millions of business men waiting for Brand New Indispensable $10.00 office utility saving hundreds of dollars
annually. Oue man sold sixteen in three hours. Splendid
profits. Write quick for trial offer and exclusive Virgin
territory. Lightning Calculator Co., Dept. W, Grand Rapids, Stich.
Salesmen- Amazing New Drugless health product in big
demand. $6.50 profit on every sale. The $2,500,000,000
spent yearly for health assures you a tremendous market
with no dull seasons.
Exclusive territory.
Write for
special offer. Radiunrized _applicator Co., 1303D Fillmoe,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Great neckwear line now free! Features finest quality
neckwear at factory prices. Collect big commissions daily.
Write for FREE tie offer and FREE outfitNawco
Neckwear, Desk 5 -W, Covington, Ky.
a,leano,,,,,,,,,,,
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Song Poems
Free "Song Writers Guide."

Wis.

1321 -1239

Song -poem writers. Address Monarchs.
Dept. 1335, Ness York.

Ellis, Green Bay,
1472

Broadway,

Stamps and Coins
Stamps 100

All Different

Company, Toledo. O.

3

cents.

S.

I. Quaker Stamp

Fine Approval Selections at 30% discount.

free for 3c postage. Write NOW.
Woodbine, 27, Penna.
IM11777771.111,11177117171777011T1111171717Mr1

100 stamps
Wineholt Stamp Co.,
11111111.

Typewriters
Typewriters, all standard makes. $10 up. Fully guaranteed.
Free trial. Write for complete illustrated lists, Northwestern
Exchange, 121 N. Francisco Ave., Chicago.

Typing
Manuscripts neatly and accurately typed by an author's
typist. 50 cents per thousand words. Ava G. Harris,
Greensburg, Kansas.

Wanted
Detectives Earn Big

perience unnecessary.
way, N. Y.

Mork home or travel. ExWrite, George Wagner. 2190 BroadMoney.
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The first and only com-

ef you

BUY

a radio set

plete manufacturers directory of all Standard Radio
Receivers
E all want to know what kind of a set is best to buy. Here is a
book that describes all standard manufactured sets from authentic
descriptions furnished by the manufacturers.
It gives you all the information tou need to make your choice, saves you

from "blind buying," and vain regrets.

-

GIVES PRICES, TECHNICAL DESCRIPTIONS
Illustrations

Receivers are illustrated, prices are given, manufacturers names and addresses supplied, general characteristics of sets are described, number of tubes,
"Electrified" Receivers, etc., etc.
All you need know -Just like a permanent "Show."
The only book of its kind -absolutely unprejudiced. 40 pages-size 6 x 9
inches, profusely illustrated.

DON'T BUY IN THE DARK-AVOID MAKING THE WRONG CHOICE
USE "The Directory of Standard Radio Sets."

Only 25c-- Sold Everywhere
If your dealer cannot supply you, write direct

THE CONSRAD COMPANY, Inc.
230

New York, N. Y.

Fifth Avenue

use a

When radio gallons

crowd the air and
spoil dour proqrams

wave trap/'

How to make a SINGLE WAVE TRAP and CLARIFIER
THE NEW
WAVE TRAP PATTERN
This new pattern contains a gigantic blueprint, size 27% inches
by 20V, inches, containing simplified
Panel layout. Front View, Top
View, Side View and Picture Wiring diagram. All measurements are
shown actual size. Also a complete
Illustrated Pamphlet in enclosed that
shows you exactly how to proceed
throughout the entire construction;
these are enclosed in a heay folder
envelope size 9% x 9V inches.
Note: This Wave Trap can be
installed in a few seconds. It does
not have to be put inside your set.

25c

BRAND NEW CONSRAD PATT ERN ENABLES YOU TO BUILD
ONE AT HOME
A WAVE TRAP does not have to be installed in your
N0 matter how large or small, how expensive or
set. The New Consrad Pattern shows you how to
inexpensive a Radio Set may be, it can be debuild a simple WAVE TRAP -By building at home
cidedly improved with a good WAVE TRAP.
you save 1/3 to 1/2 the cost of a ready made instruThe Receivers of today are not built incorrectly
ment.
They are as efficient as Radio Engineering skill can
And the simplified Consrad system that has been used
make them.
to construct over 500,000 home -made Receivers is understandable by a child.
The fault lies in the fact that there are so many stations on the air that receivers cannot separate them
Anyone with a Screwdriver, a Scissor, a Pen knife.
properly.
and a few other household tools can build from a
Consrad Pattern in a few nights.
The simple WAVE TRAP solves this problem
The
contents of the CONSRAD WAVE TRAP Patseparate
the
WaveIt
helps
brings order out of Chaos.
tern are shown on the left.
lengths.
ORDER YOUR PATTERN NOW. BEFORE MORE PROGRAMS ARE SPOILED BY CROWDING OF STATIONS

-

-It

PATTERNdirect25C DELEKS
COMPLETE
dealer
If
your

cannot supply you write

EVERYWHERE The Consrad Co., Inc., 230 Fifth Ave., New York City
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ACCUMULATOR CHARGING. by W.

VO T Thaven't
11

S. Ibbetson. Stiff cloth covers 5 "x71/2", 33
illustrations, 116 pages. Published by Sir
Isaac Pitman & Sons, New York. Price

a chance!
-a master craftsman -

U

a crackerjack iron worker, but
you haven't a chance for a
good foreman's job until you

EPRINTS!

Learn how to take the designer's
plans and execute them. Learn
how to figure costs. From then
L
://25,
/`L
on your chances are plenty.
Send for Free Blue Prints and Facts -STATE TRADE

/ Ji

L RUMSEY. S-2,1)rexel Bldg.. Phila.. Pa.

charged and in good condition. This, however, is
not enough for the reader who wishes to thoroughly
understand his battery, so just that amount of
theory has been included, treated in as simple and
direct a method as possible, to enable the reader to
understand the principles underlying the actions
of the battery and its treatment.

THE STORY OF MATHEMATICS, by

ee,>e,.emr

Denham Larrett. Stiff cloth covers, 5 "x
illustrated, 87 pages. Published by
Greenberg, New York. Price $1.25.

71/2",

RADIO

EDUCATOR
By

Sidney Gernsback
-

A Reading
Course in
5 books

i

five component parts
complete Radio Instruction Course are outlined in
five volumes that contain not
merely the esentials as so many
books do, but more, they contain
all that any modern up- to -theminute textbook on any subject
would cover. They are in themselves a COMPLETE radio
education teaching every possible portion of Radio science.
Size of each book 6 by 9 inches,
handsomely bound and illustrated with charts, diagrams, descriptions of equipment, etc.
SEND NO MONEY for these
books. Just forward your name
and address. We send you the
books at once. On receipt of
same you pay the postman $1.97
plus a few cents postage and
then they are yours.

i

AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS, by H. M.
Eaton, A.M. K. Hilding Beij, B.S. William G. Brombacher, Ph.D. ; W. Willard
;

Frvmoyer, B.S. H. B. Hendrickson C.
L. Seward, B.S. D. H. Strother, MS.
Stiff cloth covers, 6 "x8 1/2" 69 illustrations,
269 pages. Published by the Ronald Press
Company, New York. Price $5.00.
;

;

;

THESE

o

Distributed by

The

Consrad Company
Fifth Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
0e041MI ov0v0v0SOSOS0e0voe0!0e01
230

The mere mention of the word mathematics usually conjures up visions of dreary textbooks and
innumerable "sums" but there is more than technique in mathematics. There is a story also, and
in this little book the author has tried to tell something of this story in a manner that should at least
give a meaning of this inner side of the subject and
at the sane time spare the reader the terrors of
symbols, formulae and other intricacies. In an era
when applied science is entering more and more into
his circle of interests, the ordinary man will realize
the fundamental position of mathematics, and may
well wish to gain sonic idea of its origin. Mr.
Larrett's book provides for this desire in a very
adequate and enjoyable way, and will no doubt
stimulate a few to explore more deeply into a noble
and fascinating subject.

;

LEARN AT HOME
of a

DRAFTING

$1.00.
This book has been written for al types of users
of storage batteries. The author has borne in mind
throughout the work the actual requirements of
both the amateur and the service man, and the
knowledge gained by its perusal should be of immense profit to both. The hook is essentially of
a practical nature and gives in detail all the information necessary for keeping the battery fully

You may be a master mechanic

C.

185

The writers have attempted to describe clearly
the various aircraft instruments in general use, of
both American and European manufacture, to explain the operating principles of each class and to
discuss the errors to which each class of instrument
is subject. The arrangement of the subject matter
adapts the volume for use as a reference handbook.
At the same time the illustrative problems and the
presentation of the theory of the operation of the
various instruments should make the volume suit.
able for use as a textbook. In particular the treatment of the theory of barometric altitude determination will be found useful in barometric leveling,
as well as in aeronautics. The first Appendix contains physical and mathematical constants and conversion factors. The second Appendix gives suggested performance specifications for the more common instruments described.
These, representing
approximately the specifications used by the various
governmental departments in purchasing aircraft
instruments, should prove useful in connection with
the purchasing of instruments for aircraft, for automobiles and for various other technical purpose,.
such as the storage of gases and liquids.

MATHEMATICAL, AND PHYSICAL
PAPERS, by Benjamin Osgood Pierce.

Stiff cloth covers, 61/2"x91/2", 444 pages,
illustrated. Published by the Harvard University Press at Cambridge, Mass. Price
$5.00.

all the
papers which Prof. B. O. Peirce published in the
last ten years of his life. The volume not only
serves as a memorial to a distinguished scientist,
but will be of practical value to all investigators in
the fields of mathematics and physics. The volume

In this volume are assembled practically

deals mostly with the physical papers among which
are a number on electricity. At the back of the
book are four pages of Bibliography which will be
found useful to the reader.

Learn at Home
DRAFTING is one of the best professions a
young man can choose because it pays good
salaries and it is the stepping stone to even
better positions. Many leading architects,
mechanical engineers and electrical engineers got their start at the drafting board.
There is no easier way to learn Drafting
than through the home -study courses of the
International Correspondence Schools. The
practical value of these courses is shown by
the success of I. C. S. students and also by
the fact that employers are constantly writing us for trained men. We receive more
calls for I. C. S. draftsmen than for graduates of any other course.
F. E. King was "a poorly paid clerk" when he enrolled for the I. C. S. Drafting Course. By study,
industry, and perseverance he became Chief Draftsman of the U. S. Steel Furniture Company, of Syracuse. He is now earning more in a day than he used
to earn in a week.
A. J. Hutchins became Chief Draftsman for the
American Strawboard Company and increased his
salary 300% -also as a result of I. C. S. Training.
There is no doubt that Drafting offers a real opportunity to ambitious men and it will pay you to
investigate it. Just mark and mail the coupon and
we'll glady send you a booklet telling all about the
I. C. S. courses in Drafting or other subject in which
you are interested.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6192 -E.

Scranton, Penna.

Without cost or obligation on my part, please send me
one of your booklets and tell nee how I can qualify for the
position or in the subject before Which I have martini an X:
El Sheet Metal Worker's Course
D Mechanical Drawing
Sheet Metal l'attern Drafting
Draftsman's Course

Boilermaker's Laying Out

Boilermaker's

Course

ID Architectural

Drawing

Structural Drafting

Ship Drafting

Illustrating

&

Designing

Mechanical Engineer

Machinist
Toolmaker
Electrical Engineer
ID Iron and Steel Worker
['Civil Engineer
l'atternmaker
Steam Engineer
Fo undryman
Structural Engineer
Architectural Engineer Automobile Mechanic
Architect's Blueprint Beading
Surveyor
Electrician
Concrete Builder
Apprentice Trades
Contractor and Builder
Salesmanship
Business Management
Advertising
Traffic Management
Business English
Bookkeeper
Civil Service
Private Secretary
Common School Subjects
la Spanish and French
High School Subjects
Mathematics
Name

address
oung man, learn aviation.

this classy plane and
FLYYBuild
learn to construct and oper-

ate aircraft. Use your motorcycle
engine or the IRWIN 20 h.p.
motor. We furnish parts very reasonable to build this wonderful
little "Meteorplane" the World's
first successful LIgl:t Plane.
Send $3.50 for complete set of
blue prints and parts price
list of this latest Model M -T -2
IRWIN AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Sacramento, California.
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WHAT EVOLUTION

IS, by George
Howard Parker. Stiff cloth covers, 43/4"x
7 ", 174 pages published by the Harvard
University Press, Cambridge, Mass. Price

$1.50.
Considering its size. this work on evolution is
noteworthy. The subject is presented in clear, understandable language and it should interest both
friends and foes of the evolutionary theory. The
evidence of evolution explained Irons comparative
anatomical structures, from the embryological viewpoint and from the standpoint of rudimentary organs is taken up in order, but unfortunately with
insufficient thoroughness. This as previously stated
is primarily due to the size of the hook and floes
not in any way impair its value. except for the
ardent evolutionist. Everyone should know what
evolution is about and this book certainly presents
the subject in a straightforward manner. We can
heartily recommend it.

EVOLUTION FOR JOHN DOE. by Renshaw Ayard. Stiff covers, 53/4" x 9 ", 342
pages. Published by the Bohbs- Merrill
Co., Indianapolis, Indiana.

HERE ARE
ONLY A FEW
OF THE
COUNTLESS
SUBJECTS IN
THIS BOOK:
Aerials
Alternating Current
Alternators
Amplification
Amplifiers
Antennas
Arcs

A.

NOT A DICTIONARY

-A

B.

Batteries
Biographies

C.

Capacity
Circuits
Calf erers
Condensers
Coils
Coupling
Crystals
Current

D .

Detectors
Dielectric
Discharge

E.

Electrolytic
Electromagnetic
Electromotive Force
Electrons
Electrostatic

F.

Feed Back
Field

REAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF RADIO

ONE THOUSAND
BOOKS IN ONE

Filaments
Flax
Frequency
G.

Galvanometers
Grids
Grounds

H.

Heterodyne
High Frequency

The First Classification and Explanation of the
Countless Words Used in the Specialized

Impedance
Inductances
Inductance Coils
Induction
Inductive

Science of Radio

Insulating Materials

Edited by SIDNEY GERNSBACK
Editor of Radio Listeners' Guide and Share Time llonev Making. Author of
Wireless Course in 20 Lessons, Practical Electricity Course, etc.
S. OER\SBACFt'S RADIO ENCYCLOPEDIA is the only standard work ever
published in .( serica attempting to classify alphabetirally the countless words
used in the highly specialized science of

RADIO.
The ENCYCLOPEDIA is written in plain
English so that everybody can understand
the definitions and descriptions.
No expense has been spared. covering
over two years in compilation, to make it
worthy a place in your library.
It is published in one volume -168
pages -sloe 9x12 inches, nearly an inch
thick and nirely accomodat es the beautiful illustrations and the large, easy to
read type.
page is replete w lh illustrations
-toEvery
make tire text easily understandable.
REMEMBER THIS IS A REAL ENCYCLOPEDIA -NOT A DICTIONARY
and very few el the things described and
illustrated in this volume can be found
in any dictionary, or any other encyclo
pedia.

-

MINN

Mr

MR. S. GER NSBAC K.
230 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

1

Dear Sir I enclose $2.00. Kindly
s'nd me "nostpa id" one espy of your
Encyclopedial

only $2.00.

Price $2.00

State

Keys

Mnets

Magnagetic

Oscillations
Oscillators

O.

P.

Plates

R.

Radiations
Radio
Radio Frequency
Reactances
Rectifiers
Resistances
Resonance

s.

Switches

T.

Theory of Current Flow
Transformers

Transmission
Tuning

U.

Units

V.

Vacuum Tubes

W.

Wave

Wires
Etc.. ete.

PPAI ADG

SEND ALL ORDERS DIRECT TO

230 5th Ave., New York

Address

M.

If Your Dealer Cannot Sunnis( You

SIDNEY GERNSBACK

Name

City

1

The book contains as a supplement
classified cross -Index designed to bring
together radio references under one head
ing having relations in common.
All circuits new and old are described
by word and picture and every part and
apparatus used it Radio is explained and
made understandable by means of photographs and drawings.
The work contains 1,9(10 definitions, 549
photographs, drawings and diagrams.
The volume is printed upon fine paper
-bound in full black Karatol, marbled
paper fly leaves and end sheets, with the
title stamped in gold.
This volume should find a place in every
library, and will be a veritable boon to
you who are interested in Radio, from any
angle.
The advance sale was so tremendous
that a very large edition has been printed,
effecting a very considerable saving in
printing, etc. This saving is being passed
on to present purchasers, and you may
obtain the encyclopedia for the present at

K.

Money Refunded If Not Absolutely

Satisfactory

to

This book is a presentation pf the adoption of
evolution by a firm believer therein. There is
little use in reading it to obtain any presentation
of those who do not accept it as presented bythis author. It is very nicely printed. It is
especially to be noted that the paper is uncalendared. so as to spare the eyes of the reader. The
author has a knack of making his subject very
interesting, and whether we agree with him or
not, much enjoyment will be derived from its
perusion. A short bibliography is included in an
index running largely into naines, but curiously
enough the name of Epicurus is omitted.

/

MEDICAL EDUCATION, by Abraham
Flexner. Stiff cloth covers, 6 % "x9 ", 334
pages. Published by the Macmillan Co..
New York City. Price $2.50.
A complete history of the science of teaching
medicine in the past fifteen years is found in this
recommended volume. The average person has a
very poor idea of the amount of time and energy
required in obtaining an M. D. degree. For the
salse of obtaining this knowledge alone, it will
well repay the layman to browse over this survey
of medical education with care. Those interested
in education as a whole will find sufficient material
in this volume to assist them in improving education along other lines aside from the medical.

SWOOPE'S LESSONS IN PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY, by Erich Hausmann, E. E., Sc. D. Stiff cloth covers,
5%" x 8 ", 694 pages. Published by D.
Van Nostrand Co, New York City.

Price $2.50
The name of Swoope carries much weight with
it on all subjects pertaining to electric power and
electric engineering. This hook, from the well known house of Van Nostrand, while principally
devoted to electric engineering with a treatment
of the subject by elementary mathematics. in the
latter part of the book goes beyond this and has
a very interesting section on telegraphy and
telephony, and a concluding chapter all too short
but very excellently put on radio transmission.
An excellent index gives a desired character to
the book.

THE WILL - TEMPERAMENT AND
ITS TESTING, by June E. Downey, Ph.
I). Stiff cloth covers, 5%" x 8 ", 332
pages.
Published by World Book Co..
Yonkers -on- Hudson, New York. Price
$2.00.

"In his "Essay on Mankind." Alexander Pope
says that the proper study of mankind is man.
Some of us feel that of late years too much attention is being given to so- called psychology.
but this hook, as we turn over its pages, seems
exceedingly interesting, practical, and as far as
we trave gone. is based on unsentimental facts.
There are two indexes, one on authors. and one on
subjects.

DAS NEUE UNIVERSUM, Vol 41. Stiff
cloth covers, 6/" x 9 % ", 472 pages. Pub ished by Union Deutsche Verlagsgesellschaft, ill Stuttgart, Berlin, Germany.
We always welcome the appearance on our desk
of this quite delightful annual. It covers so large
a field of subjects. and the subjects are given
really without much order. that it makes a most
attractive presentation of what has been done in

the last twelve months, and its numerous illustrations, excellently presented add to its attractiveness.
One compliment we can pay it is to say
that we would like to see it translated into English for the benefit of those who are not familiar
with the German language.
.(Continued on page 188)
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ISSUE
Seeing in the Dark

The New Raytheon
A-B -C Power Unit

ISSUE
-a

Direct from London
newly .perfected system of transmitting the image of a person
sitting in a dark room -television's latest achievement.
The work of John Baird of
London. It's one of .the forerunners of practical everyday
television-Get the facts from
June RADIO NEWS.
pleased to
present complete details on
the brand new Raytheon
A -B -C Power Unit -that delivers "A," "B" and "C"
power for your Radio, operating direct from the light
socket. The dream of Radio
Fans for a practical unit to
replace all batteries is an
actuality. See June RADIO
RADIO

NEWS

is

NEWS.

The El- Phonic Capacity Pick -Up

The Face That
Vamped a Thousand
Guys
By R. F. Smith

Also a hundred other articles
on the very latest news and
events in Radio.

Price, 25c
Subscriptions, $2.50 a year.
If your dealer cannot supply
} ou, use this coupon.

You can have a

Broadcast

miniature

.staton in your
home-an El- Phonic unit attached to your Phonograph
and connected to your Radio
set reproduces any record
from your loud speaker. A
novel instrument for every
set user. Read about it in
June RADIO NEWS.

Here is one of the most novel
"Radio Stories" ever written
tale that will keep you
enthused and amused -It's
just a sample of the versatility of Radio's Greatest Magazine "RADIO News" -See the
June Issue..

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I

-a

I

I

This is the first prize story of
our cover contest. Mr. Wates, the
author, not only knows how to
write interestingly and convincingly, but he also keeps your
interest from beginning to end.
Nor does he allow you to guess
what it is all about until the
end. The story not only is good
fiction, but contains excellent

"The Visitation"

The second prize -winning story,
selected chiefly because of the
excellent science contained in it,
and the plausible manner in
which the entire story is developed. The plot in this story is
excellent and has an unparalleled
method of unfolding the high
spots that keep you on edge from
beginning to end.

"The Electronic
Wall"

We present our readers with a
real mystery story, and perhaps
one of the strangest you have
ever read. It is another of those
only the master, H. G. Wells,
marvelous, amazing stories, that
can write.

"The Story of t h e
Late Mr. Elvesham"

Most of us have heard about cornets,
but very few of as have ever seen
one. As is well known, there has been
a great deal of superstittion about
cornets in the past, and the most
dire things have been predicted, when
one of then approached the earth sufficiently near to become visible to the
noised eye. The present story by our
new author is excellent for any one
who "-ants to brush up his knowledge
of cornets in general with a quantum
of good fiction thrown In for good
measure.

"The Lost Comet"

science.

By H. G. Wells

By Ronald Sherin

for one year's

I enclose $

25c- Everywhere

subscription to

Subscriptions
Year

Name

$2.50 the

Address
City

By Geo. R. Fox

Also many other stories of
the semi -scientific, fiction
type. The most amazing
stories in the world.

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., Inc.,
230 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen:

By Cyril G. Wates

State

USE THIS COUPON
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OUR ENVIRONMENT, HOW WE USE
AND CONTROL IT, by Wood and Car-

penter. Stiff cloth covers, 5" x 7 ", 704
pages, profusely illustrated. Published by
Allyn and Bacon, New York City. Price

..::

swam

$1.80.

MAKE THIS A
RADIO SUMMER
Touring, camping, or at home, a portable
Radio Receiver is a real summer enjoyment.
It's convenient to carry, in your car, with
your baggage or if at home from room to
room or out on the lawn.
You can build your own "portable" at a
small cost -from a " Constad" pattern which
gives all instructions and parts needed together with full size blueprints of panel and
wiring diagram.
The Constad method is the simplest ever
devised-you do not have to be a Radio
Expert to use it.
-

New York, N. Y.

EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE, by J.

PARTY MANNERS!etiquette
taught

RADIO Receivers know no rules of
to act on best bethey cannot he
havior when company and friends are judging
them -but they can be made to act properly if the
operator understands the few simple factors that
effect tuning or the proper adjustment of the
Receiver's c o n_>_- trots.
-The 64 page.
illustrated book
on How to Tune
Your Radio Set
HOW TO TONE
21el
(Consard
a
carefully
is
ó YOUR RADIO SET Prepared. y e t
i nsimplified,
struction b o o k
on tuning alone.
Receivers, o f
1t
types.
different
Ó
individual char(t

---

-

a

MAOPCEI}Nktfsdr
me

aF

.

i

acteristics a r e
separhandled
ately. All there
is to

that
-

E.I. CO..NCtsf YORK City

know.

must

all

b e

known before one
can really say to

understand t h e
tuning of a setts given in this
hook.

25c- EVERYWHERE
your dealer cannot supply you write
direct.
The Consrad Co., 230 5th Av., N.Y.
If

_/..
i

B H!UGO
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During recent years the content of the schemes
of work in school science has undergone considerable modification. The order of the main divisions of the hook is unusual. The object the author has aimed at, before anything else, has been
to interest the pupils in the subject, and the

method adapted has been to avoid monotony by
changing the type of work each term. The first
33 pages of the book are devoted to experimental elementary physics, the next 19 pages
deal with experimental elementary chemistry and
the last 18 pages comprise a series of experiments
on elementary physics of the air.

GERNSBACK

$2.15 POSTPAID
Experimenter Pub. Co., Inc.
230 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, N. Y.

r

ENGINEERS!
AMATEURS!
BEGINNERS!
ALL USE

Hugo Gernsback's

"RADIO FOR ALL"
A permanent, comprehensive Reference
Book on Radio. A Thousand Textbooks
and pamphlets combined in one. For
everyone interested in the art of Radio.

Price $2.00 Postpaid

EXPERIMENTER PUB. CO., Inc.,
230 FIFTH AVE.,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

by Dunninger

Austin. Stiff cloth covers, 5 "x7 1/2", 72
pages, illustrated, published by Prof. F.
E. Austin, Hanover, N. H. Price $1.25.

www.americanradiohistory.com

t'

Against an amazing background of mechanical, electrical and chemically altered life of
mankind there is set a brilliant and colorful romance in the life of the greatest living scientist of that age.
Ralph's love for the beautiful stranger, his
conquest of his rival and the worsting of
the great saturnine Martian, culminating in
a running fight in space with tragedy and
terror conquered by almost unbelievable and
incredible weapons, make one of the most
interesting and gripping stories ever told.

HOW TO MAKE HIGH -PRESSURE
TRANSFORMERS FOR RADIO AND
POWER APPARATUS, by Prof. F. E.

The characteristic feature of this useful little
volume is the large number of business-like examples of bow transformers may be arranged, for
given purposes, and their possibilities and limitations. A number of instructive curves are plotted
and explained, showing the laws and variations of
the different quantities. Brief but adequate spare
is devoted to principles and the use of the various
constants employed in transformer work.
(Continued on rage 190)

,

from the pen of the renowned
editor and Scientific Experimenter HUGO GERNSBACK

G.

Frewin. Stiff cloth covers, 5 "x7
90
pages, profusely illustrated, published by
the Oxford University Press, New York
City, N. Y. Price $0.50.

.

1

WORLD SCIENCE and
ROMANCE IN THE
"YEAR 2660"

$2.50.
This book introduces to us the Pioneers in
Science who have created our modern world. In
it we meet them at the high moments of their

achievement. Back of every invention or discovery there has been a man or a group of men,
bold, adventurous, clever or interesting. In these
pages we meet those men, some are familiar and
some unfamiliar, but all are men to whom we
owe a tremendous debt. Each group of stories,
tracing some line of human thought, is brought
to a focus in our present life. To read of these
pioneers will make one appreciate our debt to
them and will make young people more proud of
their human inheritance when they see how the
battles of science have been fought down through
the ages by men and women like ourselves. The
man, the place and period in which he lived, and
the moment in which he won an immortal victory is the subject matter for the stories in this
book. The author has given the reader a new
outlook on science and one is carried by the romance and the glamour of science from the "Age
of Fire" to the present day discoveries. To make
this book helpful for handy reference a time table
of the Great Moments in Science is included .at
the back.

2660

i1¡1

/

THE CONSRAD CO., INC.

41+

,\ Kumaute of the year

Marion Florence Lansing. Stiff cloth covers, 256 pages, 36 illustrations, size 5 "x
8 % ", published by Doubleday, Page and
Company, Garden City, New York. Price

or sent direct ou receipt of 50e.

Q

RALPH 124C

Although this book on physics and on scientific
problems of the day is primarily intended for the
ninth year pupils, it is educational for the adolescent as well. It is written in popular style so
well emblazoned with illustrations that it can he
used as a general class reference hand book and
can be made the subject of interesting debates, discussions, or theses. Some of the pictures are designed to develop the power of observation. Others
help the student to appreciate the factors of his
environment to form correct habits and to teach
him the rudiments of science, beginning with the
common articles found in everyday life to the more
highly technical engineering fields. They further
teach one the possibilities of science throughout
the land, in every community, and in every home.
Each chapter of the book contains a number of
questions which the student should answer. These
may be used by the instructor or instructress for
verbal or written quizzes or they can be employed
by the student himself to ascertain how much of the
lesson he has learned. Many portions of this work
ire unique in conception and style. Thirty or forty
key words serve to recall to the reader the facts
about which he has read.
While "Our Environment" is not an elaborate
treatise it is far more thorough than many books
out natural science.
Cuts and bruises, bread making, protecting the community, pollination, Mendel's
laws, the sources of clothing, antitoxins, etc., wind
up the work. We think, however, that a more
appropriate title might have been chosen.

GREAT MOMENTS IN SCIENCE, by

THIS CONSRAD PATTERN
50c EVERYWHERE

230 Fifth Ave.,

1927

MYSTIFY

YOUR

FRIENDS

CFrom modern magic as America's
foremost magician teaches it. Stage
tricks, Slights -of -hand. All kinds of
mystery.
116 Pages -illustrated
x 12 incites
SOLD EVERYWHERE
EXPERIMENTER PUB. CO.,
230 FIFTH AVE.
NEW YORK CITY
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SIXTY -SEVEN plans- completely outlined with

a

procedure for establishing yourself in those most
successful and most lucrative Spare Time businesses in
the United States.

-of

a definite workable item
Each plan consists: First
be retailed by people of limited means and have
only a few spare minutes a day to utilize. Second -the
best method of production is outlined carefully with
suggestions as to what to avoid. Third- Avenues of
distribution or selling are given-such methods of selling by mail as are applicable and all similar details are
discussed, and Fourth -information of importnce in
'.arrying on to reap large, generous profits is discussed.

that can

Altogether you have before you complete, accurate
Spare Time buinesses that have returned hundreds of
dollars to others.
Sparetime Money Handbook contains 100 Pages, of
the large magazine size, 9 x 12 inches-with handsome
colored covers, over 100 illustrations.

Here is a complete list of the plans in this great book:
A Spot Remover That "Does the Work."
Two Glove Specialties.

Fishing Flies to Tempt the Angler's Dollars.
A Luscious Candy Bar, and a Novel Selling Plan.
Low -Cost Printing "Cuts" Coupled with an "Ad- Service."
Supplying Economical Cedar -Oil Moth Protection.
A "Self- Locking" Cure for the Troublesome Garage Door.
A Wiper That "Shoo's" Rain from Windshields.
A Mail -Order Service in Mail -Order Lists.
A Mailing Service for Mail -Order and Other Merchants.
Another Cost -Cutting Service for Circularizers.
Individualized Stationery in a Bargain Mail Offer.
Your Favorite Song for Ten Cents!"
Setting Up a "Collection -By -Mail" Agency.
A Service Which Delivers "Anything That's Printed."
IIow to Become a "Business Opportunity" Broker.
Making the Merchant's "Rebate Offer" Work for You.
Profits from Magazine Subscriptions.
Manufacturing a Simple and Economical Duplicating Device.
Furniture "Restoration" is Becoming a Golden Field.
"What Shall I Get Him to Play With ?"
Cashing in on Potato Chips.
Building Up a Stenographic Bureau by Part -Time Independent
Service.
A Tried Market for Used Cars.
.A Business in Used Boxes.
A Woman's Plan: A Noon -Time Box Lunch Service.
A "Homes to Rent" Bureau Performs Valuable Service.
"Sandwich Snacks" Find a Universal Sale.
Athletic Trunks and School Pennants as a Home Industry.
Pies and Cakes "Fresh from the Home Oven."
Home -Made Desserts "Per Cut" for the Small Family.
A Circulating Library Provides a Pleasant Home Vocation.
A Service to Give the- Baby's Parents "An Evening Out."

Offer Will Hold
Good for a Short Time
Only.
This

Mail This Coupon Now

The INCORPORATED
Consrad Co.
230

Fifth Avenue

New York, N. Y.

r THE CONSRAD
230

"Professional Shopping" Developed as a Standard Service.
Marketing Home -Made Preserves.
Hand -Made Gift Novelties and Toys Find a Preferred Market.
Dressing Dolls as Little Girls Like Them.
Making Needlework Pay Through Christmas Bazaars.
Writing as a Money -Producing Trade.
Vending Machines as Steady Income Producers.
Making a Business of Special Florists' Orders.
A "Local Interest" Publication with a Double Profit Plan.
Working Into the "Sales Promotion" Field.
A Spare -Time Money- Making Field in Radio.
A "Garden- Crop" Money- Making Plan for Boys.
A Christmas -Money Enterprise for Boys.
Paying Your Way Through College.
Campus Photographs Aid the Student Worker's Income.
A City Agency for Fresh Eggs.
Money in Mushrooms.
Raising Pedigreed Pets as a Side -Line.

Every Community Needs a "Nurses' Directory."
Spare -Ilour Flower Selling -A New Idea.
An Old Auto Generator Can Be Made to Earn Money.
An "Endless Chain" Agency.
.
There May Be Money in the Nearest Woods-"Nut Meats."
"One Dish a Day " -An Apartment Dweller's Scheme.
She Loves Children -And Makes Money Playing with Them.
Turning Cheese Cloth Into Money.
An Idea for Making Rubber "Bumpers" for Faucets.
Pin Money from Old Dishes.
Making Cushions for Profit.
A Boy's Plan -Make and Sell Rubber Bands.
Making Ornamental Flowers from Sea Shells.
Turning "Devilled Eggs" Into Dollars.
A Boy's Plan to Help the Housesvife on "Wash Day."

CO., Inc.,

Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen -On your absolute guarantee that this

big SPARTIME MONEY HANDBOOK is just as described above, you may send me same FREE. You are to send this
book at once and enter my name for a full year's subscription to SPARETIME MONEY
MAKING, 12 numbers, for which I enclose $1.50, the price of SPARETIME MONEY
MAKING alone.

,,

My name is

My address is

_.._
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-:MN -Mr.
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THE

five tube

COCMADA

Invest 50e in the Popular
CONSRAD PATTERN

and Save

I2

on Your Set

Radio's most popular "Home Built" circuit, Powerful and easily built. Used by the thousands everywhere. Parts cost only $35 if you use the Cons rad Pattern. Two full sized blueprints given with
fully illustrated instruction booklet. All measurements full size.
and
layout
Panel
Wiring diagram simplified so that anyone
can understand them.
Save NOW on your
Radio -Buy one
these patterns.

of

Price 50e

------_,

ImPrIMCM1

MIN. -_IMt mmIgrma_

NUM

THE CONSRAD CO., Inc.,
230 Fifth Ave., New York City, N. Y.
Enclosed 50e for one copy of y,
your
our pattern, "How to
build the 5 -tube 'COCADAY.'
IC

1
r

r

Address
Clty

State

uildsrhús
THE WORLD FAMOUS
NEUTRODYNE
to build.

It's easy to tune -and it's cosy

You can save many dollars by building your
own Neutrodyne using the famous Consrad

Pattern.
This Pattern gives 2 full sized blueprints 16
x 30 inches of the Panel layout and wiring
diagram, also a 4-page, illustrated instruction
booklet.
The Consrad method of building is the simplest ever devised. Anyone can build from it.

Use this
Consrad

Pattern

50c
THE CONSRAD CO., Inc.,
230 Fifth Ave., New York City.
Enclosed send 50c for one copy of your "Neutrodyne Pattern."
Name

Address

State

City

50

1927

BOOKS
-Magic-

OR MORE

Novelties
Radio- Science
Puzzles-Fiction and Others

CATALOGUE FREE
THE CONSRAD CO.. 230 5th Ave.. New York

AMATEUR'S

RADIO

HAND-

BOOK, by A. Frederick Collins. Stiff
cloth covers, 5 "x7 % ", profusely illustrated, 404 pages, published by Thomas Y.
Crowell Co., New York City, N. Y.
Price $1.75.

This is a very complete, authentic and informative work on wireless telegraphy and telephony. Taking for granted that the reader is a
novice the author fully explains the details of the
simplest circuits, leading step by step into the deeper mysteries of complicated radio receiving and
transmitting sets. An appendix of 12 pages of
of
common
useful information, abbreviations
terms, a glossary of 34 pages, 5 pages of insurance requirements and 26 pages of radio laws
make this book indispensable to the amateur or
radio fan. At the back of the book is given a list
of radio books recommended for reading and list
of dealers in radio apparatus and supplies.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANREETC..
CIRCULATION,
AGEMENT,
ACT OF10 CONGRESS
QUIRED
OF THE
Of SCIENCE AND INVENTION, published

monthly at New York, N. Y., for April 1, 1927.
State of New York
SS.
County of New York
Before me, a NOTARY PUBLIC, in and for
apthe State and county aforesaid, personally been
peared I-IUGO GERNSBACK, who, having says
duly sworn according to law, deposes and
INthat lie is the EDITOR of SCIENCE AND
to the best
VENTION and that the following is,statement
of
of his knowledge and belief. a true
the ownership, management (and if a daily paper,
the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publication
for the date shown in the above caption, required
by the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in section 411, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed
on the reverse of this form, to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor, and business managers are:
Publisher, THE EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 230 Fifth Avenue, New
York, N. Y.
Editor, HUGO GERNSBACK, 230 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Managing Editor, H. WINFIELD SECOR,
230 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Business Manager, R. W. DEMOTT, 230 Fifth
Avenue, New York, N. Y.
2. That the owner is: (If owned by a corporaand
tion, its name and address must he stated
adalso immediately thereunder the names and one
dresses of stockholders owning or holding
If
stock.
of
amount
total
per cent or more of
not owned by a corporation, the names and adbe
given.
must
dresses of the individual owners
If owned by a firm, company, or other uninas
corporated concern, its name and address,must
well as those of each individual member,
be given.)
THE EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO.,
1.

INC., HUGO GERNSBACK, SIDNEY GERNSBACK. R. W. DEMOTT, H. W. SECOR, DR.
T. O'CONOR SLOANE, I. S. MANHEIMERall of 230 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. ; MRS.
CATHERINE MAJOR, 545 West 158th720Street,
Cass
New York, N. Y. M. M. FINUCAN.
Street, Chicago, Ill.; L. F. McCLURE, 720 Cass
;

Street, Chicago, Ill.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees.
and other security holders owning or holding 1
per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: (If there are none,
so state.) NONE.
4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving
the names of the owners, stockholders, and security
holders, if any, contain not only the list of stockholders and security holders as they appear upon
the books of the company but also, in cases
where the stockholder or security holder appears
upon the books of the company as trustee or in
any other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or corporation for whom such trustee is acting, is given; also that the said two paragraphs
contain statements embracing affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and security
holders who do not appear upon the books of
the company as trustees, hold stock and securities in a capacity other than that of a bona fide
owner; and this affiant has no reason to believe
that any other person, association. or corporation
Las any interest direct or indirect in the said
stock, bonds, or other securities than as so stated
by him.
5. That the average number of copies of each
issue of this publication sold or distributed.
through the mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers
during the six months preceding the date shown
(This information is reabove is
quired from daily publications only.)
HUGO GERNSBACK.
(Seal)
Sworn to and described before me this 28th
day of Mardi, 1927.
JOSEPH H. KRAUS, Notary Public.
(My commission expires March 30, 1929.)

ON A LOOP
WITH THE

TROPADYNE

SUPER - HETERODYNE
TIIE World famous Tropadyne has never
been surpassed.
It gets volume, clarity and marvelous D.X.
reception, all on a loop antenna -No outdoor cumbersome aerial necessary.
It's a powerful Super- Heterodyne simplified, which makes it possible for anyone to
construct it.
Consrad Pattern No. 16 shows you how to
build this Receiver at home. New system
blueprints of Wiring and I'anel layout take
the mystery out of blueprints. A child
could understand them.
Blueprints are 19 x 44 inches.
There is also a 14 -page instruction booklet,
illustrated, that gives in full, all steps in
the construction.
20,000 have used this Pattern

ORDER THIS PATTERN TODAY
PRICE 50c

THE CONSRAD COMPANY
230 Fifth Ave.

New York City

POWERFUL MUSIC
From Only 2 Tubes
Consrad

Build

Pattern

It

Yourself

50c
THE HARKNESS

Can't be equaled. Powerful music from only
The famous Harkness. Circuit non 2 tubes.
oscillating, easy to build, inexpensive to operate.
Consrad Pattern No. 11 gives full instructions
to build this set at home, Anyone can use them.
Blue- prints of Panel layout and Wiring diagram
drawn actual size -no measurements necessary.
All enclosed in handsome colored folder.
Sold by

All Radio Dealers or Direct Order

THE CONSRAD COMPANY, INC.,
New York City
230 Fifth Ave.,

M $0$N$EgY$
REAL MONEY

May be earned during your spare time
taking subscriptions to-

RADIO NEWS, SCIENCE & INVENTION,
AMAZING STORIES, SPARE -TIME
MONEY MAKING
For full information write
AGENCY DIVISION

Experimenter Publishing Company
New York, N. Y.

230 Fifth Avenue,

Science and Invention for June, 1927
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Order this book!

PUzz LEDom
&m4ydì
Tricks and Puzzles
HERE are one thousand hours of
fun and frolic -in Sam Loyd's
"Tricks and Puzzles. There is only
one Sam Loyd, the Puzzle King, the
uncomparable, a true master mind
and he has crowded in this new volume, "Tricks and Puzzles," the best
workof his lifetime.
In this book are thousands of puzzles,
Hungames, tricks, conundrums.

Scores of
dreds of illustrations.
puzzle stories, dozens of humorous anecdotes.
With this inexhaustible gold mine of
entertainment at hand you need never
be at loss for an evening party program or a rainy day's delight.
It's a book for young and old folks
alike -Riddles for the youngsters
Brain teasers for the grown -ups.

Fresh
from the
Press t
The year's

-

m o s

Barunique book
rels of fun, 120 pages
-crammed to the
full with every conof
ceivable
tricks,
games, conundrums,
etc.
Size 9 x 12 inches
illustrations on every
page. Fun for every
of t h e
member

kind

puzzles,

-

(family.

-

Price 50e the Copy
Sold on All Newsstands
If your dealer cannot supply you, use this coupon.
EXPERIMENTER PUB. CO., INC., 230 Fifth Ave., New York
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EXPERIMENTER PUB. CO., Inc.,
230 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen: I enclose 50e for one copy of
Sam Loyd's "Tricks and Puzzles."
Name

Address
City

State

LMIST RY
J&PíPAPLAINED
!

Friendship

Secrets ofycurhunds
EARN the SECRETS, in your palm, your friend's palm. The most amazing Science in the world. Palmistry is within everyone's grasp. Everyone's
is like an open book, their character, habits, life lines and fortune are indelibly imprinted there.
Learn how the professionals read your palm and then go out and mystify your
friends -you can expose their innermost secrets at their expense.
This brand new 96 page, illustrated book is as up -to -date as the art has progressed
Hundreds of illustrations, large size 9 x 12 inches crammed full of information.
Buy your copy today-you're in for a big surprise and plenty of fun.

palm

116

PAGE

BOOK -FRESH
FROM THE PRESS
5oc

ON ALL

NEWSSTANDS.
EXPERIMENTER PUB. CO., Inc.
230 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

c

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC.
230

Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

-I enclose 50c for one copy of

Gentlemen

"SECRETS OF YOUR

HANDS" (Palmistry Explained).
Name
Address

City

State

Science and Invention for June, 1927
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Issued

World's

every
month in leading

publishers

magazines

Radio Waves

largest

Radio Book

-

What Are They?

-

The Fun of Building a Radio Set
and the Thrill of
Saving.

Waves we cannot feel, see or hear, yet
they are everywhere.
Waves in a body of water are clearly
visible, but Radio Waves can neither be
seen, heard nor felt. Yet these same
Radio Waves have length, frequency,
velocity, height and form.
Radio Waves travel with a velocity of
about 186,000 miles a second. The distance to which a Radio Wave will travel
before dying out depends to a certain extent on its frequency.
The sound waves at the broadcast station are impressed upon a Radio Wave
and this carried to a receiving set which
in turn transforms them back to sound
waves.
How this remarkable transposition is
made and all about Radio Reception is
thoroughly and simply explained in the
Consrad Book, No. 11, "HOW RADIO

IS RECEIVED."
The book can be bought at your Radio
Dealers or you can buy a copy direct, the
price is 25c -use the coupon below for
ordering.

TML [MVERIMENTER's

IiRPNRY NG.1

E.VAIL CHURCH

THE

E.I.

A good, carefully built
Radio Receiver can equal,
even surpass, in some cases,
the finest factory made sets.
There is no special difficul
ty in constructing a good set
if one starts with a good circuit and the proper instruc-

tions.

To help home set builders
in achieving the best results,
the Consrad Book No. 2

"HOW TO BUILD PRACTICAL RADIO SETS" is
published.
The 64 -page book contains
many circuits of the most
practical and efficient types
complete circuits are shown
in all cases. The price of
this book is only 25c -you

-

can

buy it at most

Radio

Stores or order direct by the
coupon below.

67

-

Latest, finest collection
of hook -ups obtainable
64 -page book, illustrated.
Price 25c. -Order Below

"A Chain is only as strong
as its weakest link -- !"
A Radio Set as strong as its weakest
part.
Each and every part of a Radio Set must function
properly, if you will get good reception.
There are many hints used by Radio Experts that
make for perfect set building and perfect operation of
all parts. These hints are combined into a 64 -page
illustrated book of great value to every set builder.
"Tips for the Radio Constructor Book No. 1."

64 Pages, 5x8 -illustrated.

Order Now!

CO. NEW YORK CITY

Price 25c.

THE CONSRAD CO., INC.
230 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen

-I enclose $

Name
Address
City

for

1

DEFINITE and
WORKABLE PLANS
TO MAKE MONEY
sIXTV -SEVEN plans-completely out-

copy of Books Number

Sparetime Money Handbook

State

lined with a procedure for establishing yourself in those most successful
and lucrative Spare Time businesses in
the United States.
Each plan consists of a definite workable item that can be retailed by people of
limited means and have only a few spare
minutes a day to utilize.
Altogether you have before you complete, accurate Spare Time businesses
that have returned hundreds of dollars
to 'others.
Sparetime Money Handbook contains
100 Pages, of the large magazine size,
9 x 12 inches -with handsome colored
covers, over 100 illustrations.

ORDER BY COUPON
ON THIS PAGE

THE CONSRAD
RADIO LIBRARY
Book

1

-Tips for the Radio Amateur Con2 -How to Make Practical Radio

structor.
Book

Receiving Sets.
Book 3 -Radio Questions Answered.
Book 4-Radio Frequency Amplication.
Book 5 -Loud Talkers and How to Build

Them.

Book 6-How to Tune Your Radio Set.
Book 7 -One Hundred Radio Hook -ups.
Book 8-One Hundred and Fifty Radio
Hook -ups.
Book 9 -All About Radio Parts.
Book 10- History and Operation of the

Vacuum Tube.
11 -The Neutrodyne, All About It.
12 -How Radio Is Received.
13 -The Radio Trouble Finder.
14 -Reflex Radio Receivers.
15 -The Super-Heterodyne, Theory
and Construction.

Book
Book
Book
Book
Book

These books are sold by all Radio
Dealers -or you can use coupon here.
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GUIDES
HAWKINS ELECTRICAL
VOLUME

$1 A
3500 PAGES
$1 A MONTH
4700 PICTURES
and better
Know the facts in Electricity. They mean more money
to know
position for you. Hawkins Guides tell you all you need
so
about Electricity. Every important electrical subject covered
complete,
A
apply.
and
study
to
Easy
it.
understand
can
you
practical working course, in 10 volumes. Books are pocket size
flexible covers. Order a set today to look over.
LEARN ALL ABOUT
Dynamos Electric Ma:tiagnetism-Induction ENperinlents
of
chinery- Motors-Armatures -Armature Windings-Installing
Dynamos -Electrical Instrument Testing-Practical Management
\siring
of Dynamos and Motors -Distribution Systems-Wiring,-\
of Alternating
;

-

-

Diagrams

-

--Alternating

Sign Flashers

Currents and Alternators

Storage Batteries

-

-

-

Principles

Alternating Current Motors

Transformers

--

Current Systems- Circuit Breakers
Converters- Rectifiers
Stations -Installing
Measuring Instruments- Switchboards -Wiring -Power
-Railways. Also many
-Telephone- Trlcgraph- Wireless- Bell: -Lighting- Ready
Reference Index
Modern Practical Applications of Electricity and
Of the ten numbers.

SHIPPED FREE

to buy unless
Not a cent to pay until you see the honks. No obligationthis
great help
you are satisfied. Send Coupon now-today -and get$1_011 a month for
pay
-you
ynu
library and see if it is not worth $100 to
ten mouths or rrturn it.

SEND NO MONEY

TEN

IN

I

VOLUMES

SEND ONLY THIS COUPON

THEO. AUDEL & CO.
65 West 23rd Street, New York City.
Please submit me for free examination, HAWKINS
$1 a number). Ship at
once prepaid, the 10 numbers. If satisfactory, I agree
to send von $1 within seven days and to further mail
you $1 each month until paid.

ELECTRICAL GUIDE (Price

Name

Occupation
Employed by
Home Address
Reference

www.americanradiohistory.com

S. & I., June.
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before they have taken form or shape.
He is SCATTER -BRAINED.
His mind is like a powerful automobile running wild -destroying his hopes, his dreams, his POSSIBILITIES!
He wonders why he does not get ahead. He cannot understand why others, with less ability, pass him in the prosperity
parade.
He pities himself, excuses himself, sympathizes with himself.
And the great tragedy is that he has every quality that leads
to success -intelligence, originality, imagination, ambition.
His trouble is that he does not know how to USE his brain.
His mental make -up needs an overhauling.
There are millions like him -failures, half- successes -slaves
to those with BALANCED, ORDERED MINDS.
It is a known fact that most of us use only one -tenth of our
brain power. The other nine -tenths is dissipated into thousands
of fragmentary thoughts, in day dreaming, in wishing.
We are paid for ONE -TENTH of what we possess because
that is all we USE. We are hundred horse -power motors delivering only TEN horse power.
What can be done about it?
The reason most people fall miserably below what they dream
of attaining in life is that certain mental faculties in them
BECOME ABSOLUTELY ATROPHIED THROUGH DISUSE,
just as a muscle often does.
If, for instance, you lay for a year in bed, you would sink to
the ground when you arose; your leg muscles, UNUSED FOR SO
LONG, could not support you.
It is no different with those rare mental faculties which you
envy others for possessing. You actually DO possess them, but
they are ALMOST ATROPHIED, like unused muscles, simply
because they are faculties you seldom, if ever, USE.
Be honest with yourself. You know in your heart that you
have failed, failed miserably, to attain what you once dreamed of.
Was that fine ambition unattainable? OR WAS THERE
JUST SOMETHING WRONG WITH YOU? Analyze yourself,
and you will see that at bottom THERE WAS A WEAKNESS
SOMEWHERE IN YOU.
What WAS the matter with you?
Find out by means of Pelmanism; then develop the particular
mental faculty that you lack. You CAN develop it easily;
Pelmanism will show you just how; 600.000 Pelmanists, MANY
OF WHOM WERE HELD BACK BY YOUR VERY PROBLEM,
will tell you that this is true.

Among those who advocate
T. P. O'Connor, "Father of the
House of Commons."
The late Sir H. Rider Haggard,
Famous Novelist.
General Sir Robert Baden Powell, Founder of the Boy
Scout Movement.
Judge Ben B. Lindsey, Founder
of the Juvenile Court, Denver.
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HIS mind is a hodge -podge of half -baked ideas.
He thinks of a thousand "schemes" to make money
DOES nothing about ANY of them.
quickly
Thoughts flash into and out of his brain with the speed of
lightning. New ideas rush in pell- inell, crowding out old ones
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Sir Harry Lauder, Comedian.
W. L. George, Author.

Baroness Orczy, Author.
Prince Charles of Sweden.

-and others,

of equal prominence, too numerous to mention here.
Pelmanism is the science of applied psychology, which has
swept the world with the force of a religion. It has awakened
powers in individuals, all over the world, they did not DREAM
they possessed.
A remarkable book called "Scientific Mind Training" has
been written about Pelmanism. IT CAN BE OBTAINED FREE.
Yet thousands of people who read this announcement and who
NEED this book will not send for it. "It's no use," they will say.
"It will do me no good, ", they will tell themselves. "It's all
tommyrot," others will say.
But if they use their HEADS they will realize that people
cannot be HELPED by tommyrot and that there MUST be something in Pelmanism, when it has such a record behind it, and
when it is endorsed by the kind of people listed here.
If you are made of the stuff that isn't content to remain a
slave
you have taken your last whipping from life,
you
have a spark of INDEPENDENCE left in your soul, write for
this free book. It tells you what Pelmanism is, WHAT IT HAS
DONE FOR OTHERS, and what it can do for you.
The first principle of YOUR success is to do something definite in your life. You cannot afford to remain undecided, vascillating, day -dreaming, for you will soon again sink into the mire of
discouragement. Let Pelmanism help you FIND YOURSELF
Mail the coupon below now-while your resolve to DO SOME
THING ABOUT YOURSELF is strong.
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THE PELMAN INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
Approved as a correspondence school under
the laws of the State of New York
West 44th St.
Suite 326
New York City

Pelmanism are:
The Pelman Institute of America,
Frank P. Walsh, Former Chair 19 West 44th St., Suite 326
man of National War Labor New York City.
I want you to show me what Pelmanism has actually done
Board.
for over 600,000 people. Please send me your free book, "ScienJerome K. Jerome, Novelist
tific Mind Training." This places me under no obligation
Gen. Sir Frederick Maurice,
whatever.
Director of Military OperaName
tions, Imperial General
Staff.
Address
Admiral Lord Beresford,
City
State
G.C.B.. G.C.V.O.
-

